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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Leo Brewer, Division Head 
Victor F. Zackay, Associate Head 

There has been a steady growth in the 
number of graduate students as sociated with 
the IMRD research program, reaching a peak 
of almost 200 in the Fall of 1968. However, 
during 1969 the number of graduate students 
was reduced by about 10%. Although the total 
number of IMRD postdoctoral fellows remained 
constant during 1969, the fraction coming with 
their own salary support increased from 23 to 
50%. During 1969, a record number of 38 Ph.D. 
and 8 M. S. degrees were awarded to IMRD 
students and 140 journal papers or chapters 
in books were published. 

Three new principal investigators have been 
added during 1969. Professor Neil Bartlett 
of the Department of Chemistry, formerly at 
Princeton, will be continuing his work on flu
oddes of the transition metals, nonmetals, and 
the noble gases by using x-ray and electron 
spectroscopic techniques to characterize the 
structure and bonding of these compounds. 
Professor Robert Bragg of the Department of 
Materials Science and Engineering, formerly 
at Lockhep.d Aircraft, Palo Alto, will be 
determining the electrical and magnetic prop
erties of metallic and ceramic materials and 
correlating these properties with their micro
structures. Professor John Clarke of the 
Department of Physics, formerly at postdoc
toral fellow with IMRD following his studie s 
at Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, 
will continue his work on the various types of 
weak-link and tunnelling phenomena in super
conductors. Professor Marshal Merriam has 
returned from a two-year stay at the Univer
sity of Kanpur and will be developing his pro
gram of study of superconductivity. Professor 
Otto Redlich retired on June 30, 1969, but he 
plans an active writing program on the topics 
of his recent research program on the thermo
dynamic treatment of liquid and gaseous solu
tions and on the general field of fundamental 
problems of thermodynamics. 

A considerable fraction of IMRD principal 
investigators are making substantial contri
butions to University administration. Profes
sor Bruce Mahan, Charles W. Tobias, and 
Jack Washburn served as chairmen of the 

Departments of Chemistry, Chemical Engi
neering, and Materials Science and Engineer
ing, respectively, Professor Harold S. 
Johnston is Dean of the College of Chemistry 
and Professor Victor Zackay is Associate Dean 
of the College of Engineering. Professor 
Norman Phillips is Associate Dean of the 
Graduate Division and Professor Gareth Thomas 
has resigned as Associate Dean of the Graduate 
Division to take a half-time appointment as 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor -Academic 
Affairs. Professor Robert Connick served as 
Acting Chancellor during part of the summer 
and fall and is now the Vice Chancellor of the 
Berkeley Campus. Professor Alan Portis is 
Director of the Lawrence Hall of Science. 

Several IMRD principal investigators re
ceived awards and honors during the year. 
Professor Gareth Thomas was awarded the 
Doctor of Science Degree which was presented 
at · the Congregation of Cambridge University 
for his original research contributions to the 
fields of physical metallurgy and electron 
microscopy. Professor Neil Bartlett received 
the American Chemical Society award in 
Inorganic Chemistry, sponsored by Texas 
Instruments, Inc. Professor Earl Parker re
ceived the Vincent Bendix award of the American 
Society for Engineering Education. Professor 
Joseph Pask was awarded the 1968 John F. 
Bergerson Memorial Service award for service 
to the profession in education and science. 

The major highlight of the past year was the 
installation and testing of the 650 kV Hitachi 
electron microscope which was completed in 
late May 1969. The total cost of this AEC 
facility was about $350,000, which included a 
University contribution of approximately 
$ 70, 000 toward building alterations and con
struction. This culminated nearly four years 
of preparation and evaluation of high voltage 
microscopy. 

The microscope was dedicated on June 11, 
1969 ; the principal speaker was Professor 
P. B. Hirsch, FRS, of Oxford University 
(Fig. 1). 



Fig. 1. Professor P . B . Hirsch speaking at 
the inauguration ceremonies. (XBB 696 -3928). 

After the speeches, demonstrations were 
held and the microscope was put through its 
paces (Fig. 2) . 

Fig. 2. Profe s sor Gareth Thomas explaining 
some applications of the high voltage micro
scope to Director of LRL. Dr. Edwin McMillan, 
Professors V. F. Zackay and N . Phillips of 
IMRD . (XBB 696-3932) 
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In the design of the 650 kV machine, careful 
consideration has been given to performance, 
maintenance, safety, and reliability, and it is 
to be used in basic materials research and for 
some biological and environmental applications. 
A high voltage generator and an accelerating 
tube are accommodated in a pressure tank so 
that the instrument is compact and safe; the 
problems of humidity and dust are avoided. 
Accelerating voltages up to 650 kV are available. 
The illuminating lens system is two-stage , the 
imaging lens system is four stage. Maximum 

Fig. 3 . Schematic cross -sectional diagram 
of the microscope. (XBL 695-2775) 



magnification is 100,000X, and maximum 
camera length approximately 2 meters. The 
specified resolution is better than 10 A by the 
crystal lattice test. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the cross section of 
the instrument and Fig. 5 shows our own 
lattice resolution test where spacings of 4 
and 6 A are resolved. 

X - radiation levels are constantly monitored 
and the instrument is safe in terms of radia
tion hazards. 

The commencement of operation of the new 
mic rosc ope has permitted the start of struc
tural investigations related to ferrimagnetism 
in Fe -Co spinels; interdisciplinary research 
has been carried out on radiation damage and 
mineral identification of moon dust; studies of 
crystalline viruses and ultrafine grain sizes 
in vacuum-deposited superconducting thin films 
has been started. Theoretical results by Dr. 
Walter L. Bell have provided a new method of 
substructural analysis. Dr. Bell has received 
a NSF postdoctoral fellowship to spend 1970 
at the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge 
University to continue his research on many 
beam effects at high voltage. 

Other applications of the microscope are 
described in Sec. II-D of this report. 

Weekly seminars based on current research 
of the Division and on the research of visiting 
scientists were continued. Among the speakers 
were Dr. H. L. Aaronson, Scientific Labora
tory, Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michi
gan; Professor D. G. Brandon, Technion
Israel Institute of Technology, Department of 
Materials Engineering, Haifa, Israel; Dr. B. 
C. H. Steele, Imperial College of Science and 
Technology, Royal School of Mines , South 
Kensington. SW 7, London, England; Dr. 
Marvin Appel, Research Scientist, Central 
Electric Research Laboratory , Leatherhead, 
Surrey, England; and Mr. Cal C. Herrman, 
U. S. Army Electronics Command, Fort 
Monmouth, New Jersey. 

Other visitors to IMRD during the year 
were Professor C. B. Duke, Department of 
Physics, University of Illinois; Dr. Vladimir 
N. Panuyshkin, High Pressure Institute , 
University of Moscow; and Professor Klaus 
Dransfeld, Department of Physics, University 
of Munich. 

The 1965 policy of instituting salary reduc
tions for graduate students who have taken too 
long to complete their degree work has been 
continued. During 1969 it was necessary to 
apply the salary reduction in five instances. 
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The Fourth Annual Review Symposium of 
the Inorganic Materials Division was held 
March 11 and 12, 1970. 

The Fifth International Materials Symposium 
on "The Structure and Properties of Materials
Techniques and Applications of High Resolution 
Microscopy" will be held in Berkeley, 
September 13-17, 1971. 

Fig. 4. The 650 kV microscope. 
(CBB 701-364) 



Fig. 5. 650 kV: Lattice resolution of 6 A 
(circled) in potassium chloroplatinate crystal. 
Finer spacing of 4A are also resolved. This 
picture also illustrates the excellent stability 
of the high voltage machine. (XBB 701-524) 

4 
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A. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 

1. X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON 
SPECTROSCOPY 

a. Nitrogen is Electron Binding Energies: 
Correlations with Molecular Orbital 
Calculated Nitrogen Charges* 

David N. Hendrickson, Jack M. Hollander, 
and William L. Jolly 

Nitrogen is electron binding energies were 
measured for 56 nitrogen compounds. Cor
relations were observed between these measured 
binding energies and nitrogen atom charges 
calculated from either CNDO or extended 
Huckel molecular orbitals. The molecular 
structure of the oxyhyponitrite ion (N2032-) 
and the bonding characteristics of various 
metal-coordinated ligands were investigated 
by means of these correlations. 

* Abstracted from Inorg. Chern. !!! 2642 (1969). 

b. The Correlation of Core-Electron Binding 
Energies with Thermochemical Data* 

William L. Jolly and David N. Hendrickson 

Atomic core-electron binding energies (E B ) 
can be measured by x -ray photoelectron spec
troscopy (otherwise known as ESCA and IEE) 
with a precision of ± 0.2 eV and, for a given 
element, change as much as 15 eV with changes 
in the chemical environment of the atom. EB 
correlates roughly with the oxidation state of 
the atom or with the estimated charge on the 
atom: the higher the effective charge, the 
higher E B . However, we have observed that 
EB correlates better with appropriate thermo-' 
chemical data. We ,assume that the removal 
of a core electron is equivalent to a unit in
crease in nuclear charge. Thus the energy of 
the x-ray photoelectric process is related to 
the energy of the process in which the com
pound is converted to the isoelectronic species 
with the atomic number of the excited atom 

. greater by 'one unit. For example, the nitrogen 
is EB's for NaN02, NH3' and KOCN are 
linearly related to the energies of the follow
ing processes: 

6+ + 
NaN0

2
(s) + 0 (g) -+ Na (g) + 03(g) 

6+* -+ N (g) + e (g), 

6+ ,+ 6+* -
NH

3
(s) + 0 (g) -+ OH

3 
(g) + N (g) + e (g), 

h+ + 6+* 
KOCN(s) + 0- (g) -+ K (g) + CO

2
(g) + N (g) 

+ e -(g). 

* Abstract of paper presented at ACS meeting, 
New York, N. Y., Sept. 1969. 

2. STUDIES OF THE HYDRIDES OF GROUP IV 

a. The Chemistry of Potassium Germyl 

Robert M. Dreyfuss and William L. Jolly 

Last year we reported that the reaction of 
potassium germyl (KGeH3) with bromobenzene 
gives benzene and GeH2 polymer, whereas the 
reaction with methyl bromide gives methyl
germane. We are following up this observation 
with a study of the reaction of diglyme solutions 
of potassium germyl with various classes of 
organic halides. 

Both 2-bromo-m-xylene and 4-bromo-m
xylene react to give m-xylene, indicating that 
benzyl intermediatesplay no part in the hydride 
donation. Benzyl halides give a mixture of 
toluene and an as yet uncharacterized germyl 
compound. 

Some completely aliphatic halides can also 
undergo the hydride donation reaction. Neo
pentylbromide, for which SNi and SN2 substi
tutions are severely hindered, yields neopentane 
and a germyl compound whose mass spectrum 
indicates it is probably neopentylgermane. 
The principal reaction product of methylene 
bromide is methylgermane with a trace of di
germylmethane, a simple compound never before 
synthesized. This latter compound is the 
principal product of the reaction of methylene 
chloride with potassium germyl, and it is being 
characterized by infrared, mass spectral, 
vapor-pressure, and NMR methods. A preli
minary run with chloroform shows a mixture 
of hydride reaction products, namely digermyl
methane and methylgermane. 

Our present hypothesis is that the hydride 
donation goes by a free radical mechanism. 
This explains the relative inertness of chloro
benzene versus bromobenzene, the preference 
of methylene bromide and chloroform versus 
methylene chloride for the hydride reaction, 
and the relative reactivity of neopentyl bromide. 



We will try to establish the radical path by 
finding an intermediate that will rearrange to 
give two hydride products. An attempt was 
made with neophyl bromide (1-bromo-Z
methyl-Z -phenylpropane), but the product of 
the hydride reaction was exclusively tert
butylbenzene, with no isobutylbenzene detect
able by'using gas chromotography. Despite 
this unpromising result, the free radical 
mechanism may still be valid-the rearrange
rrient could be slow with respect to the removal 
of a hydrogen from potassium germy!. 

b. Derivatives of Stannane 

John R. Webster and William L. Jolly 

Mass spectra of the stannyl halides have 
been obtained by using a Granville -Phillips 
Spectrascan 750 quadrupole re sidual gas ana
lyzer. The stannyl halides were sublimed at 
low pressures (approximately 10-6 torr) 
directly into the ionization chamber of the 
instrument, and parent mass envelopes were 
observed for SnH3CI, SnH3Br, and SnH3I. 
Tin has ten isotopes of greater than 0.3% 
natural abundance; thus, the parent ion enve
lope contained from 16 (SnH3I) to 18 (SnH3CI 
and SnH3Br) lines each. A fragmentation pat
tern (i. e., the ion percent of snX+, SnHX+, 
SnHZX+, SnH3X+; X=CI, Br, I) could be cal
culated from the intensities of any four lines 
in the parent envelope. By using this frag
mentation pattern and the known isotopic 
abundance of Sn, H, CI, Br, and I, the in
tensities could be calculated for the remaining 
lines in the envelope. Comparison of these 
calculated intensities with those observed 
showed excellent agreement for all three 
stannyl halides, thus confirming the empirical 
and molecular formulas. 

Mass spectra taken at higher pressures 
showed an envelope, centered around m/e = 
190, which could be assigned to ions from the 
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specie s SnHZC IZ. The intensity of this enve
lope was 1/100 that of the SnH3CI envelope, and 
we believe that it was a product of a reaction 
occurring in the mass spectrometer". Such an 
intermediate species is consistent with the de
composition of SnH3CI via disproportionation. 
No evidence was seen for SnHZBrZ or SnHZIZ' 

Some further work has been done with 
potassium stannyl (KSnH3), and it has been 
found that the compound is not as unstable as 
was originally thought. Solutions of KSnH3 
(up to 0.1 M) in diglyme have been prepared 
and shown to be stable at 0 0 for at least one 
hour. However, treatment of such solutions 
with Lewis acids such as COZ and BZH6 
resulted in no stable SnH3 -containing compounds. 

3. STUDIES IN LIQUID AMMONIA 

a. Reactions of Molecular Hydrogen 

Kenneth A. Strom and William L. Jolly 

Molecular hydrogen reacts with amide
ammonia solutions to give the ammoniated 
electron: 

Various solid catalysts for this reaction are 
known. We are studying the reaction of various 
reducible species (ordinarily inert toward hydro
gen) with hydrogen in amide -ammonia solutions 
to determine whether it is possible to achieve 
reduction via the ammoniated electron interme
diate. Our preliminary results with lead( II), 
stilbene ( 1, Z -diphenyl-ethene), copper( I), and 
silver(I) are shown in Table 1. The data for 
lead( II) are consistent with reduction via the 
ammoniated electron, but the room-tempera
ture reduction in the absence of catalyst is 
puzzling. Perhaps this reduction and the for-

Table I. Reduction products in liquid ammonia reactions. 

Oxidizing 
agent and 

temperature 

Pb(II) at -33 0 

Pb{II) at ZOo 

Stilbene at - 3 3 0 

Stilbene at ZOo 

Cu(I) at -33 0 

Ag(I) at -33 0 

NHZ -, HZ' 

catalyst 

Pb 
Pb 

Bibenzyl 
Bibenzyl 

Other reagents present 

No reaction 
Pb 

No reaction 
Bibenzyl 

CuH 

HZ' catalyst 

No reaction 
No reaction 

No reaction 

NH
Z 

alone 

No reaction 
No reaction 

No reaction 
Bibenzyl 

Ag 
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Table 1. Acid-base indicators in liquid ammonia. 

Compound 

Phenolphthale in 

Metanil yellow 

Tropeoline 00 

o-nitroaniline 

o -nitro -p -toluidine 

Carmine 

o -toluazo - 0 -toluidine 

Hydrazobenzene 

Azoxybenzene 

Neutral Red 

Safranine A 

Fluorene 

o -methoxy -S -nitroaniline } 

Rosaniline chloride 

Triphenylmethane 

p-naphtholbenzene 

Eosin Y 

2 -methoxy-4-nitroaniline 

Dipheny lmethane 

p-nitroaniline 

m-nitroaniline 

Benzalac etophenone 

Crystal violet 

Malachite green 

Dibenzalac etone 

pK in liquid 
NH3 

pK< 3.8 

4.7< pK< S.3 

4.7<pK< 6.6 

6.6< pK< 7.6 

8,S < pK< 9.S 

9.S < pK< 10.7 

9.S<pK< 10.7 

10.7< pK< 12.9 

18.9<pK< 22.S 

27.4< pK< 28.8 

pK >28.8 

Color 
(acidic form) 

Colorless 

Yellow 

Yellow 

Yellow 

Yellow-green 

Violet 

Yellow 

Light-yellow 

Light-yellow 

Yellow 

Red 

Colorless 

Yellow 

Red 

Colorless 

Green-blue 

Red 

Yellow 

Colorless 

Yellow 

Yellow 

Colorless 

Grey-yellow 

Yellow 

Yellow 

Color 
(basic form) 

Red 

Violet 

Violet 

Red 

Red-orange 

Grey-green 

Red 

Dark-brown 

Dark-brown 

Green-blue 

Blue 

Yellow-green 

Blue 

Green 

Red 

Brown 

Green 

Blue 

Yellow-brown 

Orange 

Green 

Violet 

Dark-red 

Red 

Violet 



mation of copper hydride from copper(I) in the 
absence of catalyst proceed via an equlibrium 
of the type 

Stilbene at room temperature and silver(I) at 
-33 0 are reduced by excess amide in the 
absence of hydrogen. In the case of stilbene 
this reaction can be avoided by going to -33 0 

and at this temperature reduction via the 
ammoniated electron seems probable. 

b. The Reaction of Sodium with Urea 

Leonardo Prizant and William L. Jolly 

The rate of reaction of urea with sodium 
in ammonia is fairly well expressed by the 
rate law 

However, when excess urea is used, the rate 
of reaction approaches zero rather abruptly, 
rather than asymptotically as predicted by the 
rate law. Addition of a constant term to the 
rate law gives better agreement with the kinetic 
data. However, this constant cannot be inter
preted as a zero -order rate constant for the 
decomposition of the sodium solution or for the 
reaction of sodium with the monoanion of urea, 
because when an excess of sodium is used, 
the rate goes to zero within experimental error 
after one equivalent of hydrogen is evolved. 

c. The Study of Acid-Base Indicators in 
Liquid Ammonia 

Maurice L. Javetand William L. Jolly 

Many acids that are too weak to be titrated 
with hydroxide in water can be titrated with 
an alkali metal amide in liquid ammonia. We 
have bracketted the pK values in ammonia of 
a wide variety of indicators by noting their 
colors in various buffer solutions. These 
indicators are listed in Table I preceding. 
Using some of these indicators, we have 
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successfully titrated KNHZ solutions with the 
following weak acids. 

1st end-point with Z-methoxy-4-nitroaniline 
Znd end-point with Z -methoxy-S'-nitroaniline 

1st end-point with Rosaniline chloride 
Znd end-point with Tropeoline 00 

Guanidine thiocyanate 
(NHZC: NHNHZ' HCNS) 

1st end-point with Z-methoxy-4-nitroaniline 
Znd end-point with Rosaniline chloride 
3rd end-point with Tropeoline 00. 

4. BORON HYDRIDE CHEMISTRY 

a. Intermediates in the Hydrolysis of 
Hydroborates 

Francis T. Wang and William L. Jolly 

Kinetic and stoichiometry studies have 
shown that the hydrolysis of BH4 - in 8M HCl 
at low temperatures involves the formation of 
at least two intermediates, (HZO)ZBHZ + and 
BH(OHlz. The first step (the formation of 
BHZ +) proceeds at -78 0 as a first-order reaction 
with a 5.6 minute half-life: 

The subsequent decomposition of the 
(HZD)Z BHZ+ is 'much slower and consists of 
two consecutive first-order reactions: 

The rate of the third process is not sufficiently 
slower than that of the second process to per
mit the isolation of BH(OH)Z' free of B(OH)3' 
However, analysis of the kinetic data has 



yielded the rate constants shown in Table 1. 
The calculated activation inergies are AHZt 
= 1Z.4 kcal/mole and AH3 ' = 15.4kcal/mole. 

The B3H8 ion is completely hydrolyzed in 
8M HCI at ZO·, with the formatiortof 9 moles 
oIhydrogen: 

However, at -78·, B3H8 - hydrolyzes with a 
half-life of 41 minutes to, yield only 4.5 moles 
of hydrogen. When the solution is warmed to 
ZO·, another 4.5 moles of hydrogen is evolved. 
The mechanism of this reaction is under 
inve stigation. 

Table 1. Rate constants for the decomposition 
of (HZO)BHZ+ and BH(OH)Z' 

t 
k

Z k3 

( ·C) (min -1) (min-i) 

-63.5 0.0018 O.OO1Z 
-49.4 O.01Z 0.0015 
-43.4 0.OZ4 0.00Z8 
-38.4 0.044 0.0054 
-33.6 0.075 O.01Z 

b. The .Hydrate and Alcoholates of Diborane 

Patricia A. Finn and William L. Jolly 

When an intimate mixture of diborane and 
excess ethanol is warmed from -196 to -130·, 
no vapor pre s sure of diborane can be detected. 
The material decompose.s above -130·, giving 
off hydrogen. When an excess of diborane is 
used and the excess is pumped off and mea
sured, the stiochiometry corresponds to the 
formation of Bz H6·ZCZH50H. Similar exper
iments with methanol indicate the formation 
of BZH6' ZCH30H. Thus these alcohols are 
analogous to water in their behavior toward 
diborane. 

5. SULFUR NITROGEN CHEMISTRY 

Steven Lipp and William L. Jolly 

The study of the reaction between S 4 N 4 and 
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HZS04 has been completed. As mentioned in 
th.e research plans ~or 1969, a sample of S4N4 
wlth 33S at 50% ennchment was prepared. The 
product. s of the reaction with 100% I:!zS04 were 
examined with ESR spectroscopy. The spectrum 
was consistent with the species SZNZ +, the. 
structure of which is probably a ring of alter
nating Sand N atoms. An attempt was made 
to determine the concentration of this species 
in solution. The ESR cavity was doped with a 
sample of MnO in CaO, and the intensity of its 
absorptions calibrated with VO(ac)? in CHZCIZ. 
The integrated intensity of our radlcal species 
SZNZ + was then compared with the secondary 
standard MnO. The radical shows a slow decay, 
but after only two hours there was shown to be 
~ 0.Z6 radical per S4N4 added. 

After 4 days, when the ESR signal had 
decayed to approximately 1% of its former value, 
a series of analytical determinations were per
formed. These included conductivity measure
ments to give HS04- concentrations, Kjeldahl 
reactions to determine the amount of NH3S03 
precipitated, NMR integration comparisons 
to give NH4 + concentration, cryoscopy to giv~ 
the total number of species in solution, and a 
cryoscopic titration to give the HSZ07 concen
tration. A net reaction can be written which 
is roughly in agreement with the materials 
balance, charge balance, and difference in 
total species present: . 

The hypothetical species NS30 3 + is just that 
derived from the materials balance. The uv-vis 
spectrum of the solution is consistent with an 
ion containing anNS group. The absorption 
consists of a very intense peak at Z140 A and 
a multiplet centered around 4000 A The 
spectrum of NSCl gas in an evacuated cell 
also gives a very intense absorption at Z140 A 
and a series ;>f complex absorptions centered 
around 4300 A 

b. S7NH in Nonaqueous Solutions 

Marshall H. Mendelsohn and William L. Jolly 

When S7NH is dissolved in most solvents, 
such as acetone, alcohol, CSZ' CCl4,and 
ethers, no visible changes occur. However, 
in the presence of strong base and in some 
pure solvents, S7NH turns blue in solution. 
Careful observation reveals, however, that 
there is a: yellow precursor that disappears 
rapidly with time or by raising the temperature 
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of the solution. It was found that we could 
stabilize this yellow species at low temperature. 

Standard solutions of this yellow species 
are now made by reacting a known amount of 
S7NH in THF solution containing powdered 
KOH, at -78 0

• The solid KOH is then filtered 
off, leaving a clear yellow solution. These 
solutions react readily with CH3I to form 
S7NCH3 and also can be titrated with acid 
yielding a ratio of Z 1 mole of acid per one 
mole of original S7NH. These results suggest 
that the yellow solution contains the S7N-
anion, formed according the following reaction: 

The availability of solutions of the S7N
anion opens the possibility of many new deri
vatives of S7NH being prepared. Various 
reactions are now under study. 

c. Reactions of Disulfur Dinitride with 
Antimony Pentachloride* 

R. Lyle Patton and William L. Jolly 

Solutions of SZNZ in dichloromethane react 
with antimony pentachloride (in excess) to form 
a diadduct SZNZ (SbCI5)Z which can further react 
with SZNZ to form a monoadduct SZNZSbCI5' The 
mono adduct can be reconverted to the diadduct 
by treatment with SbCI5' The physical and 
chemical properties of these compounds indi
~ate that the SZNZ ring structure is maintained 
Intact. The monoadduct SZNZSbCl5 reacts ir
reversibly with SZNZ to form both the previously 
characterized S4N4SnCl5 and, in the lower 
yields, a less reactive material (~4N4SbCI5)x' 
Antimony pentachloride acts as a catalyst for 
the dimerization of SZNZ' 

*Abstracted from Inorg. Chern .. 8, 1389 (1969). 

d. Reactions of Disulfur Dinitride with Boron 
Trifluoride and Boron Trichloride* 

R. Lyle Patton and William L. Jolly 

Disulfur dinitride reacts with boron tri
chloride in dichloromethane to form the follow
ing compounds (each of which can be obtained 
as the principal product by suitable choice of 
reaction conditions): S4N4J3CI3' SZNZ(BCI3)Z, 
and an apparently polymeric material 
(SZNZBCl3)Z' At 0 0

, SZNZ(BCI3)2 loses BCl3 
to form a simple adduct SZNZBCI3' which can 
be reconverted to the diadduct by treatment 
with BCl

3 
at -78 0

• Whereas SbCl
5 

displaces 

BCl3 from S2NZBCl3 to form SZNZ(SbCI5)Z' 
the polymerlc material (SZNZBCI3)x is inert 
toward both BCl3 and SbCI5 . The properties 
of SZNZBCl3 andSzNz(BCI3)Z indicate that the 
SZNZ ring structure remains intact. Reaction 
of SZNZ with BF3 yields only S4N4BF3. 

*Abstracted from Inorg. Chern. ~, 1392 ( 1969). 

6. NITROGEN CHEMISTRY 

a. The Structure of the Oxyhyponitrite Ion * 

David N. Hendrickson and William L. Jolly 

The structure of the anion of Angeli's salt 
(NaZNZ03) has never been unequivocally deter
mined. Three structures have been considered: 

O=N-O-N- -0 -O-N=N-O-O 

I II III 

In this study, we obtained evidence for struz:
ture I by asymmetrically labeling the N Z0 3 -
ion with 15 N and by then isotopically analyzing 
the products of an asymmetric decomposition 
of the ion. 

15 
We prepared N-Iabeled NaZNz03 by the 

reaction of labeled ethyl nitrate with ordinary 
hydroxylamine: 

The salt was decomposed by treatment with. 
aqueous silver ion: 

15 -
NO + NOZ + Ag. 

Essentially all of the 15 N ended up in the 
nitrite. The lack of scrambling of the nitrogen 
atoms during the synthesis and decomposition 
proves that the two nitrogen atoms in NZ03Z
are structurally distinguishable. Therefore 
structure II is unequivocally eliminated. The 
fact that the 15N was introduced in the form 
of an -NOZ grouJ> and finally appeared in the 
form of an NO

Z 
ion is persuasive evidence-t. 



that the 15 N atom in the Nz03Z- ion was 
attached to at least two oxygen atoms. There
fore we eliminate structure III. 

* Abstracted from Inorg. Chem. 8, 693 (1969). 

. 7. RESEARC H PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

William L. Jolly 

a. X -Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

We plan to measure core-electron binding 
energy shifts for various gaseous compounds 
of nitrogen and boron. These will be com
pared with appropriate thermodynamic data 
to test further. the "principle of equivalent 
cores" (discussed in Sec. 1b above). 

b. Studies of the Hydrides of Group IV 

Evidence for a germanium hydride free 
radical will be sought. Early workers dis
covered that a liquid ammonia solution of 
GeH2 reacts with sodium in 1:1 ratio to form 
a rea brown solution. We have confirmed this 
observation, and we hope, using ESR to see if 
the' solution contains a radical GeH

Z 
-. 

We plan to complete the physical and chem
ical characterization of digermylmethane, the 
germanium-containing products of the reactions 
of potassium germyl with benzyl bromide and 
trichloroborazine, and the ammoniate of 
stannane. 

c. Studie s of Liquid Ammonia 

The kinetics of the reaction of alkyl ureas with 
sodium will be completed, and the relative 
acidities of these compounds will be deter
mined by an NMR method and compared with 
the relative acidities obtained from the kinetic 
data. By opposing two cation-sensitive glass 
electrodes that have different relative sensi
tivities toward.NH4 + and Na+, we hope to 
make a cell for the estimation of ammonium 
ion concentration. The reactions of oxidizing 
agents with hydrogen in the presence of amide 
will be further investigated, and the CuH 
product formed from Cu(I) will be characterized. 

d. Boron Hydride Chemistry 

The structure s of the unstable adducts of 
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BZH6 with HzO, CH30H, and C ZH50H will be 
investigated by low temperature infrared 
spectroscopy and by low temperature x-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy. The rate of the 
reaction of BH4 - with acid at -78' to give 
(HZO)zBH?+ will be studied as a function of the 
hydrogen lOn concentration. Various techniques 
will be employed in attempts to prepare the 
nitrogen adduct of BH

3
, H

3
BN

Z
' 

e. Sulfur -Nitrogen Chemistry 

The reaction of S7N with various Lewis 
acids, such as BF3, will be studied. 

8. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

William L. Jolly and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. D. N. Hendrickson, J. M. Hollander and 
W. L. Jolly, Nitrogen is Electron Binding 
Energies.· Correlations with Molecular Orbital 
Calculated Nitrogen Charges, Inorg. Chem. 
8, Z64Z (1969). 
2. D. N. Hendrickson and W. L. Jolly, The 
Structure of the Oxyhponitrite Ion, Inorg. 
Chem. 8, 693 (1969). 
3. D. N. Hendrickson and P. M. Kuznesof, 
CNDO Calculations: Electronic Spectra and 
Nitrogen -14 NMR Shielding Constants for 
Some Small Nitrogen Ions, Theoret. Chim. 
Acta J..2. 57 (1969). 
4. w. L. Jolly, Inorganic Synthesis with 
Electric Discharges, Advances in Chemistry 
Series 80, 156 (1969). 
5. w. L. Jolly, Inorganic Chemistry, in 1970 
Britannica Yearbook of Science and the Future 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., Chicago, 
1969), pp. 139 -14Z. 
6. W. L. Jolly, J. Polymer Sci., (A-i) 7, 
Z464 ( 1969); book review: Chemistry in -
Nonaqueous Solvents, Vol. III, Part 1. 
7. R. L. Patton and W. L. Jolly, Reactions 
of Disulfur Dinitride with Antimony Pentachlo
ride, 8, 1389 (1969). 
8. R.-L. Patton and W. L. Jolly, Reactions 
of Disulfur Dinitride with Boron Trifluoride 
and Boron Trichloride, Inorg. Chem. 8, 139Z 
(1969). -
9. R. L. Patton and K. N. Raymond, The 
Crystal and Molecular Strucbue of SZN Z(SbCI5)Z' 
Inorg. Chem. ~, z4Z6 (1969). 

Papers Presented 

1. W. L. Jolly, "Recent Investigations in Liq
uid Ammonia Chemistry, " and "Structural Inves
tigations of Nitrogen Compounds, " California 
State Polytechnic College, San Luis, Obispo, 



ACS Visiting Scientist Program. 
Z. W. L. Jolly, "Some Recent Research in 
the Inorganic Chemistry of Nitrogen, " Plenary 
Lecture, Nottingham Annual Meeting of the 
Chemical Society of London, April, 1969. 
3. W. L. Jolly, "The Correlation of Core 
Electron Binding Energies with Thermochem
ical Data and Applications to Structural 
Inorganic Chemistry, " Workshop on X-ray 
Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Stanford Univer
sity, August 1969. 
4. W. L. Jolly, "X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy, " ACS Section Speaker, Dec. 3, 
1969, Madison, Wisconsin. 
5. W. L. Jolly, "X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy, " O'Leary Visting Lecture, 
University of Houston, Texas, Dec. 19, 1969. 

UCRL reports 

1. R. L. Patton, Preparation of Disulfur 
Dinitride SZNZ and Its Reaction with Lewis 
Acids (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-18773, March 
1969. 
Z. W. L. Jolly and D. N. Hendrickson, 
Thermodynamic Interpretation of Chemical 
Shifts in Core-Electron Binding Energies, J. 
Am. Chern. Soc. (to be published), UCRL-
19050, July 1969. 
3. M. Pelavin, D. N. Hendrickson, J. M. 
Hollander, and W. L. Jolly, Phosphorus Zp 
Electron Binding Energies. Correlation with 
Extended Huckel Charges, J. Phys. Chern. 
(to be published), UCRL-19044, August 1969. 
4. D. N. Hendrickson, X -Ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopic Studies of Nitrogen, Phosphorus, 
Boron and Chromium Compounds (Ph. D. 
thesis), UCRL-19055, August 1969. 
5. D. N. Hendrickson, J. M. Hollander, and 
W. L. Jolly, Core-Electron Binding Energies 
for Compounds of Boron, Carbon and Chro
mium' Inorg. Chern. (to be published), 
UCRL-19083, Sept. 1969. 

9. OXYGEN -17 NMR STUDIES OF THE 
FIRST COORDINATION SPHERE OF AQUEOUS 
DIAMAGNETIC METAL IONS 

James W. Neely 

The re sonance of 
17

0 "later in the fir st 
coordination sphere of Mg +, In3 +, and Th4 + 
has been observed. Interference from bulk 
waters has been eliminated by the addition of 
sufficient MnZ+ to make the bulk water reso
nance at least ten times as broad as that of the 
bound water. 

Studying the bound water line widths as a 
function of· temperature has allowed us to mea
sure the rate of water exchange as well as 
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the enthalpy and entropy of activation for 
water exchange. 

-1 
k( sec ) b.Ht b.S t 

Iron Z5·C (kcal/mole) (eu) 

Ml+ 5.3X 10
5 

10.Z Z 

In3 + ~ 3X 10
3 

~ 15 ~ -7 

Th4 + ~ 7X 10
4 

~ Z6 ~ 50 

At low temperatures for In
3

+ and Th 4+ 
a region has been observed with a temperature 
dependence opposite to that for chemical 
exchange. This region can be satisfactorily 
explained as quadrupolar relaxation of the first
coordination-sphere waters interrupted by the 
tumbling of the hydrated complex. The agree
ment between theory and experiment is excel
lent if the as sumption is made that the quadru
pole coupling tensor is partially averaged due 
to rapid rotation of the first-sphere waters 
about the axis connecting the metal ion and the 
oxygen. 1 Several more ions will be studied 
in the near future. 

1. R. E. Connick and K. Wuthrich, J. Chern. 
Phys. ~, 4506 (1969); UCRL-19018. 

10. OXYGEN-17 NMR STUDIES OF AQUEOUS 
NICKEL ION 

James W. Neely 

In aqueous solutions of nickelous ion the 
bulk water NMR line-widths of oxygen-17 have 
been measured from about 0 to 150·C at Z.OO 
MHz and 8.134 MHz. The chemical shift of 
bulk water oxygen was similarly measured at 
8.134 MHz. The 170 NMR spectrumZof water 
in the first coordination sphere of Ni + ion 
has been re -examined under more favorable 
experimental conditions. The results of these 
studies are consistent with six equivalent 
waters composing the first coordination sphere 
of NiZ+ over the temperature range covered. 
The enthalpy and entropy of activation for water 
exchange have been calculated to be 13.9 kcal/ 
mole and 10 eu respectively. with a scalar 
coupling constant for 170 (A/h) of 2.4x 107 

Hz. These values differ significantly from 
previous results. 1, Z 

In agreement with the results of Fiat3 a 
small residual chemical shift of 170 of bulk 
waters was observed at low temperature. It 



is concluded that the shift must be attributed 
to second-coordination-sphere interactions. 

The frequency dependence of the relaxation 
of 170 caused by scalar coupling has been used 
to calculate a correlation time for electronic 
relaxation of Ni2 + of LOx 10- 12 sec at 160·C. 
In the low frequency limit at 2.00 MHz, the 
electronic relaxation times, Tie and T 2e , 
are found to be 5.8X 10- 12 sec at 160·C with 
an activation energy of 1.2 kcal/mole. 

Another independent measure of the elec
tronic correlation time has been obtained by 
extending the work of Morgan and Nolle4 on 
protons to 220 MHz. The apparent lack of a 
dispersion region in the frequency dependence 
of the dipolar coupling to the protons has been 
shown to be due to a competing frequency 
dependence of the electronic relaxation. An 
electronic correlation time of 1.1 X 10- 12 sec 
is consistent with these data as well. 

1. T. J. Swift and R. E. Connick, J. C hem. 
Phys. 37, 307 (1962); ibid.44, 2553 (1964). 
2. R. E. Connick and D. Fiat, J. Chem. 
Phys. 44, 4103 (1966). 
3. D. Fiat, in Ma netic and Electric Reso
nance and Relaxation North-Ho lan Pub. o. , 
Amsterdam, 1967). 
4. L. O. Morgan and A. W. Nolle, J. Chem. 
Phys. li.. 365 (1959). 

11. PROTON NMR STUDY OF THE RATE OF 
PROTON EXCHANGE FROM A HYDROLYTIC 
TRIMER OF CR(III) 

Ronald T. Lee 

The transverse relaxation times of the bulk 
protons in aqueous solutions of a hydrolyt~c 
trimer of Cr(III), thought to be [Cr3(OH)4 +], 
have been measured as a function of tempera
ture at 60 MHz and 100 MHz. 1 In addition, 
the longitudinal relaxation time s have been 
measured at 11 MHz. The 100 MHz data allow 
the relaxation and exchange control regions 
to be more easily resolved. For a solution 
of trimer at 25° which is 0.19 Min [H+] and 
0.06 Min Cr, a lifetime of nx1.4x 10-0 sec 
is calculated, where n is the number of ex
changing protons. There is uncertainty con
cerning both the structure of the complex and 
the number of protons exchanging. However, 
there is some limit on n; it can be either 12, 
8, 6, or 4. Regardless of n, the DoHt for 
exchange can be evaluated from the slope of 
the resolved line: it is 6.9 kcal. The DoSt 
for exchange can also be evaluated for a par
ticular choice of n; it ranges from -12 to -14 
eu. 
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At low temperatures, appreciable second
coordination-sphere effects are encountered, 
which are attributed to dipole-dipole inter
action. At 60 and 100 MHz the data are coin
cident at low temperatures, indicating that 
Tie -the longitudinal electronic relaxation time
is not significant in the correlation time. At 
11 MHz, the second-coordination-sphere con
tributions can be explained in conjunction with 
the 60 and 100 MHz data by assuming a Tie 
contribution in the correlation time. 

The first-coordination-sphere relaxation 
control region at 11 MHz was easily reached 
and indicate s primarily dipole -dipole coupling 
interrupted by Tie. Again the exact parameters 
are calculated only by assuming a particular 
coordination number. 

The chemical shifts at 60 and 100 MHz will 
be done. In the exchange control region, the 
ratio of the shifts at a given temperature can 
yield the ratio of the correlation times which 
are thought to be Tie. The final fitting and 
interpretation of all the data and calculation of 
relevant parameters will be done. 

It should be noted that the data have been 
interpreted as one site exchanging, with a second
coordination-sphere effects. In fact, it could 
well be that several sites are exchanging at 
different rates to give an average relaxation 
time for the bulk protons. The interpre,tation 
of the data is, however, consistent with a 
single type of exchange site. 

1. See 1968 IMRD Annual Report, UCRL-
18735, p. 15. 

12. 170 NMR STUDIES OF Ti(III) SOLUTIONS 

Herbert L. Charles, Jr. 

The results of studies of the temperature 
and frequency dependence of the transverse 
relaxation of 170 of the bulk waters (T 2a) in 
solutions of Ti( III) indicate that the Dow 
mechanism provides a major contribution to 
the relaxation controlled region. The data 
also indicate that there should be an apprecia
ble contribution from the transverse relaxation 
of the bound oxygens (T2b). 1 

This contribution (T2b) was measured by 
two different techniques. The first technique 
employed the principle of making the measure
ments in a very low field (frequency) such that 
the major contributor to the line width of the 
bulk water was the T2b mechanism (low fields 
imply a small Dow contribution and a relatively 
larger T 2b contribution), giving a lower limit 



to T Zb ' The second technique employed direct 
observation of the resonance of the oxygens of 
the first coordination sphere of Ti(III). This 
method provided direct measurement of the 
TZb contribution. It also allowed direct 
observation of the chemical shift of the bound 
waters from the bulk waters, which is conse
quently, a direct measurement of the scalar 
coupling constant. This is important, since 
the chemical shift of the bound waters is 
related to the chemical shift of the bulk waters 
in the hi$h temperature limit by a Pm factor: 
Pm = nlM]/55.5, where n is the coordination 
number of Ti(III) and [M] is the concentration 
of Ti(III) in the bulk solution. This relation, 
Ll.w HZO = PmLl.wm, provides an indirect 
measurement of the coordination number of 
Ti(III), which was found to be 6. 

1. See IMRD Annual Report 1968, UCRL-
18735, p. 16. 

13. ELECTRONIC RELAXATION TIME IN 
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF VANADYL 

Rochelle C. Cooper 

The spin-lattic relaxation time, T ie' of the 
odd electron on the vanadyl ion has been of 
cons ide rable theoretical intere st. 1 Measure
ment of Tie has been attempted by ESR 
techniques, Z but only relative values have been 
obtained. A method involving nuclear magnetic 
resonance has been employed in this Labora
tory and elsewhere. 3 The temperature depen
dence of the deuteron relaxation in acidified 
DZO solutions of vanadyl perchlorate has been 
studied in the relaxation controlled region 
(T::::: 300 0 k - 380 0 k). It is found 3 , 4 that in 
this region, relaxation of the deuterons is 

. effected by means of scalar coupling inter
rupted by electronic relaxation. By measur
ing the chemical shift of DZO in the para
magnetic ion solution relative to its value in 
pure DZO the scalar coupling constant, Alh, 
can be computed. Knowledge of Alh as well 
as of the line width of the re sonance and the 
rate of chemical exchange leads to a straight
forward calculation of Tie' 

Measurements carried out in a 1Z kG field 
show that for a 0.6Z M solution of VO(Cl04)Z 
in 1.53 M HC104, A/h = 7.3X 105 Hz. The 
corresponding value of Tie is 6.5X10-9 sec. 
Comparison of these numbers with the data 
of other workers 5 indicates that the relaxation 
time has a large inverse concentration depen
dence. Presumably, as the concentration of 
vanadyl ions increases, intermolecular elec
tron spin exchange beings to provide an 
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additional mechanism for electronic relaxation, 
and thereby Tie decreases. 

In the coming year, this concentration 
dependency will be investigated and a frequency 
study will be carried out. 

1. K. Kivelson, J. Chern. Phys. 33, 1094 
(1960); R. Wilson and D. Kivelson,J. Chern. 
Phys. 44, 154 (1966); P. W. Atkins and D. 
Kivelson, J. Chern. Phys. 44, 169 (1966). 
z .. D. C. McCain and R. J.-Meyers, J. Phys. 
Chern. 71, 192 (1967). 
3. J. Reuben and D. Fiat, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 
91, 465Z (1969). 
r R. K. Mazitov and A. 1. Riukind, Dokl. 
Akad. Nauk, SSSR 166, 654 (1966). 
5. J. Reuben and :o.-Fiat, Inorg. Chern. 8, 
18Z1 ( 1969). 

14. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Robert E. Connick 

Studie s of Lifetimes of Exchange of Ligands 
Attached to Metal Ions 

The studies of water exchange lifetimes of 
hydrated diamagnetic ions will be continued to 
cover those ions whose exchange rates are 
accessible to measurement. At. present the 
lower limit is about 10-6 sec, and it appears 
difficult to reduce the figure significantly. 

It is hoped that work can be recommenced 
on the water exchange of partially complexed 
nickel ion. The earlier re suIts appeared to 
be quite promising for giving hitherto unknown 
details of the dynamics of the metal-ligand 
interactions in these complexes. The previous 
study was terminated when funds for a post
doctoral appointment were eliminated. 

The studies of proton exchange on the trimer 
of hydrolyzed chromic ion and the lifetime of 
waters in the first coordination sphere of 
Ti( III) will be completed. The Tie meas.ure
ments on VO Z+ will be continued. 

15. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Robert E. Connick and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. R. E. Connick and K. Wuthrich. 170 
Nuclear Magnetic Relaxation in Aqueous 



Solutions of Diamagnetic Metal Ions, J. Chem. 
Phys. ~, 4S06 (1969). 

UCRL report 

1. James W. Neely and Robert E. Connick, 
The Rate of Water Exchange from Hydrated 
Magnesium Ion, UCRL-19111, Oct. 1969. 
2. James W. Neely and Robert E. Connick, 
Oxygen-17 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies 
of Aqueous Nickel Ion, UCRL-19126, Nov. 
1969. 

16. NOBLE GAS CHEMISTRY 

Manfred Wechsberg, Fritz O. Sladky, and 
Neil Bartlett 

The study of xenon difluoride (which has 
considerable potential as an oxidizing and 
fluorinating agent) has been pursued and the 
XeF+ species further characterized. 1 

In. our survey of solvents for XeF2 a series 
of molecular adducts has been discovered. The 
adduct XeF2 , IFS has already been fully, 
described~ and vibrational spectroscoplC 
data suggested an essentially molecular com
pound. This has been confirmed by a full 
crystallographic study. 3 Evidently the inter
action of the XeF2 and IFS molecules to 
produce an ordered molecular lattice is a con
sequence of the attraction of the negatively 
charged fluorine ligands of the XeF2 molecule 
for the positively charged iodine atom in the 
pseudo-octahedralIFS molecule. 3 Since the 
iodine atom in the IFS molecule (C4v sym
metry) is below the plane containing the four 
equivalent fluorine atoms, whereas in the 
geometrically related isoelectronic molecule 
XeOF 4 the XeF 4 group is almost planar, we 
conjectured3 that if XeF2 formed an adduct 
with the latter, it would be a weaker complex. 
We have obtained a compound XeF2, XeOF4, 
m. p. 29°, which is much less stable than 
XeF2 , IF , m. p. 98°. The Raman spectrum 
has estabfished the molecular nature of the 
compound. The unit cell for XeF2 , XeOF 4 
is tetragonal, a = 7.S6, c = 11.36 A, 
probable space group 14, whereas for XeF2 , 
IFS a = 7.7, c = 10.8 A, space grou~ 14. 
By extension it seemed that XeFt, bemg 
geometrically almost identical with IFS' 
should interact strongly with XeF2. Two 
compounds have been prepared: 
XeF2[XeFS]+[AsF6r, m.p. S8°, and XeF2, 
2([XeFS ] +LAsF 6] -) m. p. 6S 0. T~e, latter 
material undergoes a phase transltlon above 
room temperature. The room temperature 
form is monoclinic: a = 1S.436, b = 6.849. 
c = 17.241 A, (3 = 93.2°. The Raman spectra 
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of both compounds support their representation 
as molecule-ion complexes, but suggest a 
greater deformation of XeF2 than in IFS and 
XeOF 4 compounds. It is signi!icant that the 
XeF6 molecule provides the F ions to the 
AsFS molecules in these compounds. These 
findings nicely confirm our earlier cor:clusions4 
that XeF6 is superior to XeF2 as a F donor. _ 
The crystal structure of the salt [XeF~] +[AsF6] 
has been completed in collaboration wlth F. 
Hollander of Professor Templeton's group. 
This structure is a first ste-e in the evaluation 
of the structures ofXeF2 2(LXeFS]+[AsF6]-) 
and the compound (XeF6)2AsFS. Single crystals 
of the latter have been obtained (monoclinic: 
a = 1S.7S A, b = 8.93 A, c = 8.48 A, (3 = 
88° 30'). It is probable that the formulation 
is [Xe2F11]+[AsF6]-. 

1. F. O. Sladky, P. A. Bulliner, and Neil 
Bartlett, J. Chem. Soc. (A) 2179 (1969). 
2. F. O. Sladky and Neil Bartlett, J. Chem. 
Soc. (A) 2188 (1969). 
3. G. R. Jones, R. D. Burbank, and Neil 
Bartlett, submitted to Inorg. Chem. 
4. Neil Bartlett and F. O. Sladky, J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 90, S316 (1968). 

17. INTERHALOGEN CHEMISTRY 

Neil Bartlett and Donald D. Gibler 

We have established that IFS as a fluoride 
ion donor is much inferior to IF7. The former 
gives.IF 4+[SbF6] - with SbFS but does not yield 
salts with As FS or the noble metal penta
fluorides (MFS, where M = Ru, Rh, Os, Ir,+ 
Pt), although 1F7 does form 1F6 +, sa.1ts. ~F6 
salts are a convenient source of lOdlne oXlde 
pentafluoride from the interaction 

IF
6

+A- + H
2
0-IOF

S 
+ HA + HF. 

The oxide pentafluoride is a poor fluoride ion . 
donor. These findings correlate well with the 
surprising observation that XeF6 is superior 
as a fluoride ion donor to either XeF 4 or 
XeF2' 1 and suggest that octahedral or pseudo
octahedral species (IF6 +, XeFS+' IFS',XeF4' 
IOFS) are particularly favored energetlcally. 
So far, attempts to isolate BrF6 + and CIF6 =t 
salts have failed, although further attempts 
willfe made, particularly with the oxidant 
KrF. 

There is clear evidence that the as yet 
uncharacterized monofluoride and trifluoride 
of iodine can be made by the controlled 



oxidation of iodine with xenon difluoride. 

1. N. Bartlett and F. 0. Sladky, J. Am. 
Chern. Soc. 90, 5316 (1968). 

18. TRANSITION :METAL CHEMISTRY 

Neil Bartlett and Warren M. Garrison, Jr. 

Sample encapSUlation of air-sensitive 
materials for the Guinier camera has been 
solved by sealing the grid and sample within 
a thin Teflon envelope, stuck down with 
Scotch tape. This technique offers high
resolution low-background x-ray diffraction 
data, and should provide for easier indexing 
of the data. High quality photographs of 
PdF 4 and the Ag9 F 16 and AgF2 systems have 
been obtained. Ag9 F 16 and Ag(II)F2 .are to 
be subjected to electron spectroscoplC exam
ination in an attempt to reveal Ag( I) in the 
former lattice. 

Trial-and-error structural investigation 
of PdF 4 is being embarked upon. So far, no 
MF 4 crystal structure of the noble metal 
fluorides has been solved to answer the 
question of the coordination number of M 
(6 or higher?). 

19. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Neil Bartlett 

a. Noble Gas and Related Chemistry 

The structural studies of XeF2 and XeF6 
derivatives will be pursued. Oxidative reac
tions of XeF2 and XeF+ salts will be employed 
in efforts to generate species such as (IF)x' 
IF2 -, IF3, SeOF4 , Re04, (C104)2, and mixed 
peroxides, e. g., 03C100S03F. 

Research on the oxidative chemistry of 
KrF2 is being emba~ked upon: !!'irst effort~ 
will be concerned wlth estabhshmg the KrF 
species, which is a potential oxidizer of 
extraordinary power. 

Electron spectroscopy of noble gas com
pounds promises to yield information on the 
noble gas ligand bond energies. All volatile 
species will be studied. 
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b. Transition Metal Fluorides and 
Oxyfluorides 

Efforts will be made to generate AuF6' 
which should be a more powerful oxidizer than 
PtF6' The associated study of o~er higher 
fluorides of gold than AuF3 (the hlghest sofar 
known) will also be pur sued. 

The nature of the interaction of N02 with 
WF h will be inve stigate,9. to determine if the. 
proauct is N02 + [WF6] . A crystallograp~lc 
study of PdF 4 will be undertaken to dete~mm.e 
the coordination geometry of the Pd( IV) m thlS 
compound. PdF 4 is isostructural with IrF 4, 
and PtF 4 but none of the se structures has 
been solved. 

Efforts will also be made to obtain single 
crystals of AgF so that its structure can be 
established. This project is related to the 
understanding of the structural relationship of 
Ag9F 16 and AgF2' Th~ latter .mater.ials have 
remarkably similar unlt cell dlmenslOns, but 
it remains to be established that the former 
is an interstitial solution of Ag(I) in an es
sentially Ag(II)F2 lattice. 

* 20. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Neil Bartlett and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. Neil Bartlett, M. Wechsberg, F. 0. Sladky, 
and P. A. Bulliner, Xenon(II) Fluoride Fluoro
sulphate, FXeS03F, and Xenon(II) Bisfluoro
sulphate, Xe(S03F)2, and Related Compounds, 
Chern. Commun. 703 (1969). 
2. F. 0. Sladky, P. A. Bulliner, and Neil 
Bartlett, Xenon Difluoride as a Fluorid~ Ion _ 
Donor. Evidence for the Salts [Xe2F3] [MF6J , 
[XeF]+[MF6]- and [XeF]+[M2F11]-, J. Chern. 
Soc. (A) 2179 (1969). 
3. F. 0. Sladky and Neil Bartlett, Interaction 
of Xenon Difluoride and Xenon Tetrafluoride 
with Iodine Pentafluoride and the Molecular 
Adduct Xenon Difluoride -Iodine Pentafluoride, 
J. Chern. Soc. (A) 2188 (1969). 
4. Nguyen-Nghi and Neil Bartlett, Ch.imie 
Minerale -- Sur un exemple de reductlon 
for melle : fluoration du trioxy -difluorure d I 

osmium. Compt. Rend. 269, 756-759 (6 
October 1969). -

*None of these reports work done under IMRD. 



UCRL reports 

1. S. E. Karlsson, K. Siegbahn, and Neil 
Bartlett, Charge Distribution in Xenon 
Fluorides XeF2, XeF4, XeF6, and XeOF4 
from Electron Spectroscopy (ESCA), UCRL-
18502, Sept. 1969, submitted to J. Am. 
Chern. Soc. 
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B. CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS 

1. PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF IODINE* 

Joel B. Tellinghuisen t 

A method of atomic fluore scence spec
troscopy has been developed and used to detect 
iodine atoms at concentrations as low as 
1X 10 10/cm3 . The heart of the apparatus is 
a "solar-blind" photomultiplier having practi
cally no sensitivity to radiation of wavelengths 
greater than 2500 A. but with good response 
in the region of the two strong iodine atomic 
resonance lines near 1800 A. The method 
was applied to the problem of predissociation 
in I2 , and used to study diffusion and wall 
reactions of iodine atoms. 

Absorption measurements at 1783 and 1830 A 
yield values of 3.6 and 125 nsec, with uncer
tainties of 200/0, for the lifetimes of the 
6s2P3/2 and 6s4P5/2 states of atomic iodine. 
These results, together with relative emission 
strength measurements, indicate the coupling 
in the 5p46s configuration is much closer to 
the Rus sell-Saunders case than has been pre
sumed. Molecular iodine is found to absorb 
n 1783, 1799, 1830, 1844, and 1876 atomic 
lines with approximately equal facility. The 
absorption data at 1830 A yield a rough life
time of 10 ± 5 nsec for the 12 excited state. 
This value is an order of magnitude greater 
than estimates from broad-band extinction 
measurements, suggesting that several molec
ular transitions may be contributing to the 
total absorption in this region. 

The quantum yield forunimolecular disso
cation of Ii( B3nO~) has been determined for 
absorption at 12 wavelengths between 5000 
and 6240 A. The yield is found to increase to 
more than 900/0 at both ends of this region with 
an additional maximum of 720/0 at 5460 A 
(v' = 25 to 27) and a minimum of 330/0 at 
5900 A (v' = 13 to 15). These results are 
further analyzed in terms of a 200/0 "parallel" 
contribution to the total absorption from the 
1n1\! +- X transition, and a fluctuating predis
sociation rate for B --- 1n 1u' The v' dependent 
predissociation explains the previously 
reported erratic lifetime behavior of the B 
state. The high yield at long wavelengths is 
partly due to the onset of the A 3n 1u +- X con
tinuum absorption, which accounts for 500/0 
of the total absorption at 6240 A. 

The recombination of the iodine atoms at 
low I2 pressures is found to be a first-order 
diffusion-controlled heterogeneous process. 
From the zero-pressure limiting rate, the 

"sticking" probability for iodine atoms colliding 
with "smooth" silica is 0.05 to 0.075. The . 
diffusion constant for I atoms in I2 yields a 
cross section of 89 A2 for the hard-sphere 
model. The reaction I + I2 --- I3 is seen to 
be of minor significance in this study; a rough 
estimate indicates that only one in 64,000 I-I2 
collisions leads to the formation of I3' 

* Abstracted from UCRL-19112. 
tPresent address: Department of Chemistry, 
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New 
Zealand. 

2. ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRUM OF I2 

Joel B. Tellinghuisen * and Karl Wieland t 

The ultraviolet spectra of I2 have been 
obtained by using two isotope s of iodine. Pre
vious analyses have been shown to be in error 
and the spectra are very complex in character. 
Efforts to obtain a new analysis is continuing. 

* d . Present ad ress: Department of Chemistry, 
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New 
Zealand. 
tPresent address: Physikalisches Institute der 
Universitat Basel, Switzerland. 

3. LOW-LYING ELECTRONIC STATES OF 
GASEOUS CaO 

Helen L. Johansen 

1 1 
The A ~ - X ~ bands of CaO .has been 

photographed by using oxygen-18. The plates 
have been measured and wave numbers assigned. 
The rotational lines have been partially analyzed 
and many of the perturbations have been charac
terized. Upon completion of the analysis it is 
hoped that the comparison of the perturbations 
for Ca160 and Ca180 will allow the fixing of 
the energies of the perturbing electronic states 
that lie between the A and X states of CaO. 



4. RADIATIVE LIFETIME AND 
DISSOCIATION ENERGY OF GASEOUS TiO 

Shih-Ger Chang and Willis P. Callins * 

The phase-shift apparatus has been modified 
to be used to measure the radiative lifetimes 
of Ti and TiO in a high temperature molecular 
beam. Attempts have been made to observe 
new TiO bands at short wavelengths through 
use of a low pre s sure arc with TiO solid elec
trodes. It is hoped that short wavelength 
bands might show predissociations that could 
yield a dis sociation energy of TiO. If predis
sociations are not observed, it is planned to 
establish the thermodynamic properties of 
TiO gas through determination of the radiative 
lifetime, which would be combined with ab
sorption measurements in a high temperature 
King furnace to yield the Gibbs energy of 
formation of TiO gas. 

*Present address: University of California 
Medical School, San Francisco, California. 

5. SULFUR HEXAFLUORIDE-ITS REACTION 
WITH AMMONIATED ELECTRONS AND ITS 
USE AS A MATRIX FOR ISOLATED GOLD, 
SILVER, and COPPER ATOMS* 

Chin-An Chang and Baldwin King t 

The reactivity of SF6 with reactive metals 
was studied to explore the use of SF 6 as a 
matrix material for low temperature isolation 
of metallic atoms. At 212°K, SF6 rapidly 
decolorized the blue liquid ammon.ia solutions 
of alkali metals to produce white precipitates 
of alkali fluorides and sulfides. The codeposi
tion of Au vapor with SF6 at 200K gave well
isolated matrices with very sharp atomic 
spectra comparable to those obtained with 
insert gas matrices, but Cu and Ag spectra 
in SF6 were very broad. Normal perfluoro
heptane was also examined as a matrix 
material, but Ag and Au gave very complex 
spectra. 

* Abstract of paper accepted for publication 
in Inorg. Chem., see also UCRL-18618. 
tPresent address: Photo Productions Division, 
E. 1. DuPont Co., Parlin, New Jersey. 
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6. SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS OF 
HIGH TEMPERATURE SPECIES TRAPPED 
AT LOW TEMPERATURES IN INERT 
MATRICES* 

Baldwin King, t David Solan, :t John Ling-Fai 
Wang, and Chin-An Chang 

The absorption spectra of atomic Cu, Ag, 
Au, Mg, Ca, Ba, Cd, Hg, and Pb have been 
studied in rare gas and SF6 matrices. Exper
iments in which Cu, Ag, Au, Hg, and Cd were 
deposited together yielded spectra that were 
identical with the spectra obtained when the 
atoms were deposited separately. These results 
indicate that interactions between pairs of 
isolated metal atoms cannot be the source of 
the shifts, splittings, and broadening of atomic 
line s compared with the gaseous spectra. The 
main atomic features of matrix spectra must 
be due to interactions between the isolated 
atoms and the surrounding matrix molecules. 
Experiments with Pb have been particularly 
instructive since both .Pb and Pb2 spectra have 
been well-characterized and it can be demon,. 
strated that normal matrix deposition conditions 
do not produce polymerization of the Pb atoms 
to Pb2 or higher polymers. High concentrations 
and high deposition rates are required for 
polymerization. Mixtures of Pb and Xe with 
very high Pb concentrations have been studied 
to determine the electrical conditivities of 
Pb-Xe alloys. Small concentrations of Xe 
raises the super-conducting transition tempera
ture of Pb slightly. 

Mg, Ca, and Ba atoms have been codeposited 
with 0 atoms and diatomic oxides have been 
synthesized by warming the matrix to allow 
diffusion of the oxygen atoms. CaO molecules 
have been produced directly from Ca and 02 
by the reaction Ca + 202 = CaO + 03' Oxygen-
18 substitutions have been used to verify the 
reaction. The MgO and CaO bands obtained 
in the matrix do not correspond to any of the 
analyzed singlet band systems for the gas. 

Cocondensation at liquid nitrogen tempera
tures and matrix isolation have been used to 
study the infrared spectra of PF, PF2' PF3, 
P2F4, P3F5, and P4F6 and to study the reac
tions of PF and PF2 with a variety of reagents. 

* Abstracted in part from UCRL-18618 and 
UCRL-19049. 



tPresent address: Photo Products Division. 
E. 1. DuPont Co .• Parlin. New Jersey. 
:j:Present address: Department of Chemistry. 
University of Southern California. Los 
Angeles, California. 

7. DISSOCIATION ENERGIES AND FREE 
ENERGY FU~CTIONS OF GASEOUS 
MONOXIDES 

Gerd Rosenblatt t 

The data on the enthalpies of formation of 
the solid oxides, the enthalpies of sublimation 
of the elements, and enthalpies of formation 
of the gaseous monoxides have been reviewed 
and tabulated along with free energy functions 
of the gaseous monoxides. 

* Abstracted from paper published in Advances 
in Hi h Temperature Chemistry, Vol. Z, ed. 
by L. Eyring Academic Press, New York, 
1969). 
tPresent address, Department of Chemistry. 
University of Pennsylvania, College Park, 
Pennsylvania. 

8. THERMODYNAMIC STABILITY OF 
CERTAIN INTERMETALLIC BINARY 
COMPOUND¥ MADE FROM TRANSITION 
ELEMENTS 

Paul R. Wengert t 

Limits and estimates of the Gibbs 
energy of formation of the Zr compounds of 
Re, Ru, /Os, Rh, Ir, Pd, Pt, Ag, and Au 
were determined by observing high tempera
ture reactions of C and ZrC with the above 
elements and with their Zr compounds. 
ZrRh3' ZrIr3' ZrPd3, and ZrPt3 exist in 
equilibrium with C and ZrC and have ll.Fo 
< -11. 5 kcal/ g -atom of compound calculated 
at Z98°K. C and ZrC exist in equilibrium 
with the Ru (0.75 at. %Zr), Os(~ 0.06 at. % 
Zr), Ag(liquid. ~ 0.05 at. %Zr), and 
Au(liquid, 9.5 ± 3.5 at. % Zr) phases at 
1500°C. The ll.Ff (ZrRuZ) is calculated from 
the equilibrium data to be -13.6 ± 0.9 kcal/ 
g-atom at 1500°C and ll.FOf(ZrAu4) is cal
culated to be -7.93 ± 0.35 kcal/ g atom at 
1000°C. The activity coefficients of Zr (YZ ) 
in the limit of 0% Zr have been calculated r 
from the three phase equilibria. No ternary 
compounds were observed for the above sys
tems. In the case of the C -Zr -Re system, 
a molar ratio of Zr to Re of 19.0 to 81.0 was 
found in the hcp Re phase in the presence of 
C and ZrC, indicating that this phase extended 
into the ternary system; therefore no thermo-
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dynamic information could be determined by 
this method for the Zr-Re binary system. 
The lattic parameters of the expanded hcp Re 
phase are: a = Z. 7810± 0.0004 A. c = 
4.4590± 0.0008 A. 

Reactions of carbides, borides, and nitrides 
with transition elements reported by other 
authors have been reviewed and used to calculate 
limits ll.F£ of the following compounds: ZrRh3, 
ZrIr3. HfRh3' HfIr3' ThIrz. ThRhZ' ThAu3, 
NbPt3' NbIr-3' NbRe3±x, TaPt3' UIr3, URh3, 
UZIrCZ' UZRhCZ, and UAu3. 

*Abstracted from UCRL-18727. 
tPresent address: Technical Center. Owens
Illinois Co.. Toledo, Ohio. 

9. PREDICTION OF METALLIC PHASE 
DIAGRAM 

Leo Brewer 

The Engel theory has been applied to pre
diction of intermetallic compounds of iron that 
can be precipitated from iron to increase the 
strength of iron alloys. 

" 

10. THERMODYNAMICS AND ALLOY 
BEHAVIOR OF THE BCC AND FCC PHASES 
OF Pu AND Th 

Leo Brewer 

Sufficient spectroscopic data have now 
accumulated to allow application of the Engel 
theory of metals to the prediction of portions 
of the phase diagrams of the lanthanide and 
actinide metals. Pu and Th will be used as 
examples. • 

For bcc thorium the major electronic con
figuration is 6d3 7s with a small promotion 
energy of 16 kcal. In contrast, the bcc phase 
of plutonium involves configuratiQns with large 
f electron content such as 5f5 6dZ7s. The 
large promotion energy of 43 kcal for the 
f5 d Zs configuration together with one less bond
ing d electron accounts for the difference in 
sublimation enthalpies of bcc Th and bcc Pu. 

No spectroscopic data are available to verify 
the electronic configurations of the fcc phases, 
but the Engel correlation between crystal 
structure and electronic configuration would 
suggest that the fcc phases would have more s 
and p electrons and less d electrons than the 
bcc phases. On this basis the Engel theory 
provides a very simple and direct basis for 



predicting the alloy behavior of two general 
classes of additives. 

The transition metals from the Ti-Hf group 
to the Cu-Au group would make fuller use of 
their bonding d electrons in bcc Th or Pu than 
in the corresponding fcc phases with fewer d 
electrons. Thus these transition metals would 
be more soluble in the bcc phases of Pu and 
Th and would stabilize the bcc phases relative 
to the fcc phases. On the other hand, the non
transition metals or interstitial electron
donating elements, which cannot provide d 
electron bonding, will stabilize the fcc phases 
of Pu and Th relative to the bcc phase. 

The contributions to the free energies of 
the alloys due to size and internal pressure 
differences largely cancel in comparing solu
bilities in the bcc and fcc phases. However, 
both factors play decisive roles in determing 
the actual extent of solubility. Body centered 
cubic uranium witha high internal pressure 
can dissolve substantial amounts of transition 
metals of the fifth and sixth groups with high 
internal pressures, while thorium and plutoni
um with much smaller internal pressures 
should not be able to dissolve appreciable 
amounts of fifth and sixth group metals. Body 
centered cubic thorium with an intermediate 
internal pressure should be able to dissolve 
large amounts of the lanthanides with com
parable internal pressures, while bcc uranium 
with a much larger internal pressure and bcc 
plutonium with a much smaller internal pres
sure should not be able to dissolve appreciable 
amounts of the lanthanides. To predict the 
phase behavior of transition metals of the 
seventh to eleventh groups, one must take into 
account the very high stability of the inter
metallic compounds of Th, U, and Pu of the 
type demonstrated for ZrPt3. The Engel 
theory can also be applied to predict that 
pressure stabilize the bcc phases of Th and 
Pu relative to the close -packed fcc phases. 

11. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Leo Brewer 

Analysis of the ultraviolet system of 12 
will continue. The analysis of the Ca 180 
spectra will be completed and an attempt will 
be made to use the perturbations to fix the 
low-lying electronic states of CaO. Exper
iments will be carried out in an effort to fix 
the dissociation energy of gaseous TiO through 
observation of predissociations in the ultra
violet spectra or through measurement of the 
radiative lifetimes of Ti and TiO together 
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with high temperature equilibrium absorption 
measurements. 

The study of atoms in rare gas and SF 6 
matrices will be continued to characterize the 
nature of the interactions between atoms and 
molecules under matrix conditions. Electrical 
measurements will be carried out for mixtures 
of Pb and rare gases, and evidence for charge 
transfer between molecules in matrices will 
be sought. Further studies of the matrix spectra 
of CaO, SrO, and BaO will be carried out. 

The Engel theory will be used to evaluate 
phase boundaries for solid and liquid phases 
at high temperatures. It is hoped that progress 
can be made on the compilation of thermo
dynamic properties of Mo and its compounds. 

12. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Leo Brewer and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. L. Brewer, Bibliography on the High Tem
perature Chemistry and Physics of Materials, 
Part II, A. Spectroscopy of Interest to High 
Temperature Chemistry, B. Reactions Between 
Gases and Condensed Phases, ed. by J. J. 
Diamond, U. S. Nat. Bur. Stand. Special 
Publ. 315..,1,2,3,4(1969). 
2. L. Brewer and D. W. Green, Low-Lying 
Electronic States of ScF, TiO, and ZrO, 
High Temp. Sci. 1, 26 (1969). 
3. L. Brewer and G. M. Rosenblatt, Dis
sociation Energies and Free Energy Functions 
of Gaseous Monoxides, in Advances in High 
Temperature Chemistry, Vol. 2 ed. by L. 
Eyring, (Academic Press, New York, 1969), 
pp. 1-83. 
4. J. G. Conway, B. Meyer, J. J. Smith, 
and L. J. Williamson, Zeeman Effect on 
Phosphorescent Lifetime of Matrix-Isolated 
S02' J. Chem. Phys. ~, 1671 (1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. Lorna Williamson and B. Meyer, The 
Triplet State of Matrix Isolated Thiazole, 
UCRL-18421, Sept. 1.969. . 
2. Paul Richard Wengert, Thermodynamic 
Stability of Certain Intermetallic Compounds 
made from Transition Elements (Ph. D. thesis), 
UCRL-18727, April 1969. 
3. Leo Brewer and David W. Green, The 
Violet Band Systems and Electronic States of 
Gaseous Magnesium Oxide, UCRL-18835, 
April 1969. 
4. Beat Meyer and Jerry J. Smith, Low 
Temperature Spectroscopy-Optical Properties 
of Molecules in Matrices, Glasses and Mixed 



Crystals, Bibliography from 1888 to January 
1969, chapter in Low Temperature Spectros
copy of Molecules in Matrices, Glasses and 
Mixed Crystals (Elsevier, New York, 1970, 
to be published); UCRL-19033, June 1969. 
5. L. Brewer, Chin-An Chang, and B. King, 
Reaction of Ammoniated Electrons with Sulfur 
Hexafluoride and Its Use as a Matrix Gas, 
Inorg. Chern. (to be published); UCRL-19088, 
Sept. 1969. 
6. David Solan, The Production, Reactions 
and Spectra of Low-Valent Highly Reactive 
Chemical Species with Special Emphasis on 
the Phosphorus Fluoride Systems (Ph. D. 
thesis), UCRL-19049, Aug. 1969. 
7. John Ling-Fai Wang, Spectroscopic Invest
igation of Some High Temperature Species 
Trapped in Low Temperature Matrices (Ph. D. 
thesis), UCRL-19093, October 1969. 
8. Joel B. Tellinghuisen, Photochemistry of 
Iodine (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19112, Nov. 1969. 
9. Beat Meyer, Optical Spectra of Matrix 
Isolated Atoms and Diatomic s, chapter in 
Low Temperature Spectroscopy of Molecules 
in Matrices, Glasses and Mixed Crystals 
(Elsevier, New York, 1970, to be published); 
UCRL-19031, June 1969. 
10. Beat Meyer, Dan D. Jensen, and 
Thottathil V. Oommen, Diatomic Species 
Containing Sulfur, Chapter 13 in Sulfur Chem
istry, Inorganic and Organic: An Integrated 
View, ed. by A. Senning (M. Dekker, Inc., 
to be published); UCRL-19131, Nov. 1969. 
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C. SOLID STATE CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS 

L HEAT CAPACITY OF DILUTE Fe IN Cu 
SOLUTIONS 

Baylor B. Triplett and Norman E. Phillips 

Our earlier measurements on the heat 
capacity of dilute alloys of Fe in Cu showed that 
the low temperature heat capacity observed in 
other experiments 1 was characteristic of Fe
Fe interactions rather than the Fe -conduction 
electron interaction (Kondo state). They also 
defined the region of temperature and concen
tration in which the Fe-conduction electron 
contribution could be observed. We have ex
tended the measurements into this region and 
observed a heat capacity contribution propor
tional to concentration, as expected. The low
temperature heat capacity is proportional to T, 
in contrast wit?: the earlier report. 1 which 
indicated a T1 2 dependence. The heat capacity 
decreases only slowly with increasing tempera
ture at temperatures above the Kondo tempera
ture. and this may account for the discrepancy 
between the observed2 entropy associated with 
the heat capacity anomaly (", R In 2) and the 
apparent spin of the Fe atoms (3/2). 

L M. S. Daybell, W. F. Pratt, and W. A. 
Steyert, Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 353 (1968). 
2. J. P. Franck, F. D. ManChester, and 
D. L. Martin, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A263, 
494 (1961). --

2. HEAT CAPACITY OF a URANIUM 

Samuel D. Bader and Norman E. Phillips 

A sample of high purity a uranium, prepared 
by the grain-coarsening technique, has been 
found to undergo a bulk superconducting transi
tion near 0.2°K at zero pressure. The observed 
superconductivity was quenched in a magnetic 
field of 100 Oe and the low temperature field
independent anomaly found in earlier measure
ments was not observed. The difference 
between this behavior and that found in earlier 
measurements is apparently due to the extreme 
sensitivity of the properties of a uranium to 
mechanical strains and/or chemical purity. 

3. SEARCH FOR SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN 
Li AND Mg 

* Baylor B. Triplett, Timothy L. Thorp, and 
Norman E. Phillips 

In collaboration with D. A. Shirley and 
J. E. Templeton (Nuclear Chemistry Division), 
we have tested Li and Mg for superconductivity 
down to 4X 10-3o K. No superconducting transi
tion was observed. The negative results estab
lish limits for the values of parameters related 
to the superconducting transition temperature. 

The low temperatures were achieved by 
adiabatic demagnetization of cerium-magnesium 
sulphate and measured by a y -ray anisotropy 
thermometer. As a check on the operation of 
the equipment the superconducting transition in 
W was observed. The critical temperature and 
critical field were in agreement with those 
reported by Black, 1 but the supercooling reported 
earlier was not observed. 1, 2 

*Solid State Physics, IMRD. 
L William C. Black, Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 
28 (1968). 
2. R. T. Johnson, O. E. Vilches, J. C. 
Wheatley, and S. Gygax, Phys. Rev. Letters 
i.§., 101 (1968). 

4. POSSIBLE EFFECT OF PARAMAGNETIC 
CENTERS ON THE SUPERCONDUCTING 
TRANSITION IN .oXYGEN-DEFICIENT SrTi0

3 
* 

+ Norman E. Phillips, J. C. Ho , David P. Woody, 
and R. D. Clear 

The superconducting critical temperature Tc 
of self-doped SrTi03 ,shows a pronounced maxi
mum for a carrier density nc ", 8X 10 19 cm-3. 
The decline of Tc at higher carrier densities 
has attracted much theoretical interest. 1,2 In 
order to obtain values of related normal-state 
parameters, we have made heat capacity mea
surements between 0.1 and 1 0 K on the three 
samples of oxygen-deficient SrTi03 listed in 
Table L 



Table 1. Carrier density, critical temperature, 
and ion concentrati.on for Ti3+. 

Sample 

A 

B 

C 

7.0 

6.0 -

u 

1.01- ° 

01-

1.0-

00 

n 
c_ 3 (cm ) 

3.6X10
19 

8.4X10
19 

11.6X10
19 
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Fig. 1. The heat capacities of three samples 
·of oxygen-deficient SrTi03 . (XBL 693-2272) 
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The carrier densities for these samples 
were deliberately selected to bracket the Tc 
maximum. The critical temperature values 
of Table I were obtained from Hartshorn bridge 
measurements on the bulk susceptibility of 
smaller samples prepared from the same 
batch of material, and nc was determined from 
low-field Hall constant measurements. 

The heat capacities are shown in Fig. 1. 
In zero magnetic field the lowest-carrier
density sample A exhibits a heat capacity 
anomaly of the type associated with a broad
ened superconducting transition. Sample B 
shows a considerably broader anomaly, and 
sample C shows no heat capacity feature 
characteristic of a bulk superconducting tran
sition. (The electronic and lattice heat capac
itie s of this sample are known from measure
ments above 10K.) Smaller anomalies of the 
same origin may also contribute to the heat 
capacities of samples A and B . 

A magnetic field of 2000 Oe eliminates the 
superconducting transition in sample A and 
increases the heat capacity by an amount that 
is, at the higher temperature s, proportional 
to T-2 . This suggests the presence of para
magnetic centers. ESR studies 3 on lower
carrier-density reduced SrTi03 crystals 
showed the pre sence of Ti 3 + ions. A concen
tration of localized Ti3+ ions, ~ = 1X 10 19 

cm -3, possibly trapped between oxygen vacancy 
pairs, would account for the observed para
magnetic heat capacity. The effect of magnetic 
field on the heat capacities of samples Band 
C suggests that ~ increases rapidly with n c ' 
as indicated in Table 1. Spectrochemical 
analysis of the materials gave magnetic im
purity levels around 5 ppm, which is too low 
to account for these effects. 

We have also measured the heat capacity, 
above 0.6°K, of a Nb-doRed SrTi03 sample 
withnc = 3.1X10 19 cm-3 . Forthissample 
the effect of a magnetic field on the heat 
capacity is about 1/10 as much as on the re
duced sample with comparable nco This shows 
that the concentration of paramagnetic centers 
is correspondingly low . 

Paramagnetic centers are expected to 
produce "gaple s s II superconductivity and, in 
sufficiently high concentration, to reduce Tc 
to zero. 4 The nature of the heat capacity 
anomalies reported here and its correlation 
with concentration of paramagnetic centers 
is qualitatively similar to that expected for 
"gapless ll superconductivity and observed in 
La-Gd solutions,S suggesting that the decrease 
in Tc with increasing nc may be a consequence 
of an increasing concentration of paramagnetic 
centers. That the centers are connected with 
oxygen vacancies is suggested by the fact that 



heat capacity measurements on this Nb-doped 
sample show no indication of the presence of 
paramagnetic centers, and for nb-doped sam
ples no maximum in Tc has been observed,l 

*Work done in collaboration with J. K. Hulm 
and C. K. Jones, Westinghouse Research 
Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235. 
tNow at Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, 
Ohio. 
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5. LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT CAPACITIES 
OF SUPERCONDUCTING DEGENERATE 
SEMICONDUCTORS* 

Norman E. Phillips, Baylor B. Triplett, R. D. 
Clear, and Howard E. Simon 

The superconductivity of degenerate semi
conductors is a subject of continuing interest. 
This is due primarily to the large range of 
carrier density over which superconductivity 
can be observed in these materials. Such 
materials provide an opportunity to study the 
effect of carrier density on the superconducting 
interaction, relatively free of the complications 
of changes in band structure and phonon spec
trum which are important in most alloy systems. 
A knowledge of certain normal-state properties 
is essential to a comparison of experiments 
with theory, and low temperature heat capacity 
measurements provide information on two of 
these-the density of states at the Fermi sur
face, N(O), and the Debye temperature, eD' 

Of the superconducting degenerate semicon
ductors studied so far, tin telluride, SnTe, and 
strontium titanate, SrTi03 , have been investi
gated in the greatest detail. 1,2 In each of these 
materials charge carriers may be introduced 
either by the incorporation of impurities into the 
lattice or by deviations from stoichiometry. 
In the case of SnTe, it is well established that 
Tc increases monotonically with nc, irrespec
tive of doping mechanism. For SrTi03 the 
behavior is more complex, 2, 3 and several 4 
theoretical explanations have been presented. 

The primary purpose of this investigation 
was to obtain values of N(O) and e

D 
as functions 
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of nc for SnTe and SrTi03 . For SnTe samples 
with higher carrier densities the heat capacity 
measurements extended below the critical 
temperature T c ' and the new data further con
firm the existence of bulk superconductivity 
which was first demonstrated in our earlier 
work. 5 

a. Tin Telluride 

The observed heat capacity C of SnTe, at the 
lowest temperatures, could be fitted to the 
expression 

3 
C + '{T + aT ( 1) 

by a least squares analysis, as would be ex
pected for a normal degenerate semiconductor. 
Some typical data are shown in Fig. 1. The 
relatively high carrier concentration silver
doped sample exhibits a heat capacity peak con
sistent with the onset of superconductivity 
throughout the sample. The peak was removed 
by the application of a magnetic field of 2000 Oe. 
No increase of heat capacity with magnetic 
field was observed for this material. The 
values of'{ and eD' derived from a in the usual 
way, are summarized in Table I. and plotted 

5 
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00 
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Fig. 1. Typical low temperature heat capac
ities of SnTe samples. (XBL 701-80) 
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Table 1. Properties of SnTe and SrTi0
3 

samples. 

n 
c 

Sample (10 20 cm -3) 

SnO.995 Te 2.67 

SnO.975 Te 11.7 

SnO.965 Te 14.0 

SnO.980Te 5.0 

SnO.970 Te 15.0 

SnO.870AgO.100 Te 65.3 

SrTi0
3 

(red) 0.36 

SrTi0
3 

(red) 0.84 

SrTi0
3 

(red) 1.16 

SrTi0
3 

+ Nb ·0.31 

Sr 0.925 BaO. 075 Ti0 3 (red) 0.96 

SrTi0
3

, + Nb 1.4 

10r---~----r---~--~--~~~ 

1.0 

0.1 20 
10 

SnTe 
or (mJ mole-I deg-2) 
-S/IOOO (deg) 

-10 Tc (deg) 

- - .- -

Fig. 2. Dependence of Tc and normal-state 
parameters on carrier concentratiJn for SnTe. 
The dashed line represents an nc 1 3 de 
dependence. (XBL 701-79) 

y eD 
(mJ 

-1 -2 
(deg) mole deg ) Reference 

0.75 144 This work 

1.25 147 This work 

1.32 149 This work 

12.4 144 This work 

1.15 152 This work 

2.03 145 This work 

1.0 303 This work 

1.38 365 This work 

2.21 235 This work 

1.03 435 This work 

1.25 453 8 

1.60 453 7 

as a function of nc in Fig. 2. The short range 
of validity of the T3 approximation for the 
lattice heat capacity (see Fig. 1) limits the 
accuracy with which eD can be determined; but 
the weak dependence of eD on nc is probably 
real. The maximum eD value occurs for the 
sample with the highest vacancy concentration 
and may be a consequence of the effect of 
vacancies on the phonon spectrum .. For most 
samples y, which is proportional to N7~O), falls 
close to the line representing an nc 1 depen
dence, as is usually assumed, but which does 
not seem to have been inyestigated previously. 
The deviations from nc 1/3 are, however, well 
outside experimental error, and could arise 
either from complications in the band struc
ture or in the phonon enhancement. Experi
ments now in progress are expected to define 
the shape of y -nc curve more completely. 

b. Strontium Titanate 

Recently we reported on the heat capacities 
of three reduced SrTi03 samples that showed 
a magnetic field-dependent anoma6y charac-
teristic of paramagnetic centers. Higher 
temperature measurements on the same three 
samples and on one Nb-doped sample were 
undertaken to establish values of y and eD, 
but with only partial success. Our samples, 
and also the two used for heat capacity mea
surements of the National Bureau of Stan
dards, 7, 8 show in every case some deviation 



from the temperature dependence expected for 
the sum of the lattice and electronic heat 
capacities. Values of'{ and eD were derived 
from the data for this experiment but must be 
regarded as uncertain, particularly for the 
highest nc sample (nc = 1.16X1020 cm-3), for 
which an additional contribution to the heat 
capacity persisted to the highest temperature 
of the measurements (:::: 6°K). It appears 
probable that, in addition to a term asociated 
with paramagnetic centers, the heat capacity 
also includes contributions associated with 
minor lattice transformation. Several such 
transformations have been reported at low 
temperatures in insulating material9 and, by 
ultrasonic attenuation and elastic constants 
measurements, are known to be affected by 
doping. 10 Our values of'{ and 8D are com
pared with those obtained at the National 
Bureau/of Standards in Tab~e I and .in Fig. 3. 
An nc 1 3 dependence for '{ 1S an eV1dent pos
sibility in this case too, but the detailed inter
pretation of the dependence of '( and 8D on nc 
must remain incomplete until the other con
tributions to the heat capacity are more clearly 
defined. 

*Work done in collaboration with J. K. Hulm, 
C. K. Jones, and R. Mazelsky, Westinghouse 
Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania 15235. 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of apparent values of 
normal-state parameters on nc for SrTi03 
samEle s. The dashed line repre sents an 
nc 1;3 dependence. The open symbols are 
from Refs. 7 and 8. (XBL 701-78) 
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6. RESEARC Ii PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Norman E. Phillips 

Our measurements on Cu-Fe solutions have 
defined the heat capacity associated with the 
Kondo effect at temper atures between about one
tenth and twice the temperature of the maximum. 
At higher temperatures the lattic heat capacity 
obscures the effect and at lower temperatures 
Fe-Fe interactions dominate. We hope to 
determine the behavior at temperatures both 
higher and lower, relative to the temperature 
characteristic of the interaction, by studying 
other systems . 

Successful operation of the 3He - 4He dilution 
refrigerator has been achieved, but only at a 
time by which the first experiments planned 
with it (on dilute magnetic alloys) were already 
underway in an adiabatic demagnetization 
apparatus. We expect to continue to develop 
a dilution refrige·rator for measurements to 
about 0.01°K and to explore the use of new re
sistance thermometers in this region. 

The measurements of the heat capacities of 
U and Ce will be continued. 
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8. HEAT CAPACITY MEASUREMENTS 
AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 
AND PRESSURE 

Albert F. Yee and George Jura 

Recently, Stark developed a microsecond 
pulse technique for the determination of the 
specific heats of the metals. The work is 
covered in UCRL-17454. All of the circuit 
problems were not completely solved. Fur
ther, the techniques used in measurements 
were only good to within about 9% on any 
single determination. Statistical analysis of 
the data could be used to reduce the uncer
tainty to the order of 2 or 3%. For many pur
poses, such as equation-of-state studies, this 
accuracy is too small. Thus the circuit is 
being revised so that better results can be ob
tained. 

The greatest single error in Stark's work 
arose from the determination of the absolute 
value of the current in the pulse. Because 
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the current was read directly from a CRT, 2% 
was the best accuracy that could be achieved. 
Since the current appears to the third power 
in the expression, it is evident that the largest 
single source of e r ro r was in this measure
ment. 

The first problem to be solved was a better 
current measurement. This has been accom
plished with the present circuit. The current 
can now be determined to within better than 
0.1 %. Anothe r difficulty was found with the 
earlier measurements in that it was found that 
the currents that were used were too large for 
the problem. This has necessitated the devel
opment of a better circuit for the purpose of 
the determination of the change in voltage with 
respect to time, and fo r othe r as sociated prob
lems. It appears that the necessary modifica
tions have been solved. The remainder of the 
necessary elect.ronics are now being fabricated. 

The current-measuring part of the present 
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

a. Constant-Current Pulse Generator 

Capable of generating 0.25 to 8 A pulses 
constant to within 1 mAo Pulse length is vari
able from 100 fJ.sec to 100 msec. Compliance 
voltage is 30 V. Stark: Pulses constant to 
several percent at best. 

b. Current Measurement 

Voltage drop across a current-sensing re
sistor is compared with a reference voltage by 
means of a Tektronix Type W plug-in. Res
olution is 1 mAo Stark: Resolution order of 
100 mAo 

c. Sample Voltage Change Measurement 

Sample IRO drop is subtracted from total 
voltage and the remainder is amplified by a 
Tektronix Type 1A 7 plug-in. Usable sensitiv
ity is 1 mV/cm with an accuracy of 1.5%. 
Stark: Voltage drop measured included those 
of circuit components other than the sample. 
Also, since current used was constant to sev
eral percent, voltage drop measurement was 
likewise accurate only to the extent that cur
rent was constant. 

d. Results 

So far the
3 

results have shown that the for
mula C = I RR'/(dE/dt) is not a sufficiently 
good approximation. The results have also 
demonstrated the instruments' capability of 
making any single measurement to within 
better than 2% accuracy. 
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Fig. 1. Constant-current pulse generator, capable of generating 0.25 to 8A pulses 
constant to within 1 rnA. Pulse length is variable from 100 flsec to 100 msec. Com
pliance voltage is 30 V. Stark: Pulses constant to several percent at best. 

9. INFRARED REFLECTANCE 
MEASUREMENTS 

George Jura 

. a. Experimental 

For the spectroscopic measurement under 
high pressure, one needs a pair of sample cell 
windows that satisfy the following two require
ments: 

(i) They are transparent in the infrared 
frequency range. 

(2) They are able to stand high shear stress. 

So far there is no material available that satis
fied these two conditions simultaneously in the 
infrared frequency range. H. G. Drickamer 
used synthetic sapphire windows for the infra
red transmission study of liquid solution to 
pressures of 12 kbars. The sapphire window 
is transparent in the frequency range of 2000 
to 50,000 cm- 1 , namely the overtone vibration 
frequency range and fundamentals of bands in
volving a very light atom, i.e., a hydrogen 
atom. C. W. Weir et al. used a diamond 
squeezer for the infrared study of ionic poly
crystals to pressures of 30 kbars. Only 20/0 
of all diamonds are relatively transparent for 
wavelengths longer than 6fl, and all diamonds 
have various absorption bands below 6fl. It is 
noted that hydrostatic pressure is obtained in 
the sapphire cell, whereas a diamond squeezer 
exerts a uniaxial force to a specimen contained 
between two flat surfaces. 

For transmission purposes, the alkali hal
ides are ideal, but they are mechanically weak. 
To overcome this weakness, Drickamer has 
invented a bomb design using sodium chloride 
simultaneously as the pressure medium and 
window. However, the light aperture is sac
rificed. This type of cell could be useful for 
pressures as high as 200 kbars and hydro
static pressure for pressures more than 5 
kbars can be obtained. Nevertheless, 

(XBL 703-456) 

Drickamer has restricted his study to higher 
frequencies. It is our intension to extend the 
use of this cell into the infrared. This type 
of cell has a numerical aperture of 0.05 and a 
useful sample cross- sectional area of 1 mm in 
diameter. It is obvious that the intensity prob_ 
lem that is encountered with Drickamer' s sap
phire cell and Weir's diamond cell should be 
much more serious with this bomb design. 

Perkin-Elmer's model 21 infrared spec
trometer is modified for both transmis sion 
and normal incidence reflectance measurement 
with a NaCI high pres sure cell. The operation 
mode is to focus a source of radiation on the 
center of the cell and then refocus on the en
trance slit of the monochrometer. 

To maximize the radiation flux seen by the 
thermocouple of a spectrometer, we define an 
equivalent numerical aperture A of radiation 
accepted from the entrance slit of the mono
chrometer. "A" is no larger than "As", which 
is the aperture of the spectrometer for mea
surements without a high pressure optical cell. 
We also define the height of the entrance slit hs, 
and the entrance slit width W s' The signal
equivalent wavelength pass band is a rectangu
lar wavelength pass band of width fl.>" centered 
at >"0' The amount of radiation flux E accepted 
by tlie spectrometer is 

In order to get the best spectra with a given 
spectrometer and high pressure optical cell, 
one needs to maximize E for a fixed W sand 
fl.>". To achieve this objective, two things 
must be done. First, use a radiation source 
which gives the maximum available I{>..O). A 
carbon arc is at least 3 times more intense 
than a globar, while a Zr arc is at least 2.25 
times more intense than a globar in the entire 
infrared frequency range. Since a Zr arc is 
much cheaper and easier to operate, we have 
chosen this arc for our present measurements. 



Secondly, one should maximize A to As in the 
expanse of h f which is only first order in E. 

It should be noted that both focuses on a 
sample cell and the ent'rance slit should be 
free from astigmatism. 

Since in reflectance measurements only half 
of A Z used in the transmission measurements 
is available, and additional difficulties exist, 
we would like to get reasonably good trans
mission measurements first. 

b. Discussion of Some Initial Results 

The short-range interaction forces and per
turbing ,effects of neighboring molecules, ions, 
or atoms dete rmined the state of condens ed 
system, and the eigen frequencies vi and the 
chang~cf>&t1fch eigen frequency with volume 
'Vi = d In V • Naturally, one would expect the 
infrared spectra to show a number of changes 
upon the application of pressure. Before we 
measure reflectance spectra, we shall assume 
the peak frequencies of absorption measure
ments to be the eigen frequencies. 

(1) Calcite 

At room temperature, calcite I transforms 
to calcite II at 14.6 kbars and calcite II trans
fo rms to calcite III at 18.7 kba rs. Both cal
cite II and calcite III are thermodynamically 
unstable. In calcite I, CaZ+ and C03

Z- sub
lattices have a body centered rhombohedron 
unit cell. The nearest neighbors are in the 
plane perpendicular to C3 axis. Z_The symmetry 
of the normal vibrations of C03 are corre
lated to symmetry groups as follows: 

Radical Site symmetry Factor Vibration in 
group infrared 

D3k Sb D3d 

Vi (Ai') vt(Ag) v
1
(A

1g
) Forbidden 

v 1(A1u) Forbidden 

vZ(AZ") vZ(Au) vZ(AZu) II C 3 axis 

vZ(AZg) 
forbidden 

v
3

(E) v 3(E) v
3
(Eu) 1 C 3 axis 

v 3 (Eg) forbidden 

v
4

(E) v 4(E) v 4(Eu) 1 C 3 axis 

v
4

(Eg) forbidden 

Our result that Vi is independent of pres
sures up to 18.4 kbars for all three infrared 
active frequencies, i. e., 'Vi = 0.00, and x- ray 
study by B. L. Dayis showed that the contrac
tion of the rhombohedron unit cell is only along 
the C 3 axis up to the pressure of 15.5 kbars. 
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One may draw the conclusion that the interionic 
coupling forces only reach the nearest neigh
bors. Calcite II is a nzi!lor modification of 
calcite I, in which C03 is slightly shifted 
from the center of rhombohedron along the C3 
axis, and the infrared spectra show no distinct 
difference from that of calcite 1. 

Calcite III has an orthorhombic crystal struc
ture with ten CaC03 per unit cell. One may ex
pect as much as 30 infrared active modes. 
Figure 1 shows the spectra of both calcite I and 
calcite III. The fine structure on the v3 band 
of calcite I spectra is due to the atmospheric 
water absorption. This in fact demonstrates 
the ability of the present setup for the trans
mission measurement. The dotted line in the 
frequency range from 700 to 7Z0 cm- 1, ex
tended by a solid line to 750 cm, is due to the 
absorption of the 1.5 in. NaCI window in the 
sample cell. This background absorption could 
be balanced by further cutting off the reference 
beam, and a well-defined v4 band could be ob
tained. In going from calcite I, II to Ill, v 1 be
comes active and shows two components. Vz 
and v3 are split and three components are re-, 
solved from each band. v4 is shifted. 

All of the nine peaks in calcite III are not 
shifted by pressure, i. e., 'V. = 0.00 remains 
constant in this phase. Thisl might imply that 
the contraction of calcite III is also along the 
direction perpendicular to the plane cpntaining 
the nearest neighbors, since the C03 - groups 
are only coupled among nearest neighbors. 

Calcite I, II to III transformation is revers
ible. It takes two days for the transformation 
to reach the extent that no further change of 
spectra is obvious, therefore it might be possi
ble to study the kinetics of this phase transfor
mation from the growing v 1 band. 

(Z) Sodium Chlorate 

The crystal has a fcc unit cell with its ions 
shifted from NaCI arrangement along the C3 
axis, thus CI0 3 - preserves the C~ site sym
metry and should show no site splltting of de
generate frequencies v3 and v4. However, 
due to interionic multipole coupling, v 1(A 1) and 
Vz (AZ) of an isolated ion each split into one A 
and one F branch, while for v3(E) and v4(E) 
of the radical, each splits into one E and two F 
branches. All frequencies are active in Raman 
spectra, whereas only F frequencies are pres
ent in the infrared spectra. The frequencies of 
v 4 (F) and vZ(F) are too low to be observed by 
a sodium chloride prism spectrometer. 

We have studied vi (F), V:3 a (F), and v 3b(F) 
simply with a Nearst glower source. Figure Z 
shows the volume dependence of these three 
vibration frequencies. Gruneisen constants are 



nearly constant in the pressure range studied. 
The zero pressure values are 0.140 ±0.004, 
0.166±0.004, and 0.144±0.004 for v1(F), v3 
(F), and v3b (F) respectively. The corresptnd
ing Raman data from Nicol are 0.17, 0.22, and 
0.21. There is no proper explanation for the . 
disagreement. Nevertheless, we have noted 
that ou.r precision for infrared peak frequen
cies is better than that of Raman frequencies. 

Represent the coupling force field among 
CI03 - ions fo r v3 vibration in the fo rm of cr- n, 
the value of the exponential n is then the slope 
of the curve in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, n 
changes from 3.726 toward zero as the pres
sure goes up. The possible explanation for 
this is that the cubic unit cell contracts more 
or less isentropically up to 15 kbars and grad
ually, as the pressure continues to go up, the 
contraction along the C3 axis is more than that 
in the plane perpendicular to the C3 axis. Thus, 
the change in the nefl..rest neighbor distance is 
Ie s s than that of v 1/ .,. The n value extrapolated 
to zero pressure is closer to 4 rather than 3. 
Thus the coupling force field responsible for 
energy transfer in the exiton theory should in
clude not only the transition dipole interaction, 
but also the transition multi pole inte raction 
for this particular crystal and maybe for other 
similar crystals. We are trying to separate 
these terms and calculate the values of transi
tion moments. 

(3) Next Substances to be Studied 

One could separate multipole terms of the 
interionic coupling force field and calculate 
transition moments through the Davydov- split 
frequencies at various pressures for the sub
stances that undergo isoentropic contraction. 
The first guess as to the identity of these sub
stances would be NH4Cl and NH4Br. 

Fig. 2. Volume dependence of some 
internal frequencies of NaCl0 3 . 

(XBL 703-457) 
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10. POSITRON ANNIHILATION 

George Jura 

The study of the angular correlation of the 
pair of gaznzna rays that are eznitted when a 
positron annihilates with an electron in a znetal 
is a tool which can be used to study the zno
znentuzn distribution of conduction electrons in 
the znetal. The znain piece of inforznation that 
can be obtained by using this znethod is the av
erage znoznentuzn at the Ferzni surface. The 
experiznent cannot yield the kind of detailed in
forznation that znore traditional experiznents, 
such as De-Haas Van Alphen effect, can. On 
the othe r hand, the expe riznent doe s not r e
quire that the electrons have long znean free 
paths. This opens up a whole new class of ex
periznental conditions under which sozne in
forznation about the states of the electron in 
znetals can be found. 

For the siznplest znodel, the angular corre
lation intensity curves should have the func
tional shape of an inverted parabola centered 
about zero angle (180 deg between the two 
gaznznas). This parabola should go to zero at 
an angle af, which, in the liznit of sznall an
gles, is equal to the Ferzni znoznentuzn divided 
by the znoznentuzn of the gaznzna ray: 
af = p/znc, where zn = electron znass, 
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c = speed of light. In point of fact this par
abolic distribution is found to be. sitting on top 
of a broad background. In addition there is 
sozne rounding of what would otherwise be 
sharp corners because of the therznal znotion 
of the positron and the instruznent resolution. 

Angular correlation intensity curves have 
been zneasured fo r aluzninuzn, bisznuth, and 
ytterbiuzn znetals at pressures up to 100 kbars. 
The angular correlation apparatus has an an
gular resolution of about 0.7 znrad. The posi
tron source was about 1 to 1-1/2 znCi of Na22 CI 
in each experiznent. Each saznple consisted of 
a znetal-Na22 CI-znetal sandwich. 

The aluzninuzn intensity curves failed to give 
the expected parabolic behavior. The curve 
was also narrower than expected for aluzninuzn. 
A siznilar distortion of the intensity curve has 
been reported when aluznimizn is plastically de
forzned. 1 It is also found when aluzninuzn is 
heated. 2 The change occurs well below the 
znelting point, and no further change occurs 
upon znelting. All znetals do not show this dis
tortion of the intensity curve. Sodiuzn does not 
show it even when znelted, and bisznuth shows 
it only when actually znelted. 2 A reasonable 
explanation of these facts is that the positrons 
znay be attracted to vacancies or other defects. 
At the site of these defects they annihilate pre
ferentially with the lower znoznentum conduc'
tion electrons. 

Since the aluzninuzn intensity curves were 
not parabolic, it was iznpossible to extract 
Ferzni znoznenta frozn the data. It was, how
ever, possible to coznpare the relative widths 
of the curves taken at various pressures. If 
the assuznption about the cause of the distor
tion of the spectruzn is correct, the width of 
the intensity curve should still scale up as the 
znoznenta of the conduction electrons. In the 
free electron approxiznation, the znoznenta of /3 
the conduction electrons scale up as (V/V

O
)-1 . 

The relative widths of the curves are shown in 
Fig. 1. Tfe solid line shows the expected 
(V7VO)-1/ behavior. The points follow the ex
pectea behavior except for the highest pressure 
point at 85 kbars. It is difficult to attach any 
significance to this point because of the distor
tion of the intensity curves. 

The intensity curves zneasured in the bis
znuth experiznent, in contrast, showed a very 
nice parabolic behavior. The parabola ap
peared to be sitting on top of a broad back
ground. The background is presuznably due to 
annihilations with core electrons. This back
ground was approxiznated by a Gaussian which 
gave a reasonable fit to the far tail points of 
the curve. The intensity points for the 20 kbar 
run are shown in Fig. 2 along with the Gaussian 
background curve and a fitted parabola. Points 
frozn both negative and positive angles are 



shown at positive angles only. The expected 
Fermi momentum is also shown. The Gaus
sian comprises about 280/0 of the total area 
under the measured curve. The Fermi mo
menta obtained afte r co r rection fo r the back
ground are shown in Fig. 3. The solid line is 
the theoretically predicted (free electron 
theory) Fermi momenta. The Bi I-II and II
III transitions at 25.4 and 27.0kbars are shown 
as if they were one. The same area-percent:
age background correction was used for all 
pressures. This definitely does not give an ac
curate correction but will bring the higher 
pres sure points more in line with the theoret
ical curve. No unusual behavior was noticed 
in going from one phase of bismuth to another. 

Ytterbium metal was of interest because a 
promotion of an electron from a 4f core state 
to a 5d conduction band was theorized to take 
place a! the fcc-bcc phase transition at 40 
kbars. The angular correlation experiment 
described here is the first direct test of this 
transition. 

The ytterbium intensity curves were par
abolic in .shape in the main part of the curve. 
A Gaussian curve was used as an approxima
tion to the broad background on top of which 
the parabola sits. The Gaussian represented 
about 44% of the total area of the curve. The 
Fermi momenta that were obtained after this 
correction are shown in Fig. 4. The ·upper 
and lower set of lines represent respectively 
the expected Fermi momenta in the free elec
tron approximation for three and two conduc
tion electrons. Volume-pressure data is only 
available to just after the fcc-bcc transition at 
40 kbars. The lines branching from the single 
line at 40 kbars represent two different approx
imations to the volume of ytterbium. These, 
hopefully, represent upper and lower bounds 
to the volume. 

Fig. 1. Relative widths of bands of 
aluminum. (XBL .703-459) 
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Our data agree with the known fact that ytter
bium has only two conduction electrons at at
mospheric pressure. It also indicates that bcc 
ytterbium has three conduction electrons. The 
surprising feature is that electron promotion 
does not occur suddenly at the crystallographic 
transition, but appears to be a continuous pro
cess with pressure, which is completed at or 
before the transition. In order to explain these 
data in a manne r that is consistent with the re
sistance-temperature measurements as a func
tion of pres~ure, which were performed in this 
laboratory, and with Hall effect measurements, 
it is necessary to assume that the primary car
riers are very light holes in the 6s band, and 
that electrons in the 5d bands have very high 
effective masses. As pressure is increased 
some 4f electrons are shifted into the 5d band 
and holes in the 6s band are destroyed. This 
causes an increase in the electrical resistivity. 
It would be interesting to do Hall-effect mea
surements on ytterbium as a function of pres
sure to see if they are consistent with this ex
planation. 

1. 1. Ya. Bekhtyar, V. G. Mikhalenkov, 
S. G. Sakhorova, Soviet Phys. -Doklady ..!.!' 
537 (1966); English transl. of Dokl. Akad. 
Nauk SSSR 168, 785 (1966). 
2. J. H. Jusmiss, A. T. Stewart, Advan. 
Phys. 16, 471 (1967). 
3. H. T. Hall, J. B. Barnett, L. Merrill, 
Science 139, 111 (1963). 
4. P. G-:--8"ouers, UCRL-11220 (1964); and 
G. Jura, Science 140, 481 (1963). 
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Fig. 2. Positron annihilation of bis
muth at 20 kbars. The dotted line is 
the expected correction for annihila
tion of core electrons. 

(XBL 703-461) 
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11. KINETICS OF THE ct, TJ 
PHASE TRANSITION 

Tang-Hua Chen and George Jura 

The ct, TJ transition in iron is very slow, 
and at room temperature the transition can 
be made to occur at pressures as low as 75 
kbars and as high as 140 kbars. Because the 
rate of transformation is so slow, it seems 
po s sible that Mel s sbauer technique would be 
an excellent method for the determination of 
the rate as a function of temperature and 
pressure. 

Raimondi. LRL, showed that the technique 
was feasible and even approximated a rate at 
one pressure. Since the prime purpose of his 
experiments was other than kinetic. no devel
opment was made at the time. 

The present work is concerned with the 
necessary techniques in order to determine 
this rate. 

The first data are now being obtained. 

12. RESEARCH PLANS FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 1970 

George Jura 

a. Po sitron Annihilation 

It is expected that the calculations on alu
minum will be completed and similar measure
ments will be made on bismuth and ytterbium
the former because it exhibits several poly
morphic transitions and the latter an electronic 
transition. These measurements should be 
completed by June and the choice of future 
studies will depend upon what is learned from 
the present and immediately projected exper
iments. It may even become essential to de
termine the effect of temperature as well as 
pressure. 

b. Heat Capacity 

As soon as the equipment is ready the heat 
capacity of bismuth will be determined. This 
material should be the most critical test of 
our ability to determine heat capacities, be
cause of the polymorphic transitions and the 
existence of a semiconducting state at low 
temperatures and pressures. 

c. Reflectance Measurements 

The first material whose spectrum will be 
determined is that of KCl03' The reasons 
for the choice are that Raman measurements 
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are available, there is the presence of a for
bidden band in the infrared, and it is an excel
lent choice for the detection of possible Davidov 
splittings. 

d. Melssbauer Measurements 

Some preliminary measurements made sev
eral years ago show that if might be possibleto 
determine the kinetics of the alpha-beta transi
tion in iron at room temperatures as well as 
other temperatures. This should enable us to 
determine the rate constants for the transition, 
the activation energy, and all the other quanti
ties that might be of interest that can be ob
tained from such measurements. 

13. VAPORIZATION KINETICS 
OF SOLIDS 

a. Kinetics of Sublimation of Ice Single 
Crystals 

J. Gordon Davy and Gabor A. Somorjai 

The kinetics of the vacuum sublimation of 
ice single crystals has been investigated by a 
vacuum microbalance technique in the temper
ature range - 90 to _40· C. The vaporization 
coefficient ctv == (observed vaporization 
rate) -:- (theoretical maximum rate) and the 
acti vation enthalpy of sublimation ~H; vary 
markedly with temperature in this range. 
Neither surface cooling nor gas-phase colli
sions can explain the observed behavior: 

(1) A~temperatures below about - 85· C, ctv = 1 
and ~H~ equals the thermodynamics enthalpy 
of sublimation ~H~. 

(2) Between about -85 and - 60· C, ctv de
cre~ses slowly with increasing temperature, 
~H" < ~HO 

'1\ '" s' 
(j) Between about -60 and -40°C, ctv de-

creases progressively more rgpidly with in
creasing temperature and ~H; decreases to a 
high temp,erature limiting value of:::: 1/2 ~H~. 

The effects of various experimental param
eters- such as crystal orientation, doping with 
impurities and adsorbed gases-on the ice 
vaporization kinetics are presented and dis
cussed: Neither 'grain boundaries nor crystal
line orientation has a measurable effect on the 
rate. Ice doped with monovalent impurities 
was found to vaporize at steady state rates 
that were uniformly lower over the entire tem
perature range of the study. Also, NH3(gas) 
and HF(gas), present in the ambient at pres
sures ::::10- 3 to 10- 2 torr, reduce and increase 
respectively the ice vaporization rate com
pared with the rate in vacuum. 

The experimental results, along with pre
viously reported physical- chemical properties 



of ice are used to arrive at a vaporization 
mechanism: Ice at equilibrium with the vapor 
has a uniform surface population of a highly 
mobile species assumed to be water molecules 
hydrogen- bonded to only one nearest neighbor. 
At sufficiently low temperatures, vaporization 
does not occur rapidly enough to alter this pop
ulation. Sublimation at higher temperatures, 
however, depletes the population to a progres
sively greater extent with increasing temper
ature. Thus the rate-limiting step in vapor
ization, which is the desorption of the mobile 
water molecules at low temperatures, changes 
to their formation at high temperatures. 

b. Vaporization Kinetics of Gallium 
Arsenide Single Crystals 

Catherine Y. Lou and Gabor A. Somorjai 

The vacuum vaporization rates of the (111) 
gallium face and the (111.) arsenic face of gal
lium arsenide single crystals have been mea
sured in the temperature range 700-900°C by 
both mass spectrometric and vacuum micro
balance techniques. The compound vaporizes 

, incongruently according to the dominant re
action 

GaAs( solid) ..... Ga(liquid)+I As
2

(vapor)+ (14,X) 

As 4 (vapor). 

After correction for fragmentation, for the 
(111) face the vapor composition was found to 
consist mainly of tetramer (As4) molecules, 
whereas for the opposite (HI) face, both the 
dimers (As2) and the tetramer vapor mol
eCJlles were found. The absolute vaporization 
rates were found to be lower than the maximum 
rates calculated from equilibrium vapor pres
sures. When excess gallium liquid was placed 
on top of both vaporizing surfaces the sublima
tion rates doubled with respect to that for the 
pure samples. Tpe activation enthalpies for 
vaporization, t!.H;, remain the same as that of 
the heat of sublimation, t!.H;= t!.H~ = 86kcc:lj~nole 
of solid. Excess liquid tin on top of the (111) 
face decreased the rate as compared to the rate 
of evaporation with gallium liquid on top. The 
activation enthalpy of vaporization of GaAs in 
the .. presence of liquid tin also changes to 
t!.H'" = 73 kcal/mole of solid. Samples doped 
with Zn and Te were also vaporized. The re
sults are summarized in Table I. 
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Table I 

a(T=108QOK)a 

Maximum rate 1 

Excess Ga(J!) on 
vaporizing surface 

Ga side 0.5 
As side 0.5 

Excess tin(J!) on vapor
izing surface 

As side 0.25 
Zn- doped GaAs 

As side 0.0084 
Te-doped GaAs 

As side 0.012 

a vacuum vaporization 

t!.H; 
(kcal/mole) 

t!.H~ = 86 
kcal/mole 
of solid 

87 
85 

73 

76 

86 

a maximum vaporization rate 

c. Vaporization Kinetics of Lithium . 
Fluoride Single Crystals 

Daniel L. Howlett and Gabor A. Somorjai 

The sublimation rates of the (100) face of 
lithium fluoride single crystals were measured 
in the temperature range 700-800° C by using a 
vacuum microbalance. From the temperature 
dependence of the sublimation rate an activation 
enthalpy of vaporization t!.H* s could be deter
mined. For pure crystals, t!.H* varies in the 
range 60 to 67 kcal/mole, the activation energy 
being the same for a given crystal but sh0'ting 
variati~n from crystal to crystal. For Ca + 
and Al + doped crystals, the activation energy 
is increased to 70 to 80 kcal/mole depending on 
the concentration of multivalent ions in th.e 
crystal lattice. 

The vaporization characteristics of LiF is 
similar to that found for NaCl.1 It has been 
proposed that slow anion diffusion from the 
bulk to the surface is the rate-limiting step in 
the sublimation process. Future mass spec
trometric and microbalance studies will be 
aimed at probing the validity of this suggested 
mechanism of sublimation. 

1. J. E. Lester and G. A. Somorjai, J. Chern. 
Phys. 49, 2940 (1968). 



14. SURFACE STUDIES BY LOW 
ENERGY ELECTRON SCATTERING 

a. Low Energy Electron Diffraction Studies 
of Melting of Lead, BisrrlUth, and Tin 
Single- Crystal Surfaces 

Richard M. Goodman and Gabor A. Somorjai 

The surface structures of the (111), (100), 
and (110) faces of lead; the (0001), (01 1Z) 
faces of bismuth; and the (110) face of tin sin
gle crystals were monitored up to the melting 
temperatures and during melting by low ener
gy electron diffraction. Measurements of the 
surface Debye- Waller factor from the differ
ent lead and bismuth surfaces indicated mean 
square displacements of surface atoms per
pendicular to the surface plane, < u~) 

h · h surf' w lC we re much la rge r than the bulk mean 
square displacements at the melting points as 
predicted by the Lindemann melting model. 
However, the diffraction features have per
siste.d in a~l of the crystal faces up to the bulk 
melhng pOlnts of these solids. These results 
indicate that the surfaces remain ordered up 
to the bulk melting point and that the crystal 
surface plays an all-important role in nucle
?-ting 0 r initi?-ting melting. Seve ral expe r
lmental melhng studies and pertinent melting 
models have also been discussed. 

b. Low Energy Electron Diffraction Studies 
of Liquid Lead, Bismuth, and Tin Surfaces 

Richard M. Goodman and Gabor A. Somorjai 

The intensities of elastically scattered low 
energy electrons from liquid lead, bismuth, 
and tin surfaces were measured as a function 
of scattering angle and electron energy. Con
tour maps were constructed that display all 
three variables simultaneously. The intensity 
distribution appears to be due to uncorrelated 
atom scattering and thus gives directly the low 
energy electron-atomic scattering factor. 
Intensity fluctuations due to the radial distri
bution function in the liquid surface could not 
be detected. Several scattering processes are 
discussed that could all increase the overall 
background intensity and would render the in
tensity changes that are due to the liquid struc
ture undetectable. 

c. Intensity Analysis of Low Energy Electrons 
Diffracted from Single- Crystal Surfaces 

Helen H. Farrell and Gabor A. Somorjai 

The intensities of several of the low index 
low energy electron diffraction beams from ' 
the (100) faces of aluminum and palladium have 
b:en measured. These have been compared 
wlth data already existing in the literature for 
several other face centered cubic (fcc) metals. 
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Dif~raction mechanisms based on multiple scat
tenng theory have been assigned to the various 
intensity maxima observed in the very low en
ergy region. Model calculations of the intensi
ties based on simple multiple scattering theory 
have been performed. The agreement between 
the calculated and the observed values was 
limited by the degree of sophistication of the 
model atomic potentials employed. The inten
sities of the LEED beams from the structured 
surfaces on palladium and platinum have been 
measured and compared with trends predicted 
from. multiple scattering theory. Simple cal
culatlOns have been performed for oxygen chemi
sorbed on the (100) face of the body centered 
cubic (bcc) metals in the primary stage of ox
idation. One model has been suggested on the 
basis of the calculations and existing exper
imental data. 

d. Low Energy Electron Diffraction Studies 
of the Adsorption of Unsaturated Hydrocarbons 
and Carbon Monoxide on the Platinum (111) 
and (100) Single-Crystal Surfaces 

Alan E. Morgan and Gabor A. Somorjai 

The interaction of simple aliphatic hydro
carbons and carbon monoxide with Pt( 111) and 
Pt( 100) surfaces, at gas pressures ~ 1 X 10- 7 

torr, has been studied by using low energy 
electron diffraction (LEED), mass spectrom
etry, flash desorption, and work-function (<1» 
measurements. The Pt( 111) substrate was 
characterized by a (1X 1) diffraction pattern 
whereas a (5 X 1) surface structure was visible 
on Pt( 100). In contrast to the saturated hydro
carbons, all the other .gases used (CO; CZHZ; 
CZH4;C3H6; 1, 3-butadlene; and the isomeric 
butenes) were readily chemisorbed on both 
substrates. Relatively large decreases in <I> 

resulted from the chemisorption of the unsat
urated hydrocarbons whereas a small increase 
in <I> was measured due to the adsorption of CO. 
A (Z X Z) surface structure was produced on the 
(111) face by all of the unsaturated hydrocar
bo~s studi.e~, with the exception of isobutylene, 
whlch exhlblted a larger unit mesh. Although 
CZHZ and CZH4 produced a C(Z X Z) structure 
on the (100) face of platinum, the adsorption of 
the other hydrocarbons was disordered. The 
necessity of close packing of the olefins ap
peared to be responsible for the presence of 
ordered structures on the Pt(111) surface and 
for their absence on Pt( 100). The results of 
these structural studies indicate that the car
bon atoms are spZ hybridized in the adsorbed 
state. The chemisorption of CO resulted in 
the appearance of a C(4XZ) structure on both 
(111) and (100) surfaces. This structure was 
tranfJ2 rmrclZbY electron-beam desorption into 
a (Z X 5 / ) R 45 deg structure on the Pt( 100) 
surface. Three bonding states of CO were ap
parent on this substrate whereas only one was 
detected on Pt( 111). A simple model can 



rationalize these differences. 

e. Com.position and Surface Structure of 
the (0001) Face of a-Alum.ina by Low Energy 
Electron Diffraction 

Theodore M. French and Gabor A. Som.orjai 

The (0001) crystal face of a- alum.ina un
dergoes a change of surface structure upon 
heat treatm.ent in vacuum. above 1250 0 C. 
This order-order phase transform.ation 
[(Al(0001) - (1X1) - rotated (.JTixffi)] is 
accom.panied by a change in the chem.ical com.
position of the surface, i. e., by the loss of 
oxygen. The structural change is reversible 
and either surface structure can be obtained 
alte rnatel y by he,rt t reatm.ent of the s am.ple s 
in oxygen (> 10- torr) or in the presence of 
exces s alum.inum. on the surface. The large 
unit cell that characterizes the high tem.per
ature oxygen-deficient surface structure is in
dicative of a m.arked m.ism.atch between the 
surface layer and the underlying (0001) crys
tal 0 rientation. Evidence is presented to show 
that the alum.inum. cation in the high tem.per
ature surface structure is in a reduced valence 
state and that the structure is com.posed of a 
cubic ove rlaye r on the hexagonal a-alum.ina 
substrate. It appears that com.pounds with un
usual oxidation states that would not be stable 
in the solid state m.aybe stabilized in the sur
face environm.ent. 

f. Investigation of Surface Properties 
Using Auger Spectroscopy 

Frederick J. Szalkowski and Gabor A. 
Som.orjai 

The energy spectra of electrons inelastic
ally em.itted from. surfaces under electron 
bom.bardm.ent in an ultrahigh vacuum. have been 
studied. Auger spectroscopy appears to be a 
reliable technique to analyze the surface com.
position of crystals and to identify im.purities 
in concentrrlions as little as 5% of a m.ono
layer (:::: 10 im.purities/cm.2 ). The m.aterials 
investigated were single crystals of Pd V, and 
A1203. The energy of the bom.barding elec
trons was of the order of 2.5 keY, and the 
beam. was directed toward the surface at a 
grazing angle so that penetration of this beam. 
into the bulk of the crystal was m.inim.ized. 
Changes in the spectra were observed upon in 
situ treatm.ents of the sam.ples, such as clean
ing .the surface by ion bom.bardm.ent, annealing 
the crystal by using resistance heating, and 
gas exposure with the crystal being held at an 

. elevated tem.perature. In m.ost cases the ob-
served changes were determ.ined to be due to 
either the rem.oval of im.purity atom.s from. the 
surface or to the surface segregation of con-
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tam.inants from. the bulk of the crystal. The 
im.purity atom.s were chem.ically identified 
from. the detectable characteristic energy 
losses. 

15. MOLECULAR BEAM SCATTERING 
FROM SINGLE-CRYSTAL SURFACES 

Lloyd Albert West and Gabor A. Som.orjai 

A versatile atom.ic and m.olecular beam. scat
tering apparatus has been designed and con
structed to perm.it the study of gas-solid inter
actions in an ultrahigh vacuum. environm.ent. 
Measurem.ent of the scattering of both contin
uous (dc) and pulsed (ac) therm.al m.olecular 
beam.s as well as low energy electron diffrac
tion (LEED) from. the surfaces of oriented sin
gle crystals is possible. The com.bination of 
these techniques should provide inform.ation on 
the energy transfer between the incident m.ol
ecules and the surface during surface chem.ical 
reactions. Such data should be of great im.por
tance in the fields of heterogeneous catalysis 
and surface reaction kinetics. 

Figure 1 shows a schem.atic diagram. of the 
apparatus. The system. consists of a specially 
built ultrahigh vacuum. cham.ber coupled by a 
bakeable gate valve to two differentially pum.ped 
cham.bers where the m.olecular beam. is gener
ated. The UHV cham.ber contains the LEED 
optics and is bakeable to 250 0 C. This cham.ber 
is pum.ped by a ·vacuum. ionization pum.p; the 
other cham.bers are pum.ped by liquid-nitrogen
trapped oil diffusion pum.ps backed by a rotary 
blower. 

A m.ultichannel effusive source is used to 
generate a therm.al beam. of noncondensable gas. 
To date the beam. oven has only been operated 
at room. tem.perature although it can be cooled 
to 80 0 K and heated to 600 0 K. By ins erting a 
rotating disk velocity selector in the interm.e
diate cham.ber, one m.ay vary the energy of the 
beam. incident upon the crystal target. 

Since LEED is sensitive to ordered im.puri
ties and identifies the presence of ordered sur
face structures, it will be useful in ascertain
ing the sam.ple's cleanliness and characteristics 
before and after bom.bardm.ent with a m.olecular 
beam. of known intensity. The principal beam. 
detector is a quadrupole m.ass spectrom.eter. 
This detector can be rotated through 220 deg 
both in and out of the incident plane for studies 
of the scattered beam.. A vertical profile ob
tained with a dc xenon beam. is shown in Fig. 2. 
Because of the low resolution of the detector 
during this run, the half-width of the peak is 
som.ewhat exaggerated. 

Currently, studies of the scattering of inert 



gases from platinum surfaces are in progress. 
Late r we will investigate the scatte ring of such 
reactive gases as 0Z' CH4 · HZ' DZ' CZHZ' 
CZH4' etc. 
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16. RESEARCH PLANS FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 1970 

Gabor A. Somorjai 

Low energy electron diffraction studies of 
organic molecules will be extended. Studies 
of chromium surfaces will be carried out to 
investigate the nature of magnetic order-dis
order transitions at the surface. The inter
action of hydrogen with metal surfaces will be 
investigated. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of molecular beam 
scattering apparatus designed for use in gas
surface interactions. All pumps are connected 
to the system through gate valves. 
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Auger spectroscopy studies will be extended 
to vanadium compounds in several different ox
idation states to detect possible chemical shifts 
in th~ electronic spectra. Molecular beam scat
tering studies will be extended to include re
active scattering from platinum surfaces. 

Studies 6f the sublimation kinetics of gal
lium arsenide crystals will be completed . 

17. 1969 PUBliCATIONS 

Gabor A. Somorjai and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. H. H. Farrell and G. A. Somorjai, Prop
erties of the Non-Specular Low Energy Elec
tron Diffraction Beams Scattered by the (100) 
Face to Face Centered Cubic Metal Single Crys
tals, Phys. Rev. 18Z, 751 (1969). 
Z. J. M. Morabito, Jr .. R. F. Steiger, and 
G. A. Somorjai. Studies of the Mean Displace
ment of Surface Atoms in the (100) and (110) 
Faces of Silver Single Crystals at Low Tem
peratures. Phys. Rev. 179, 638 (1969). 
3. R. F. Steiger. J. M. Morabito. G. A. 
Somorjai, and R. H. Muller. A Study of the 
Optical Properties and of the Physical Adsorp
tion of Gases on Silver Single Crystal Surfaces 
by Low Energy Electron Diffraction and Ellip
sometry, Surface Sci. 14. Z79 (1969). 
4. J. Morabito, R. Steiger. R. Muller, and 
G. A. Somorjai, LEED and Ellipsometry 
Studies of Physical Adsorption on a (110) Silver 
Surface at Low Temperatures, proceedings of 
the conference on the Structure and Chemistry 
of Solid Surfaces (Wiley &: Sons, New York, 
(1969). 



5. R. Muller, R. F. Steiger, G. A. Somorjai, 
and J. M. Morabito, Gas Adsorption Studies 
by Ellipsometry in Combination with Low 
Energy Electron Diffraction and Mass Spec
trometry, Surface Sci. 16, 234 (1969). 
6. A. E. Morgan and G-:-A. Somorjai, Low 
Energy Electron Diffraction Studies of the 
Adsorption of Unsaturated Hydrocarbons and 
Carbon Monoxide on the Platinum (111) and 
(100) Single Crystal Surfaces. J. Chern. Phys. 
51, 3309 (1969). 
7": G. A. Somorjai, High Temperature Sub
limation Mechansims in Proc. Con£. on High 
Temperature Chemistry (Butterworth & Co. , 
London, 1969), pp. 73-97. 
8. G. A. Somorjai editor, proceedings of the 
conference on the Structure and Chemistry of 
Solid Surfaces (Wiley & Sons, New York, 1969). 
9. G. A. Somorjai, Studies of the Sublimation 
Mechanism of Solids, chapter in Advances in 
High Temperature Chemistry, 2 (Academic 
Press, New York, 1969). 

UCRL- reports 

1. Gordon Davy, Vacuum Microbalance Ap
paratus for Rapid Determination of Low
Temperature Vaporization Rates, UCRL-19017, 
July 1969. 
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2. T. M. French and G. A. Somorjai, Com
position and Surface Structure of the (0001) 
Face of a-Alumina by Low Energy Diffraction, 
UCRL-19146, Dec. 1969. 
3. Richard Goodman, Low Energy Electron 
Diffraction Studies of Phase Transformation 
at Metal Surfaces (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-
19008, Sept. 1969. 
4. Helen Honora Farrell, Intensity Analysis 
of Low Energy Electrons Diffracted from 
Single Crystal Surfaces (Ph. D. thesis), 
UCRL-19087, Nov. 1969. 
5; R. M. Goodman and G. A. Somorjai, 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction Studies of 
Surface Melting and Freezing of Lead, Bis
muth, and Tin Single Crystal Surfaces, 
UCRL-19152, submitted to J. Chern. Phys. 
Dec. 1969. 
6. R. M. Goodman and G. A. Somorjai, 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction Studies of 
Liquid Lead, Bismuth, and Tin Surfaces, 
UCRL-19153, submitted to J. Chern. Phys. 
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D. ELECTROCHEMISTRY 

1. FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES IN IONIC 
MASS TRANSFERS 

a. Mass Transfer Boundary Layers in Flow 
Along Planar Electrodes 

Kirk W.Beach, RolfH. Muller, and Charles 
W. Tobias 

(1) Optical errors in interferometric 
measurements 

Local mass transfer boundary layers are 
beinll studied by use of a novel interferometer, 
built for the quantitative observation of basic 
mass transfer processes under the influence 
of superimposed forced and natural convection. 
As a first approximation, the interference 
fringes can be interpreted as graphical repre
sentations of concentration profiles. A theo
iretical analysis of light propagation in mas s 
transfer boundary layers has shown, however, 
that due to the curved light path in such refrac
tive index fields, valid concentration profiles 
can often not be derived in a simple way from 
the' observed interferograms. Light deflec
tion results in two kinds of errors in the inter
ferogram. The first is a geometrical distortion 
of the image due to the lateral displacement of 
individual light beams. The second is falsifi
cation of the refractive index due to the in
creased optical path length of the deflected rays 
Extensive numerical computations have shown 
that both effects become more serious with 
increasing boundary layer dimensions in the 
light -propagation direction and inc reasing 
concentration gradients. They are aggravated 
by refraction in the glass walls and crucially 
depend on the focusing of the interferometer. 

The results of a computer analysis of light 
propagation is given in Fig. 1. It illustrates 
how the shape of the interference fringes B to 
E (plotted as concentration profiles) depends 
on the focusing of the interferometer and differs 
from the true concentration profile A. Exper
imental interferograms from a similar bound
ary layer, shown in Fig. 2, confirm the large 
effect that the position of the focal plane (indi
cated in the lower part of figure) has on the 
appearance of the boundary layer. 

(2) Determination of the refractive index 
profile at the glas s wall 

Another source of error in the interpreta
tion of interferograms is due to the nonuni
formity in the mas s transfer boundary layer 
in the transverse direction, caused by the walls 
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Fig. 1. Computed refractive index profile 
and fringes. 

A. Refractive index profile, L).C = 0.04 

O.5mm 

B. Fringe for focus at 3.4 mm behind the 
back glass-liquid interface. 

C. Fringe for focus at back glas s -liquid 
interface. 

D. Fringe for focus at 3.75 mm in front of 
the back glass-liquid interfaces. 

E. Fringe for focus at 7.5 mm in front of 
the back glass-liquid interface. 

(XBL 6912-6730) 
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of the flow channel. Since the variations occur 
in the propagation direction of the light, the 
interferogram provides an average result over 
the width of the flow channel. In order to 
extract data characteristic of the central regions, 
the effect of the channel walls must be deter
mined. 

The focusing Abbe reflectance refractom
eter shown in Fig. 3 has been constructed to 
measure the refractive index profile in the 
solution adjacent to the glass wall. Light 
produced by the laser (A) is expanded to a 
diameter of about 1 cm by a telescopic ex
pander (B) and deflected by the mirror (D) to 
a rotating prism (E) which expands the beam 
horizontally. 

The light then enters the contact prism 
through the cylindrical entry lens (F) and passes 
into the glass wall of the cell. At the glass
solution interface, part of the light is reflected 
back into the glass. This light exits the con
tact prism through the cylindrical exit lens 
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F ig. 2. Interference fringe patterns for the 
s aTI1e boundary layer with different plane s of 
focus. 

a. Focus at 7 TI1TI1 behind the back glass
liquid interface. 

b. Focus at the back glass-liquid interface. 
c. Focus at 3.5 TI1TI1 in front of the back 

glass -liquid interface. 
d . Focus at 9.1 TI1TI1 in front of the back 

glass -liquid interface. 
E. Incident light. 
F. Back glas s wall. 
G . Electrode with electrolyte above. 
H . Front glas s wall. 
J. Objective lens. 

The zero point of the vertical scale indicates 
the position of the electrode shadow before 
electrolysis. (XBB 697-4914A) 

(H) t o focus in the caTI1era at infinity hori
zontally while focusing on the cell wall verti
cally. The caTI1era photographs refractive 
index horizontally versus distance vertically. 

1. Rev. Sci. Instr. 40 , 1248 (1969). 

b. Convec tive Mass Transfer at Planar and 
Rotating DIsk Electrodes 

J. Robert SelTI1an, Uziel Landau, and 
Charles W. Tobias 

( 1) LiTI1iting cu r rent studie s 

The study of "apparent" liTI1iting currents 
caused by unsteady state mass transfer was 
continued, with eTI1phasis on potential
controlled approach to the limiting current . 
Fig. 1 shows the current r esponse to a very 
slow and a very fast scan of the potential at 
a rotating disk cathode in a solution of ferri-
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Fig. 3. Focusing refractometer. 
A. Laser. 
B . BeaTI1 expander. 
C. AlignTI1ent screws for o rienting glass 

wall. 
D. Mirror. 
E. Rotating prisTI1 to expand beaTI1. 
F . Contac t pris TI1 entry lens ( cylindrical). 
G. Contact prisTI1 exit l ens (cylindrical). 
H. 254 TI1TI1 caTI1era lens . 
J. 35 TI1TI1 caTI1era. 

The contact prisTI1 is hidden froTI1 view in the 
alignTI1ent plate . The set screws (C) are 
pressed against the glass wall and a contact 
fluid added between the wall and the contact 
prisTI1. (XBB 6912 -7966A) 

and ferrocyanide. The unsteady state effect is 
evident in the fast scan both by the appearance 
of a peak current and by an increase in the 
appa r ent liTI1iting current. Figure 2 shows how 
peak and plateau current are related to the "real" 
liTI1iting current corresponding to very slow 
scanning . P eak cur r ents were co rrelated by 
assuTI1ing unsteady state pure diffusion, a good 
assuTI1ption for sTI1all depth of penetration as in 
fast scanning. In a deposition process the value 
o f the peak current is 

i / i = 0.985 (d<j>/dt Sc 1/8 n- 1) 1/2 
00 

At high scan rates the kinetic liTI1itations of the 
r eaction cause the current TI1axirnuTI1 to be less 
than would be the case in pure diffusion; the 
potential at which the peak occurs is also shifted 
to higher values. This behavior was quantita
tively evaluat ed by nUTI1erical solution of the 
appropriate unsteady state diffusion equations 
with VolTI1er kinetic current condition, as SUTI1-
ing kinetic paraTI1eters as for copper deposition 
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Fig. 1. Current vs. overpotential at a rotating 
disk, for two cathodic potential scan rates. I: 
current; 11: overpotential. (XBL 702 -441) 
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Fig. 3. Current response to potential scan in 
deposition reaction, assuming pure diffusion 
and kinetic limitation. Abscissa: log potential 
in units RT/nF. Ordinate: log dimensionless 
current i/io' Parameter r: d~ensionless po
tential scan rate d<j>/dt D(cbnF) l1Ti~; io: ex
change current density; D: diffusivity; cb: bulk 
concentration. Kinetic expression: i = io 
[exp( ac<j» = exp( -[3<j»] . (XBL 702 -2 382) 
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Fig. 4. Current response to potential scan in 
redox reaction, assuming pure diffusion. Ab
scissa: log potential in units RT/nF. Ordi
nate: dimensi,rless current i 1[(c.p~QnF 
(Doxd<j>{c;lil1T) ]. R: (Cox)b(Dox) ! Lo/(cred)b 
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from acid solution. The results are collected 
in Fig. 3. The shift in peak potential can be 
considerable if the scan rate is large com
pared with the quantity k 2 /D, where k is the 
reaction rate constant and D the diffusivity. 
In the experiments of Fig. 2 the peak values 
of the current are depressed not primarily 
by kinetic limitations but by the reverse reac
tion occurring in a redox proce s s. This was 
shown by solving numerically for the current 
response to a potential scan in a redox system 
(again as suming pure diffusion). The soluti9n 
depends on the l'arameter R = (C ox)b(Dox)1/2/ 
(Cred)b(Dred) 1/2, which is approximately 1.10 
for an equimolar solution of ferri- and ferro
cyanide. Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of 
the current response to potential scanning for 
various value s of the parameter R. For small 
values of R this response asymptotically 
approaches that of a deposition reaction. For 
large R the current peak approaches a con
stant value, with a shift in peak potential pro
portional to the logarithm of the ratio of scan
ning rates. The maxima correlated in Fig. 2 
are in good agreement with the behavior pre
dicted for R = 1.10 (dashed line); however, 
the potentials at which they occur are larger 
than expected, even if ohmic drop is taken 
into account. 

(2) Physical properties 

As part of a continuing effort to acquire and 
correlate precise data on the physical prop
erties of the system CuS04-H2S04-H20, the 
density, viscosity, and refractive index (D) 
of solutions 0.05 to 0.5 M ih CuS04 were 
measured at 35· C and correlated. A good fit 
was obtained with the polynomial 

where c 1 is the concentration of CuS04, c2 
that of H2S04' The coefficients are as 
follows: 

St. error Property a
O 

a
1 

0.0004 Density 0.995028 0.149030 

0.0023 Viscosity 0.724454 0.331410 

0.00012 Refr. index 1. 331444 0.026475 
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(3) Channel flow apparatus 

Tests on this flow circuit for electrolysis in 
turbulent flow are being continued; relevant 
data about the design have been reported 
earlier. 1 

1. J. Robert Selman and Charles W. Tobias, 
Current and Potential Distribution in Con
vective Mass Transfer at Planar Electrodes, 
IMRD Annual Report 1968, UCRL-18735, 
April 1969, pp. 34 and 35. 

c. Potentiostatic Study of Copper Dissolution 
Under Electropolishing Conditions 

Kaoru Kojima and Charles W. Tobias 

Copper dissolution in concentrated phos
phoric acid has been chosen to gain insight into 
the mechanisms of electropolishing of metals. 
Earlier results indicated that galvanostatic 
active dissolution in stagnant acid may be ex
plained by unsteady diffusion. 1 Recently, a 
potentiostatic approah has been applied2 , 3 for 
the study of dissolution kinetics of copper in 
the potential region where well-polished sur
faces are obtained. Preliminary results suggest 
that the physical signficance of the data re
ported in the literature for tranisent dissolu
tion of coppe r is unclear. Current densitie s 
in the polishing potential region are much 
higher than those employed in ordinary electro.., 
chemical kinetic studies. Solid copper phos
phate and copper oxide of low electronic con
ductivity are formed on the anode from super
saturated copper phosphate solution. As a 
consequence the ohmic drop between the anode 
and a reference electron becomes significant. 

Significant refinement in the observation of 
transient behavior of anodic dissolution under 
potentiostatic conditions is currently obtained 
by the application of a newly designed ohmic 
compensation circuit (Fig. 1). Unlike earlier 

a
2 

a
11 

a
22 

a
12 

0.061319 -0.0007991 -0.0062077 

0.117426 0.234325 0.020771 0.073940 

0.010466 -0.0012627 -0.0002423 -0.001736 



1,2,3,4 
OPERATIONAL 

AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 1. Ohmic compensation circuit. 
(XBL 702 -443) 

systems 4 , 5 this system is suitable for the 
high current densities characteristic of the 
polishing regimes. 

1. K. Kojima and C. W. Tobias, IMRD 
Annual Report, 1968, UCRL-18735, p. 35. 
2. T. P. Hoar and G. P. Rothwell, Elec
trochim. Acta 9, 135 (1964). 
3. S. Haruyarna and M. Mukai, J. Electro
chern. Soc. Japan 35, 361 (1967). 
4. S. Barnatt, Can.- J. Chern. 47, 1661 
(1969). -
5. G. Lauer and R. A. Osteryoung, Anal. 
Chern. ~, No.9, 1106 (1966). 

2. ELECTROLYSIS AT HIGH CURRENT 
DENSITIES 

a. Stoichiometry of Anodic Copper 
Dissolution 

John F. Cooper, Kimio Kinoshita, Rolf H. 
Muller, and Charles W. Tobias 

Aqueous chlorate solutions have been 
considered promising electrolytes for use in 
electrochemical machining. Research is 
being directed toward elucidating some of the 
chemical and transport phenomena as soc iated 
with the use of chlorate electrolytes in electro
chemical machining. 

The anodic dissolution of copper in 2N 
NaCl03 was studied over a range of electro
lyte flow velocities (14 to 600 cm/sec) and 
applied current densities (0.1 to 5 A/cm2 ). 
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When the current is held constant, above 1 
A/cm2 periodic fluctuations in the anode 
potential were observed. The potential-time 
trace of Fig. 1 is typical. The average period 
of these oscillations varies inversely both with 
current density and with flow velocity. These 
fluctuations may result from hydrodynamic 
limitations on the transfer of dissolution products 
from the surface of the anode. 

From electrode weight loss measurement, 
apparent valences were found to vary from 1. 7 
to 1.2 as the curren! density was increased 
from 0.1 to 5 A/cm. The se nonintegral 
valences may indicate complexities in the mech
anical or chemical factors associated with 
metal dis solution. In addition to simultaneous 
dissolution in the +1 and +2 states, entrainment 
of metallic copper by.the flowing electrolyte 
could also lead to nonintegral valences. 

Pre sently, the anodic potential fluctuations 
are being studied under free convection con
ditions. Attempts are being made to identify 
the dissolution products generated within specific 
regions of the potential-time traces to help 
explain the oscillation phenomena observed. 
In addition to the effective valence, the current 
efficiency (i. e., the fraction of current causing 
dis solution of the metal) is of paramount 
importance in electromashing. The most 
likely competing reaction at the anode would be 
evolution of oxygen. Although optical observa
tions of the interelectrode gap (see Section b) 
didn't reveal the presence of anodic gas evolu
tion, a separate study was conducted to detect 
possible small concentrations of dissolved 
oxygen in the effluent electrolyte. From a 
motor-driven syringe, 400 cc of oxygen-free 
electrolyte was forced past the electrode gap 
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Fig. 1. Anodic potential fluctuations during 
galvanostatic dissolution of copper in 2N 
NaCl0 3. Flow rate, 50 cm/sec; electrode 
gap, 0.1 cm. (a) 3.09 A/cm2 , (b) 4.16 A/cm2 . 

(XBL 702 -2310) 



in a specially designed cell, and the effluent 
was analyzed polarographically for oxygen 
content. In the current density and flow velo
city ranges typical of electromashing condi
tions in solutions of KCI, KN03 and K 2S04 , 
the oxygen concentration were below the 
limit of detection, i. e. below concentrations 
corresponding to 1% of the current passed. 1 

1. K. Kinoshita, Studies of the Anodic Disso
lution of Copper at High Current Densities 
(Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19051, Sept. 1969. 

b. Cathode Gas Evolution at High Current 
DensIties 

Raul E. Acosta, Dieter Landolt, Rolf H. 
Muller, and Charles W. Tobias 

The effect of cathodically generated hydro
gen on electrolysis at high current densities 
was evaluated by means of simultaneous cell 
and electrode potential recordings, and by 
stop-motion photography. The current den
sitie s used in this study ranged from 5 to 
150 A/cm2 , the electrolyte flow rates from 
40 to 2500 cm/ sec (4000 .,; Re .,; 25000). Due 
to the limitations inherent in the optical 
arrangement employed, 1 semiquantitative 
results could only be derived. 

(a) The size of gas bubbles generated 
strongly depends on current density as well as 
flow rate (Fig. 1). At flow rates above 400 
cm/sec the bubbles were below the 20jJ. optical 
re solution. 

(b) Lower rate of gas evolution appeared 'to 
occur in KN03 than in KCI at the same current 
density. While direct measurement of the 
amount of gas· evolved was not feasible in the 
flow system, gas volume measurements con
ducted in the absence of flow definitely estab
lished the simultaneous occurrence of other 
cathodic reactions along with H2 evolution. 

(c) From cell and electrode potential mea
surements it was concluded that at flow rates 
above 1000 cm/sec (Re > 10000) and up to 
150 A/cm2 , the gas hold-up volume fraction 
causes no noticeable effect on the ohmic drop 
across the cell. At lower flow rates the pres
ence of bubbles in the interelectrode gap 
materially increases the ohmic resistance of 
the electrolyte. Surface coverage by bubbles, 
rat~er than homogeneous distribution in the 
gap is the dominating factor. 

(d) At a given current density a gradual 
decrease of flow rate eventually resulted in 
strong fluctuations in the cell voltage (Fig. 2). 
These coincided with the formation of gas 
patches (blanket) at the cathode and led to 
arcing. The effect was more pronounced in 
chloride than in nitrate solutions, in agree
ment with the fact that less gas was generated 
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in the latter solutions under otherwise identical 
conditions. 

Experiments with and without flow were 
also conducted by using Na2S04 and NaCI03 
electrolytes. The behavior in these electro
lytes was similar to that in KCI solutions inso
far as bubble size distribution and amount of 
gas evolved are concerned. For the case of 



chlorate electrolyte, regular oscillations 
appeared on the anode potential, showing only 
a slight dependence on flow rate. These 
oscillations appear to be caused entirely by 
solid layers forrning at the anode. 

1. R. Acosta, D. Landolt, R. Muller, and 
C. Tobias, An Optical Study of Cathodic 
Hydrogen Evolution in High Rate Electrolysis, 
UCRL-19064, Dec . 1969. 
2. J . H openfield and R. R. Cole, J. Eng. 
Ind. 88, 455 (1966). 

c. Influence of Metallurgical Factors on 
Surface Textures Resultlng from Anodic 
Dis solution 

Dieter Landolt, Rolf Muller, and Charles W. 
Tobias 

It has been observed previously1, 2 that 
dissolution conditions such as current density, 
flow rate, and electrolyte composition drasti
cally affect surface textu r es resulting from 
anodic dissolution of copper. In the present 
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study the influence of grain structure and 
orientation was investlgated. (111) and ( 100) 
copper single crystals and polycrystalline 
electrodes made of 99999 copper with different 
heat treatment were dissolved anodically in 
2N KN03 solutions under standardized conditions 
at a current density of 50 A/cm2 . Experimental 
procedure and apparatus were the same as 
described earlier. 1 Dissolution was carried 
out in the active as well as in the transpassive 
dissolution mode. Before each run the samples 
were mechanically polished. X-ray patterns of 
single crystals indicated that no major lattice 
distortion resulted from this procedure. Sur
face textures before and after dissolution were 
characterized by microscopy, interference 
microscopy, and e l ectron microscopy. 

Three distinct types of surface textures 
resulted. Well developed streaks pointing in the 
flow direction occur red independent of metal 
structure (Fig. 1a-lb), in the transpassive 
dissolution region only. A second type of sur
face texture is related to grain structure and 
orientation. It is most pronounced in the 
active dissolution region, 1 but it may a ls o be 
observed to some extent in the transpassive 

Flow 

Fig. 1. Interference micrographs of copper surfaces after anodic dissolution of 10 microns at 
50 A/cm2 and 400 cm/sec in 2J;i KN03 (transpassive region). 

(a) Single crystal (100) face. 
(b) Polycrystal99.999%, annealed. (XBB 702-962) 



dissolution region as manifested by the appear
ance of grain boundaries in Fig. 1-b. The 
third type of surface texture consists of hemi
sphe ric al pits re suIting from transpas sive 
dissolution. 1 The pits are found at grain 
boundaries as well as scattered across the 
surface. No such pits were found on the (111) 
and (100) single crystals studied. 

Procedures were developed for measuring 
anode potentials in high rate copper dissolu
tion. Short constant current pulses were 
applied to the copper anode and the potential 
response was measured by means of an oscillo
scope. A time resolution in the microsecond 
range was achieved in the measurement of 
decay potentials. Results indicate that copper 
dissolution may exhibit Tafel behavior up to 
very high current densities. 

1. D. Landolt, R. H. Muller, C. W. Tobias, 
J . Electrochem. Soc. 116. 1384 (1969). 
2. K. Kinoshita, Ph. D-:-thesis , UCRL-19051, 
S ept. 1969. 

3. ELECTROCHEMISTRY IN NONAQUEOUS 
SOLVENTS 

a. Reduction of Active Metals in Propylene 
Carbonate 

Jacob Jorne and Charles W. Tobias 

The use of nonaqueous solvents is of interest 
because they may facilitate the electroreduc
tion of metals which cannot be deposited from 
aqueous solutions. Propylene carbonate 
(P. C. ) originally proposed in this laboratory 1 
was found to be an excellent solvent for estab 
lishing reversible lithium electrodes for use 
in high energy batteries. 2 

The present phase of investigations is con
centrated on the reduction of magnesium from 
solutions of its simple and coordinated complex 
salts. Electrolysis experiments were carried 
out in H-type cells inside an inert atmosphere 
box, or in a rotating disk system specially 
developed to handle moisture and air-sensitive 
materials.3 Platinum cathodes and platinum 
o r magnesium anodes were employed. Fritted 
glass separated the cathode chamber from the 
anode. Propylene carbonate was distilled at 
0.5 mm Hg at 65°C Podbelniak, Semi-Cal 
series 3650 column. Water content of the 
product solvent was below 5 ppm. Salts were 
dried at ZOO°C in 10jJ. Hg. 

Solutions employed included all magnesium 
halides and Mg(CI0 4)2' alone, and in combi
nation with AICI3 , BF 3' NaBH 4 ' or NaBF 4' Mag-
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Fig. 1. Magne sium deposit on a rotating disk 
cathode. Electrolyte: 0.5M MgCl2 and 1.0 
M NaBH4 In propylene carbonate. Current 
density 1.0 mA/cm 2 , 3600 rpm. 

(XBB 701-551) 

nesium d eposits were obtained, and identified by 
X -ray diffraction from several combinations. 
The deposits varied between powdery and coherent 
crystalline forms (Fig. 1). It is interesting 
to note that while depo sition of lithium from 
the same solvent could be accomplished with 
out any trace of solvent decomposition, in all 
attempts for magnesium deposition there was 
evidence of attack, and unlike in the case of 
lithium, only very small quantities of metal 
could be reduced in each run. The puzzling 
difficulties surrounding magnesium reduction 
are expected to yield some clues relevant to 
the reduction of the heavy transition metals. 

1. W. S. Harris, Electrochemical Studies III 

Cyclic Esters (Ph. D. the sis) UCRL-8381, 
July 1958. 
2. R. Jasinski, High Energy Batteries 
(Plenum Press, New York, 1967). 
3. F. G. Baucke, D. Landolt, and C . W. 
Tobias, J. Sci. Instr . 39, 1753 (1968). 



4. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Charles W. Tobias 

a. Fundamental Studies of Ionic Mass 
Transport 

Concentration profiles in combined free 
and forced convection at electrode surfaces 
will be obtained and interpreted with our newly 
developed numerical error-compensation 
techniques. The study of the dependence of 
limiting currents on hydrodynamic variables 
and on solution properties will continue, along 
with the investigation of the effects of surface 
roughness. The experimental study of current 
potential distribution along planar electrodes 
in channel flow will be continued. The analysis 
of transient phenomena in the potentiostatic 
dissolution of copper in the electropolishing 
regime will be completed. 

b. Electrolysis at High Current Densities 

The nature and causes for periodic phenom
ena in the high rate anodic dissolution of copper 
in chlorate solutions will be clarified by 
means of potential measurements, chemical 
and x-ray analysis, and by direct microscopic 
observation of the surface during dissolution. 
Mass transfer correlations will be established 
for transport to and from walls in narrow gaps 
in laminar and turbulent flow. With a com
mercial ECM machine, recently obtained (on 
loan) from the Livermore Laboratory, test 
shapes and procedures will be developed for 
the evaluation of the effect of process variables 
speed, form trueness and surface quality in 
ECM. 

c. Electrochemistry in Nonaqueous Solvents 

Attempts for developing electrolyte com
positions in propylene carbonate for the 
electroreductions of active metalls will be 
continued. Along with magnesium other, 
practically significant metals will also be 
inve s tig ate d. 
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5. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Charles W. Tobias and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. Dieter Landolt, Raul Acosta, Rolf H. 
Muller, and Charles W. Tobias, An Optical 
Study of Cathodic Hydrogen Evolution in High 
Rate Electrolysis, Submitted to the J. 
Electrochem. Soc., Dec. 1969; UCRL-19064. 
2. F. G. K. Baucke and C. W. Tobias, 
Thallium-Thallous Halide Reference Electrodes 
in Propylene Carbonate, J. E'lectrochem. Soc. 
116, No.1, 34 ( 1969). 
r-R. C. Alkire, E. A. Grens, II, and C. W. 
Tobias, Preparation of Uniform Pore Struc
ture s for Porous Electrode Studie s, J. 
Electrochem. Soc. 116, 809 (1969). 
4. K. W. Beach, R. H. Muller, and C. W. 
Tobias, The Laser Interferometer for Mass 
Transfer Boundary Layer Studies, Rev. Sci. 
Instr. 40, No.9, 1248 (1969). 
5. D. Landolt, R. H. Muller, and C. W. 
Tobias, High Rate Anodic Dissolution of Cop
per, J. Electrochem. Soc. 116, No. 10, 1384 
(1969). -
6. R. C. Alkire, E. A. Grens, II, and C. W. 
Tobias, A Theory for Porous Electrodes 
Undergoing Structural Change by Anodic Disso
lution, J. Electrochem. Soc. 116, No. 10, 
1328, 1969. -

Presented papers 

CITCE (Inte rnational Committee on Thermo
dynamics and Electrochemical Kinetics) 
Talks, Sept. 15 -20, 1969, Strasbourg, France. 
1. Charles W. Tobias, On the Measurement 
and Interpretation of limiting Currents, 
(keynote address). 
2. C. W. Tobias, D. Landolt, and R. H. 
Muller, Transport Processes in Electrolysis 
at High Current Densities. 
3. R. H. Muller, K. W. Beach, and C. W. 
Tobias, Laser Interferometer for Mass 
Transfer Studies. 

UCRL report 

1. Kimio Kino shita, Studie s on the Anodic Dis
solution of Copper at High Current Densities 
(Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19051, Sept. 1969. 



OPTICAL STUDIES OF INTERFACIAL 
PHENOMENA 

6. ELLIPSOMETRY OF TRANSITORIAL 
LAYERS ON METAL SURFACES 

Rolf H. Mulle r 

Previous experience in the use of ellipso
metry for the study of the physical adsorption 
of gases on single-crystal metal surfaces had 
demonstrated the usefulness of this technique 
for such investigations. A comparison of 
coverages thus determined with values derived 
from LEED data had, however, not been pos
sible, because of the apparently disordered 
nature of the physisorbed layers. Chemi
sorbed layers, shown by independent means 
to be ordered, will be used in an extension of 
this work. Special care will be taken to 
minimize the effects of stress birefringence 
in vacuum chamber windows and contamination 
by residual vacuum constituents. 

The slow response of our manually operated 
ellipsometer has considerably limited its use
fulness. Several possible schemes for auto
matizing, and thus greatly accelerating the 
data readout are being considered with the 
purpose of adapting the instrument to the 
observation of transient adsorption phenomena 
and rapidly changing surface layers as they 
occur in anodic metal dissolution. 

7. OPTICAL INTERFERENCE IN LIQUID 
FILMS ON METAL SU RF ACES 

John H. Turney and Rolf H. Muller 

Since our first determination of the thick
ness of supermeniscus films on partially sub
merged gas electrodes 1 this topic has attracted 
considerable attention. Beyond the originally 
pursued implications of such films for the 
design and operation of fuel cell electrodes, 
their importance in other areas, such as cor
rosion, lubrication, and fundamental surface 
physics can be recognized. 

Despite intensive studies, particularly by 
the Soviet school, the nature of the forces 
responsible for the formation of such liqu.id 
films is still not understood. These studIes 
all seem to employ the light-interference 
technique originally developed here. Since 
in part they report rather unusual results, it 
appeared desirable to further scrutinize our 
technique, which has been based on the quali
'tative interpretation of interference colors 
resulting from the reflection of polarized white 
light on the film-covered metal surface under 
a large angle of incidence. 
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A double-beam ratio-recording spectro
photometer has been built for the quantitative 
description of interference colors. Two fiber 
optics probes sample portions of incident and 
reflected beam and feed the light to two matched 
ganged monochromators. The ratio of the !WO 
outputs is recorded. The spectral attenuatIOn 
due to the thin-film interference thus deter
mined is then compared with computed values, 
derived for certain assumed phase shifts in 
reflection, which must be in agreement with 
the optical constants of the metal-liquid inter
face, determined by ellipsometry. In addition, 
C. 1. E. tristimulus color coordinates of typical 
inteference color series for different substrate 
metals are being computed. 

The refined optical techniques will be used 
for the determination of liquid film profiles on 
different metal plates under anodic and cathodic 
polarization. 

1. R. H. Muller, J. Electrochem. Soc. 113, 
943 (1966). 

8. HIGH SPEED. PHOTOGRAPHY OF ANODIC 
METAL DISSOLUTION 

Rolf H. Muller 

The formation of solid reaction products in 
the high rate anodic metal dissolution has been 
postulated o~ the basis of mass transfer con
siderations. Cinematography has shown the 
existence of such layers in stagnant solutions, 
but little direct evidence for their occurrence 
under the high velocity flow condition of elec
trochemical machining is available. High 
speed photography with the simultaneous record
ing of electrical parameters of the dissolution 
process is being prepared for this purpose. 
In particular it is hoped that potential fluctua.
tions which have been observed under certaIn 
disso'lution conditions, can be linked to physical 
occurrences on the dissolving surface. 

1. D. Landolt, R. H. Muller, and C. W. 
Tobias, J. Electrochem. Soc. 116, 1384 
(1969). 



9. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Rolf H. Muller 

Computational techniques develop~d to . 
account for the effect of light deflectlOn wlll 
be employed to derive corrected concentration 
profiles in mass transfer boun.dary layer~ 
from interferograms. Numencal data wlll be 
generated to define conditions under which 
errors due to this effect are negligible. At
tempts to account for the effect of the flow 
channel glass walls on the mass transfer 
boundary layer will be made by use of a newly 
developed focusing refractometer. 

Optical observations of the formation ~f 
transitional layers on metal surfaces durlng 
high rate anodic dissolution will be attempt~d 
under conditions of electrolyte flow. Chemlcal 
and mass transport phenomena responsible for 
oscillatory phenomena in anodic metal disso
"lution will be investigated. Pitting and grain 
boundary dis solution under conditions of elec
trochemical machining will be studied by use 
of electron microscope replica techniques and 
scanning electron microscopy. 

Surface coverages by ordered chemisorption 
as determined by ellipsometry will be com
pared with the results derived from simulta
neous low energy electron diffraction experi
ments in order to check the validity of the 
theory of ellipsometry, which is in question 
in these ranges. Electrooptical devices to 
speed up ellipsometer read-out will be investi
gated. 

Uncertainties in the thickness determination 
of liquid films on metal surfaces will be reduced 
by a spectroscopic study of interference colors. 

10. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Rolf H. Muller and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. R. H. Muller, Definitions and Conventions 
in Ellipsometry, Surface Sci. ~, 14 (1969). 
2. R. H. Muller, R. F. Steiger, G. A. 
Somorjai, J. M. Morabito, Gas Adsorption 
Studies by Ellipsometry in Combination with 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction and Mass 
Spectroscopy, Surface Sci. 16, 234 (1969). 
3. R. F. Steiger, J. M. Morabito, G. A .. 
Somojai, R. H. Muller, A Study of the Optlcal 
Properties and of the Physical Adsorption of 
Gases on Silver Single Crystal Surfaces by 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction and Ellip-
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sometry, Surface Sci. 14, 279 (1969). 
4. J. M. Morabito, R. Steiger, R. H. Muller, 
G. A. Somorjai, LEED and Ellipsometry 
Studies of Physical Adsorption on a (110) Sil
ver Surface at Low Temperature in The Struc
ture and Chemistry of Solid Surfaces, ed. by 
G. A. Somorjai (John Wiley &: Sons, New York, 
1969), p. 50. 
5. K. W. Beach, R. H. Muller, C. W. Tobias, 
Laser Interferometer for Mass Transfer 
Boundary Layer Studies, Rev. Sci. Instr. 40, 
1248 (1969). 
6. D. Landolt, R. H. Muller, C. W. Tobias, 
High Rate Anodic Dis solution of Copper, J. 
Electrochem. Soc. 116, 1384 (1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. W. T. Giba and R. H. Muller, Carbon 
Replica Preparation for Electron Microscopy, 
UCRL-18818, May 1969. 
2. D. Landolt, R. Acosta, R. H. Muller and 
C. W. Tobias, An Optical Study of Cathodic 
Hydrogen Evolution in High Rate Electrolysis, 
UCRL-19064, Dec. 1969. 
3. K. Kinoshita, Studies of the Anodic Disso
lution of Copper at High Current Densities 
(Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19051, Sept. 1969. 

11. CORRELATION AND PREDICTION OF 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN 
CONCENTRATED ELECTROLYTIC 
SOLUTIONS* 

Kemal Nisancioglu and John Newman 

a. A One -Parameter Equation for the 
Diffusion Coefficient 

Works by Glasstone et al. 1 and Podolsky2 
propose simple models on the micros.copic 
nature of liquids and dilute electrolytlc solu
tions. Their models were modified to account 
for the activity and electrophoretic corrections 
at high concentrations. 3 The result was a 
one -parameter equation for the diffusion coef
ficient' viz., 

where 

q(c/c
T

) e , ( 1) 

diffusivity at infinite dilution, 
electrophoretic correction terms, 
a constant dependent on the acti
vation free energy of the solvent, 
concentration, 
total solution concentration. 



The thermodynamic diffusion coefficient .tP 
is related to the experimentally measurable 
diffusivity D by 

D 
c 

.6J --L( 1 + dlny) , 
Co dlnm 

(2) 

where Co is the concentration of solvent, '( is 
the mean molal activity coefficient of solute, 
and m is the molality. 

The form of Eq. (1) suggests that a plot of In 
(6) /(D

o + to1 + to2 )] versus c/cT should yield a 
straight line of slope q. Such plots for a few 
electrolyte s are shown in Fig. 1. 

The diffusion coefficients det.ermined from 
the calculated slopes agreed with the experi
mental data within a few percent. The one
parameter equation can be used to estimate 
diffusivities over a wide concentration range if 
experimental data are available only for one or 
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Fig. 1. Diffusivity correlation for selected 
electrolytic solutions at 25·C. 

(XBL 6912 -6674) 
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two concentrations. It may also find applica
tions in the performance of consistency tests 
on the reported diffusivity data. 

b. Predicting Diffusion Coefficients from 
Viscosity and Activity Coefficient Data 

In case there are no diffusivity data avail
able, an implication of the regular solution 
theory4 may be of some utility, viz., 

(3) 

where Y) is the viscosity, and the superscript 
refers to conditions at infinite dilution. 
Equation (3) was found to be satisfied by simple 
electrolytes such as the alkali halides with the 
exception of the iodides and the lithium halides. 
For the alkali halides studied, the calculated 
diffusivities deviated from the experimental 
data at the most by 5%. 
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Fig. 2. Viscosity correlation for selected 
electrolytic solutions at 25· C. 

(XBL 6911-6578) 



Most electrolytes, however, deviate from 
the condition described by Eq. (3) at high con
centrations, even though they usually satisfy 
it in dilute solutions. For such case s it is 
recommended to fit the low concentration data 
with the equation 

( 4) 

which is obtained by combining Eqs. (1) and 
(3). A few selected curve s are depicted in 
Fig. 2. The calculated slope can thus be'sub
stituted back into Eq. (1) to compute diffusi
vities at higher concentrations. This method 
yields satisfactory re sults as long as adequate 
viscosity data are available' at low concentra
tions. 

*. k . h ThlS wor was supported ln part by t e Petro-
leum Research Fund administered by the 
American Chemical Society. 
1. S. Glasstone, K. J. Laidler, and H. Eyring, 
The Theory of Rate Processes (McGraw-Hill, 
New York, 1941), p. 516 
2. R. J. Podolsky, Transport Processes in 
Electrolyte Solutions, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 80, 
4442 (1958). -
3. K Nisancioglu, Diffusion in Concentrated 
Electrolytic Solutions (M. S. thesis), UCRL-
19128, Dec. 1969. 
4. R. J. Bearman, On the Molecular Basis 
of Some Current -Theorie s of Diffusion, J. 
Phys. Chern. ~, 1961 (1961). 

12. MEASUREMENT OF THE DIFFERENTIAL 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS VIA RESTRICTED 
DIFFUSION* 

Kemal Nisancioglu and John Newman 

Detailed analysis of the restricted diffusion 
model was presented in a previous work. 1 
The important result was that at sufficiently 
large times, 

tl-c 

where 

c 
a 
A 
D 
t 

c(a/6)-c(5a/6) 
2 

Ae -Dt( rr/a) , (1) 

conc entration, 
height of diffusion cell, 
constant, 
differential diffusion coefficient, 
time. 
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The model was analyzed with the considerations 
of the solvent flux and irreversibilities due to 
solute -solvent interactions so that Eq. (1) is 
applicable to both dilute and concentrated 
solutions. 

The restricted diffusion cell was employed 
recently to measure the differential diffusion 
coefficients of aqueous nitric acid solutions at 
25°C for the concentration range 0.033 to 9.25 
M. 2 The decay in the concentration gradients 
of the diffusing systems with respect to time 
was determined interferometrically in an elec
trophoresis apparatus. The experimental 
method appears to be accurate with 0.2%. The 
results are summarized in Fig. 1 and com
pared with the earlier results obtained by 
Chapman. 1 

"The measured diffusion coefficient fails to 
describe the actual diffusion mechanism in 
electrolytic solutions because it is a strong 
function of the activity coefficient. In order to 
obtain a more realistic picture of transport in 
nitric acid solutions, available activity coef
ficent and transport property data were fitted 
with certain empirical correlation functions, 
and these were employ~d to compute the ionic 
diffusion coefficients 1) Oi and the thermody
namic diffusion coefficient J). The resultant 
curves are depicted in Fig. 2. All curves 
decrease with increasing concentration, indi
cating that the presence of nitric acid adds 
order to the microscopic structure of water. 
The simple maximum exhibited by & 0+ at low 
concentrations is believed to be caused by rapid 
proton transfer between the water molecules 
and the hydrogen ions. These observations are 
in qualitative agreement with the well-known 
behavior of strong acids in. aqueous solution. 

3.5r------------r-----------,------------~~ 

• CHAPMAN'S RESULTS 

o THIS WORK 

2.50~----------~----------~2------------3L-~ 

e"2 (molesljl'/2 

Fig. 1. The diffusion coefficient of nitric acid 
in water at 25°C. (XBL 6912-6668) 
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dynaIl1icdiffusion coefficients of nitric acid 
in water at 25°C. (XBL 6912-6671)' 

A siIl1ilar study on aqueous potassiuIl1 
hydroxide solutions is in its beginning stage. 

*This work was supported in part by the Petro
leuIl1 Research Fund adIl1inistered by the 
AIl1erican CheIl1ical Society. 
1. T. W. ChapIl1an, The Transport Propertie s 
of Concentrated Electrolytic Soultions (Ph. D. 
thesis), UCRL-17768, Nov. 1967. 
2. K. Nisancioglu, Diffusion in Concentrated 
Electrolytic Solutions (M. S. thesis), UCRL-
19128, Dec. 1969 
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13. MOVING-BOUNDARY MEASUREMENTS 
OF TRANSFERENCE NUMBERS 

Kong-Heong Tan and John Newnlan 

Transference numbers for aqueous aIl1Il1oniuIl1 
nitrate solutions at 25 ° C were deterIl1ined 1 by 
the Il1oving-boundary Il1ethod with silver nitrate 
as the following solution. The technique and 
analysis have been described previously. 2, 3 
The results are given in Table 1. 

This systeIl1 is of interest because accurate 
diffusion coefficient and electrical conductivity 
data already available in the literature for con
centrations as great as 8 M. Transference 
nUIl1bers are thus needed to cOIl1plete the trans
port data for this systeIl1 and perIl1it a uniforIl1 
theoretical interpretation of these properties . 

1. Kong-Heong Tan, Moving-Boundary Mea
sureIl1ents of Transference NUIl1bers (M. S. 
thesis), UCRL-19141, in preparation. 
2. Paul Milios, A Theoretical Analysis of the 
Moving-Boundary MeasureIl1ent of Transference 
NUIl1bers (M. S. thesis), UCRL-17807, Sept. 
1967. 
3. Paul Milios and John NewIl1an, Moving-
Boundary MeasureIl1ent of Transference 
NUIl1bers, J. Phys. CheIl1. 73, 298 (1969). 
4. Duncan A. MacInnes ancfTrving A. 
Cowperthwaite, The Ionisation of SOIl1e Typical 
Strong Electrolytes, Trans. Faraday Soc. 23, 
400 (1927). --

Table 1. SUIl1Il1ary of cation transference nUIl1-
bers of aqueous aIl1Il1oniuIl1 nitrate solutions 
at 25°C. 

Concentration 
(Il1oles/Hter) 

0.0 

0.0125 

0.0989 

0.10 

0.2131 

0.4975 

1.0394 

0.5072 liIl1iting value 

0.4973 ± 0.0015 

0.5079 ± 0.0014 

0.5 13 0 MacInne sand 
Cowperthwaite4 

0.5140±0.002 Milios2 

0.5102 ± 0.0008 

0.5145 ± 0.0014 



14. CONDUCTIVITES OF CALCIUM 
CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS* 

Irene Sun and John Newman 

The interpretation of the transport prop
erties of electrolytic solutions requires data 
on the conductivity, transference number, 
diffusion coefficient, and activity coefficient, 
as well as the density and viscosity. Solutions 
of calcium chloride are unusual in that data on 
the other properties are available up to at least 
2.6 molar. However, the electrical conduc
tivity, one of the easier properties to measure, 
is available only in dilute solutions, except for 
the data of Kondrat'ev and Nikich, 1 which go up 
to 1 molal. To fill this gap, the conductivities 
of calcium chloride solutions are reported2 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Conductivity of aqueous solutions of 
calcium chloride at 25 ·C. 

c c 
(mole s (moles 

per per 
liter) 

K -1 
(ohm-cm) liter) 

K -1 
(ohm-cm) 

0.3857 0.0617 2.754 0.2034 
0.965 0.1284 3.009 0.2002 
1.488 0.1704 3.046 0.2005 
1.913 0.1902 3.830 0.1766 
2.406 0.2023 4.058 0.1672 

~c 
This work was supported by the Petroleum 

Research Fund administered by the American 
Chemical Society. 
1. V. P. Kondrat'ev and V. 1. Nikich, Udel' 
naya elektroprovodnost' vodnykh rastvorov 
khloridov shchelochnozemel'nykh metallov pri 
vysokikh temperaturakh, Zhur. Fiz. Khim. 
37, 100 (1963). 
z:- Irene Sun and John Newman, The Elec
trical Conductivity of Aqueous Solutions of 
Calcium Chloride, UCRL-19150, Jan. 1970. 

15. CURRENTS LIMITED BY GAS 
SOLUBILITY* 

John Newman and Limin Hsueh 

The discrepancy between Slendyk's polaro
graphic limiting currents 1 in 0.01 M HC 1 
solutions and predictions 2 of the eftect of ionic 
migration is attributed3 to the formation of 
hydrogen gas at the electrode and the conse
quent perturbation of the convective velocity. 
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Neglect of activity coefficient variations in the 
earlier calculations cannot account for the 
discrepancy. Diffusion coefficients of some 
gases in electrolytic solutions could conceivable 
be measured with an electrode at the upper end 
of a stagnant capillary by taking advantage of 
the limited solubility. 

* . ThIS work was supported by the Petroleum 
Research Fund administered by the American 
ChemicjLl Society. 
1. 1. Slendyk, Polarographic Studies with the 
Dropping Mercury Kathode. -Part XXI. -
Limiting Currents of Electrodeposition of 
Metals and of Hydrogen, ColI. Czech. Chern. 
Communications 3, 385 (1931). 
2. John Newman, Effect of Ionic Migration 
on Limiting Currents, Ind. Eng. Chern. 
Fundamentals,S, 525 (1966). 
3. John Newman, and Limin Hsueh, Currents 
Limited by Gas Solubility, UCRL-19098, Oct. 
1969. 

16. CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS ON PLANE 
PARALLEL ELECTRODES BELOW THE 
LIMITING CURRENT 

William R. Parrish and John Newman 

A general approach applied previously to 
flat plate 1 and rotating disk2 , 3 electrodes has 
been used to calculate current distributions on 
two plane, parallel electrodes embedded in the 
walls of a flow channel. 4 The method of solu
tion takes into account mass-transfer effects 
as well as electrode kinetics and ohmic drop 
in the bulk region. The same approach should 

. be applicable to other flow geometries if the 
velocity gradient is known at the electrode sur
face, and if the potential distribution in the bulk 
region can be obtained from Laplace's equation. 

Based on the above results, the two elec
trodes can be treated separately if the ratio h/L 
of the separation distance between electrodes 
to the electrode length is 10 or more. This.is 
also a fairly good approximation for h/L down 
to 0.5, if the current density is relatively small. 
This assumption greatly reduces the numerical 
work required to calculate current and concen
tration distributions on electrodes in flow 
channels. 

1. W. R. Parrish and John Newman, Cur
rent Distribution on a Plane Electrode below 
the 'Limiting Current, J. Electrochem. Soc. 
116, 169 (1969). 
z.--John Newman, Current Distribution on 
a Rotating Disk below the Limiting Current, 
J. Electrochem. Soc. 113, 1235 (1966). 
3. John Newman, The Diffusion Layer on a 



Rotating Disk Electrode, J. Electrochem. 
Soc. 114, 239 (1967). 
4. W. R. Parrish and John Newman, Cur
rent Distributions on Plane, Parallel Elec· 
trodes in Channel Flow, J. Electrochem. Soc. 
117,43 (1970). 

17. LAMINAR FREE CONVEC TION AT A 
VERTICAL ELECTRODE IN THE PRESENCE 
OF A SUPPORTING ELECTROLYTE 

Jan Robert Selman and John Newman 

The investigation reported earlier 1, 2 was 
continued with the system K3Fe(CN)6 
-K4Fe(CN)6-KOH-H20. The values of current 
and shear stress at the electrode are given in 
Figs. 1 and 2, in the notation used earlier: 1 

Nu 

L g Lip 
-B (Gr Sc)-1/4 . (2) 

For comparison, values of IL/ID , the ratio 
of the limiting current to the limiting dif
fusion current for a rotating disk electrodes, 
are also shown on Fig. 1. For this system 
with forced convection, the deviations of 
IL/ID from unity are due solely to the effect 
of ionic migration on the flux of reactant. 
The current values for free convection deviate 
considerably from those obtained for a rotat
ing disk electrode; in both cases this occurs in 
spite of the fact that the actual density differ
ence between the bulk and the electrode is used 
to evaluate the Grashof number in Eqs. (1) 
and (2). Most of the deviations of C/Co from 
IL/ID in Fig. 1 must therefore be attributed 
to the fact that the density distribution with a 
supporting electrolyte is not similar to that 
for free convection in a binary solution. With 
any amount of OH- ion present in the bulk, 
the velocity profile shows a maximum before 
it comes to a constant asymptotic value 
(appropriate to the high Schmidt number 
model). The maximum and asymptotic velocity 
values are shown in Fig. 2. The velocity far 
away from the electrode falls off to very low 
values as the solution contains more and more 
hydroxide. Beyond cOH-/cK+ = 0.9, if con
vergence can be obtained at all, the velocity 
far from the electrode has a negative value. 

The velocity maximum occurs since, with 
KOH, the density difference which sustains 
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Fig. 1. Influence of migration and density pro
file on mass transfer by free convection at a 
'vertical electrode. Co refers to mass transfer 
in a binary solution of a nonelectrolyte. 

(XBL 703 -453) 

the convection changes sign in the diffusion 
layer. This is a result of two factors: the 
high diffusivity of OH-, which spreads out the 
hydroxyl concentration profile far beyond the 
reactant and product profiles; and the rather 
small density difference due to the reaction 
itself (compared, e. g., with the system 
CuS04-H204-H20). If the density difference 
changes sign too close to the electrode, the 
criterion being 

Joo 11 ~p dl1 
o 

0, (3) 

a reversed flow somewhere in the diffusion 
layer is implied, and the boundary layer model 
is clearly inappropriate. One may also note 
that a velocity profile with a maximum tends 
to become hydrodynamically unstable; this 
depends on the occurrence of an inflection point. 

It is characteristic for this system with 
very small driving force that the concentrations 
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Fig. 2. Influence of migration and density . 
profile on the shear stress for free convectlon 
at a vertical electrode. BO refers to mass 
transfer in a binary solution of a nonelectro
lyte. The dimensionless velocity parallel t~ 
the electrode at the point of maXlmum veloclty 
(fl ) and the asymptotic value (f:.c') in the 
ddfu~~on layer for the high Sc number model 
are also shown. 00 0 .!. 
fl = Vx [3f.L/4DRll'Rg(c R -c R )x)2 

(XBL 703-466) 

of product and supporting ions at the electrode 
are apparently not influenced by the convective 
profile and are very close to those found for 
the rotating disk (Fig. 3). . 

1. J. R. Selman and John Newman, Laminar 
Free Convection at a Vertical Electrode in the 
Presence of Supporting Electrolyte, Inorganic 
Materials Research Division Annual Report, 
1967, UCRL-18043, March 1968, pp.66-68. 
2. J. R. Selman and John Newman, Laminar 
Free Convection at a Vertical Electrode in the 
Presence of a Supporting Electrolyte, Inorganic 
Materials Research Division Annual Report, 
1968, UCRL-18735, April 1969, pp. 45-48. 
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18. MASS TRANSFER TO A CIRCULAR 
CYLINDER IN LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER 
FLOW 

Ping Huei Sih and John Newman 

During the past year, many technical prob
lems in this experiment were found. 

First, the system is extremely .sensitive 
to temperature change. In fact, a deviation 
of 0.05°C will cause a 10% deviation in the 
value of the data. In addition the Reynolds 
number is on the order of 1 to 5, thus a pro
longed temperature deviation eventually gives 
rise to natural convection. 

To achieve .this strict temperature control, 
the system is placed in a walk-in hood, which 
is insulated with fibreglass material. The 
temperature in the hood is maintained at 
24± 0.02 °C by a heating element coupled with 
an air conditioner that maintains the labora
tory at a temperature around 23°C. The 
liquid circulation is cooled by a constant tem
perature coolant (19.6 ± 0.01 °C) through a 
heat exchanger prior to entering the pump. 
In this manner the liquid is maintained at 
24± 0.02 °C. The flow system is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

Second, in order to improve the flow condi
tion, a damping column was installed to smooth 
out the high frequency fluctuations from the 
pump. 

Constant 
head 
reservoir 

~1·-·----------IOft--------------~ 

o 0 0 0 

Thermometer 10 

Flow 1ft 
meter 

t------L-------I------::-----

Pump To constant 
temp. bath 

L------~Fram constant 
temp. bath 

Fig. 1. Flow system for measuring rates of 
mass transfer to a cylinder at low Reynolds 
numbers. (XBL 702-2294) 
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Third, many modifications on the electrode 
were made. Two main problems are involved. 
The small electrode was separated from the 
large electrode by only 0.002 in., and it tends 
to short circuit. Also, the nickel surface 
becomes oxidized after a short time of use. 
To overcome these problems the method of con
struction has been changed several times, and 
platinum is used instead of nickel as the 
electrode. 

The results obtained so far are in the right 
order of magnitude. Also, the surface shear 
stress and mass flux profiles versus position 
with respect to the flow seem to agree with 
theory, although more data are still required 
to be conclusive. 

19. FREQUENCY DISPERSION IN CAPACITY 
MEASUREMENTS AT A DISK ELECTRODE 

John Newman 

The geometry of an electrode system affects 
the frequency dispersion of impedance measure
ments if the primary current distribution on the 
electrode is nonuniform. This effect is treated 1 

for a disk electrode embedded in an insulating 
plane with the counter electrode at infinity. 
The apparent capacity is found to approach zero 
at large frequenc ie s: 

C/Cef£ .-.0.563 + 0.25 In(wCrO/K) as W.-.OO 

where C and Cef£ are the true and apparent 
double -layer capacities per unit area, rO is 
the radius .of the disk electrode, K is the con
ductivity of the electrolytic solution, and w is 
the frequency of the applied potential, expressed 
in radians per second. The frequency depen
dence of ' the apparent capacity will be much 
smaller for a spherical electrode tangent to an 
insulating plane. The latter system is also 
treated briefly. 

1. John Newman, Frequency Dispersion in 
Capacity Measurements at a Disk Electrode, 
UCRL-19002, April, 1969. 

I 

20. OHMIC POTENTIAL MEASURED BY 
INTERRUPTER TECHNIQUES 

John Newman 

Interruption of the current is frequently used 
to assess the magnitude of the ohmic potential 
drop that is included in the measurement of 



electrode potentials during the passage of cur
rent. The interpretation of such measure
ments is complicated by the fact that the ohmic 
potential drop is usually not uniform to all 
parts of the electrode and the interruption of 
the cell current does not prohibit local cur
rents from flowing in the electrolytic solution 
from one part of an electrode to another part 
of the same electrode. 

It is shown 1 that the value of the ohmic 
potential drop so measured corresponds to the 
primary current distribution in the electrode 
system being studied; that is, to the current 
distribution prevailing when the solution adja
cent to one working electrode is at a uniform 
potential and the solution adjacent to the second 
working electrode is at a second, uniform 
potential. The value can still depend upon the 
placement of the reference electrode. This 
conclusion depends on the measurement being 
made in a time which is short compared with 
the time for the relaxation of the double layer 
and the time required for the working electrode 
to reach a uniform state of charge by the action 
of local currents. 

1. John Newman, Ohmic Potential Measured 
by Interrupter Techniques, UCRL-19103, 
Nov. 1969. 

21. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

John Newman 

This program is concerned with the develop
ment of the engineering treatment of electro
chemical systems, and consequently most 
projects are related to the transport properties 
of electrolytic solutions, the prediction of 
system behavior, or the formulation of design 
methods. 

The feasibility of measuring the diffusion 
coefficient of aqueous solutions of potassium 
hydroxide in the optical diffusion cell will be 
studied. Measurements on mass transfer to 
a circular cylinder will be completed. In
tensive effort will be devoted to the writing 
of a monograph on electrochemical systems. 
Additional measurements will be made to 
determine the concentration of supporting elec
trolyte at the electrode in a stagnant diffusion 
cell. 

A system of two concentric cylinders, the 
inner of which rotates, will be studied with 
regard to fluid flow between the cylinders, 
mass-transfer rates in comparison with the 
predictions of turbulence correlations, and the 
electrode kinetics for the deposition of copper. 
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A theoretical study of the corrosion of iron and 
and copper disks should be interesting because 
the iron disks corrode near the center whereas 
the copper disks corrode near the edge. 

The ring-disk electrode system will be 
studied to arrive at a new derivation of the ring 
collection efficiency, to investigate the region 
near the edge of the disk where radial diffusion 
is important, and to assess the effect of insulat
ing separators in sectioned electrodes on mea
sured current distributions. 

22. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

John Newman and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. Harold L. Brode and John Newman, 
Offensive Weapons and Their Effectiveness, 
In Survival and the Bomb, ed. by Eugene P. 
Wigner, (Indiana University Press, Blooming
ton, Indiana, 1969), pp. 105 -125. 
2. Allan M. Johnson, A. Wayne Venolia, 
Robert G. Wilbourn, and John Newman, The 
Electrosorb Proce s s for Desalting Water. 
The Marquardt Company, Van Nuys, California, 
Dec. 1969 (CR 6,001-1-69). 
3. Vinay Marathe and John Newman, Cur
rent Distribution on a Rotating Disk Electrode, 
J. Electrochem. Soc. 116, 1704-1707 (1969). 
4. Paul Milios and John Newman, Moving 
Boundary Measurement of Transference Num
bers, J. Phys. Chern. 73, 298-303 (1969). 
5. John Newman, Extension of the Lev~que 
Solution, J. Heat Transfer 91, 177-178 (1969). 
6. John Newman, Migration in Rapid 
Double-Layer Charging, J. Phys. Chern. 73, 
1843 -1848 ( 1969). -
7. John Newman, Mass Transfer to the 
Rear of a Cylinder at High Schmidt Numbers, 
Ind. Eng. Chern. Fundamentals 8, 553-557 
(1969). -
8. W. R. Parrish and John Newman, Cur
rent Distribution on a Plane Electrode Below 
the Limiting Current, J. Electrochem. Soc. 
116, 169-172 (1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. Limin Hsueh and John Newman, Con
centration Profile at the Limiting Current in 
a Stagnant Diffusion Cell, UCRL-19099, Oct. 
1969. 
2. Limin Hsueh and John Newman, The 
Approach to Limiting Current in a Stagnant 
Diffusion Cell, UCRL-19100, Dec. 1969. 
3. John Newman, The Graetz Problem, 
UCRL-18646, Jan. 1969. 
4. John Newman, Frequency Dispersion 
in Capacity Measurements at a Disk Electrode, 



UCRL-19002, April 1969. 
5. John Newman, and Limin Hsueh, Cur
rents Limited by Gas Solubility, UCRL-19098, 
Oct. 1969. 
6. John Newman, Ohmic Potential Mea
sured by Interrupter Techniques, UCRL-
19103, Nov. 1969. 
7. Kemal Nisancioglu, Diffusion in Concen
trated Electrolytic. Solutions (M. S. thesis), 
UCRL-19128, Dec. 1969. 
8. W. R. Parrish and John Newman, Cur
rent Distribution on Plane, Parallel Electrodes 
in Channel Flow, UCRL-18798, March 1969. 
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E. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 

Dr. Otto Redlich retired from teaching and 
laboratory research activities on June 30, 1969. 
He will continue his writings in the field of 
thermodynamic treatment of liquid and gaseous 
solutions and in the general field of funda
mental problems of thermodynamics. 

1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Otto Redlich and Associates 

Technical journal 

1. O. Redlich and R. W. Missen, Some Re
lations for Vapor-Liquid Equilibria and Criti
cal Mixtures, Ind. Eng. Chem. Fundamentals 
~, 730 (1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. Otto Redlich, The Basis o( Thermodynamics, 
Lecture presented at symposium, "A Critical 
Review of the Foundations of Relativistic and 
Classical Thermodynamics," University of 
Pittsburgh, April 7-8, 1969 (to be published in 
a symposium report); UCRL-1881Z, March 
1969. 
Z. Otto Redlich, Intensive and Extensive Prop
erties, J. Chem. Educ. (in press), UCRL-
1901Z, May 1969. 
3. Otto Redlich and V. B. T. Ngo, An Improved 
Equation of State, Ind. Eng. Chem. Funda
mentals (in press); UCRL-19010, May 1969. 
4. O. Redlich and Victoria T. Ngo, Computer 
Programs for an Improved Equation of State 
(ES68Z and ES68M), UCRL-19011, Aug. 1969. 
5. Otto Redlich, The So-Called Zeroth Law of 
Thermodynamics, Am. J. Phys. (to be pub
lished); UCRL-19116, Nov. 1969. 

1. DYNAMICS OF THE REACTION OF Ar + 
WITH D

Z 
t 

Mervyn M. Chiang, Eric A. Gislason, Bruce 
H. Mahan, Chi-Wing Tsao, and Arthur S. 
Werner 

We report extensive measurements of the 
velocity vector distributions of the ionic prod
ucts of collisions of Ar+ with DZ and He for 
relative energies between Z.Z6 and 9.1 eV. The 
ion ArD+ is produced by a direct interaction 
mechanism which gives considerable forward 
scattering. The nonreactive scattering of Ar+ 
by DZ is surprisingly intense, is predominantly 

elastic or slightly inelastic, and closely re
sembles the scattering of Ar+ by He. The 
reaction probability at a particular energy is 
essentially constant for scattering angles 
greater than 60 deg, and increases as the initial 
energy decreases. Partial deconvolution of the 
differential reactive scattering cross .sections 
shows that ArD+has an angular distribution 
more sharply forward peaked than any other 
known reactive differential cross section for 
systems of four or fewer atoms. The partial 
cross section for stripping falls as the initial 
relative energy increases. 

t Abstracted from a paper accepted for publi
cation in J. Chem. Phys.; see also UCRL-18735 
and UCRL-1908Z. 

Z. THE COLLISION-INDUCED DISSOCIATION 
OF MOLECULAR IONS 

Mien-Hsiu Cheng, Mervyn M. Chiang, Eric A. 
Gislason, Bruce H. Mahan, Chi- Wing Tsao, 
and Arthur S. Werner 

Velocity vector distributions of the fragment 
ion products of the dissociative collisions of 
OZ+, NZ+, NO+, and NZO+ with helium have been 
determined, using projectile -target relative 
kinetic energies that are one to three times the 
bond energy of the molecule. Figure 1 shows 
a contour map of the intensity of 0+ from the 
dis sociation of NO+ due to relatively high energy 
collisions. As is typical for all the results, 
there is an obvious intensity maximum at veloc
ities near that of the original projectile beam. 
This indicates that the predominant disso
ciative process is one in which only very small 
amounts of momentum are'transferred to one 
of the dissociation fragments, while the other 
sustains a large change in momentum. It 
appears then that most dissociations occur by 
a stripping type of process in which only one 
atom of the projectile interacts with the target, 
and diminishes the projectile bond strength long 
enough for the fragments to separate. Direct 
impulsive dissociation into the vibrational con
tinuum of the projectile does not appear to be 
an important process. 
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Fig. 1. A contour map of the intensity of 0+ 
from collisional dissociation of NO+ by helium 
at 26.5 eV initial relative energy. 

(XBL 701-209) 

3. THE VIBRATIONAL EXCITATION OF 
MOLECU LAR IONS BY COLLISION 

Mien-Hsiu Cheng, Mervyn M. Chiang, Eric 
A. Gislason, Bruce H. Mahan, Chi-Wing Tsao, 
and Arthur S. Werner 

Velocity vector distributions of O 2 +, NO+, 
N 20+, and D20~ ~c.attered?y He hav.e been . 
determined for initial relative energies ranging 
from 4 to 24 eV. Figure 1 shows a typical 
intensity contour map. The scattering at 
small center-of-mass angles is elastic or nearly 
so, as would be expected. At large angles, 
however, the most probable collision leads to 
an internal excitation of the molecular ion that 
is as much as 25 to 30% of the initial relative 
energy. At intermediate scattering angles 
this excitation probably appears as both rota
tion and vibration of the projectile. For 
scattering through 180 deg, however, the initial 
and final orbital angular momentum of the col
lision is small, and virtually all of the excita
tion energy must appear as vibration. The 
vibrational excitation energy determined ex
perimentally in this manner is in excellent 
agreement with exact classical mechanical 
computer calculations of the excitation energy. 
The angular distribution of inelasticity is also 
in excellent agreement with the exact classical 
results extended to three dimensions by the 
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Fig. 1. A contour map of the intensity of NO+ 
scattered by helium at 6.55 eV relative energy. 
The small circles locate the intensity maxima, 
and the large circle labeled Q=O gives the locus 
of elastically scattered NO+. (XBL 701-207) 

1 modified wave number method. 

1. D. Rapp and T. Kassal, Chern. Rev. 69, 
61 (1969). 

4. CLASSICAL THEORY OF VIBRATIONAL 
ENERGY TRANSFER 

Bruce H. Mahan 

We have shown that the conventional version 
of the approximate classical theory of vibra
tional energy transfer contains a conceptual 
error. Correction of the error leads to pre
dictions that are in excellent agreement with 
exact numerical calculations and experiment. 

In addition, the conventional clas sicial 
theory has been extended to situations in which 
the oscillator is anharmonic. The results 
for a collision in which particle A makes a 
head-on collision with particle B of the oscil
lator BC are 

D.E/E r 



when the oscillator is in a region of positive 
potential curvature and 

~E/E r 

when the oscillator is in a region of negative 
curvature. Here ~E is the energy transferred, 
E is the total relative energy, M is the sum 
olthe masses, Vo is the initial relative velocity, 
L is the characteristic length of the repulsive 
exponential A-B potential, w2 is the positive 
curvature of the oscillator potential divided 
by the oscillator reduced mass, and}.2 is the' 
negative curvature divided by reduced mass 
of an oscillator in a re2ion of negative poten
tial curvature. Both wand }. 2 are functions 
of the oscillator coordinate. 

These expressions converge properly to the 
impulse approximation in the limit of high 
velocity. The second expression shows that if 
the oscillator is in a region of negative poten
tial curvature, the energy transferred to it can 
exceed the value calculated from the impulse 
approximation, and that in this circumstance, 
slow collisions with soft interaction potentials 
can transfer large amounts of energy. This 
result makes the large energy transfers to 
highly vibrating molecules that have been found 
experimentally considerably easier to under
stand. 

5. THE REACTIONS OF 02 + WITH H
2

, D
2

, 
AND HD 

Mervyn M. Chiang, Eric A. Gislason, Bruce 
H. Mahan, Chi-Wing Tsao, and Arthur S. 
Werner 

We have made an extensive study of the 
energy and angular distributions of the ionic 
produc ts of the following reactions: 

° + 2 + H2 H02 + + H ( 1) 

OH+ + OH (2) 

0+ + H 
2 + ° (3) 

H 20+ + ° (4) 

and many of their isotopic variations. As 
Fig. 1 shows, reaction 1 gives a distribution 
of H02 +, which is isotropic for low relative 
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Fig. 1. Intensity map and profiles of the 
intensity along the 0 to 180 deg line for the 
reaction 02 +( 2' D)02 D+ and isotopic variations. 
The uppermost panel shows that the scattering 
is isotopic in the center-of-mass system at 
low relative energies. The middle panel 
shows that the isotope effect favors D02 + 
formation at low energies. The bottom panel 
shows that as the initial relative energy is 
increased, asymmetry of the scattering pat
tern develops, and the reaction proceeds by a 
direct interaction. The quantity vivo is the 
ratio of the product velocity to the initial 
velocity in the laboratory. (XBL 701-208) 



energies of collision, but which becoITles 
forward peaked as the collision energy in
creases. These results indicate that the re
action proceeds through a cOITlplex HZOZ + 
which is long-lived at low collision energies, 
but which live s le s s than a full rotational 
period at high collision energies. The isotope 
effects are consistent with the existence of a 
long-lived cOITlplex at low energies that decays 
statistically. At higher energies, reaction 
with HD fives HOZ + which is peaked forward, 
and DOZ which is peaked behind the center of 
ITlass. This is the first isotope effect of its 
kind reported, and its iITlplications are not yet 
entirely clear. 

+ . + Both OH and HZO appear to COITle froITl 
the decay of a long-lived cOITlplex at low col
lision energies. The OH+ forITlation appears 
to COITle froITl a direct interaction process at 
higher collision energies, but under no con
ditions is the product distribution strongly 
peaked forward. 

The 0+ seeITlS to COITle exclusively froITl a 
direct HZ - 0Z+ interaction of the stripping 
type. The angular distribution of 0+ froITl 
0z + - H~ collisions is very siITlilar to that 
froITl 0z - He collisions. 

The nonreactive 0z + - HZ scattering is very 
inelastic and shows relatively little intensity 
at large scattering angles. This substantial 
inelasticity is evidently a consequence of the 
strong interaction that is associated with 
forITlation of the HZOZ + cOITlplex. 

tAbstracted in part froITl J. CheITl. Phys. 50, 
5418 (1969) and UCRL-18836. 

6. DYNAMICS OF THE N+ - HZ REACTION 

Eric A. Gislason, Bruce H. Mahan, Chi-Wing 
Tsao, and Arthur S. Werner 

Velocity vector distributions have been 
deterITlined for the NH+ forITled by the 
N+(Hz , H)NH+ reaction. The reaction occurs 
by a direct interaction process at relative 
energies of 4 eV and above. Figure 1 shows 
a contour ITlap of the intensity of NH+ froITl an 
experiITlent perforITled at 5 eV relative energy. 
While the greatest intensity is found at sITlall 
scattering angles, the scattering pattern is 
ITluch less strongly forward peaked than the 
distributions. found for the NZ+(HZ' H)NZH+ 
and Ar+(DZD)ArD+ reactions. In addition, 
Fig. 1 shows that the relative velocity of 
products is a strong function of the scattering 
angle, with the product internal excitation 
decreasing as the scattering angle increases. 
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Fig. 1. An intensity contour ITlap of NH+ 
froITl the N+(HZ' H)NH+ reaction at 5 eV re-
lative energy. (XBL 691Z-6703) 

Considerable intensity is found inside the circle 
labeled Q = -3.6 eV. This inner region would 
norITlally be vacant, since NH+ scattered at 
such velocities would have an internal excita
tion energy in excess of the bond energy, and 
would be expected to dissociate before reaching 
the detector. However, NH+ has several low
lying electronic state s that dis sociate only to 
excited fragITlents, and consequently is able to 
exist in one of the se states without dissociation 
even with a total energy in excess of the ground 
state dissociation energy. 

7. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Bruce H. Mahan 

We expect to continue our studies of vibra
tional excitation by using polyatoITlic ions col
liding with heliuITl and neon, and alkali ions 
colliding with D Z' HZ' N Z' and CO. Further 
reactions that are anticipated to go through 
long-lived collision cOITlplexes will be studied 
in an effort to test the various statistical 
theories of reaction kinetics. A second ion 
beaITl apparatus which will operate at low ion 
energies will be cOITlpletedand applied to reac
tions of H+ and HZ + with DZ. 
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Bruce H. Mahan and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. E. A. Gislason, B. H. Mahan, C. W. 
Tsao, and A. S. Werner, Dynamics of the 
Reactions of NZ+ with CH4 and CD4, J. Chern. 
Phys. 50, 14Z (1969). 
z. E. A. Gislason, B. H. Mahan, C. W. 
Tsao, and A. S. Werner, Evidence for Long
Lived Collision Complexes in Ion-Molecule 
Reactions: DOZ + from 0z + and DZ, J. Chern. 
Phys. 50, 5418 (1969). 
3. Bruce H. Mahan, University Chemistry, 
Znd ed. (Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 
1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. Bruce H. Mahan, The Chemistry of Gaseous 
Ions, UCRL-18748, Feb. 1969. 
Z. E. A. Gislason, B. H. Mahan, C. W. 
Tsao, and A. S. Werner, Evidence for Long
Lived Collision Complexes in Ion-Molecule 
Reactions: DOZ+ from 0Z+ and DZ_~ UCRL-
18836, April 1969. . 
3. M. M. Chiang, E. A. Gislason, B. H. 
Mahan, C. W. Tsao, and A. S. Werner, 
Dynamics of the Reaction of Ar+ with DZ' 
UCRL-1908Z, Sept. 1969. 
4. M. H. Cheng, Inelastic Scattering of 
Molecular Ions, UCRL-19108, Oct. 1969. 

9. FIELD-INDUCED EXCHANGE 
INTERACTION IN a-NiS04 ' 6HZO 

Akiro Jindo and Rollie J. Myers 

Interactions between the paramagnetic ions 
in a-NiS04' 6HZO are relatively small. As 
a result this substance is paramagnetic at 
all temperatures and it has no magnetic 
ordering. The NiZ+ are S = 1 ions with.zero
field splittings so that the ground state 1S 
non-degenerate. The other two spin states 
are about 5 cm- 1 higher in energy (D ::::: 5 cm- 1 

E::::: 0). 

If one considers. exchange interactions 
between the NiZ+ and any other ion, all such 
interactions are zero in first-order. The 
zero -field interactions are only o~ the order of 
JZ /D, or in some cases even or h1gher order. 
Since our estimates indicate that IJ I ~ 1 cm- 1, 
this results in the relatively small energy Con
tributed by exchange. 1 

While exchange interactions may be small, 
they can be magnetic -field dependent. It is 
possible to measure the field-induced exchange 
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more easily than it is to measure the exchange 
in the absence of a field. To illustrate this 
point, we have doped single crystals of Z+ 
a-NiS04' 6HzO with small quantities of Cu 
and then studied the EPR spectrum of the CuZ+. 
The g-values that we obtain for the Cu(HZO)6 Z+ 
in the lattice provided by the a-NiS04' 6HZO 
are given in Table 1. 

It can be seen that the Cu(HZO)6 Z+ g-values 
are much larger than is normal for this species. 
Since its g-values are relatively independent 
of small changes for tetragonally distorted 
Cu(HZO)6 Z+, we can conclude that this increase 
is due to the presences of field-ind~ced ex
change between the CuZ+ and the Ni +: T~e 
theory of·this field-induced exchange 1S shll 
being developed, but simple ca~culat~ons. show 
that it should give a g -value sh1ft wh1ch 1S of 
the order .of magnitude of zJ/D

Z 
where z is the 

coordination number for the Ni + around the 
CuZ+. Since the observed shift in Table I is 
about 0.4 this indicates that J between CuZ+· 
and NiZ+ should be close to 0.5 cm- 1. 

. I Z In their thermodynamic work G1auque et a . 
used a molecular field approximation to account 
for the small contributions due to interactions 
between NiZ+ ions in a-NiS04' 6HZO. In this 
approximation one assumes an internal f.iel~ 
which is proportional to the bulk magnetlzatlon. 
Our calculations indicate that the field-induced 
dipole contributions are much too small to 
explain the internal fields found by Giauque 
et al. and that they must be due to field
exchange interactions similar to that found for 
CuZ+ in a-NiS04' 6HZO. 

1. J. W. Stout and W. B. Hadley, J. Chern. 
Phys. 40, 55 (1964). 
Z. R. A. Fischer, G. E. Brodale, E. W. 
Hornung, and W. F. Giauque, J. Chern, Phys. 
49, 4096 (1968). 

Z+ Table 1. The EPR g-values for Cu(H
Z

O)6 
in a-NiS0

4
' 6H

Z
O. 

Z.89 Z.40 

Z.49 Z.10 



10. ROTATIONAL g-VALUE FOR 02( 1~g) 

Arnold M; Falick and Rollie J. Myers 

Several years ago we reported 1 the gas 
¥hase EPR spectruITl of 02 in its ITletastable 
~g excited electron state. This spectruITl 

consists of four transitions for the lowest 
rotational (J = 2) state which are centered 
close to gJ = 2/3. This spbctrum has also 
been detected2 for 02( 1~g) which is produced 
during photocheITlical oxidation, and it is a 
valuable ITlethod for the detection of this 
iITlportant spec ie s. 

The center of the EPR spectruITl for J = 2 
is not exactly located at gJ = 2/3 because of 
two corrections. The gL value for the orbital 
electrons is not exactly unity and there is also 
a contribution to the gJ value froITl the rota
tional ITlagnetic ITloITlentof the ITlolecule (gr)' 
It is not possible to separate these two con
tributions froITl a single set of ITleasureITlents, 
but with ITleasureITlent froITl another rotational 
state it should be possible. 

Our original J = 2 ITleasureITlents were ITlade 
at X band (9 GHz) where H "" 10 kG. We have 
constructed a sensitive S band (3 GHz) spec
troITleter where J = 2 will fall near 3.3 kG and 
J = 3 near 6.6 kG. We have ITleasured the gJ 
value for both the J = 2 and J = 3 rotational 
states with this S band instruITlent. Our 
re suIts are sUITlITlarized in Table I. 

It can be seen that we have excellent pre
cision in our data. This was only possible 
because of the use of our least squares fitting 
routines and our field-tracking NMR cOITlbined 
with our digital data logging systeITl. In this 
way we could average several spectra and fit 
the centers of the EPR lines which are 2G 
wide to a precision of better than O.01G. An 
exaITlple of our fitting techniques is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

The accuracy of our ITleasureInents can be 
checked by cOITlparison for J = 2 to our X-band 
results. 1 If we correct these results for a 
sITlall field error that we previously ITlade, we 
obtain gJ = -0.66660. Since the S-band results 
have fewer corrections due to field inhoITlo
geneity they are probably the ITlore accurate, 
and we will take for J = 2 that gJ = -0.666620 
is the best value. 

The separation of orbital and rotational g
values can be easily done froITl our results 
and the equations are 

0.666620 
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Table I. Values obtained for 1 
gJ for 02( ~g) 

at S band. 

Transition M
J 

J = 2
a 

J 3
b 

-2 -1 -0.666626 

-1 0 -0.666624 -0.333396 

0 1 -0.666625 -0.333398 

1 2 -0.666627 

aNoITlinal value -2/3. 

bNoITlinal value -1/3. 

0.333397 

The solution gives gL 
-0.32. 

-0.999843 and gr 

The value of gL differs froITl unity because of 
several factors. The diaInagnetic core in the 02 
ITlolecule will produce a shielding and a decreased 
ITlagnetic ITloITlent. In addition there are relativistic 
corrections and SOITle spin-orbit coupling, but the 
diaITlagnetic correction is probably the principal one. 

02( 16 /J) J=2 

A. FALlCK 

ERRORS" 1.661 

Fig. 1. A least squares fit to an S-band J=2 
spectruITl. The experiITlental points are fit by 
four lines of arbitrary positions, width, and 
intensity. Theory says that they should have 
the saITle width and a 2:3:3:2 intensity pattern. 
The bottoITl error curve has a scale expansion 
of 1. 661. (XBL 701-202) 



The value of gr for the 1c.g state is close to 
that for the ground 3~g where gr = -0.24. 
According to the theory3 of rotational g-values 
this would imply that both the singlet and trip
let systems in 02 have similar energy level 
spacings. It is also possible to view the simi
larity in gr values as a confirmation of the 
absence of "slip" for the valence electrons 
in these two electronic states. 

1. A. M. Falick, B. H. Mahan, and R. J. 
Myers, J. Chem. Phys. 42, 1837 (1965). 
2. D. R. Kearns, A. V. Khan, C. K. 
Duncan, and A. H. Maki, J" Am. Chem. Soc. 
91, 1039 (1969); E. Wasserman, V. J. Kuck, 
W. M. Delavan, and W. A. Yager, J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 91, 1040 (1969). 
3. J. R. Eshbach and M. W. P. Strandberg, 
Phys. Rev. ~, 24 (1952). 

11. EPR LINE FITTING WITH 63Cu(H20)~+ 
SOLUTIONS 

James J. Chang and Rollie J. Myers 

Our studies of the hexaquocopper (II) sys
tem has been continued. The previous work 
on this system used commerically available 
copper perchlorate in which the copper con
sists of the normal mixture of 63Cu( 69.1 %) 
and 65Cu(30.9%). Both of these isotopes have 
a nuclear spin, 1=3/2, and have magnetic 
moments which differ by about 8%. In the 
usual case the two isotopes are not resolved 
in EPR spectra and one usually assumes that 
the average spectrum which is observed is due 
to 63Cu. This approximation is not very good 
when a least squares analysis is performed 
on the spectrum. The difference in the hyper
fine coupling constants (about 3G) would cause 
an inaccuracy in the determination of the line 
widths and the isotropic hyperfine coupling 
constant. To rem{}ve this uncertainty iso
topically purified 3Cu(99.6%) was obtained 
from Oak Ridge National Laboratories and 
was used in the experiments. 

The EPR spectra for the hexaquocopper (II) 
ion (63Cu) in aqueous solutions have been 
remeasured by using our digital data acquisi
tion system. Upon casual examination (see 
Fig. 1) the least squares fits to the new spectra 
do not appear to be different from that of the 
olde r data. 1 However, the line width data 
obtained from the least squares fit to the 
spectra appear to have less scatter than the 
previous data. The high temperature (over 
30·C) data are much improved. A better value 
has been obtained for the 63Cu hyperfine 
coupling constant (A=32.5 G); the earlier value 
was A=34 G. 
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ERRORS.. 9.751 

. 63 2+ 
Fig. 1. Least squares flt to Cu(H20)6 
at O·C. The bottom error curve has a scale 
expansion of 9.751. The fit assumes four 
Lorentzian hyperfine lines of equal intensity 
but arbritrary line width. (XBL 701-203) 

The EPR spectra for the hexaquocopper (II) 
complex have also been measured in a per
chloric acid glass (5.3 M) at -150·C. The 
following set of anisotropic spin Hamiltonian 
parameters were obtained from these spectra 
with the aid of a spectrum simulation program: 
gil = 2.387, All = 137 G, gi = 2.072, and 
Al = 5 G. These parameters are not completely 
consistent with the isotropic parameters but 
are probably the best values obtainable for the 
anisotropic parameters. The data obtained 
with 63Cu should enable us to complete our 
studies of the line widths in the hexaquocopper 
(II) system and to determine the mechanism 
for electron spin relaxation in these solutions. 

1. James J. Chang and Rollie J. Myers, 
IMRD Annual Report, 1967, UCRL-18043, p. 82. 

12. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Rollie J. Myers 

We will continue our work on a-NiS04 · 6H20 
and related compounds. Tentative results 
have been obtained for NiSe04· 6H20 and simi
lar crystal systems are being investigated. 



In general, this work is concerned with the 
magnetic properties of weakly interacting spin 
systems. We will work on both doped and pure 
single crystals at liquid helium temperatures. 

Since we have recently received our small 
digital computer system (PDP LAB 8), we 
will be concerned with its application to the 
electron paramagnetic resonance laboratory. 
This will include data storage and reduction, 
least square fitting, and spectra simulating and 
automatic spectrometer control. Some pro
gress has already been made in simulation 
complex EPR spectra and parameter evaluation. 

Work will also be done in electron spin re
laxation for transition metal ions in solution. 
Both NMR and EPR studies will be done toward 
a determination of relaxation mechanisms in 
fluid systems. Some gas phase work on short
lived species will also be attempted. 

13. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Rollie J. Myers and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. D. W. Pratt and R. J. Myers, Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance Spectrum of Liquid VC14, 
J. Chem. Phys. 50, 555 (1969). 
z. A. M. Falickand R. J. Myers, Photon 
Coupling for the Low Frequency Modulation of 
High Voltage Oscillators, Rev. Sci. Instr. 40, 
1349 (1969). --
3. R. A. Meinzer, D. W. Pratt, and R. J. 
Myers, The ESR Spectrum of a New Radical 
Produced by the Reduction of S4N4 and Its 
Identification as the Radical Amon of S4N4, 
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 91, 66Z3 (1969). 
4. R. J. Myers, The-Magnetic Properties of 
a-NiS04· 6HZO, presented at G. H. Hudson 
Symposium Plattsburgh, N. Y., Oct. 1969. 

UCRL report 

1. D. C. McCain and Rollie J. Myers, The 
Mechanism for ESR Broadening of Nitrosyl 
Disulfonate Anion by Other Paramagnetic 
Species in Solution, UCRL-19079, Sept. 1969. 

14. REACTIONS OF OXIDES OF NITROGEN 

Alan B. Harker, Harold S. Johnston, Douglas 
Martin, and Leo Zafonte 

The free-radical reactions involving NO 
and HOO have been postulated from time to 
time in the past: 
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HOO + NO -+ HO + NO Z . 

It is possible that this reaction is important in 
photochemical air pollution. For ZO years it 
has been known that the major step in photo
chemical air pollution is the photolysis of 
nitrogen dioxide with the subsequent series of 
reactions set off by the oxygen atom, 

NO
Z 

+ hv -+ NO + 0. 

However, in a manner not understood there 
is a concurrent, very fast, photo -initiated reac
tion that converts many molecules of nitric 
oxide to nitrogen dioxide, 

x NO + ... -+ x NO + ... 
Z 

For several years it has been clear that this 
involved some chain reaction, but the carriers 
of the chain were unknown. We have observed 
a reaction that appears to be a three-step, four
component chain reaction: 

1. Initiation: Any photochemical or secondary 
thermal reaction that produces either H, HO, 
or HOO. 

z. Chain reaction: 

a. HO + CO -+ COZ + H 

b. H + 0z + M -+ M + HOO 

c. HOO + NO -+ NO Z + HO 

net: CO + 0z + NO = COZ + NOZ 

3. Termination: 

d. HOO + HOO -+ HZO Z + 0z 

e. HO + NO
Z 

+ M -+ M + HN0
3 

The rate constants are known for all steps 
above, except for reaction c. In atmospheres 
contaminated by auto exhaust, carbon monoxide 
is present in amounts far greater than oxides 
of nitrogen or organic chemicals. Under 
atmospheric conditions NOZ is dissociated to 
NO and the oxygen atom 0, which usually adds 
to 0z to give ozone 03, and ozone reacts with 
ole fins and other hydrocarbons to give free 
radicals that initiate the chain. The chain 
reaction is "powered" by the fast highly exo
thermic oxidation of CO to COZ. The net result 
is concommitant oxidation of one CO and one 
NO to COZ and NOZ' thus reforming NOZ which 
can again be photo dis sociated. 

To observe this chain reaction one must go 
to very low reactant concentrations, because 
reaction 3 is faster than reaction c (under 



sunlight intensities) if N02 is much above one 
part pe r million. 

The molecular modulation technique is ideal 
for further study of this reaction in order to 
measure the rate constant of reaction c. If 
this rate constant is greater than 10- 13 cc/ 
particle-sec, the chain reaction will be highly 
important in photochemical air pollution. 

15. SPECTRA AND KINETICS OF THE 
HYDROPEROXYL FREE RADICAL IN THE 
GAS PHASE 

Harold S. Johnston and Thomas T. Paukert 

The infrared and ultraviolet spectra of the 
hydroperoxyl radical (H02) have been obtained 
by the molecular-modulation technique. The 
radical was formed by: the photolysis of hydro
gen peroxide at 2537 A and by the photolysis 
of ozone in the presence of hydrogen peroxide 
at 2537 A. The vibrational frequencies of H02 
have been observed to be 1095, 1390, and 
3410 cm- 1. Details of the vibrational spectrum 
are consistent with the molecular geometry: 
H-O bond distance 0.96 A. 0-0 bond distance 
1.3 A. and H-O-O angle approximately 108 deg. 
The absorption spectrum of HOZ in the ultra
violet has a maximum at 2100 A. 
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Fig. 1. The progressive enhancement of the 
spectrum resulting from repetitive sweeps 
and curve smoothing; twelve scans; five-
point curve smooth. (XBL 6910-5766) 
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Fig. 2. The ultraviolet spectrum of the 
hydroperoxyl radical. 

. • Average of all the ultraviolet spectra 
obtained from the photolysis of hydro
gen pe roxide at 2537 A. 

.6:.. The spectrum from the photolysis of 
chlorine in the presence of hydrogen 
peroxide at 3600 A. (XBL 6910-5896) 

The absorption coefficient of H02 at 1420 
cm- 1, the absorption maximum of the 1395 cm- 1 

band, is approximately 5 X 10 -20 cm2/molecule 
(Fig. 1). The absorption coefficient at 2100 A 
is 4.5 X 10-18 cm2/molecule (Fig. 2) . 

Kinetic analysis of the modulated absorption 
signals shows that the H02 radical decays by 
a process second order in H02 concentration 
(Fig. 3). The rate constant for the dis pro -
portionation reaction H02 + H02 -+ H202 
+ 02 was found to be 3.6±0.5X10- 12 cm3 / 
molecule· sec in agreement with a reported 
value of 3X10- 12 cm3/molecule. sec. 

1. B. Lewis and G. von Elbe, Third Symposium 
on Combustion and Flames and Explosion 
Phenomena ( Williams and Wilkins Co. , 
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Fig. 3. The phase shift of the radical vs. the 
flashing period. The curve is the calculated 
curve for a primary second-order radical. 

(XBL 6910-5902) 

Baltimore, 1949), p. 484. 
2. D. H. Volman, J. Chern. Phys. 11., 947 
(1949). 
3. s. N. Foner and R. L. Hudson, J. Chern. 
Phys. 21, 1608 (1953). 
4. D. E. Milligan and M. E. Jacox, J. Chern. 
Phys. 38, 2627 (1963) and 40, 605 (1964). 
5. C. Czapski and L. M. Dorfman, J. Phys. 
Chern. 68, 1169 (19.64). 
6. S. ~Foner and R. L. Hudson, Mass 
Spectrometry of Inorganic Free Rad~ 
Advances in Chemistry Series No. 36 ( 1962), 
p. 62. 

16. MOLECULAR-MODULATION KINETIC 
SPECTROMETRY: ClOO AND CIO RADICALS 
IN THE PHOTOLYSIS OF Cl2 IN 02 

Harold S. Johnston, Earl D. Morris, Jr., 
Jack Van den Bogaerde and Ching-Hsong Wu 

By means of the new molecular-modulation 
method, the gas phase absorption spectra of 
the peroxyl radical ClOO has been observed 
between 2300 and 2600 A lultraviolet) and be
tween 1430 and 1460 cm- (infrared). This 
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radical was produced by the photolysis of Cl2 
in the presence of O2 , The ultraviolet spectrum 
of the CIO radical was also observed, but its 
infrared spectrum could not be obtained by 
this method. By direct observation of these 
two intermediates, a detailed kinetic study was 
carried out, in which radical half lives were 
inferred from observed phase shifts between 
the square-wave photolyzing light and the radi
cal concentration. To enhance the weak signals 
from the low concentration radicals, the data 
were put in digital form and long-term averag
ing was carried out. The mechanism built up 
by previous workers was modified slightly to 
give a 10-step mechanism, which is in excellent· 
agreement with observations. By combining 
other rate measurements, thermodynamic data, 
and the present results, 7 out of 10 elementary 
rate constants were evaluated, and a product
and-ratio of the other three was evaluated as 
one term. The absblute cross section for 
absorption of infrared and ultraviolet radiation 

. by ClOO was evaluated. 

The signal-to -noise ratio achieved by this 
method for infrared absorption by ClOO is indi
cated by Fig. 1.. The signal-to-noise ratio, 
even after long averaging, may not be much 
better than 2. 

A much better signal-to-noise ratio was 
achieved with ultraviolet absorption as can be. 
seen by Fig. 2 for CIO, and Fig. 3 for ClOO. 
Typical kinetic data obtained respectively by 
the IR, UV, and MS methods are indicated by 
Fig. 4 through 6. . 

The ten-step mechanism for this reaction is: 

a 
Cl

2 
+ hv -+ CI + CI 

b 
C I + O

2 
+ M f- C 100 + M 

d 
CI + CIOO f CIO + ClO 

CI + CIOO f. Cl
2 

+ O
2 

~ 0 ClO + ClO + M h C12 2 +M 

i 
C 120 2 + M -+ C 12 + O 2 + M 

Cl + Cl + M i.. C1
2 

+ M 

Rate = a 10 [CI2 ] 

b [CIOO] 
K1 C [Cn [02 J 

d [CIO] 2 
K2 e [CIJ [CIOOJ 

~ = [CI20 2 ] 

K3 h [CIO]2 
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Fig. 1. CIOO infrared molecular modulation 
spectrum observed with 4 torr Cl2 , 189 torr °2 , 567 torr He, 2 Hz square-wave ultraviolet 
photolysis. a: 40 scans. b: Duplicate, another 
set of 40 scans. c: smoother cumulative mea
surements, 80 scans (a and b). 1--------1 indi-
cates spectral slit width. (XBL 702-301) 
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Table I. Summary of rate constants and other quantities evaluated from the observed data and the 
mechanism, 298°K. 

Quantity Units UV 
2 9.35 X 10-20 a cm 

10 photons/cm 
2 

4.2 X 10
16 

-sec 
-1 

3.92X10- 3 
a 10 sec 

K1 cc/particle 
2/ . I 2 b cc partlc e -sec 

c cc/particle -sec 

K2 
d cc/particle -sec 1.44X10- 12 

e cc/particle -sec 6.3 X 10 -15 

f cc/particle -sec 1.56X 10- 10 

i g/h cc
2 
/particle

2 
-sec(02) 

-32 
5.0 X 10_ 32 (Ar) 3.3 X 10 

K
1
(d+f) 2/ . I 2 5.7 X10- 31 cc partlc e -sec 

2/ . I 2 cc partlc e -sec 
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Fig. 5. Observed phase of CIOO as a function 
of flashing frequency with three curves cal
culated on the assumption of various half-lives 
of CIOO in the system. Solid curve, 0.0119 
sec: dotted curves, 0.0096 and 0.0154 sec. 

(XBL 702-305) 
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The constants for these reactions are given 
in Table I. 

1(a). G. Porter, Discussions Faraday Soc. 
9, 60 (1950). 
\"b). G. Porter and J. F. Wright, Z. 
Electrochem. 56, 78Z (195Z). 
(c). G. Porterand F. J. Right, Discussions 
Faraday Soc. 14, 23 (1953). 
Z. J. E. Nicholas and R. G. W. Norrish, 
Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A307, 391 (1968). 
3. E. Hutton and M. Wright, Trans. Faraday 
Soc. 0., 78 (1965). 

17. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Harold S. Johnston 

The molecular modulation systems (infrared, 
ultraviolet-visible, and mass spectrometer) 
will be used to follow up on the new free -radical 
reactions involving the oxides of nitrogen and 
carbon monoxide. The first goal is to mea
sure the rate constant for the reaction 

HOO + NO -+ HO + N0
2

. 

The second line of study is a rapid survey 
to see if other free radicals, RO, are rapidly 
reduced by carbon monoxide: 

RO + CO -+ COZ + R . 

The third object is to characterize the inter
action of peroxyl-radicals with nitrogen oxide: 

ROO + NOZ -+ 

Further work is under way on light emis sion 
from products of fast reactions between fluorine 
and other species. In particular the deactiva
tion of highly excited IF by argon will be 
studied further. 

18. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Harold S. Johnson and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. Harold S. Johnston and G. E. McGraw, 
Molecular-Modulation Spectrometry: CH30NO 
Photolysis and Detection of Mitroxyl, Intern. 
J. Chern. Kinetics I, 89(1969). 
Z. Harold S. Johnston and L. M. Toth, The 
Photolysis of Dimethyl Peroxide, J. A. Chern. 
Soc. ~, 1276 (1969). 
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3. Harold S. Johnston and Stephen Schwartz, 
Kinetics of Nitrogen Dioxide Fluorescence, 
J. Chern. Phys. 51, 1Z86 (1969). 
4. Harold S. Johnston, Earl D. Morris, Jr. 
and Jack Van den Bogaerde, Molecular Modu
lation Kinetic Spectrometry: C100 and C102 
Radicals in the Photolysis of Chlorine in 
Oxygen, J. Am. Chern. Soc. ~, 771Z (1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. Stephen D. Gabelnick, Spectroscopic and 
Kinetic Studies of Iodine Monofluoride Chemi
luminescence (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-18623, 
Feb. 1969. 
Z. Jack M. Van den Bogaerde, Infrared 
Spectra and Reaction Kinetics of Free Radicals 
in the C1Z -OZ System (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-
1868Z, Feb. 1969. 
3. Thomas Theodore Paukert, Spectra and 
Kinetics of the Hydroperoxyl Free Radical in 
the Gas Phase (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19109, 
Nov. 1969. 

19. MOLECULAR BEAM KINETICS: 
DYNAMICS OF Li ATOM REACTIONS WITH 
NOZ' CH3NOZ' SF6 , CC14 , AND CH3I 

David D. Parrish and Ronald R. Herm 

Figures 1 and 2 show derived center-of-
mas s (c. m. ) angular distributions of the Li 
products that were obtained by transforming 
(by means of the fixed velocity approximation 
proceduret ) measured laboratory (LAB) 
product angular distributions for the reactions 
of Li with NOZ, CH3N02, SF6, CC14, and 
CH3I; LAB distributions, back-calculated from 
these c. m. distributions by averaging over the 
full thermal velocity distributions in both 
beams, reproduced the original measured LAB 
distributions welL For Li + SF6' CC14 , 
and CH3I, the measured LAB distributions were 
relatively insensitive to the wide -angle c. m. 
distributions; the solid curves in Fig. 2 show 
the c. m. distributions that best fit the mea
sured LAB distributions. Within experimental 
uncertainty, however, the measured LAB dis
tributions in the CC14 and CH3I reactions may 
be fit by flat wide -angle c. m. distributions 
(shown as dot-dash-dot curves in Fig. 2); 
although not shown in Fig. Z, the LiF LAB 
distribution from Li and SF 6 may also be fit 
by a symmetric c. m. distribution, obtained 
by reflecting the (3 = 0 to 90 deg. curve shown 
in Fig. Z through (3 = 90 deg. 

The Li + NO Z -+ LiO + NO reaction is 
particularly interesting; this reaction is far 
less exothermic than the Li + X 2 (i. e. , 
halogen molecule) reactions. Thus, the 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of c. m. LiO product 
distribution from the LII + NOZ reaction with 
c. m. alkali halide product distributions from 
Li + Clz, Brz' and ICI (Ref. 3) and K, Rb, 
Cs + CIZ [R. Grice and P. B. Empedocles, 
J. Chern. Phys. 48, 535Z (1968)]; (] = 0 deg. 
corresponds to thedirection of the incoming 
alkali atom. (XBL 6910-5929) 

potential surface for this reaction, relative to 
that for Li and XZ, is expected to exhibit more 
restricted entrance and exit channels with a 
deep chemical well corresponding to a strongly 
bound LiNOZ intermediate. These potential 
features might have been expected to favor a 
long-lived intermediate complex reaction 
mechanism rather than the "ultra-direct" 
mechanism indicated by the angular distribu
tion of Fig. 1. This observation provides 
further evidence that the M + X z reaction 
mechanism is more subtle than simple "spec
tator stripping, " because the Li + NOZ potential 
surface probably includes appreciable inter
action between ON and the ° transferred. 

An intermediate long-lived LiSF6 complex 
would be expected to be an approximate prolate 
top with three similar rotation constants. 
Formation of such an intermediate complex 
would, according to the statistical theory of 
break-'up of such a complex, Z produce a sym
metric c. m. LiF product distribution with 
weak peaking at (] = 0 and 180 deg. in qualitative 
accord with the measured behavior. In this 
context, it is interesting to note that the Li + 
PCl3 reaction produces a symmetric c. m. 
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Fig. Z. Center-of-mass LiX product angular 
distributions for several Li atom reactions. 
Data on K, Rb, and C s + CCl4 were taken from 
K. R. Wilson and D. R. Herschbach, J. Chern. 
Phys. 49, Z676 (1968); Na + CH31 from Ref. 1; 
K + CH31 from G. H. Kwei, Ph. D. thesis, Uni
versity of California, Berkeley, California 
(1967). For Li + CCl4 and CH31 the solid curves 
provide the best fit to the measured LAB dis
tributions' although the dot-dash-dot curves are 
within experimental uncertainty. (XBL6910-5930). 

product distribution peaking at (] = 90 deg; it 
has been sugge sted that this might be under
stood in terms of the formation of intermediate 
oblate top complex. 3 



Figure Z indicates that the Li + CH3I 
reaction produces a broader LiI product dis
tribution than do the corresponding reactions 
of the heavier alkali metals. This same fea
ture was noted previously· in a study of the 
Li + X z reactions. 3 

The broad LiNOZ distribution produced by 
the Li + CH3NOZ reaction may possibly be 
understood as a behavior intermediate between 
that of Li + CH3I and Li + XZ; the total reac
tion cross section QR for the Li + CH3NOZ 
reaction is larger than that for CH3I, but 
smaller than that for Li + XZ. Classical 
trajectory calculations indicate that, for some 
potential energy surfaces, an increase in QR 
is correlated with a shift from backward 
product scattering to an isotropic product 
angular distribution. 

The M + CC14 product angular distributions 
are not yet fully understood; the interesting 
features of these results is the decreasing 
fraction of forward scattering with decreasing 
alkali mass. 

1. This is an approximate transformation 
procedure in which it is assumed that the 
incoming particles all possess their most 
probable source velocities and that all particles 
are scattered with one recoil energy. The 
product distributions are transformed by vary
ing the recoil energy to obtain a consistent c. m. 
distribution. Details of this procedure are 
given in: E. A. Entemann, Ph. D. thesis, 
Harvard University, 1967. 
z. W. B. Miller, S. A. Safron, and D. R. 
Herschbach, Discussions Faraday Soc. 44, 
108 (1967). -
3. D. D. Parrish and R. R. Herm, J. Chern. 
Phys. ~, 5467 (1969); UCRL-19036 (1969). 

ZO. CONSTRUCTION OF A CROSSED 
MOLECULAR BEAM APPARATUS TO STUDY 
SCATTERING OF NONALKALI SPECIES 

Shen-Maw Lin, Charles A. Mims, and Ronald 
R. Herm 

A crossed molecular beam apparatus, con-' 
sisting of three differentially pumped vacuum 
chambers, has been constructed. The first 
two chambers, pumped by 10 in. oil diffusion 
pumps and provided with extensive liquid 
nitrogen baffling, provide for the preparation 
of the two crossed reactant beams with full 
thermal velocity distributions. The first 
chamber acts as the source chamber for a 
beam of noncondensible gas; this beam is 
crossed at 90 deg in the second chamber by 
a beam of condensible gas. The third chamber, 
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housing a commercially purchased quadrupole 
mass spectrometer employing an electron bom
bardment analyzer, is pumped by a combination 
ion pump and titanium sublimator unit. This 
entire chamber may be rotated through a full 
360 deg with respect to the first two chambers, 
thereby making possible the measurement of 
angular distributions of scattered species. 

As a test of the apparatus prior to embarking 
upon a study of F atom scattering, we recently 
attempted to measure the angular distribution 
of BF3 scattered from IZ' but failed to observe 
scattering beyond ±5 deg of the main BF3 beam. 
In an effort to improve the apparatus pertor
mance, the detector vacuum chamber will 
shortly be equipped with a second pump directly 
behind the ionizer region in order to remove 
all those scattered molecules that traverse the 
ionizer on their initial pass without being ionized. 
At the same time, as a further effort to improve 
the apparatus signal-to-noise ratio by increasing 
the detector sensitivity, we are equipping the 
quadrupole mass spectrometer with a negative 
surface ionizer in place of the electron bombard
ment ionizer. Our immediate plans are to study 
the relative efficiencies and kinetics of negative 
surface ionization of fluorine -containing com
pounds at several low work function surfaces 
(notably thoriated tungsten) in order to asses s 
any advantage of the use of this negative surface 
ionization technique in the study of nonreactive 
and pos sibly reactive scattering of fluorine atoms 
and fluorine-containing molecules from crossed 
beams of other gases. 

Z1. THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE 
CROSS SECTION FOR SENSITIZED 
FLUORESCENCE: Hg* + Tl 

Lambert C-H. Loh, David D. Parrish, 
Charlotte M. Sholeen, and Ronald R. Herm 

This experiment is designed to determine 
the energy dependence of the collision cross 
section for transfer of electronic excitation 
from an Hg* atom to a Tl atom. (This process 
is referred to as sensitized fluorescence.) A 
slotted-disk velocity selector is used to prepare 
a Tl atom beam with the required velocities; 
the Tl is detected by surface ionization at a 
hot tungsten surface. This beam is cros sed by 
a metastable Hg* beam (a mixture of the 3PO 
and 3PZ metastable levels) which is produced 
by electron bombardment of a Hg beam; the 
metastable Hg* atoms are subsequently detected 
by Auger ejection of electrons from a con
tinuously deposited potassium surface. An 
interference filter -photomultiplier combination, 
placed below the collision zone defined by the 
two beams, monitors the Tl fluorescence 



produced by collisions; presently the Tl 
5350 A line is being monitored. 

Fluorescence from TL atoms was observed 
in preliminary experiments carried out by 
crossing thermal beams of Hg* and Tl atoms; 
these preliminary experiments indicated that 
the signal levels to be expected upon velocity 
selection of the Tl beam would be very small, 
requiring the use of counting techniques, and 
would als 0 be Ie s s than 1 % of the backgr ound 
noise level. To circumvent this second prob
lem, we have resorted to a modulation tech
nique of pulsing the Hg* beam by imposing a 
square wave on the acceleration voltage in the 
electron bombardment gun. The output pulses 
from the photomultipliers are amplified and 
fed into a dual-channel gated scaler; the scaler 
is gated such that channel A counts background 
plus Tl* photon pulses, whereas channel B 
counts only background pulses for an identical 
time intervaJ. In this manner we have recently 
observed Tl fluorescence counts-although 
troublesome, but easily corrected, experi
mental problems have thus far prevented the 
determination of the energy dependence of the 
collision cross section. 

Following the Hg':' + Tl experiment, we 
hope to perform similar experiments on the 
Hg* + Na and Hg* + Li sensitized fluores
cence processes. These studies will be fol
lowed by a determination of the energy depen
dence of a chemical reaction of the form 
Hg* + MX (alkali halide) - HgX + M*. It 
will be particularly interesting to determine 
whether the very strong long-range dipole
induced dipole forces between reactants influ
ence the energy dependence of this reaction. 

zz. A STUDY OF PHOTOINDUCED 
ELECTRONIC CHEMILUMINESCENCE: 
THE Hg* + ClZ REAC TION* 

R. Peter Frosch, t Lara A. Gundel, and 
Ronald R. He rm 

During 1969, the previous apparatus (see 
the discussion of this project in the 1968 
IMRD annual report) was modified to permit 
the preparation of a Hg*-ClZ gas mixture 
without the necessary of using an inert carrier 
gas such as He. These modifications have 
been zOIfpleted and we have recently observed 
the B ~ - XZ~ + transition of HgCl upon ir
radiation of a Hg-Clz gas mixture by the 
Z537 A Hg resonance line. This visible radi
ation is thought to be chemiluminescence 
produced by the reaction 
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( 1) 

However, this assignment must be regarded as 
tentative until it is more firmly established by 
studies of the dependence of the HgCl* fluores
cence intensity on the prE,;ssure of Hg and ClZ 
and the intensity of Z537 A excitation radiation. 
At ClZ pressures in the range of 0.05 to 0.1 
torr and a Hg pressure of about 0.005 torr, it 
appears, from analysis of the spectroscopic 
plates obtained, that the first 17 vibrational 
levels of the BZ~+ state of the HgCl are popu
lated. Tentatively, we interpret this to mean 
that reaction (1) channels most of the reaction 
exothermicity into vibrational excitation in the 
new bond formed in a substantial fraction of the 
reactive collisions. A more quantitative eval
uation of the reaction energy partitioning will 
be obtained from an analysis of the low
pressure limit of the spectral band intensities. 

During 1970, we hope to complete the 
Hg* + ClZ study described here and to examine 
other similar reactions, notably Hg'~ + BrZ. 
In an auxiliary experiment, the cross section 
for quenching of Hg* + ClZ will be obtained by 
monitoring the absorbance of Hg~' (for fixed 
excitation intensity) as a function of ClZ 
pressure. 

,~ 

This work is supported by LRL only to the 
extent of financial support for one of the invest
igators (LAG). 

t Not affiliated with LRL; Assistant Professor, 
Department of Chemistry University of 
California, Berkeley. 

Z3. PHOTODISSOCIATION OF THE ALKALI 
HALIDES AND THE QUENCHING OF EXCITED 
ALKALI ATOMS 

Boyd L. Earl, Charles A. Mims, Shen-Maw 
Lin, and Ronald R. He rm 

During 1968 a program was initiated to 
extend previous studies 1 of the photodisso
ciation of alkali halide molecule s, MX + hVe 
->- M* + X. Since the shapes of the potential 
energy curves for the ground electronic states 
of the alkali halide are well known, measure
ments of the M* fluorescence intensities as a 
function of excitation frequency, ve ' will 
determine the dependences on internuclear 



separation of the potential energy for the ex
cited state leading to dissociation. Once this 
is known, the velocity distributions of the M* 
produced may be calculated as functions of ve' 
Subs equent measurements of the M* fluore s - . 
cent intensities as functions of foreign gas 
pressures will then be used to determine the 
velocity dependences of the M* quenching cross 
sections. 

A UV monochromator and light source, a 
high temperature cell to vaporize the alkali 
halides, and an interference filter-,photomulti
plier combination to monitor the M fluores
cence were assembled during 1968. Experi
ments began early in 1969. However, these 
early experiments employed a high pressure 
Xe arc as a s ourc e of the photo dis sociating 
radiation; the very high visible output of this 
lamp interfered with the accurate determina
tion of the fluorescence yield as a function of 
ve' Accordingly, it proved necessary to 
abandon the Xe arc and to construct a high in
tensity hydrogen arc to furnish the UV contin
uum required for photodissociation. 

This source has only recently been operated 
successfully and time has not permitted the 
determination of any quenching cross sections. 
However, Fig. 1 shows the florescence effi
ciency curve for NaI that was recently obtained 
by using this source. This curve is very 
similar in shape to the curve reported by 
Hanson1 for the 2125 to 2550 A. region. How
ever, the curve reported by Hanson, while 
similar in shape to that shown- in Fig. 1, must 
be slid to lower wavelengths by about 25 A. in 
order to superimpose the two curves; we are 
unable to explain the discrepancy, but believe 
the data shown in Fig. 1 to be correct. The 
second peak below 1900 A. implied by the data 
is interesting and apparently previously un
reported, since a previous determination of 
the absorption cross section of NaI vapor2 
was discontinued at 2000 A. and gave no indi
cation that some new process might lead to 
another increase in absorption at lower wave
lengths. These primary (:::; 2000 to :::; 2500 A.) 
and secondary Po. < 1900 to :::; 2100 A.) regions 
for production of fluorescence are almost 
certainly due to the two processes: 

2000 A. 
NaI 2500 AP 

,~ 2 2 
Na ( P) + I ( P 3/ 2 ) , 

and 

}.. < 1900 A. ~'2 * 2 
NaI 2100 A • Na ( P) + I ( P 1/2)' 

because the differences in threshold wave
lengths (:::; 2150 A. vs. :::; 2500 A.) correspond 
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WAVELENGTH, ). (A) 

Fig. 1. The D line fluorescence efficiency 
(ratio of D line fluorescence intensity to inci
dent irradiation intensity) as a function of 
irradiation wavelength for NaI vapor at 875 0 K. 
The errors bars give an indication of the range 
of precision of a given measurement. The 
excitation radiation bandwidth was about 
45 A.(FWHM). (XBL 702-275) 

-1 
to an energy difference of :::; 7300 cm ,very 
close to the 7603 cm- 1 difference between the 
2p 1/2 and 2P3/ 2 of the I atom. 

1. See, for example, the following: H. G. 
Hanson, J. Chern. Phys. 23, 1391 (1955) and 
J. Gatzke, Z. Physik. Chern. 223, 321 (1963). 
2. P. Davidovits and D. C. Brodhead, J. 
Chern. Phys. 46, 2968 (1967). 

24. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Ronald R. Herm 

Work on the crossed-beam apparatus to 
study nonalkali scattering, the energy depen
dence of the sensitized fluorescence cross 
sections, and the mercurous chloride fluores
cence will be continued. The work on the 
photodissociation of alkali halides will be ex
tended to include the use of excitation fre
quencies in the vacuum UV; this will make 
possible the study of the energy dependence of 
the cross sections for the quenching of the 
second and possibly higher excited states of 
the alkali metals. 

The crossed molecular beam study of Li 
atom reactions begun three years ago is now 



complete. During 1970 a new experimental 
investigation will be initiated, designed to 
determine more detailed features of these re
actions. A slotted disk velocity selector will 
be positioned between the collision zone and 
the existing inhomogeneous deflecting electro
magnet; this should make possible direct mea
surements of the distributions in lithium halide 
product recoil energies. 

Using the technique of accelerating a heavy 
molecule by mixing it in small concentrations 
with a light inert carrier gas in the source of 
a nozzle beam, we hope to initiate studies, in 
conjunction with Gabor Somorjai of IMRD, of 
the elastic, inelastic, and reactive scattering 
of monoenergetic high energy beams of heavy 
molecules from clean crystals. 

25. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 
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Ronald R. Herm and Associates 

1. D. D. Parish and R. R. Herro, Molecular 
Beam Kinetics: Magnetic Deflection Analysis 
of Li Atom Reactions, in Sixth International 
Conference on the Physics of Electromc and 
Atomlc ColhslOns - Abstracts of Papers (MIT 
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1969), 
p. 583. 
2. J. H. Birely, E. A. Entemann, R. R. Herro, 
and K. R. Wilson, Molecular-Beam Kinetics: 
Reactions of Na with CH3I, Br2' and IC1, J. 
Chem. Phys. 51, 5461( 1969). 
3. D. D. Parrish and R. R. Herm, Molecular
Beam Kinetic s. I. Magnetic Deflection Anal
ysis of Reactions of Li with C12 , IC1, Br2, 
SnC14' and PC13 , J. Chem. Phys. 51, 5467 
(1969). -

26. PHOSPHORESCENCE-MICROWAVE 
DOUBLE RESONANCE (PMDR) 
SPECTROSCOPY 

Charles B. Harris 

We have developed a method of optical 
detection of electron spin resonance in zero 
field of molecules in their triplet state with a 
sensitivity of about 10 8 spins/cc. 

In these experiments we monitor the phos
phorescence emission of the sample by means 
of a 3/4-meter spectrometer equipped with a 
photomultiplier output. The microwave field 
is applied to a helical slow-wave structure 
which contaihs the sample. The entire assem
bly is cooled to 1.6°K in a liquid heliuro dewar. 
The effect of inducing microwave transitions 
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Fig. 1. The microwave spectrum of the Tz-Ty 
(right) and Tz-r'y (left) zero-field transitions 
of 2,3 -dichloroquinoxaline in durene, as moni
tored by detecting the changes of the 0,0 band 
intensity of the 3B2'~'~ -+ 1A1 phosphorescence 
at 1.95°K as the microwave frequency changes. 

(XBL 703 -487) 

between the triplet sublevels is detected by a 
change in the phosphorescence emission as 
shown in Fig. 1. The observed structure has 
been analyzed in terms of the hyperfine and 
quadrupole interactions in the excited triplet 
state. 

In Fig. 2 the effect of saturating a microwave 
transition while sweeping the optical spectrum 
is shown. This method is useful in identifying 
the coupling between energy levels and the route 
of ene rgy transfer. 

As an extension of this method we have also 
performed triple resonance ENDOR experi
ments in which we saturate a microwave transi
tion and simultaneously sweep an rf field. The 
change in phosphorescence emission is again 
used to indicate resonance. 
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Fig. 2. The effect of saturating the Tz"""y 
zero-field microwave transition on the phos
phorescence spectrum of 2, 3 -dichloroquinox
aline in durene at 1.95 OK in a PMDR experi
ment. From experiments of this type, the 
mechanism of the phosphorescence emission 
of the individual bands in the spectrum can be 
elucidated. At temperatures for which the 
electron spin-lattice relaxation is slower than 
phosphorescence, the sign of the intensity 
change of the vibronic bands originating from 
a certain zero-field level should yield informa
tion concerning the most probable route for 
the 'S1--'V'+ T 1 nonradiative processes. 

(XBL 703 -488) 

27. THE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION IN THE 
n, rr* TRIPLET STATE OF PYRAZINE 

M. J. Buckley and C. B. Harris 

The n, rr * triplet state of molecules is parti
cularly interesting because there is a major 
redistribution of the electron density upon ex
citation. In order to gain a measure of electron 
distribution in the excited state we have under
taken a PMDR study of the n, rr* triplet state 
of pyrazine. 

The technique employed is basically the same 
same as that discussed in the previous report, 
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with the addition that the microwave field was 
amplitude -modulated and the photomultiplier 
output fed into a lock -in amplifier. 

We have observed the three zero-field tran
sitions in. pyrazine and are currently analyzing 
the observed structure. The use of high power 
microwave fields is being used to enhance the 
"forbidden" satellites and improve our signal-' 
to -noise ratio. 

28. NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE AND 
ELECTRON -NUCLEAR HYPERFINE 
INTERACTIONS IN rr, rr* TRIPLET STATES 

Michael J. Buckley, Michael D. Fayer, W. A. 
Hughes, D. A. Yuen, and Charles B. Harris 

We have observed nitrogen quadrupole and 
hyperfine interactions in the triplet state s of 
2, 3 -dichloroquinoxaline, 8 -chloroquinoline, 
and quinoline. In addition we have observed 
chlorine quadrupole and hyperfine interactions 
in 8-chloroquinoline and paradichlorobenzene. 

A general theoretical analysis of the nitrogen 
quadrupole interaction has shown that with one 
major hyperfine interaction only the value of 
v- = 3/4 e 2qQ( 1-77/3) can be determined. In 
the case of chlorine the value measured is in 
general also a function of the quadrupole coupl
ing constant and the asymetry parameter, 77. 

Preliminary experiments have also been 
performed on bromine -containing compounds; 
however, the results are inconclusive at 
present. 

In general the quadrupole. coupling constants 
obtained in the excited triplet state are approx
imately the same as those reported for the 
ground state. An exception to this is paradi
chlorobenzene, where the chlorine coupling 
constant appears to be about 100/'0 lower in the 
excited state than in the ground state. 

29. ELECTRON SPIN-SPIN INTERACTION 
IN TRANSITION METAL COMPOUNDS 

Charles B. Harris 

Our current project is the synthesis, 
characterization, x-ray crystallographic struc
ture, and electron spin resonance study of the 
octahedral cobalt (and other transiti'on metals) 
complex of two organic ring nitroxide radicals. 
The oxygen (or possibly the ring nitrogen) will 
serve as one of the axial ligands, and two amino 
groups will serve as two of the four equatorial 



ligands. The metal should display C2h point
group symmetry. The steric hindrance of 
adjacent methyl groups should ensure great 
stability for the radical. At pre sent the syn
thesis of the radical (a ten-step scheme, 
overall) is underway. 

30. ELECTRON DE LOCALIZATION IN 
TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES 

Rodney M. Panos and Charles B. Harris 

In order to investigate the mechanism of 
electron delocalization in transition metrl 
complexes we have made a study of the 3C 
line widths and chemical shifts of Cu(CH3C02)4 
. 2 H20 as a function of concentration and 
temperature. 

This data are now being analyzed with a 
least squares computer program to obtain the 
best values for the experimental T2' 

By use of the exchange theory of Swift and 
Connick we will be able to obtain the contact 
shift of the BC and therefore a direct mea
sure of the spin density at the nucleous. With 
this information we will have a measure of the 
degree of electron spin superexchange inter
action in Cu(CH3C02)4' 2 H20. 

31. THE PURE NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE 
RESONANCE SPECTRUM OF COBALT-59 
IN ADDUCTS OF COBALT TETRACARBONYL, 
MX 3(Co(CO)4 t 

P. A. Edwards and Charles B. Harris 

59 The Co pure nuclear quadrupole reso-
nance spectra of a series of trigonally co
ordinated cobalt complexes, MX 3Co(CO)4' 
where M=Si, Ge, Sn, Pd and X=Cl, Br, I 
and C6H5 have been observed. The 35, 37Cl 
quadrupole resonance in SiC13Co(CO)4 has 
also been observed. The variation in the field 
gradients obtained from the quadrupole coupl
ing constants in these molecules has been 
interpreted in terms of a and IT bonding of 
MX3 to the cobalt. In certain cases explicit 
a or IT effects have been separated. In addition 
strong evidence for the existence of Si-Cl 
dlT-plT bonding was found. 

tAbstracted from UCRL-18515. 
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32. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Charles B. Harris 

Our major emphasis in 1971 will involve 
further investigations of the excited triplet state 
of molecules. The present work will be ex
panded to include both inorganic compounds and 
molecules of biological interest. 

Studies involving guest-host interactions are 
planned, including the possibility of doing dis
tant ENDOR. 

Dynamical effects, such as intersystem 
crossing rates and exciton transfer will also be 
investigated . 

Several techniques for further improving 
the sensitivity of our system will be tried. 
These include both the possibility of optical 
pumping and the detection of the microwave 
modulation of the phosphorescence emission. 

A major effort will be the production of a 
triplet state laser capable of producing coherent 
radiation over a large segment of the UV. 

Other areas being considered are optical 
detection of quadrupole interactions in excited 
singlet states and extension of our method of 
detection of the magnetic resonance interac
tions to higher energy triplet states. 

33. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Charles B. Harris and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. T. L. Brown, P. A. Edwards, C. B. 
Harris, and J. L. Kirsch, The Pure Nuclear 
Quadrupole Resoance Spectrum of Cobalt-59 
in Adducts of Cobalt Tetracarbonyl, 
MX 3Co(CO)4' Inorg. Chern. 8, 763 (1969). 
2. M. D. Fayer and C. B. Harris, Transition 
Metal Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance. IV. 
Manganese -55 -Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance 
in (NC4H) Mn(CO)3 and IT-Pyrolenyl Metal 
Bonds, Inorg. Chern. 8, 2792 (1969). 
3. D. S. Tinti, M. A.-El-Sayed, A. H. Maki, 
and C. B. Harris, Phosphorescence-Micro
wave Double-Resonance (PMDR) Spectroscopy, 
Chern. Phys. Letters~, 343 (1969). 



4. C. B. Harris, D. S. Tinti, M. A. El-Sayed 
and A. H. MaId, Optical Detection of Phos
phorescent Triplet State Endor in Zero Field, 
Chern. Phys. Letters~.' 409 (1969). 

UCRL report 

1. M. J. Buckley, C. B. Harris, and A. H. 
Maki, The Interpretation of Optically Defected 
ENDOR in Zero Field and Their Relationship 
to 14N Nuclear Quadrupole Interactions in 
3( 'IT'!T*) States of Quinoline and Quinoxaline, 
UCRL-19145, Dec. 1969. 
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F. NUCLEAR SCIENCE 

1. MOLECULAR-BEAM STUDIES 

a. Molecular -BealTI Source s Fabr icated FrolTI 
Multichannel Arrays: II. Effect of Source 
Size and AlignlTIent* 

Donald R. Olander 

The effect of the gross dialTIeter of a lTIolec
ular-bealTI source and its alignlTIent in the sys
telTI upon source efficiency have been investi
gated analytically. If the dialTIeter of the 
source approaches that of the collilTIating ori
fice used to forlTI the lTIolecular bealTI, the 
efficiency lTIay be reduced by 50% or lTIore. 
Reasonable displace lTIent and tilt lTIisalignlTIent 
'can be tolerated before source efficiency is 
substantially reduced. The effects of size and 
lTIisalignlTIent are lTIore critical for lTIultichan
nel source s with highly peaked angular distri
butions than for cosine sources. 

* Abstract of paper published in J. Appl. Phys. 

b. Molecular -BealTI Sources Fabricated FrolTI 
Multichannel Arrays: III. The Exit Density 
ProblelTI* 

Donald R. Ola,nder and Valerie R. Kruger 

Although the theory of GiordlTIaine and Wang 
adequately predicts the centerline intensity of 
a lTIolecular bealTI frolTI a channel source, it is 
less successful in describing the angular dis
tribution. This deficiency has been ascribed 
to a nonzero nUlTIber density at the tube exit. 
The end conditions chosen by previous workers 
lead to angular distributions that fail to satisfy 
total flow and average cosine restrictions. A 
lTIethod of choosing the paralTIeters of the 
linear density profile that satisfies these in
tegral constraints is described. The cOlTIputed 
angular distributions according to the theories 
utilizing different end conditions differ very 
little £rOlTI each other, but represent a clear 
ilTIprovelTIent over GiordlTIaine and Wang's 
angular distribution. 

* Abstract of paper to be published i~ J. Appl. 
Phys. 

c. Molecular-BealTI Sources Fabricated FrolTI 
Multichannel Arrays: IV. Speed Distribution 
in the Centerline BealTI* 

Donald R. Olander, Richard H. Jones, and 
Wigbert J. Siekhaus 

The collision lTIodel utilized by GiordlTIaine 
and Wang to describe the centerline bealTI in
tensity frolTI long tubes has been extended to 
acc ount for lTIolecular speed effects. The lTIodi
ficadon was accolTIplished by utilizing the 
velocity-dependent lTIeari free path instead of 
the Maxwellian averaged value. The analysis 
shows that the centerline bealTI intensity (or 
peaking factor) is practically unaffected by 
explicitly accounting for the distribution of 
lTIolecular speeds. The speed distribution on 
the axis of the bealTI, however, is depleted of 
slow speed lTIolecules. The perturbation of the 
Maxwellian spectrulTI begins at a Knudsen nUlTI
ber based on tube length of ::::: 10. For Knudsen 
nUlTIbers less thah::::: 0.1, the spectrulTI is no 
longer dependent of the Knudsen nUlTIber. The 
average translational energy of the centerline 
bealTI in the low Knudsen nUlTIber lilTIit is 5-1/2% 
greater than that of a Maxwellian bealTI. 

* Abstract of paper to be published in J. Appl. 
Phys. 

d. The Oxygen-Graphite Reaction 

Richard H. Jones, Wigbert J. Siekhaus, and 
Donald R. Olander 

A lTIodulated oxygen lTIolecular bealTI was 
directed onto a heated pyrolytic graphite target. 
The edge planes of the graphite structure were 
exposed to the bealTI. Modulated carbon lTIon
oxide was lTIass spectrolTIetrically identified as 
the principal reaction product. The reaction 
probability for CO production is approxilTIately 
0.1 at 2600 o K. The lower lilTIit of sensitivity 
of the systelTI is .approxilTIately 10 -5. 
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2. LIQUID METAL RESEARCH 

a. The Viscosity of Uranium and Two 
Uranium-Chromium Alloys* 

James S. Finucane and Donald R. Olander 

The viscosities of uranium metal and the 
2.2 and 4.1 wt % uranium-chromium alloys 
were measured in an oscillating crucible 
viscometer. Figure 1 shows the pendulum 
and the completely sealed refractory metal 
outer crucible containing the sample. 

The viscosity of pure uranium was measured 
from the melting point of 1132 to 1532·C. 
Separate experiments were performed in tanta
lum and beryllia crucibles to ensure that 
crucible -metal reactions had not affected the 
results. The results are shown in the Arrhenius 
plot of Fig. 2. The 6.5 kcal/mole activation 
energy is close to that predicted by Grosse's 
method, but the viscosity at the melting point 
(10.0 cP, higher than any other pure metal) is 
considerably larger than that estimated from 
the Andrade equation. Our results also showed 
a considerably higher viscosity than the pre
vious measurements at Mound Laboratories. 

* Abstract of paper published in High Temp. 
Science. 

Fig. 1. Torsional pendulum and crucible for 
high temperature viscometer. 
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Fig. 2. Viscosity of liquid uranium. 
(XBL 694-429) 

b. Lanthanum Diffusion in Molten Uranium 

E. LeBorgne and Donald R. Olander 

The diffusion coefficient of lanthanum in 
molten uranium at 1200·C was measured by 
allowing the two partially miscible liquids to 
interdiffuse in a sealed capillary tube. The 
lanthanum was irradiated in a nuclear reactor 
prior to insertion into the tantalum capillary 
containing the unirradiated uranium ro d. 
Penetration of lanthanum into the uranium was 
determined by measurini the intensity of the 
1.60 MeV photopeak of 1 0La as a function of 
position along the rod. Figure 3 shows the 
diffusion couple after a 24 hr experiment at 
1200·C. Microscopic examination of the 
lanthanum -uranium interface showed it to be 
free of oxide impurities, so the diffusional 
driving force was very probably equal to the 
value expec ted from the solubility of lanthanum 
in uranium. The diffusion coefficient, how
ever, was"" 4X 10 7 cm2/sec, which is two 
orders of magnitude lower than expected from 
correlations based on low-melting metals. 

Part of this discrepancy was undoubtedly 
due to the large voids in the uranium phase, 
evident in Fig. 1. These voids are apparently 
bubbles formed by agglo meration of gases 
dis solved in the uranium that are released 
upon melting. They could not be removed 
even with prolonged exposure to high vacuum 
(10- 8 torr) in the molten state. 



Fig. 3. Lanthanum-uranium diffusion couple 
after 24 hr contact at 1200°C (lanthanum on 
top) (XBB 698-5317) 

3. ROTATING DISK STUDIES 

a. Accelerated Vaporization by Condensation 
in the Boundary Laye r 

Ronald P. Omberg and Donald R, Olander 

Analysis of the effect of homogeneous 
nucleation and condensation of a substance 
vaporizing into a cold gas has shown that con
siderable enhancement of the vaporization rate 
should occur, Since this theoretical analysis 
depends on the validity of the nucleation model 
employed (which is still subject to considerable 
dispute in the current literuature). experi
mental verification was deemed necessary. 
The rotating disk apparatus shown in Fig. 1 
was utilized for this purpose, A disk of high 
purity chromium was spun at speeds up to 
15 , 000 rpm to generate a boundary layer of 
known properties. The disk was heated by 
induction to temperatures between 1600 and 
1750 o K, Under these conditions, chromium 
vaporized at easily measurable rates, up to 
50 mg / cm2 -hr . The hot disk was contacted 
with inert gas at 300 or 600 0 K to create a 
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suitable environment for condensation in the 
gas boundary layer on the disk. 

Optical Flat 

---- Gas Inlet 
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Fig. 1. Induction-heated rotating d,isk ,appara
tus with gas cooler for metal vaporlzatlon 
studies. (XBL 702 -423) 

suitable environment for condensation in the 
gas boundary layer on the disk. 

The results are shown in Fig. 2, which 
also contail}s the theoretical curves (labeled 
D = D/ g 2 / 3 and D = D), At high disk 
tJrnperatures the e~perirnental rates are ~n 
order of magnitude higher than the theoretlcal 
estimates, and are of the same order as the 
rates expected for bulk equilibrium conden
sation (which implie s no kinetic re striction to 
nucleation of drops). This suggests that the 
nucleation kinetic model employed in the 
theoretical analysis (we used the classical 
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Fig. 2. Vaporization rates of chromium into 
helium gas for disk temperatures between 
1600 and 1750 oK. Disk speed = 12,000 rpm; 
circles, gas temperature = 300 o K; triangles, 
gas temperature = 600 o K. (XBL 702 - 425) 

Becker -Doring Zeldovich model) predicts too 
low a nucleation rate for a given supersatura
tion . Although there is undoubtedly some 
error in the experimental points due to the 
extreme sensitivity of the vaporization rate to 
disk temperature (which is very difficult to 
measure accurately on a moving specimen at 
these temperatures), the discrepancy between 
theory and experiment is real. At low tem
peratures the measured rates approach the 
no - condensation limit, which is expected since 
the system is becoming more isothermal. 
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b. Diffusion-Controlled Oxidation of 
Molybdenum 

John L. Schofill and Donald R. Olander 

Because of the volatility of the principal 
reaction product, Mo03 , the oxidation of 
molybdenum may be controlled either by the 
kinetics of the surface chemical reaction or by 
the rate of supply of reactant oxygen from the 
bulk gas. Since the rotating disk provides an 
accurate tool for controlling the latter step, 
the reaction was studied with the apparatus 
similar to that shown in Fig. 1 in the preceding 
paper. Oxidation rate measurements were 
made at disk temperatures from 1100 to 2000 o K, 
disk speeds up to 15,000 rpm, oxygen partial 
pressures from 0.2 to 5.0 % in both helium and 
argon diluent gases. The total pressure was 
1 atm. 

The importance of accurately accounting for 
gas phase diffusional effects even when the 
overall rate is predominantly surface reaction 
controlled is shown in Fig. 3. The solid cir
cles show the raw rate data for this particular 
series of experiments. The rate increases 
approximately exponentially with 1I T at low 
temperatures but reaches a plateau that repre
sents complete control of the reaction by dif
fusion of oxygen through the boundary layer on 
the disk. The diffusion-limited rate indicated 
by the this plateau is within 15% of the rate 
predicted from rotating disk convection
diffusion theory. 

In previous studies of the oxygen-molybdenum 
system, the process was assumed to be reaction
controlled as long as the Arrhenius plot was 
linear. The solid circles of Fig. 3 do in fact 
exhibit a linear portion, but the "activation 
energy" from the raw data is only 27 kcal/ mole. 
The open circles in Fig. 3 represent data cor
rected for residual gas phase diffusion effects. 
All of these points fall on a good straight line 
with an activation energy of 40 kcal/mole. 
The difference between the raw and corrected 
data points is striking evidence of the falsifi
cation of surface kinetic information by dif
fusion limitations. 

Previous works have also reported reaction 
orders that varied with temperature. While 
such behavior is not inconsistent with some 
mechanisms we believe this effect is also due 
to improperly accounting for diffusion limitations 
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deep in the reaction-controlled regime. 
Accurate knowledge of the diffusional step per
mits the surface partial pressure of oxygen to 
be calculated from the bulk concentration (the 
latter has been used in previous studies to 
determine reaction order). When treated in 
this fashion, the data show a simple first-order 
dependence on oxygen partial pressure at all 
temperatures. The data at 1225°K are shown 
in Fig. 4. 

4. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Donald R. Olander 

Data for the determination of the velocity 
distribution in channel - generated molecular 
beams have been accumulated. These data 
will be processed to determine the velocity 
distribution as a function of source driving 
pressure. 

The work on the oxygen-graphite reaction 
by modulated molecular beam mass spectrom
etry will be pursued in detail, with emphasis 
on identification of reaction products over a 
wide range of target and beam tempe rature s 
and beam pressures. Phase and amplitude 
information will be used to elucidate surface 
residence times and reaction mechanism. 

The high temperature viscosity project, was 
to have begun measurement of the viscosity of 
molten uranium dioxide during the fall of the 
last calendar year, was stopped because the 
student engaged in the pro gam was drafted . 
This project will be reactivated if personnel 
are available. 

The lanthanum diffusion in liquid uranium 
work will be re-examined starting this Spring. 
The prime objective will be obtain reliable 
diffusion coefficients by devising a method for 
removing entrapped gas bubbles from the 
liquid uranium. 

The past year in the laser pulsing of solids 
project was devoted to development and con
struction of the vacuum equipment. Work on 
this project will continue. 

The equipment for the study of the radio lysis 
of oxygen gas by 1 MeV protons has been con
structed. Testing and calibration of the 
molecular beam-mass spectrometric analytical 
component will begin early this year. 



The rotating disk project was to have 
examined the chemical vapor deposition of 
tungsten from the hexafluoride. However, 
because the student who was to have initiated 
this work is certain to be drafted this year, 
the project has been postponed indefinitely. 

A theoretical study of the interaction of 
hydrogen and metals is under way and will 
continue. 

5. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Donald R. Olander and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. D. R. Olander, Analysis of Gas -Solid 
Kinetic Models Using Lock-in Detection of 
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and Chemistry of Solid Surface, ed. by 
G. Somorjai (John Wiley & Sons, New York 
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2. R. H. Jones, D. R. Olander, and V. 
Kruger, Molecular Beam Sources Fabricated 
from Multichannel Arrays. Part 1. Angular 
Distributions and Peaking Factor s, J. Appl. 
Phys. 40, 4641 (1969). 
3. D. R. Olander, Molecular Beam Sources 
Fabricated from Multichannel Arrays, Part 
II. Effect of Source Size and Alignment, J. 
Appl. Phys. 40, 4650 (1969). 
4. R. H. Jones and D. R. Olander, Charac
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May 1969. 
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A. CRYSTAL IMPERFECT IONS 

1. SOME OBSERVATION ON 
MICROYIELDING IN COPPER CRYSTALS 

Gopinathan Vellaikal 

Dislocation arrangements developed in 
large-grained polycrystalline copper after 
small deformation in compression or bending 
we re studied by the etch pit techniqu e . The 
experiments led to the following conclusions: 

(1) The only role of grain boundaries in the 
preyield deformation of copper seems to be as 
barriers to moving dislocations. Unlike in 
many bcc materials, grain boundaries do not 
act as sources of dislocations. This differ
ence is probably due to the high mobility of 
some grown-in dislocation segments in pure 
fc c metals that act as F rank- Read sou r c e s at 
low stresses. 

(2) Multiple slip always occurs in the pre 
yield region and significantly affects the mo
tion of primary dislocations both during load
ing and unloading by forming attractive junc
tions. Interactions are most frequent during 
unloading because of the simultaneous back 
movement of dislocations on intersecting slip 
planes. 

(3) Dislocation loops that have spread out to 
the grain boundaries on initial loading contract 
to some extent on unloading and contract fur
ther on application of a reverse stress. How
ever, even for reverse stresses greater than 
the original forward stress they do not gener
ally collapse completely back to the source, 
and no loops of opposite sign are sent out from 
the source (see Fig. 1). 

(4) Propagation of slip across grain bound
aries does not usually take place in copper in 
the microstrain region except in those special 
cases where dislocations from one grain can 
actually pass through into the next grain. 

2 . A FIELD ION MICROSCOPE 
INVESTIGATION OF 10 MeV 
PROTON DAMAGE IN IRIDIUM 

P. Petroff and Jack Washburn 

The contrast effects observed in field ion 
micrographs of proton-irradiated iridium have 
been associated with interstitial atoms that pop 
up to the surface upon an increase of the elec
trostatic field or a rise in specimen temper
ature. It is still uncertain whether or not the 
frequently observed pairs of bright spots can 
always be interpreted as the emergence of a 
di- inte rstitial. It is po s sible that surface con
figurations of atoms may exist that would 
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Fig. 1. A sequence showing the behavior of 
dislocation pileups on stress reversal (a). 
Etched in the unloaded condition after a stress 
of about 20 g/mm2. (b) Double etched after 
application of a stress of 20 g/mm2 in the re 
verse direction. (c) Etched after removing 
20f.L of material from the surface after s t age 
(b). (d) Etched after increasing the reverse 
applied stress to 20 g/mm 2. (e) Etched after 
applying a stress of 40 g/mm 2 in the reverse 
direction. ~f) Etched after applying a stress 
of 40 g/mm in the fo rward direction. 

(XBB 688-4993) 

cause a single interstitial located just below 
the surface layer to produce two bright spot s 
(see Fig . 1). 

A direct observation of the variations in the 
interstitial concen~ration as a function of t h e 
temperature of recovery showed that the mi
gration of interstitials is responsible for stage 
I recovery. Stage II of recovery was also ten
tatively associated with motion of interstitials 
that were probably released from impurity
interstitial complexes to form small intersti
tial clusters (see Fig. 2). 

The low temperature damage was composed 
of single vacancies, interstitials, and small 



"diffuse" vacancy clusters of 30 to 40 vacan
cies. Irradiations at room temperature pro
duce the same point defects as in low temper
ature irradiation. In addition, large voids 
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co rresponding to 400 to 500 vacancies and dis
location loops were observed in the room tem
perature irradiated specimen (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 1. Field evaporation sequence in iridium after irradiation at 5°K and a sub
sequent annealing at 300 0 K. Dotted spots indicate contrast effects from intersti
tials popping up on top of planes that did not field evaporate. Interstitial shown in 
frame A of Fig. 2 field-evaporates preferentially during the following pulse. 
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Fig. 2. Relative variations of the concentra
tion of bulk inte rstitials as a function of the 
annealing tempe rature. Co and C are respec
tively the interstitial concentration at 5 and 
T 0 K as revealed by field evaporation. The 
surface changes indicate the frequency (in 
arbitrary units) of interstitial arrivals at the 
surface upon annealing. (XBL 6811- 6129) 
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Fig. 3. Field evaporation sequence of a specimen irradiated at 300 0 K. dv is a diva
cancy; D identifies "diffuse" vacancy clusters. Between (a) and (d) a few central 
planes have been removed. (XBB 6811- 6699) 

3. ON THE THERMALLY ACTIVATED 
MOTION OF DISLOCATIONS 

Bertrand J. Escaig 

The overcoming of an energy barrier by a 
dislocation segment has usually been described 
by means of the gene ral nucleation theo ry. As 
a result the rate of the process is expressed as 
a function only of the maximum energy U of 
the barrier, through the well-known Arrhenius 
law, exp(-U/kT). However, in certain cases 
the rate of overcoming a barrier should not be 
dete rmined by the maximum ene rgy but rathe r 
by the energy required to take the first few 
steps up the hill. This will be true when con
figurations are achieved during the climb up 
the barrier for which the reverse reaction is 
very much more difficult than the forward re 
action. 

4. THE CLIMB OF FRANK LOOPS IN 
FCC METALS OF LOW STACKING 
FAULT ENERGY 

Bertrand J. Escaig 

A new model was developed to explain the 
observed collaps e of tetrahedra and the shrink
age of triangular Frank loops in gold and silver . 
Computations were carried out on a CDC 6600 
computer, which l ed to the following results: 
Shrinkage of a triangular Frank loop should 
start by evaporation of a few vacancies from a 
sharp 60 deg corner, resulting in nucleating on 
the defect a short 120 deg edge. Onc e a crit
ical blunting of the corner is reached, the de
fect goes on shrinking, decreasing its e nergy 
and losing its vacancies little by little. It is 
shown that a similar blunting of the corners of 
a tetrahedron should permit its collapse to a 



faulted triangle. For pure metals of interme
diate stacking fault energy, lik e gold or cop
per, tetrahedra should collapse and loops 
should shrink as soon as s elf-diffusion is pos 
sible. The fact that this is not always ob
served is evidence of impurity pinning at the 
corners. For low-stacking-fault-energy met 
als such as silver, the modification of the 
usual nucleation theory described in the pre
ceding article leads to the prediction that in 
this case too shrinkage at observable rates 
should occur at a temperature of 0.5 Tm. 

5 . SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE 
DISORDERED STATE OF Ni4 W 

Hua- Ching Tong 

Ordered, partially ordered, and disordered 
Ni4 W alloys have been studied by field ion mi 
croscopy (see Fig. 1). The ordered alloy has 
a bct structure, and the disordered alloy has a 
fcc structure. Tungsten atoms are stronger 
field emission centers than the nickel atoms, 
but some of the imaging dots due to nickel at 
oms are still visible. 

Fig. 1. Partially ordered Ni4 W field ion 
microscopy image. (XBB 701-288) 
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Many line defects have been found in the dis
o rde red alloy image s and many incomplete ring 
patterns can be identified on the FIM image. 
Most of these ring patterns mismatch when 
these line defects cross them. Therefore, the 
line defects are suggested as being an early 
step in the fo rming of long- range 0 rde ring anti
phase boundaries. These line defects can be 
identified more clearly as long- range ordering 
antiphase boundaries in partially ordered spec
imens. 

This research suggests that even the dis
ordered alloy still preserves some degree of 
long - range ordering because "antiphase bound
aries" can still be observed in the disordered 
state. 

6 . RESEARCH PLANS FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 1970 

Jack Washburn 

A new more versatile field ion microscope 
is now in the initial testing stages . It will per
mit experimental observations under ultrahigh 
vacuum, in situ ion bombardment of specimens, 
and identification of field - evaporated atoms 
from any part of the tip by means of a movable 
specimen mount and a time-of- flight mass spec 
trometer . Experimental work is continuing on 
the structure and properties of ordered alloys 
and on the interpretation of contrast effects as
sociated with various kinds of point defects. 
The experiments should lead to more positive 
identification of impuritie s, inte rstitial atoms, 
vacancies, and various kinds of complex point 
defects . 

The newly operational 650 kV electron mi
croscope is being used to study oxide precipita
tion in high-purity :iislocation- free silicon. 
The precipitation phenomenon was first dis
covered as black spots in an x- ray topograph 
which appeared afte r cooling at a critical rate 
from 1000° C. E)..ectron microscope observa
tions have shown that precipitates are nucle
ated at a climbing edge dislocation that acts as 
a source of vacancies. 

Experiments are continuing on the kinetics 
of dislocation climb. In particular the shrink
age of tetrahedra and triangular stacking fault 
loop s in low- stacking- fault- ene rgy metals will 



be studied in an attempt to obtain expe rimental 
data that can confirm the model referred to in 
the preceding article number 3. Etch pit mea
surements are also in progress on climb of 
dislocations in copper under the action of a 
very small driving force. Also the role of pipe 
diffusion in the nonconservative motion of dis
locations in magnesium oxide is being studied 
by transmission electron microscopy. 

7. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Jack Washburn and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. P. Petroff and J. Washburn, A Field Ion 
Microscope Investigation of 10 MeV Proton 
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Inst. Metals 9, 746 (1968). 
3. J. Washb~rn and M. J. Yokota, Climb of 
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tice Defects 1, 23 (1969). 
4. Jean Pierre Tartour and Jack Washburn, 
Climb Kinetics of Dislocation Loops in Alumi
num, Phil. Mag. ~ 1257 (1968). 
5. G. Vellaikal, Some Observations on Micro
yielding in Copper Polycrystals, Acta Met. 1.2, 
1145 (1969). 
6. G. Vellaikal and J. Washburn, Pre- Yield 
Plastic Deformation in Copper Polycrystals, 
J. Appl. Phys. 40, 2280 (1969). 
7. J. Washburnand G. Murty, Effect of Ini
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Hardening of Copper, Trans. Japan Inst. 
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1. V. Kannan, Direct Observation of Motion 
of Dislocations in Deformed Silicon by X- ray 
Topography (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-18673, 
January 1969. 
2. V. C. Kannan and J. Washburn, Direct 
Dislocation Velocity Measurement in Silicon by 
X- ray Topography, UCRL-18866, Sept. 1969. 
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B. KINETICS OF DISLOCATION MECHANISMS 

1. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN HIGH 
TEMPERATURE CREEP BEHAVIOR 
AND STRUCTURE 

James E. Bird, Amiya K. Mukherjee, and 
John E. Dorn 

The application of metals and alloys to ever 
higher temperatures has stimulated increased 
interest in their creep resistance. High tem
perature creep is dependent on various diffu
sion-controlled mechanisms, but it is also sen
sitive to substructural and microstructural de
tails. Extensive recent data on this subject 
have been presented as isolated examples in 
individual research papers. Usually such data 
are uncorrelat ed and frequently appear to be 
somewhat contradictory. The current situa
tion emphasizes the urgent need for a careful 
reevaluation of the data, a systematic corre
lation of all pe rtinent expe rimental facts, and 
a synthesis of the current status of the subject. 
In recognition of this fact, the Organizing Com
mittee for the "International Conference on 
Correlations Between Properties and Struc
tures" Haifa, July 1969, requested that the 
keynote address be devoted to high temper
ature creep. A brief abstract of the detailed 

Mechanism A n 

1. Dislocation(a) 6 X 10 6(b) 4.0~5.5(c) 
climb 

2. Climb in dis- A(e) > 5.5(e) 

3. 
pe r~ions( d) Jf) 

ViSCOUS dra 3 3.0 ~ 3.3 

4. Nabarro- 5(~)2 1 
Herring (f) d 

5. Coble (g) 50(~)3 1 
d 

6. SUPjliflastic' 50(~)2 ~2 

d creep 

(a) Climb theo ry not yet completely known. 

analysis that was presented follows. 

In confo rmity to theo retical expectations 
(with exceptions of some hcp metals and SAP) 
the creep data for all metals and alloys could 
be represented by the relationship 

( 1) 

where E is the steady state creep rate, kT the 
Boltzmann constant time s the absolute tempe r
ature, D the diffusivity, G the shear modulus 
of elasticity, b the Burger's vector, and a is 
the applied stress. The diffusivity D is the 
volume self-diffusivity, the volume chemical 
diffusivity, or the grain boundary self-diffu
sivityas dependent on the rate- controlling 
mechanism, and the constants A and n depend 
not only on the type of rate- controlling mech
anism but also on structural and substructural 
details. 

Six diffe rent high tempe rature creep mech
anisms we re identified and co rrelated with ex
perimental data: 

Viscous-drag and dislocation-climb creep 
are mutually exclusive. All remaining 

D Types 

Vol. self Pure metals, some solid 
solution alloys, inter-
metallic cpds, very 
coarse dispersions 

Vol. self Fine dispersions 

Vol. chern Some alloys 

Vol. self Fine grain size metals 
and alloys 

Grain- bound Fine grain size metals 
self and alloys 

Grain- bound Fine grain size alloys 
self and dispersions 

(b) Occasionally somewhat higher values obtained for some bcc metals. 
(c) Increasing values of n with Gb/r for fcc metals. Thea ry not yet known. Values for 
bcc metals are variable from one to another investigator over range 4.0 < M < 6.7. 
Reason unknown. 
(d) No completely satisfactory theory. 
(e) A and n increase with increasing volume and fineness of dispersion. 
(f) Excellent agreement between theory and experiment. 
(g) Good agreement between theory and experiment. 
(h) Only limited data to confirm one of many theories. 
(f, g, h) d = mean grain diameter. 



mechanisms plus either climb or drag can oc
cur simultaneously. Their relative rates, 
given in the preceding table, depend on the 
stress, the diffusivity involved, and therefore 
the temperature, the grain size, and the fine
ness of dispersions. Consequently one or sev
eral predominate over special ranges of con
ditions. A rather good synthesis and correla
tion of the total creep rates over wide ranges 
of conditions are now possible as presented in 
this research report. 

2. TRANSIENT CREEP AT HIGH 
TEMPERATURE 

Kamal Elsayed Amin, Amiya K. Mukherjee, 
and John E. Dorn 

Despite its technical significant almost no 
progress has been made in a satisfactory ra
tionalization of the transient stage of high tem
perature creep. A key to the solution of this 
problem was revealed by the co rrelation that 
those metals and alloys that exhibited initial 
plastic straining upon stressing invariably ex
hibited transient creep over the decreasing 
creep rates of the primary stage, whereas 
other alloys that showed no initial plastic 
strain, entered, almost immediately, the 
steady state creep of the secondary stage. Re
cent electron-microscopical observations have 
shown that the substructure upon initial plastic 
straining at high temperatures is identical with 
that obtained for stage III at atmospheric tem
peratures and consists of entanglements of dis
locations in cells. During the course of tran
sient creep the dislocation density decreases 
slightly and the entanglements disperse as a 
result of dislocation climb. The decrease in 
the transient creep rate is significantly g reate r 
than that which might be ascribed to the de
crease in dislocation density and is therefore 
to be primarily associated with the dispersal of 
entanglements. At the steady state creep rate 
the substructure consists of a constant density 
of dislocations. and a constant well-defined 
subgrain size dependent only on u/G. 

The theo ry for transient c re ep was bas ed on 
unimolecular reaction rate kinetics resulting 
from diffusion-controlled climb of dislocations 
in the approach to the steady state. On this 
basis the relationship 

was obtained, where E is the total strain, EO 

the initial plastic strain, E s the steady state 
creep rate, t the duration of test, k is a con
stant, and E T is the transient strain which is 
also constant and independent of stres sand 
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temperature. 

All available expe rimental data on transient 
creep were analyzed in terms of the proposed 
theory. Complete data, however, were avail
able for only eleven metals and alloys. Ten 
cases agreed very well with theoretical expec
tations and one cas e deviated from the theory 
only at the lower stresses where grain bound
ary sliding, which was not included in the 
theo ry, became prevalent. 

The major virtue of the theory is that it cor
relates transient creep in terms of a universal 
function of stress and temperature- compensated 
time, namely 

the terms of which are defined in section 1 
above. 

3. APPLICATION OF RATE THEORY 
TO DISLOCA nON DYNAMICS 

John E. Dorn and Amuja K. Mukherjee 

Knowledge of how the applied stres sand 
tempe rature affect the plastic strain rates that 
metals and alloys undertake is essential for 
many and varied engineering application. This 
knowledge is best correlated in terms of theo
retical concepts for thermally activated dis
location mechanislns. Despite substantial re
cent progress much controversy yet exists and 
many issues have yet to be resolved. This in
vestigation was prompted by a request of the or
ganizing committee of the symposiu.zn on Dis
location Dynamics of the A.!, M. M. E. to pre
sent the keynote address at the Fall of 1969 
National Metals Congress, on the "Application 
of Rate Theory to Dislocation Dynamics." 
Analyses and correlation with experimental 
data illustrated that it is now possible, at least 
in principle, to estimate the free energy of ac
tivation for motion of dislocations in accord
ance with detailed mechanistic concepts of dis
location theory. Major remaining problems 
concern uncovering new mechanisms, develop
ing more accurate atomistic models for dis
location mechanisms, accounting more accu
rately for long- range back stress effects, and 
erecting more detailed statistical models for 
interactions between dislocations and stress 
fields arising from solute atoms, coherent and 
semicoherent precipitates, centers of radiation 
damage, etc. 



4. ASYMMETRIC PLASTIC BEHAVIOR 
OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF Mo 

Sylvanus Lau and John E. Dorn 

A thorough experimental investigation was 
completed on the effects of crystal orienta
tions (over the entire standard triangle) and 
temperatures (from about 10 to 550 0 K) on the 
tensile yield strength and slip modes in single 
Mo crystals . The yield strengths and slip 
modes are found to be highly asymmetric . It 
was found that the modified P e i e rls theo ry of 
Dorn and Mukherjee was in good agreement 
with the expe rimental data . 

5. ASYMMETRIC BEHAVIOR OF 
SINGLE CRYSTALS OF Mo + 10 at. % Re 

Chih-an Liu and John E. Dorn 

It was thought that since Re additions to Mo 
increased the tendency toward twinning, Mo 
single crystals containing 10 at. % Re might 
exhibit greater asymmetrical plastic behavior 
than pu re Mo at low tempe rature s. Expe r
imental results revealed that although the 
P e ierls stress remains about the same as that 
for pure Mo, the plastic behavior becomes es
sentially symmetrical upon addition of 10 at. 0/0 
Re . The strain-hardening characteristics 
also change insofar as the Mo + 10 at. % Re 
single crystals exhibit extensive easy glide. 

6. ASYMMETRIC PLASTIC BEHAVIOR 
OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF Mo IN 
COMPRESSION 

Syl vanus Lau, Chih-an Liu, and 
John E. Dorn 

Limited data on the asymmet ric plastic be
havior of bcc metals in compression is cur
rently contradictory and highly controversial. 
Usually the asymmetric behavior exhibits an 
inversion upon compression testing such that 
orientations having the higher critical re
solved yield stress es in tension have lower 
critical resolved yield stresses in compres
sion. Any rationalization of the asymmetric 
behavior of bcc metals must account for such 
inversions. Although preliminary compres
sion data seem to agree qualitatively with pre
dictions based on the modified Peierls mech
anism, deviations from the predicted trends 
are rather great for special orientations. 
More extensive investigations and perhaps 
more accurate theories for the asymmetric be
havior of th e bcc metals are now needed to re
solve the issues. 
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7. EFFECT OF CRYSTAL 
ORIENTATION AND TEMPERATURE ON 
THE STRAIN-HARDENING RATE OF SINGLE 
Mo CRYSTALS 

Kamal Elsayed Amin and John E. Dorn 

The strain-hardening rates in bcc crystals 
seem to differ in principle from those obtained 
in fcc metals. Whereas in fcc metals orienta
tions near those that give duplex slip have high
er rates of strain-hardening in fcc metals, in 
bcc Mo the strain-hardening rates appear to 
be l east for orientations that have the highest 
asymmetric yield stresses. Such observation 
of strain-hardening in general, but also for 
understanding the asymmetric behavior of bcc 
metals. Initial steps have been taken to study 
the effects of orientation and temperature on 
the strain-hardening rates of single Mo crystals 
over the range of interest from 10 to 500 0 K. 
Mechanical behavior will be correlated with 
ele ctron transmission microscopical observa
tions. 

8. PLASTIC BEHAVIOR OF AgMg 

Osama Abo-el-Fotoh, Jack B . Mitchell, 
and John E. Dorn 

AgMg crystallizes in the C sCI type of lat-
tic e and the refo re should exhibit plastic p rop 
erties intermediate b etween those for ionic 
crystals of the CsCI type and those for bcc met
als. Orientations with tensile axie-s near the 
[001] direction slip by the [111] (1IZ) mode as 
is commonly observed in bcc metals. Slip by 
the [111] (fo 1) mode was not detected even for 
highly favorable orientations. Orientations 
near to the [111] to [011] boundary of the 
standard triangl e when tested in tension exhib
ited slip by the [001] {hko} planes somewhat 
typical of ionic crystals. However, when these 
orientations were tested in compression, slip 
took place by the [111] (211) mode, revealing 
high asymmetry for the ( 111) {Z11} mode of 
slip. Slip by the (001) vector gave parabolic 
stress. Strain curves with high rates of 
strain-hardening and slip by the (111) vector 
gave typical bcc strain-hardening curves with 
low stage II strain-hardening rates . Analyses 
of the strain-hardening rates revealed the 
Vidoz-Brown mechanism resulting from the 
generation of tubes of antiphase boundaries was 
not responsible for strain-hardening in AgMg. 



9. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF CU3Au 
OVER THE RANGE FROM 250 TO 463 0 K 

Mohamed Farghalli and John E. Dorn 

Incidental to investigations on the low tem
perature dislocation mechanisms in ordered 
and disordered CU3Au previously reported 
by Langdon and Do rn, it wa s noted that the 
stress- strain curves for originally disordered 
CU3Au exhibited serrations above about 250 0 K 
somewhat similar to those ascribable to the 
Po rtevin- Lechatilie r effect . An investigation 
was initiated to shed more light on this phe
nomenon. Upon tests at a series of higher 
temperatures the serrations disappear as soon 
as supe r lattice lines become detectable. An
nealing for various times at a given temper
ature also shows that serrations first disap
pear at that time at which super lattice lines 
are first detectable. Kinetic analyses of the 
time-temperature dependence of the yield 
stress reveals that the activation energy for 
structural changes is nearly equal to that for 
generation and migration of vacancies. As 
the temperature was lowered the strain at 
which serrations were first observed increased. 
On this basis it was possible to predict the con
centration of vacancies arising from straining. 
The formation of serrations was attributable 
to the athermal Fisher mechanism of disorder
ing across the slip plane and subsequent re
cording. A deeper insight into the details of 
why the yield stress increases with increasing 
temperature is now being sought through addi
tional tests suggested by dislocation theory. 
Such tests will be supplemented with obse rva
tions by transmission electron microscopy. 

10. SOLUTE-ATOM INTERACTIONS 
WITH DISLOCATIONS 

Chol K. Syn, A. Alrnadieh, and John E. 
Dorn 

Many factors contribute to intersections be
tween solute atoms and dislocations. Even 
the major factor arising from strain- energy 
interactions cannot be accurately predicted. 
A simple direct experimental approach, how
ever, might be developed to test the accuracy 
of current approximations . It is based on the 
stress necessary to move a low-angle bound
ary of edge dislocations containing a Cottrell 
atmosphere of solute atoms. Test equipment 
is being constructed and materials have been 
prepared for these tests. 
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11. THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR 
OF METALS 

Dale H. Klahn, Frank E. Hauser, and 
John E. Dorn 

Additional data have been gathered on the 
dynamic behavior of several selected metals, 
using the newly developed and tested impact 
cannon. Test results are being compared with 
current theoretical predictions based on pho
non viscosity, radiation from flutter, e lectron 
viscosity, and thermoelastic damping. 

12. RESEARCH PLANS FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 1970 

John E. Dorn 

Major emphasis will continue to be directed 
toward the expe rimental and theo retical ratio
nalization of the mechanical behavior of metals 
and alloys in terms of dislocation mechanisms. 
Research already under way as outlined under 
research in progress covered in sections 5-7 
and 9-11 will be continued and extended. In 
addition, the following studies and investiga
tions will be made: 

(a) Analyses of "Strain- Rate Effects in Met
als and Alloys" to be presented as a keynote 
paper at the September 1970 International Con
ference at Asilomar. 

(b) Extension of investigations on strain
hardening effects in single crystals of Mo and 
on serrated yielding in CU3Au to include elec 
tron-transmission microscopy. 

(c) To attempt a theo retical unification of 
strain- rate effects to replace the present dual
istic and separate approaches to thermally ac
tivated mechanisms at low strain rates and the 
damping mechanisms at high strain rates. 
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John E. Dorn and Associates 
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C. RELATION OF STRUCTURE TO PROPERTIES IN CRYSTALS 

1. STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES 
OF SPINODALL Y DECOMPOSED 
Cu- Ni- Fe ALLOYS* 

Ernest Paul Butlert and Gareth Thomas 

This paper is concerned with the structur
al spinodal decomposition and accompanying 
changes in properties of a 51.5 Cu-33.5 Ni-
15.0 Fe alloy after solution treatment and fast 
quenching. Transmission electron micros
copy and diffraction. and magnetic analysis 
were the principal techniques employed. Dur
ing aging the two-phase microstructure coars
ens (Fig. 1) such that tr!3mean wavelength is 
determined by a (time) law. (Fig. 2) . The 
wavelengths were measured mainly from side
band measurements on electron diffraction pat
terns (Fig. 3). Eventually. coherency is lost 
when X. "" 1000 A; interfacial dislocations with 
b = a /2 ( 110) are then created and the coars
ening rate is accele rated (Fig. 1). During 
loss of coherency there is a change to tetra-

Fig. 1. Alloy 1 aged at 775° C for (a) 2 min. 
X. "" 150 A; (b) 15 min. X. "" 254 A; (c) 5 hr. 
X. "" 635 A; (d) 17 hr. X. '" 970 A; (e) 40 hr. 
X. '" 254 A; (f) 200 hr. X. > 5000 A. The micro
structure initially consists of irregular rod
like particles separated by diffuse interfaces 
(a) which during coarsening develop distinct 
planar interfaces (c). and eventually lose co
herency (d-f). Diffracting conditions are the 
same in all micrographs with g = (200) oper
ating from left to right with foil orientations 
(hkO). (XBB 694-2456) 

gonal symmetry and then cubic again once the 
interface consists of a complete network of 
dislocations. Magnetic measurements show 
that the changes in composition during the 
spinodal transformation occur very rapidly 
and are best described by square wave fluctu
ations along (100). R esults of mechanical 
testing. Curie temperature and wavelength 
measurements indicate the age harde ning re
sponse is controlled principally by the differ
ence in lattice parameter of the two phases. 
in agreement with the internal stress theory 
of Mott and Nabarro. and with previous work 
by Dahlgren in this laboratory. 1 

~, 

Abstract of UCRL-18840 Acta Metallurgica. 
18, 347 (1970 ). 
tNow at the Department of Metallurgy. The 
University of Connecticut. Storrs. Connecti
cut. 06268. 
1. S. D. Dahlgren. Ph. D. thesis. UCRL-
16846 (1966). 
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2. FIELD ION INVESTIGATIONS OF 
TANTALUM-MOLYBDENUM SOLID 
SOLUTIONS* 

Mathur R. V. Raghavan,t S. Raganathan,t 
and Gar eth Thomas 

200h 

A field ion microscope study of the tanta
lum- molybdenum system has been carried out 
at liquid hydrogen temperatures. The purpose 
of this investigation was twofold: (1) to in
crease knowledge on the field ion microscopy 
of alloys, and (2) to categorize the segrega
tion effects which, at high concentrations l ev
els, embrittl e the alloys. Micrographs have 
been obtained from three alloys of composi
tion Mo-80/0 Ta, Mo - 500/0 Ta, and Ta-100/0Mo, 
respectively, and also from the two pure met 
als. The Ta-Mo a lloy micrographs obtained 
show far more irregularity than those from 
W - Mo alloys. The greater regularity of the 
Mo - 80/0 Ta micrographs over thos e from Ta
Mo has been shown to be in accord with pre 
dictions based on field evaporation from di
lute alloys, and the unexpected large differ
ence in the regularity has been accounted fo r 
by considering the polarization and heat of so
lution terms in the field evaporation equation. 

100 

I 

- . ., 

Fig. 3 . Diffraction patt e rns of alloy 1 after 
quenching and ag i ng at 625 ° C showing the or
igin, (200) and (400) r eflections with the sat
ellite reflections along [100]. (a) fast quench
ed, (b) 1min, (c) 5min, (d) 15min, (e) 60 
min. The satellite spacing decreases w ith 
aging times as the wave l e ngth grows. 

(XBB 693-1857) 

Computer simulation of images from clus
tered alloys has been performed on th e as
sumption that solute atoms do not participate 
in image formation . A band structure r e sults 
when deviations from randomnes s becom e ap 
preciable in the clustered alloy. The constant 
to be expected from a demixed alloy in the Ta
Mo system has been discussed, but the avail
able experimental evidence did not reveal any 
such contrast effects . It has been concluded 
that the width of such demixed zo n es probabl y 
exceeds 1000 A. However a t end ency for local 
clustering of the [200] planes was observed in 
the Ta- 500/0 Mo alloy. 

':'Abstract of paper published in J. Less Com
mon Metals 18, 78 (1969); UCRL - 17711 Rev. 
tPresent address: Vanderbilt University, 
Nashville, Tennessee . 
tPresent address: Physics Dept., Banares 
University, India . 



3. STRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL " 
PROPERTIES OF Fe-Ni-Co-C STEELS'" 

Santosh K. Das and Gareth Thomas 

The structure and properties of tempered 
martensite and bainite were investigated in a 
series of steels with varying C, Ni, and Co 
contents. At similar Ms temperatures, the 
martensite in the 0.2% carbon steels exhibited 
very small amounts of twinning compared with 
that of the 0.4% carbon steels. At similar 
yield and ultimate tensile strengths, the mainly 
untwinned martensite s showed cons ide rably 
higher toughness than the heavily twinned ones 
(see Fig. 1). 

The structure of lower bainite consis.ts of 
laths or plates of dislocated ferrite with inter
nal ca rbides but no inte rnal twins. The 
strength and toughness of isothermally trans
formed lower bainite were found to decrease 
with increasing transformation temperature. 
This was associated with increased coarsening 
and grain boundary precipitation of carbides at 
higher transformation temperatures. At sim
ilar strength levels the toughness of lower 
bainite was found to b e superior to that of the 
heavily twinned martensite, but inferior to that 
of mainly untwinned martensite. Thus, the 
role of microtwins in lowering the toughness 
has been demonstrated in two ways: firstly, by 
comparison between the heavily twinned and 
mainly untwinned martensite, and secondly, by 
comparing the twinned martensite with bainite. 
It follows that in cases where twinned marten
sites are obtained, isothermal aging may be 
more appropriate than quenching and tempering 
if high- strength tough steels are d esired. 

* Abstract of paper published In Trans. ASM 
g, 659 (1969); UCRL-18754. 

4. STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES 
OF 304 STAINLESS STEEL~' 

P. L. Mangonon, Jr. t and Gareth Thomas 

a. The Martensite Phases in 304 Stainless 
Steel 

A detailed analysis of martensite transfor
mations in 18/8 (304) stainles s steel, utilizing 
transmis sion electron microscopy and diffrac
tion in conjunction with x- ray and magnetiza
tion techniques, has established that the se-
quence of transformation is '{ -+ € -+ ct. € is a 
the rmodynamically stable hcp phase whose fo r
mation is greatly enhanced as a result of plas
tic deformation. Comparison with the € -+ ct 

transformation in pure Fe-Mn alloys lends 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of fracture toughness 
(K data) of various steels at different yield 
strength l evels, The ins ets show typical 
martensite structure. Notice that the tough 
martensites are dislocat ed but the brittle 
martensites are twinned, 

(XBB 701-475) 

further support to the above sequence and sug
gests that a transformation line between € and 
a in Fe-Cr-Ni alloys can be expected. In the 
304 stainless steel us e d in this investigation, 
formation of ct was induced only by plastic de
fo rmation and subsequent to fo rmation of €. 

Nucleation of ct occurs heterogeneously at in
tersections of €- bands (see Fig. 1a) where 
€ - bands abut twin or grain boundaries (which 
represent unilaterally compressed regions). 
From electron diffraction, the Nishiyama re
lationship between '{ and ct phases appears to 
predominate at th e start of the transformation, 
but then changes to that of Kurdjumov-Sachs , 
Based on these observations, a sequence of 
atom movements from the hcp structure to the 
bcc structure is propos ed that has the basic 
geometric features of the martensitic trans
formation. 

~, 

UCRL-18868, Trans. AIME (in press). 
t Present address: Inland Steel Co. Research 
Laboratories, East Chicago, Indiana 46312. 

b. Structure and Properties of Thermal
Mechanically Treat ed 304 Stainless Steel * 

Mechanical and thermal-mechanical treat
ments of 204 stainless steel enables yield 
strengths of over 200,000 psi to be obtained 
with elongations better than 10%. Electron 



Fig. 1. (a) Formation of stress-induced 
bee martensite (0') at M where slip bands 
intersect (4 0/0 tensile deformation at -1 96°C ). 

(XBB 687-4085 ) 
(c) Thermally nucleated martensite at N 
aft e r 150/0 deformation at -196°C and aging 
at 400 ° C. (XBB 687 - 4089) 
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Notic e also that the morpho lo gy and orienta
tion of the stress-induced 0' martensite differs 
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(b) Thermally nucleation 0' martensite N after 
150/0 defo rmation at - 196° C followed by aging 
at 200° C: da rk field of bee reflection. 

(XBB 687-4086) 
(d) The linear variation of yield strength with 
percent 0'; the result is independent of how the 
0' was formed. (XBL 696- 650 ) 

f rom the thermally nucleated 0' martensite. 



microscopy, x- ray, and magnetic techniques 
show that during deformation, strain-induced 
y -+ E ->- a transformation occurs with further 
the rmal nucleation of a achieved by aging up 
to 400 0 C (Fig. 1b and c). The yield strength 
is linearly proportional to the amount of a irre
spective of the treatment used to form a. The 
yield strength is given by ay = 255 f + 48,650 
psi, whe re f is the volume fraction of marten
site (Fig. 1d). Softening occurs by aging at 
500 0 C and above due to a decrease in percent 
a, which may occur by renucleation of y. The 
amount of E decreases as a increases by re-
ve rsion E -+ y. 

The system is thus an unusual form of com
posite strengthening; hard martensite particles 
are formed within the austenite, and the per
cent a (and thereby the mechanicall?roperties) 
can be controlled by the mechanicalfthermal
mechanical processing. 

* UCRL-18869, Trans. AlME (in press). 

5. INITIAL STAGES OF ORDERING 
IN Ni

4
Mo* 

Paul R. Okamoto 

Transmission electron and field ion micros
copy techniques were used to study the nature 
of short range order (SRO) in as-quenched 
Ni4Mo and the changes that occur during the 
ve ry initial stage s of the transition to the long
range ordered state. 

Field ion images of alloys both as-quenched 
and as aged for very short times below 750 0 C 
show a strong tendency fo r cluste ring of well
defined groups of atoms about the < 420) fcc 
poles. The effect is most pronounced in aged 
alloys where ordered regions were directly re
solved in dark field electron micrographs. 
However,. the effect is also observed in the al
loys in which ordered regions are not directly 
resolved in transmission electron micrographs. 
The unique orientation dependence of the distri
bution of the well- defined groups of atoms is 
evidence that the disordered alloy consists of 
tiny regions possessing a layered type of atom
ic ar rangement in which the Mo concentration 
is varying on the (420) matrix planes. 

The electron diffraction pattern of the as
quenched alloy exhibits both sharp 1- 1/2 0 
SRO spots and ve ry w e ak satellites near super
lattice positions. However, the latter are de
tectable only in microphotometer traces and 
then only in diffraction patterns of certain fa
vorable orientations. These satellites were 
not observed on < 002) diffraction patterns be
cause they are obscured by neighbo ring 1- 1/2 0 
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SRO spots. As ordering proceeds, the satel
lites eventually sharpen into superlattice re
flections at the expense of the 1- 1/2 0 SRO 
spots. During the very early stages the satel
lites are streaked in the < 210) directions of 
the fcc lattice; however, satellites that even
tually develop into superlattice reflections cor
responding to domains of a pa rticular 0 rienta
tion variant are not initially streaked in the 
s arne < 210) direction. 

An explanation for this is given in terms of 
a composition modulation normal to the {420} 
planes of the fcc lattice. A diffraction model 
based on this idea explains not only the 1- 1/2 
o SRO intensity maxima but also the presence 
of the weak satellites near superlattice posi
tions. The model is also compatible with the 
FIM results and suggests that the bright well
defined groups of atoms correspond to planes 
possessing a high Mo concentration. A phys
ical basis for the diffraction model is given in 
terms of a recent spinodal approach to order
disorder transformations. The physical con
nection between the present results and the 
theoretical prediction of the Clapp-Moss theory 
of SRO is also discussed. 

* UCRL- 19175 (Ph. D. thesis abstract). 

6. INTERSTITIAL ORDERING AND 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF TANTALUM
CARBON ALLOYS* 

Prakash Rao 

Direct evidence for interstitial ordering in 
the tantalum-carbon system is obtained by 
transmission electron microscopy and field 
ion microscopy and is correlated with data on 
mechanical properties. Transmission electron 
microscopy indicates that the ordering trans
formation begins by fine scale fluctuations in 
carbon composition associated with the {1 10} 
planes. The fully ordered structure (Ta64C) 
realized locally when regions of ideal wave-
length A. = 4d

110 
are obtained on four sets 

Ta 
of {iiO} plane s. The alloy can be considered 
then to contain small "ordered particles." 
These small ordered regions align themselves 
along < 110) and g row till impingement. The 
final stage of the ordering transformation oc
curs with the formation of highly ordered re
gions separated by coherent domain boundaries. 
At this stage the alloys become totally brittle. 

Confirmation of the ordering process is ob
tained from field ion microscopy whereby or
dering can be detected even at 20 0 K by analy
sis of the imaging characteristics of atom 
rings around the < 110) poles, with the aid of 



cOInput e r- simulated fi e ld ion images expect e d 
from the ordered phase. 

Investigation of the mechanical propertie s 
of tantalum containing varying amounts of car
bon (determined by 3He activation analysis) at 
300, 196, and 77°K shows that carbon causes 
a linear increase in yield strength and a de
crease in ductility up to 1.56 at. % . At this 
point there is a sudden catastrophic loss in 
ductility. The linear dependence of yield 
stress on carbon composition reflects its de
pendence on the degree of order and on the vol
ume fraction of the ordered phase. The onset 
of brittleness appears to b e due to the develop
ment of large-scale ordered domains of Ta64C, 
Certain restrictions are placed on the relation
ships between elastic compliances to deter
mine whether an alloy is ductile or brittle. 
When the carbon composition attains a critical 
value the strain energy is so large that the re
strictions on the compliances are no longe r 
satisfied. Then the crystal becomes energet
ically unstable and fails along a set of planes 
that release the maximum amount of strain en
ergy. This maximum strain energy is reached 
on the {HO} planes, which are also the ob
served cleavage planes. 

The fact that interstitial ordering occurs at 
such small solute concentrations, as compared 
with substitutional alloys, means that the driv
ing force must be due to the larger strain ener
gy term resulting from the very large elastic 
deformations that occur. Since the ordering 
transformation is pr esent in bulk material, a 
correlation to the existing tantalum-carbon 
diagram is propos e d. 

>:' 
Abstract of Ph. D. thesis, UCRL-19J13. 

7. STRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL ". 
PROPERTIES OF Fe-Ni-Mn-C STEELS"' 

De r- Hung Huang 

The structure and mechanical properties of 
temper e d martensite and lower bainite were 
investigated in a series of high purity 0.25 % 
carbon steels with varying amounts of Ni and 
Mn contents. The martensites in .25C- 5Ni-Fe 
and .25C-3Mn-Fe alloys were mainly un
twinned, while those in .25C-5Ni-7Mn-Fe and 
.25C-7Mn-Fe alloys were h eavily twinne d. Al
so, it appeared that manganese has the effect 
of promoting the carbide precipitation along the 
lath boundaries in tempered martensite. At 
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equivalent yield and ultimate tensile strength 
levels, the t empe red ma rtens it e of lowe r man
ganese steels showed better impact toughness 
than the tempered martensite of higher man
ganese steels. The impact toughne ss (com
pared at similar strength l evels) of untwinned 
temp e r e d martensite of 0.25% carbon steel with 
Widmanstatten precipitation of carbide was 
higher than that of lower bainite, which showed 
unidirectional carbides. 

The reasons for the difference in impact 
toughness between the alloys and also between 
the structures were rationalized in terms of 
int ernal twinning, grain boundary pr e cipitation, 
and carbide morphology, together with other 
microstructural features. 

>:< 
Abstract of M. S. thesis, UCRL-19075. 

8. STRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL ,'. 
PROPERTIES OF Fe-Cr-Co-C STEELS'" 

Mathur R. V. Raghavan 

The structure and mechanical properties of 
tempered martensite and bainit e in Fe-Cr-C 
steels with and without cobalt were investigated. 
The extent of twinning in the martensite of the 
steel without cobalt, having a higher Ms temper
ature, showed no significant diffe rence from the 
one without cobalt that had a lower Ms temper
ature. Thus, Ms t emperature of a steel is not 
the sole parameter controlling twinning. Auto
tempering was observed in the cobalt steel. 
Rapid softening occurred on tempering at 1000°F 
in all the steels. Cobalt did not exhibit any par
ticular effect on tempering except that the co
balt steel had superior toughness only on tem
pering at 1000° F. 

The isothe rmal transfo rmation did not yield 
any superior product since the Ms temperatur es 
of the steels were high and the transformations 
yielded e ither a mixture of lower bainite and 
upper bainite or a mixture of t empered marten
sit e and lowe r bainit e, depending upon the tem
perature of transformation. The transforma
tion at 350· C gave optimum mechanical prop e r
ties, hence the tempered martensite prove d to 
be better than the isothermal transformation 
products. Continuous cooling of the steels did 
not result in any significant increase in the 
properties since the structure consisted of a 
mixture of bainite and virgin martensite. 

>:'Abstract of M. S. thesis, UCRL-19132. 
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D. ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

1. 650 kV mGH VOLTAGE 
MICROSCOPY 

~ 

Walter L. Bell"' and Gareth Thomas 

Since the microscope was installed in May 
1969 the research has been devoted to prob
lems which include the following: 

(a) Many-beam effects, interpretation of 
image contrast, measurement and applica
tions of disappearance of second-order reflec
tions at particular voltages. 

(b) Investigations of minerals, including 
moon dust from the Apollo 11 mission . 

(c) Substructure and phase transformation 
in ferrimagnetic spinels (L. De Jonghe). 

(d) Cooperative work with Drs. R. M. 
Glaeser and T. F. Budinger of the Donner 
Laboratory in studies of radiation damage to 
biological speciments, structure of phages 
and chromosomes, and further applications 
of electron diffraction in biological electron 
microscopy. 

(e) Collaboration with the Superconductivity 
Group (Drs. Brewer, Parker, Zackay, Ham
mond) in investigations of thin films of super
conducting alloy s. 

(f) Input from other laboratories for spe
cial ~pplications of UHVEM, e. g., Dept. of 
PublIc Health for pollutant analysis of air 
samples. 

*On leave 1970, Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge University, England. 

2. mGH VOLTAGE ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY OF MOON ROCK AND 
OTHER MATERIALS * 

Walter L. Bell and Gareth Thomas 

Un~reated moon dust particles, obtained by 
br~shIng a large moon rock, were studied by 
USIng a 650 kV electron microscope to see if 
information could be obtained without using 
thinning techniques. A gradation of particle 
sizes was present (Fig. 1) and there were 
large numbers of small particles suitable for 
high voltage microscopy up to 650 kV. 

In general, the particles appeared to be 
quite similar to particles of earth materials 
obtained by in situ melting, resulting in large 
crystals with rounded edges and generallypoor 

transmission of electrons except under strong 
diffracting conditions. This suggests that a 
large number of lunar dust particles were 
formed from the molten state in a vacuum. 

The particles usually appeared to b e min
eral in nature as evidenced by single crystal 
diffra~tion.p.attern~, but no minerals have yet 
been IdentIfIed OWIng to the difficulties in such 
analyses. Occasionally particles were ob
served which appeared to be amorphous in char
acter, which gave diffraction patterns contain
ing only one or two diffuse rings. Some amor
phous materials contained small crystals re
gions which gave additional polycrystalline 
rings from which the crystalline material could 
be identified, e . g., alpha iron (Fig. 2). 

The most interesting parhcles were those 
that appeared to be thin flakes with angular 
e dg es, from which it was possible to obtain 
we ll-formed diffraction patterns and e lectron 
micrographs that showed the defect structure 
of the materials. What appears to be radi
ation damage (loops, etc .) is often observable 
as tracks such as would be produced by the 
pas sing of heavy ions, the density of which 
could theoretically be used to date the age of 
the mate rial. Long- range crystal pe rfection 
is absent and large subcrystals are present 
which give a variety of fringes and, in cases, 
Moire fringes where the subcrystals are over
lapping (Fig. 3). 

A study of the moon dust residue after treat
ment with HF revealed amorphous matrices 
with small crystallites giving rise to polycrys
talline diffraction patterns identifiable as fluo
rides of such metals as Cs, Be, Ho, K, Zr, 
and Mo. 

Other minerals studied are olivine prepared 
by crushing~ asbestos sampled from the city 
aIr, and spInels prepared w ith normal thinning 
technique s. 

The moon samples were provided through 
the courtesy of Professor M. Calvin. 

i.' 
To be presented at Conference on High Volt-

age Electron Microscopy, AERE, Harwell, 
England, April 1970. 
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Fig . 1. Scanning e l ectron microscope photograph 
showing rang e of particle sizes and shapes of moon 
dust used for high voltage transmiss ion E. M. 

(XBB 702-834) 

Fig. 2 . Bright-field, dark - fie ld images and 
diffraction pattern showing existence of 
small particles of a iron. 

(XBB 701- 516) 

• 
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Fig. 3. Examples of defects in angular flak es 
of moon dust. (XBB 701-517) 

3. DISLOCATIONS IN COBALT 
FERRITES ,~ 

Lutgard C. DeJonghe 

As part of a study of substructures and 
phase transformations in cobalt ferrites, the 
nature of dislocations in cobalt ferrite spinels 
has been determined. The geometry of dislo
cation dissociation for the spinel structure has 
been analyzed in detail by Hornstra. 1 H e ex
tended the considerations made by Kronberg 2 

for corundum and advanced arguments for a 
fourfold dissociation of a perfect dislocation 
in the spinels . Figure 1 shows his predicted 
configuration. The two outer pairs of the par
tials are bounding a stacking fault in the oxygen 
sublattice, in which at the same time the cat
ions would have moved to their favored crystal 
coordination. This process is called synchro
shear by Kronberg. The two inner partials 
bound a fault in the cation stacking only. His 
arguments are based on the requirement of 
local electroneutrality and on the observation 
of twinning on {iii} planes. 

In the system under investigation here no 
dissociation is apparent, as is shown in Fig. 2. 
It is, however, necessary to determine the mag
nitude of the Burgers vector before a definite 
conclusion can be drawn. For this purpose, in 
Fig. 3, a densitometer tracing of a dislocation 
is compared with the calculated image profiles 
for a few possible values of g. b. The obser
vations were made at 650 kV. The calculations 
were based on the incremental solution, worked 
out by Bell for a 12- beam case at this voltage. 
In the calculations g has to be equal to the 
first-order reflection, i. e., g = 220. The 
good agreement between the observed and the 
calculated image profile for g·b = 220 and the 
absence of fringe contrast from possible faults 
between the dis locations indicate that b = ± a/2 
[110]. Hence, the dislocations are not disso
ciated, although for these spinels b=6A. It 
must be concluded that in the ferrites of the 
examined compositions (from COO.8 Fe2.4 04 
to C01.5Fe1.504) the stacking fault energies 
for both the oxygen and the cation sublattices 
are too high to permit any appreciable disso
ciation. 

The present observations do not of course 
rule out that for spinels of either high Fe or 
Co content di s so ciated di slocations can indeed 
exist, or that the dislocations do dissociate 
somewhat under the stress necessary to move 
them through the crystal lattice. It is believed, 
however, that it can be taken as a general rule 
that the oxygen stacking fault ene rgie s are high 
in oxide ceramics with high bonding energies . 
(See alsoMgAl204, Ref. 3; U02' Ref. 4; MgO, 
Ref. 5; NIO, Ref. 6; A1203-Cr203, Ref. 7.) 



* To be presented at Grenoble in 1970; portion 
of Ph. D. thesis research. 
1. J. Hornstra, J. Phys. Chern. Solids 15, 
311 (1960), and Proceedings of the 4th Inter
national Symposium on Reactivity of Solids 
(Elsevier, New York, 1961), pp. 563-570. 
2. M. L. Kronberg, Acta Met. 5, 507 (1957). 
3. M. H. Lewis, Phil. Mag. 14~ 1003 (1966). 
4. H. Blank and S. Amelinckx, App!. Phys. 
Letters 2, 236 (1963). 
5. J. Washburn, G. N. Groves, A. Kelly, 
and G. K. Williamson, Phil. Mag. 5, 991 
(1960). -
6. P. Delavignette and S. Amelinckx, App!. 
Phys. Letters 2, 236 (1963). 
7. C. A. Mayand K. H. G. Ashbee, Phil. 
Mag. ~ 61 (1968). 

t [110] - ~ [liD] + ~ [liD] 

~[IIOJ - & [211J + &[121] 

Fig. 1. Dislocation dissociation in spinels, 
Hornstra. (XBL 701-205) 

4. MEASUREMENTS OF 
DISAPPEARANCE VOLTAGES FOR 
SECOND-ORDER REFLECTIONS BY HIGH 
VOLTAGE ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Walter L. Bell 

Kikuchi Line Method: Diffraction patte rns 
are obtained from a thick perfect crystal at 
intervals of 10 kV through the disappearance 
range, the specimen being oriented at each 
voltage so that the second-order (disappear
ing) reflection is on the reflecting sphere. 
Comparisons of the exposed plates allow a 
choice to be made as to which voltage causes 
the least amount of electron intensity to appear 
in the second-order Kikuchi line. 

Bend Contour Method: After selecting the 
correct low-indexed bend contour, dark field 
images, by using the second-order spot, are 
taken at 10 kV inte rvals throughout the disap
pearance range. For reasonably standard ex
posure conditions, comparisons of the exposed 
plates also allow a choice to be made as to 
which voltage produces the contour of weakest 
int ensity. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison between observed (a) and 
calculated (b) dislocation profiles. The direc
tion of the Burgers vector and the trac e of the 
densitometer are indicated in the micrograph. 

(XBB 701-275) 

Diffraction Pattern/Image Method: By using 
small intermediate lens currents, the diffrac
tion pattern spots of the systematic set are mag
nified to produce a series of images of the bend 
contour, each contour being imaged at its appro
priate reciprocal lattice site. The procedure 
is the same as fo r the bend contour method, but 
information about the intensity of the disappear
ing reflection relative to other, nondisappear
ing reflections is obtained and both positive 
and negative disappearing reflections exhibit 
weakened contours. 

Di ve rgent Beam Method: By using a fully 
focused beam and a large condenser aperture, 
the diffraction pattern from a uniformly thick 
crystal, oriented at the Bragg angle for the 
second-order reflection, will exhibit the rock
ing curve intensities for this reflection inside 
the image of the condenser aperture in the dif
fraction pattern. Adjustment of the voltage to 
disappearance conditions cause the disappear
ance of a central maximum for this reflection. 
The details of the dive rgent beam image can be 
studied on the screen of the microscope with 
an optical magnifie r and adjustments can be 
made within 5 kV of the true disappearance 
voltage. 

Second-order spot intensities and polycrys
talline ring patterns are found to be useless 
for determining disappearance voltages. 

*To be presented at Conference on High Volt
age Electron Microscopy, AERE, Harwell, 
England, April 1970; UCRL- 19166. 



5. FOIL TlllCKNESS DETERMINATION 
FROM SINGLE CRYSTAL DIFFRACTION 
PATTERNS ~, 

Walter L. Bell and Gareth Thomas 

Foil thickness measurements are necessary 
fo r dete rmining crystal volumes, which in turn 
are needed to calculate defect d ensities for dis
locations or point defect cluste rs or for deter
mining interparticle spacings. The most gen
er.ally app~ied technique for obt~ining the foil 
th1ckness 1S the trace method 1- wherein the 
trace of a known plane (slip trace, stacking 
fault, grain boundary, etc.) must b e deter
mined, its projected width on a micrograph 
measured, the precise crystal orientation cal
culated from a diffraction pattern, and the 
thickness calculat e d from simple trigonometric 
relationships. If no traces are obtainable on 
an image, an alternative method uses extinc 
tion contours: 2 a perfect wedge - shaped crys
tal is set at the Bragg angle, and the number of 
white fringes from the edge of the foil in a 
bright-field micrograph (or dark fringes in a 
dark-field micrograph) counted and multiplied 
by the extinction distance (which must be accu
rately known) for the particular reflection in
volved. If the foil is uniformly bent such that, 
over a small region, bend contours from both 
plus and minus diffraction planes are available, 
the value of the macroscopic deviation param
eter can be calibrated linearly between the 
bend contours. The dynamical theory can then 
be used to determine the foil thickness from 
the positions of the intensity minima and their 
corresponding deviation parameters in the same 
manner as described below where the deviation 
parameters are obtained from the diffraction 
pattern. Also, stereomicroscopy t e chniques 
can be used when there are defects intersect
ing the foil surfaces or identifiable material on 
these surfaces. 

The trace method and stereomicroscopy 
utilize electron images for which the magnifi
cation must be accurately known if correct 
thicknesses and volumes are to be obtained. 
~he bent foil method is free from magnifica
hon dependence but is not widely applicable 
because uniformly b ent regions are not always 
present in the r egion where a thickness deter
mination is desired. Methods using the diffrac
tion pattern are usually specialized, involving 
extremely thin foils or magnetic materials. 
However, a method described by Amelinckx, 3 
for use with layer structures not conducive to 
th~ trace method, is found to be generally ap
phcable for calculating crystal thicknesses. 
Ame linck's equation for the foil thickness is 

2 2 2 -1/2 
t = ,.fZ (s 1 - 2s2 + s3) , ( 1) 

where s1' s2, and s3 are the deviation param-
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eter.s of .three successive dark-field intensity 
m1mma 1n the dynamical distribution of dif
fracted intensity. This paper deals with the 
methods of obtaining diffraction patterns from 
which measurements can be made of the devi
ation parameters necessary and methods of ap
plying the fo rmula. 

Normally, diffraction patterns are obtained 
~y using a defocused condenser lens systems, 
~n which case the illumination is well parallel-
1zed and the reciprocal lattice sites are local
ized in extent. However, by using a fully fo
cused condenser l e ns system, the reciprocal 
lattice sites are not "points" but are actually 
images of the condenser aperture and have ex
t:nt on the diffraction pattern governed by the 
S1ze of the aperture, the degree of divergence 
of the irradiating beam, and the projector pole 
piece size. A "spot," on a diffraction pattern 
taken under such divergent beam conditions, 
will exhibit intensity fluctuations across the 
image of the aperture according to the dynam
ical equations for diffracted radiation if the 
crystal is defect-free and of uniform thickness. 
Both these requirements are obtained to a larg e 
extent by placing the smallest field limiting ap
erture over the area of the foil for which a 
thickness determination is desired. Because 
of the high intensity of the focused beam, ex
posure times for films must be extremely short 
if the details of the intensity fluctuations are to 
be recorded properly. An example of such dif
fraction "spots" is shown in Fig. 1 for the 
central beam, the 220 reflection, and the 440 
reflection in silicon. A microphotometer trace 
of the intensity is also included, from which 
measurements of the deviation parameters are 
obtainable. 

Fo r the small diffraction angle s involved, a 
macroscopic deviation parameter is given by 
si = g6Bi , where 6Bi is the angle between the 
center of the dark-field diffraction profile and 
th e i!h intensity minima, and g is the magni
tude of the reciprocal lattic e vector . si can be 
r ewritt e n so that only r e lative angular mea
surements are required: 

s. 
1 

(2) 

where BB is the Bragg angle and 2BB is the 
angle b etween diffraction spots. The thickness 
equation th en b ecome s 

The relative angles inside the radical can then 
be measured in any convenient units, mils or 
miles, and is indep e ndent of any magnification 
process. Applications of this technique to both 
the 220 and the 440 reflections of silicon are 



shown in Fig. 1. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are en
largements of the diffraction pattern spots (the 
440 and the 220 reflections respectively) of Fig. 
1(c) obtained at 100 kV by using a focused beam 
and a large condenser aperture. Fig. 1(d) is 
a microphotometer trace of Fig. 1(c) and illus
trates the necessary measurements for appli
cations of equation (3). Calculations yield a 
foil thickness of 2380 A for both reflections, 
illust rating that the method is consistent fo r 
diffe rent reflections. 

In addition to measuring foil thicknesses, 
this easily applied method can be used to deter
mine the magnitude of the extinction distance 
for a set of diffracting planes and for calibra
tion of the magnification of an electron mic ro
scope. A recent application to ultrahigh-volt
age electron microscopy has been found in 
which this method can be used to dete=ine 
the "disappearance"voltage for a second-order 
reflection. Details will be presented in future 
publications. 

;" 
In Proceedings of the 1969 EMSA Conference 

(Claitor's Baton Rouge, 1969), p. 158; UCRL-
18865. 
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1. G. Thomas, Transmission Electron Micros
copy of Metals (John Wiley &: Sons, New York, 
1962), p. 273. 
2. P. B . Hirsch, A. Howie, R. B. Nicholson, 
D. W. Pashley, and M. J. Whelan, Electron 
Microscopy of Thin Crystals (Butterworths, 
London, 1965), p. 416. 
3. S. Arnelinckx, The Direct Observation of 
Dislocations (Academic Press, New York, 
1964), p. 193 

6. APPLICATIONS OF ELECTRON 
DIFFRACTION TO BIOLOGICAL 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY * 

Robert M. Glaeser and Gareth Thomas 

Three methods by which electron diffraction 
may be applied to problems in electron micros
copy are discussed from a fundamental pointof 
view, and experimental applications with bio
logical specimens are demonstrated for each 
case . It is shown that wide angle electron dif
fraction provides valuable information for eval
uating specimen damage that can occur either 
during specimen preparation or while in the 
electron beam. Dark-field electron micros
copy can be used both to enhance the imag e 
contrast and to provide highly restricted and 
therefore highly specific information about 
the object. Low angle electron diffraction pro
vides quantitative information about the object 
structure in the range from 20 to ::::: 1000 A. 
Low angle electron diffraction also demon-

000 

Fig. 1. (a) and (b): Enlargements of the 440 
and 220 diffraction "spots" shown in (c). 
(c): Divergent beam, selected area diffraction 
pattern of the 440, 220, and 000 "spots" in 
silicon. 
(d): Microphotometer trace of (c), illustrating 
the necessary measurements for thickness 
determinations. (XBB 695-3382) 

strates the important role of Fourier contrast 
with biological specimens, which are usually 
characterized by structural features with di
mensions of 20 A or larger . 

* Abstract of paper published in Biophys. J. 
1, 1073 (1969); UCRL-18293. 

7. RESEARCH PLANS FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 1970 

Gareth Thomas 

General 

Continuation of the applications of the high 
voltage electron microscope particularly to 
nonmetals, including moon materials; we also 
expect input from groups on the campus who 
are interested in polymeric materials. 

Continuation of the projects described above, 
especially with regard to phase transformations 



in spinodals and ordering systems (including 
interstitial alloys). 

Continuation of work on relation between 
substructure and properties of martensites and 
bainites in structural steels. 

A more detailed description of projects ex
pected to be completed early in 1970 follows. 

a. Structure and Mechanical Behavior of 
Spinodally Decomposed Cu-Ni- Fe Alloys 

* Ronald J. Livak 

Transmission electron microscopy is used 
to study the microstructural changes in two 
Cu-Ni-Fe alloys of asymmetric compositions 
which have been solution-treated, quenched, 
and aged for times ranging up to 1000 hr. 
During the early stages of aging, the reaction 
kinetics can be explained by considering the 
nonlinear terms in the diffusion equation de
veloped bi Cahn to describe spinodal decom
position. Curie temperature measurements 
of the Ni-Fe rich phase indicated that the equi
librium composition was reached after aging 
for 10 hr at 6Z5° C. Thus for shorter aging 
times the microstructure can be described as 
deformed sine waves along cube axes which 
are becoming square waves. Mechanical test
ing results of this study and of a previous in
vestigation by E. P. Butler and G. Thomas Z 

show that the age-hardening response, while 
coherency is maintained, is directly propor
tional to the difference in lattice parameter of 
the two phases and is not a function of the wave
length or particle spacing. 

* M. S. thesis, Winter Quarter 1970, UCRL-
19189. 
1. J. W. Cahn, Acta Met. ji, 1685 (1965). 
Z. E. P. Butler and G. Thomas, UCRL-18840 
(1969); Acta Met. (in press). 

b. Phase Transformations and Magnetic 
Properties of Cobalt Ferrites 

* Lutgard C. De Jonghe 

A study is being carried out on the relation 
between magnetic properties and microstruc
ture of two phase ferrites. It is possible that 
the controlled precipitation of a nonmagnetic 
second phase will greatly enhance the perfor
mance of thin film magnetic switches. For 
this purpose phase transformations are stud
ied on thin foils of cobalt ferrite single crys
tals, with the aid of high voltage transmission 
electron microscopy. While decomposition in 
air proves to be extremely slow, rapid trans-
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formations do occur in thin films in an environ
ment of low partial oxygen pressure. 

* Ph. D. thesis in progress. 

c. Early Stages of Ordering and Mechanical 
Properties of Ni-Mo Alloys 

Santosh K. Das 

The recent work
1 

on early stages of order
ing in Ni4Mo indicates that some form of par
ticles or microdomains exist in this alloy in 
the short- range ordered state. In continuation 
of this work the nature of short- range order in 
off- stoichiometric alloys containing 10 and 15 
at. % Mo is being characterized. The mechan
ical properties of both stoichiometric Ni4Mo 
and off- stoichiometric alloys, measured on 
single crystals, will be correlated with the mi
crostructure obtained at various stages of 
ordering. 

,~ 

Ph. D. thesis in progress. 
1. P. R. Okamoto, Early Stages of Ordering 
in Ni4Mo (Ph. D. thesis), University of Califor
nia, Dec. 1969. 

d. The Role of Precipitates in Martensitic 
T ransfo rmation and Thei r Strengthening 
Effects 

* 1- Lin Cheng 

The structure and mechanical properties of 
precipitation-hardenable austenite alloys are 
studied. Two types of alloys are investigated. 
One is based on Fe-ZZNi-4Mo-0.Z8C where the 
precipitates are MoZC and the other is Fe-Z8Ni
ZTi where the precipitates are coherent FCC 
y' (Ni3 Ti) ordered phase. 

Both types of alloy can be transformed mar
tensitically in liquid nitrogen, thus rendering 
possible the study of the effect of precipitates 
on martensitic transformation, e. g., the re
sulting strength of martensite, morphology, 
etc. 

In addition, after aging the austenitic alloys 
become unstable relative to their martensitic 
phase owing to solute atom depletion, and par
tial transformation occurs. Thus the material 
could be considered as a kind of composite ma 
terial, where the strength is proportional to 
the volume fraction of the stronger phase, or, 
in this case, martensitic phase. The strength
ening mechanisms are thus analyz.ed in terms 
of the effect of precipitates and dislocation 
density. 

* Ph. D. thesis in progress . 



e. Dynamical Theory of Kikuchi Electron 
Intensity Distributions * 
Teh Y. Tan 

A theory of the fine structure of the Kikuchi 
electron intensity distributions in relation to 
the crystal extinction distance, abso rption para
meters, beam deviation parameter, specimen 
thicknes s, etc. is fo rrnulated, based on the two
beam dynamical theory for elastic electrons. 
It is shown that the asymmetric nature of the 
Kikuchi e lectron intensity distributions is due to 
the anomalous absorption of the electrons by the 
crystal, and also that anomalous abso rption is 
responsible for the contrast changes in the 
Kikuchi band with change of crystal thickne s s. 
Th e intensity of the Kikuchi line pair is a pe ri
odic function of the crystal thickness, and the 
angular separation between the two lines of the 
Kikuchi pair depends on the specimen thickness 
and the deviation paramete rs of both the elastic 
and the inelastic electrons, and therefore the 
observed Kikuchi line spacing may be different 
from that of th e corresponding diffraction spot 
pattern. 

*Ph. D. thesis in progress. 

8. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Gareth Thomas and Associates 

Book 

1. O. Johar i and G. Thomas, Steoreographic 
Proj ection and Applications (Wiley and Int er
science, New York, 1969). 

Technical journals 

1. S. K. Das and G. Thomas, Structure and 
Mechanical Properties of Fe-Ni-Co-C Steels, 
Trans. ASM 62, 659 (1969); UCRL-18754. 
2. E. W. Page, P. Mangonon, Jr., G. Thomas, 
and V. F. Zackay, Structure and' Properties of 
Dynamically Strain Aged Steels, Trans. ASM 
62, 45 (1969); UCRL-18386. 
r N . V. Durai Raghavan, S. Ranganathan, and 
G. Thomas, Field Ion Investigations of Ta-Mo 
Solid Solutions, J. Less-Common Metals 18, 
19 (19 69). -
4. G. Thomas and W. L. Bell, Numerical 
Analysis of the Multiple Beam Equations for 
Electron Diffraction, in Proceedings, Electron 
Microscopy Society of America (Claitor' s Pub
lishing Division, Baton Rouge, La.), pp. 158 
and 159. 
5. R. M. Glaeser, Application of Electron Dif
fraction to Biological Electron Microscopy, 
Biophys. J. 9. 1073 (1969). 
6. G. Thomis, I-Lin Cheng, and J. R. 
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Mihalisin, Precipitation in Fe-Ni-Co Alloys 
(in press), Trans. ASM g, 852 (1969). 

UCRL Reports 

1. G. Thomas and P. L. Mangonon, Phase 
Transformations and Strengthening in 304 
Stainless Steel, Part I (in press), Trans. 
AIME; UCRL-18869, Sept. 1969. 
2. G. Thomas and P. L. Mangonon, Phase 
Transformations and Strengthening in 304 
Stainless Steel, Part II (in press), Trans. 
AIME; UCRL-18869, Sept. 1969. 
3. E. P. Butler and G. Thomas, Structure 
and Properties of Spino dally Decomposed Cu
Ni -Fe Alloys (in press), Acta Met. ; UCRL-
18840, Sept. 1969. 
4. G. Thomas, Kikuchi Electron Diffraction 
and Applications, in Proceedings NATO Sum
mer School, Diffraction Methods in Materials 
Science, University of Antwerp, Belgium, 
1969 (in press); UCRL-19016, July 1969. 
5. G. Thomas, Application of Transmission 
Electron Microscopy to Phase Transforma
tions, in Proceedings NATO Summer School, 
Diffraction Methods in Materials Science, 
University of Antwerp, Belgium, 1969 (in 
press); UCRL-19021, Aug. 1969. 
6. G. Thomas, W. Gaudig, P. Okamoto, G. 
Schanz, and H. Warlimont, Structure and 
Properties of Alloys Containing Very Small 
Ordered Particles, in Bolten Landing Confer
ence (in press), AIME, Sept. 1969; UCRL-
19122, Sept. 1969. 
7. S. Das, G. Thomas, and D. Rowcliffe, 
Effect of Trac e Elements on Precipitation in 
AI-Cu Alloys, International E. M. Congress, 
Grenoble 1970; UCRL-19137, Dec. 1969. 
8. Der-Hung Huang, Structure and Mechanical 
Properties of Fe-Ni-Mc-C Steels (M. S. thesis), 
UCRL-19075, Sept. 1969. 
9. Marthur Raghavan, Structure and Mechan
ical Properties of Fe-Cr-Co-C Steels (M. S. 
thesis), UCRL-19132. Dec. 1969. 
Prakash Rao, Interstitial Ordering and Mech
anical Properties of Tantalum-Carbon Alloys 
(Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19113, Dec. 1969; 
Paul Okamoto, The Initial Stages of Order in 
the Alloy Ni4-Mo (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19175, 
Oct. 1969. 
10. H. Warlimont and G. Thomas, Two Phase 
Microstructures of a -(Fe-AI) .Alloys in the 
K-State, UCRL-18610, Dec. 1969. 
11. S. Das and G. Thomas, On the Morphol
o gy and Substructure of Martensite, UCRL-
19019, June 1969. 
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E. HIGH STRENGTH MATERIALS 

Earl R. Parker, Victor F. Zackay, and William W. Gerberich 

New ways of strengthening materials with
out degrading their fracture characteristics 
are being sought. In this context, it would be 
beneficial to provide a second phase that added 
both strength and toughness. There are at 
least three possible ways in which this might 
be achieved. 

The first is through the use of an internal 
mechanism such as the strain-induced phase 
transformation that occurs under a superim
posed strain, whether that mechanical state is 
provided by a uniaxial stress or by the stress 
field around a growing crack. The new phase 
adds st rength while the ene rgy balance in
volved during crack propagation is such that 
the formation of the phase is beneficial to 
toughness. TRIP steel is an example of such 
a system. 

The second way to achieve the required 

1. DISLOCATION-CRACK 
INTERAC TIONS IN SILICON 

Charles St. John 

The intention of thi s study is to inve stigate 
the interaction between moving and/or stationary 
cracks and dislocation configurations produced 
either by the crack itself or introduced by other 
means. Silicon is an ideal material for this 
study because of the very low initial dislocation 
densitie s found in comme rcial single crystals 
and also because the temperature range of dis
location mobility (above approximately 600° C) 
allows the "freezing in" of dislocation con
figurations for subsequent examination at am
bient temperatures. Silicon is also exception
ally amenable to x- ray topographic examina
tion, and an optimum thickness of 1 mm (for 
Mo, Ka 1 radiation) permits the use of speci
mens that can be considered to behave as 
"bulk" material. Nondestructive examination 
allows sequences of mechanical experiments 
to be followed topographically step by step. 

strength and toughness is to provide an oriented 
second phase which might provide strength inone 
direction but also act as a barrier to a crack advanc
ing perpendicular to the oriented phase. Such a 
system on a macroscopic scale is a composite 
with an oriented phase. Examples are compos
ites with oriented fibers and unidirectionally 
solidified eutectic s. 

A third way is to introduce dispersed sec
ond phase partides that have sufficient 
strength to impede dislocation motion but, yet, 
are sufficiently ductile to be cut by a large dis
location pile-up rather than to be fractured and 
provide an incipient failure point . Such second 
phases might be intermetallic compounds such 
as Ni3Mo and Ni3 Ti, as found in maraging 
steels, or Laves phases, which will be the sub
ject of an exploratory investigations this com
ing year. 

An initial series of experiments designed to 
test the experimental method has been per
formed on single-edge notched specimens with 
shape and orientation as shown in Fig. 1. This 
specimen configuration provides a constant stress 
intensity facto r thoughout most of the crack path. 
A microcrack, previously introduced in the root 
of the notch by scratching the surface with a 
tungsten carbide stylus, was made to propagate 
along the (111) fracture plane by slowly (0.005 
cm/min) forcing a highly polished alumina 
wedge into the notch. The specimen is heated 
during the experimentby passing an ac current 
through the specimen itself, and the temper
ature gradient or homogeneity is controlled by 
judicious positioning ofthe platinum electrodes . 
The temperatures at fracture studied to date 
range from ambient to about 750°C. The dis
location configurations resulting from the pas
sage of the crack are examined by the Lang 
method of x - ray topography, and normally both 
(111) and (2 20) topographs are taken of each 
specimen in order to ensure complete disloca
tion visibility. Figure 2 shows the dislocation 
configuration produced in the vicinity of a mov
ing crack at about 650° C. 



Fig. 1-
tation. 

Fracture specimen shape and orien
(XBL 702-300) 

2. THE MICROMECHANICS OF 
FRACTURE OF PEARLITIC STRUCTURAL 
STEELS 

P eter J. Guest 
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Few quantitative investigations studying 
fracture and related fracture properties of hot
rolled fe r rite - pe a rlite structural steels have 
been made. The intent of this investigation 
wa s to provide fracture toughness data that 
can b e made available in structural specifica 
tions and applied in structural design as we ll 
as to understand the microcharacteristics of 
fracture . A mechanical and metallurgical 
analysis has been car ried out on the pearlitic, 
martensitic, and spheroidized carbide struc 
tures of plain carbon hypoeutectoid steels in 
the temperatur e range -320 to +150 ° F. The 
quantitative measurement of the microcharac 
teristics associated with cleavage fracture 

Fig. 2. (111) Topo g raph of fractur e plane 
and accompanying d eformation. 

(XBB 702-712 ) 

we re d etermined by the us e of th e str e ss wave 
emission t echnique, which essentially monitors 
the elastic wave produced by discontinuous 
crack movements. The measured m e chanical 
prop e rti es wer e correlated with information 
obtained from optical and scanning e lectron 
microscopy t echnique s. The analysis shows 
that as the volume fraction of pearlite is in
creased from 0 to 1, the plan e strain fracture 
toughne ss d e creased by 65 0/0 at +70° F a/~ by 
6 1% at -320° F. The data showed a d- 1 r e -
lationship b et ween the plane strain fracture 
toughne ss and f er rit e grain size. The micro 
mechanical analysis showed that by incr easing 
the vo lume fraction of pearlite from 0 to 1, the 
microcrack d e nsity increase d by a factor of 8 
at -100° F a nd by a factor of 9 at - 320° F. 

3. THE EFFECT OF GRAIN BOUNDARY 
CARBIDES O N FRACTURE TOUGHNESS 

William W. Gerberich and P e t e r J. Guest 

It is well known that fractured c arbides at 
a grain boundary nucleate cleavage fractur e in 
low carbon steels, as shown by McMahon and 
Coh en1 and Almond et al. 2 In the course of 
anal yz ing the cleavage fract'3re problem with 
respect to grain size effects it was disco vered 
that the effect of carbide thicknes s could also 
be quantitatively analyzed. Although no exp er
imental data in this i nvestigation were avail
able with which to test this relationship, some 



data concerning the effect of carbid e s on im
pact toughness fas been published by Karchner 
and Stephenson on Mo-B- V steels. These 
data were developed using as a mode l the case 
where nonpropagation cleavage microcracks 
occur before unstable fracture. 3 This is given 
by 

f 1 d 1/ 2 
K = 1T pef a [(ePc - -1) (n2 )] , 

ys 

where K is the critical stress intensity for un
stable cleavage, nd is the critical microcrack 
region, and d is the grain diameter. The plas
tic flow in the region nd e l evates the stress due 
to plastic constri;-int, the factor lor which is 
givenbypef = a['/a , where af· isthecleav
age fracture stressY:nd a ys is the yield 
strength. 

By using the acoustic emission technique, 
the number of stress waves (Fig. 1a) associ
ated with nonpropagating cleavage microcracks 
(Fig. 1b) was utilized to determine nd in a se
ries of low carbon steels with varying grain 
size. 5 This allowed an approximate value of 
nd to be established for th4 steel used by 
Karchner and Stephenson. For their 9.05)J. 
grain size the interval nd was approximately 
0.01 inch. Utilizing this in the theoretical 
analysis along with the effect of carbide thick
ness at the grain boundary on fracture stress 2 

resulted in the comparison in Fig. 2. It is 
seen that as the size of the carbide thickness 
approaches even 1/10 of the grain size, the 
toughness drops off quite rapidly. 

I 

l l , 
I I 

[I' 
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1. C. J . McMahon, Jr . , and M. Cohen, Acta 
Met. 13, 591 (1965). 
2. E:-J\. Almond, D. M . Timbres, and J. D. 
Embury, paper 21, 2nd Int. Conf. on Fractur e, 
Brighton, England, 1969. 
3. W. W. Gerberich, V. F. Zackay, E. R. 
Parker, and D. E. Porter, Sagamore Confe r
ence on Ultra Fine Grain Metals, Aug. 1969 . 
4. C. H. Karchner and E. T. Stephenson, 
Trans. ASM 61, No.3, 457 (1968). 
5. P. J. Guest, The Microm.echanics of Frac
ture of Pearlitic Structural Steels (D. Eng. 
thesis), UCRL-19106, Dec . 1969. 

Fig. 1b. Scanning electron micrograph 
of interface between pre-fatigue crack 
and cleavage at - 196°C . 

, 
l 
f 

I 

L 
r 

(XBB 6910- 6777) 

Fig . 1a. Stress waves 
emanating from non
propagating cleavage 
mic roc racks. 

(XBB 6910-6779) 
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Fig. 2. Effect of grain boundary carbide 
thickness on fracture toughness of steel. 
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4. A CONTINUUM MODEL OF DUCTILE 
FRACTURE FOR COMPOSITES 

William W. Gerberich 

Both crack-tip displacement and critical 
fracture strain concepts have been proposed 
as ductile fracture criteria for homogeneous 
mate rials. It is de s irable to extend such c ri
teria to macroscopic two-phase systems, so 
that microscopic two-phase structures may 
eventually be treated in a similar way. The 
first criterion derives from a relationship 
between the opening at the crack tip, 2V c; the 
applied stress intensity, K; the yield strength, 
(Tys; and modulus of elasticity, E, as given by 

It has been proposed that there is a critical 
crack-tip displacement, 2V~, at which crack 
propagation takes place. This may be utiliz ed 
to analyze either relatively brittle or even very 
ductile fracture processes. In a similar vein 
one may describe what is happening at the 
crack tip in terms of the strain, E, occurring 
over some microstructural unit, £, in front of 
the crack. The strain distribution is given 
by 

E 
TT(T E.e 

ys 
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There is a critical microstructuraJ unit, .e*, 
having a critical fracture strain EO'; when the 
stress intensity increases to the point such 
that E~' is exceeded over the region.e*, crack 
propagation takes place. This latter criterion 
is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. 

t 
E 

1-

CRACK 

I I 

I * I 
I- i ----..j 

Fig. 1. Concept of critical fracture strain 
ahead of the crack. (XBL 686-953) 

These two fracture criteria were evaluated 
with ductile steel fibers embedded in an alumi
num-alloy matrix. The crack propagation 
across such fibers is shown in Fig. 2 for 0.05, 
0.10, and 0.20 volume fraction composites. 
From fracture strains measured from such 
photographs and from scanning e lectron mi
crographs of the fracture surface (Fig. 3), it 
was determined that either fracture criterion 
adequately described the fracture of ductile 
fibers at the tip of an advancing crack. These 
data, as shown in Table I, indicate that the 
two criteria are interrelated by 

Even though one criterion may be as valid as 
the other, on pedagogical grounds alone, it 
seems preferable to lean toward the critical 
fracture strain approach. That is, in less 
well-defined microstructures the same crit
ical crack-tip displacement could be made up 
of a large strain and a small structural unit 
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Table 1. or a small strain and a larg e struc
tural unit. The fl exibi lity of the two
parameter a pproach is being pursued 
since it is more descriptive of the 
ductile fracture process. 

Volume 
fra ction, 

V f = 0.10 

1 mm 

0.05 
0.10 
0.10 
0.20 
0.20 

Average 

Fig. 2. Crack p a th in 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20 
vo lume fraction compo site s. 

(XBB 686- 3411A) 

Calculated and obs erved fractur e criteria. 

CntIcal crack-tip dis-
~~_F~r~a~c~t~u~r~e~s~t7r=a=in~~ pla c ement 
Calculated Obs erved Calculated Obs eryed 

E~' E
f 

2ve' 2vC=lT £"' Ef 
(in. ) (in. ) 

1.87 
0.77 
1.01 
1. 30 
0.80 

1.15 

1.52 
0.72 
0.94 
0.91 
0.55 

0.93 

0.0244 0.0196 
0.0150 0.0140 
0.0222 0.0169 
0.0235 0.0163 
0 .0177 0.0117 

0.0204 0.0157 

,0.2 mm , 

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrograph of 
0.20 vo lume fraction fracture surface. 

(XBB 699- 5982 ) 



5. ENHANCEMENT OF DUCTILITY 
IN ffiGH STRENGTH STEELS 

Dieter Fahr 

The conditions under which high strength 
and high ductility can be attained were studied 
in metastable austenitic steels. The stability 
of the austenite was shown to be the most im
portant variable. It affected the tensile prop
erties through the isothermal formation of 
martensite induced by elastic stresses and/or 
plastic strain. The results from 14 different 
alloys showed that low austensite stability re
sulted in high work-hardening rates, high ten
sile strengths, and low elongation values. 
Low austenite stability also caused the yield 
strength to decrease because of the stress
induced formation of martensite. When the 
austenite was very stable, plastic defo rma
tion was initiated by slip and its work-harden
ing rat e was too low to prevent necking at 
small strains. A specific amount of strain
induced martensite led to an "optimum" wo rk
hardening rate , resulting in maximum elonga
tion. The effects of varying C and Mn con
tents , different test and rolling temperatures, 
rolling time, and various reductions in thick
ness on the austenite stability were investi
gated. The amount of plastic deformation at 
a temperature at which no phase transforma
tion can be induc ed, i. e., above the Md t em
perature, had a n egligible effect on the yield 
strength w hen the austenite was very unstable; 
its effect increased, however, as the austen
ite stability increased. The best combination 
of strength and ductility was attained when the 
austenite was stable enough fo r slip to initiate 
yielding but still sufficiently unstable so that 
martensite could form during straining. To 
meet these requir ements the alloy composi
tion had to be such that the test temperatures 
was between the Ms and the Md temper
atures, and processing of the steel had to be 
carried out close to or above Md' Yield 
strengths exceeding 200,000 psi and elonga
tion values approaching 40% were measured 
for a number of the alloys. 

Serrations appeared in the stress-strain 
curves when slip and the formation of marten
site competed with one another as modes of 
deformation. No serrations were observed 
whe n one or the other mode predominated. 
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6. THE EFFECT OF STACKING FAULT 
ENERGY ON THE STRAIN-INDUCE 
MAR TENSITE TRANSFORMATION AND 
TENSILE CHARACTERISTICS IN IRON
BASED ALLOYS 

John S. Dunning 

Two series of iron based alloys, one car
bonless, the second containing carbon, were 
designed such that a regular variation of 
stacking fault ene rgy (S. F. E.) in the range 
10-50 ergs cm- 2 was obtained while maintain
ing a constant Ms temperature within each 
series. 

The austenitic alloys were transformed to 
martensite under the influence of tensile 
strain at cryogenic temperatures. Transfor
mation characteristics were found to vary in 
a consistent fashion within each series of al
loys. In alloys with high S. F. E. the marten
site formed during tensile straining formed in 
massive blocks or large fragmented plates. 
In low S. F. E. alloys, however, the transfor
mation products observed were extremely fine. 
In the carbonless series of alloys the presence 
of E (hcp) phase was detected together with a 
(bcc) martensite after transformation, in the 
alloy with the lowest S. F. E. This indicated 
the possibility that the sequence of transfor
mation is '{ -+ E -+ at in alloys of low S. F. E. 
as opposed to '{ -+ at in alloys with high S. F. E. 

The effect of prior deformation on subse
quent strain-induced transformation varied 
considerably between the two alloy series. 
Differences in composition both within and be
tween the two series of alloys resulted in a 
variation in response to prior deformation. 
In addition the variation in S. F. E. within each 
series resulted in the development of different 
textures after deformation. In carbonless al
loys prior deformation did not affect the rate 
of subsequent transormation. In carbon- con
taining alloys prior deformation resulted in a 
stimulation of the transformation. The degree 
of stimulation increased uniformly with in
creasing S. F. E. in the carbon-containing al
loys. Transformation rates and the size and 
distribution of the transformation products 
were related to the abundance of favorable 
nucleation points. 



The nature of the transformation products
and superior deformation characteristics-were 
correlated with superior tensile behavior and 
TRIP responses in alloys with low S. F. E. 
In low-So F. E. carbon-containing alloys ten
sile strengths of 250,000-320,000 psi with 
elongations of 66 and 310/0 were recorded at 
cryogenic temperatures. 

7. FRACTURE OF TRIP STEELS 

William W. Gerberich and Peter L. Hemmings 

Further work on the fracture of TRIP 
steels has shown that the resistance to crack 
growth is highly dependent upon the intersti
tial carbon content. At carbon contents less 
than about 0.24 wt %, ductile failure is ob
served from room temperature to -196°C. 
Such failures have a dual nature in that the 
strain-induced martensite first fails by wavy 
slip and then the austenite tears in between 
martensitic regions by a dimpled- rupture 
process. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which 
is an electron fractograph (replica t echnique) 
taken from the surface of a 0.20 carbon TRIP 
steel specimen fractured at -196°C . The 
small strip running diagonally down the center 
is a fracture in the strain-induced martensite. 
The smooth regions on both sides of this re
present stretching at the austenite-martensite 
interface and the dimples which then form are 
tearing in the austenite. 

As the replica tends to flatten regions of 
different elevation, a realistic view of the 
fracture process is only obtained by scanning 
electron microscopy, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Here, increasing magnifications of the same 
area show that the fracture surface is very 
sharply broken up, with the crack path tending 
to deviate into the bulk of the specimen so as 
to develop ridges. In Fig. 2c, the area to the 
right can be seen to be similar to that shown 
in Fig. 1. At the far right are the dimples 
associated with the dimple rupture of austenite. 
To the left of the dimples is the stretched re
gion and further to the left is the wavy glide in 
the martensite. It is seen, h ere, that differ
ent fracture planes are involved in the fracture 
of austenite and martensite, the combined ef
fect being to develop a very sharp ridge. This 
unusual fracture behavior is partially due to 
the fact that the strain-induced martensite is 
oriented on habit planes that li e along macro
scopic shear planes. It is not probable that 
the ridges develop because of the crystallo
graphic nature of the process since cleavage 
did not occur in this alloy. 

However, for carbon contents greater than 
about 0.24 wt %, cleavage did develop at -196°C. 
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This is indicated in Fig. 3, which is a replica 
of th e fracture surface from a 0.28 carbon 
TRIP steel broken at -196°C. The flat regions 
in the center of Fig. 3a are martensite frac
ture along cleavage planes. In Fig. 3b, much 
of th e fracture is cleavage fracture, but there 
is also a dimpled rupture region in the center 
that represents tearing in the austenite. Frac
tographs of these alloys at room temperature 
showed the fracture mechanism to be id entical 
to that of the lower carbon alloys. Thus the 
effect of carbon on the fracture mechanism ap
pears to be that at temperatures ( e. g., -196°C) 
well b elow the normal ductile-brittle transition 
for high strength steels, strain-induced marten
site containing greater than about 0.24 wt% car
bon will cleave, while that containing less than 
about 0.24 wt % will fail by wavy glide. (It 
should be emphasized that some of the carbon 
would not be in solution because thermal
mechanical treatment at 450°C produces alloy 
carbides that consume some of the initial car
bon present.) The overall effect of the oarbon 
and hence the fracture mode on the plane strain 
fracture toughness at -196°C is shown in Fig. 4. 
It is seen that the apparent KIC values, as 
taken from 1/2-inch thick precracked samples 
of the crack-line-Ioaded type, are very high 
when no cleavage occurs, but are only a little 
better than conventional steels when cleavage 
results. That this is an interstitial effect and 
not a strength level effect was proven by ten
sile tests that showed the ultimate strength of 
the low carbon alloys to be nearly 90% that of 
the high carbon alloy. 

Fig. 1. Wavy glide, stretched regions, and 
dimpled rupture on fracture surface of an 
austenite-martensite mixture. 

(XBB 689- 5387 ) 



Fig. 2. Scanning e le ctron micrograph of an 
area similar to that shown in Fig. 1-

(XBB 701-176) 
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Fig. 3. Mixtures of cleavage and dimpled 
rupture in 0.28 carbon TRIP steel fractured 
at -196°c. (XBB 701-174) 

8 . HIGH STRAIN-RATE STUDIES OF 
TRIP STEELS 

Chung Dokko and Wi lliam W. Gerberich 

It has been previously determined that many 
mechanical properties such as strength, strain
hardening, elongation, and toughness depend 
upon the relative stability of TRIP steels, that 
is, the ease with which the strain-induced 
transformation occurs. Thus, if a combination 
of strain rate and temperature is sufficient to 
raise thetemperature locally above Md' where 
no strain-induced transformation occurs. some 
effect on mechanical properties should be noted. 
The fact that this kind of temperature rise can 
occur is seen in Fig. 1. which presents the 
maximum temperature change observed during 
tensile tests run at 20 in·/min. As the fracture 
origin is approached, the temperature rise be
comes considerable and for tests at room tem
perature. the local temperatures would be well 
above M d , which is near ZOO°C. 

To see how the adiabatic temperature rise 
that occurs during impact tests affects tough
ness impact energy per unit fracture area 
(W I A) is plotted as a function of test tempe r
ature in Fig. 2 for several conditions. As was 
discussed earlier the lack of good toughness 
at low temperature was due to the embrittle 
ment of the martensite, which, in this 0.38 
(C +N) alloy, failed by cleavage. However, at 
the higher temperatures above room temper
ature, the toughness also decreased appreciably. 
For the higher deformation levels it is seen 
that the toughness dropped off by a factor of 2 
from a strain ene rgy release rate, G c ' view-



point or about>J2 in terms of fracture tough
ness. Kc. since Kc = (EGc )1/2. Because the 
Md was near 200 °C, it was surmised that the 
toughnes s could vary between the values found 
at room temperature and 200°C. This was 
found to be the case by varying the crosshead 
rate in room temperature tests. This effectively 
changes the slow crack growth period so that 
the time for heat to be dissipated away from 
the crack tip changes. 

The maximum temperature rise about a 
point source, such as the tip of a crack, can 
be analyzed from the standpoint of heat trans
fer in a plane medium. If the point source is 
considered to be relatively stationary, so that 
dynamic effects are ignored, the maximum 
temperature rise is given by 

tlT = q,fZ/pcs&, 
max 

whe re s is the distance from the source, p is 
the density, c is the specific heat, e is 2.73, 
and q is the quantity of heat. 

If one assumes that the critical distance, s. 
on both sides of the advancing crack is equiv
alent to the crack-tip displacement at fracture 
2s = 2V c then one can determine the critical 
stress intensity as a function of crack growth 
rate from 

K =~ 
where 

a
ys 

E C
2 

pctlT 

a 
ys 

0.053 BTU/in. 2 
118/in./sec 

density = 0.284 lb/in. -~ 
specific heat = 0.198 BTU/lb/oC 

= temperature rise, °C 
= crack growth rate, in./sec 

Young modulus, psi 
yield strength, psi. 

Now, a maximum temperature rise of about 
200° C is presumed to De sufficient to raise the 
material above Md' When this condition is met 
the material at the crack tip remains austentic 
and crack instability occurs. Using this as a 
means to describe the maximum stress inten
sity as a function of crack velocity, the re
sults are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the 
maximum change in experimentally observed 
toughness is just about ..J2 and that, although 
the theoretical agreement is not quit e in line, 
it nevertheless qualitatively explains the ob
served behavior. 
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9. HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT OF 
TRIP STEEL 

Robert A. McCoy 

It has been found that under normal condi
tions TRIP steel is not susceptible to hydro
gen embrittlement, but that under severe con
dition it is susceptible. For example, a com
mercially used procedure for high strength 2 
steels is to charge several hours at 1.2 A/in. 
in a 0.1 !::!: solution of H 2S0 4 . Using this pro
cedure, Dulis and Chandhouk1 found TRIP 
steels to be immune to hydrogen embrittlement. 
At this laboratory, it was found that even in an 
0 .8 N solution charged at 0.5 A/in. -2 for sev
eral hours, no embrittlement would occur in 
either smooth or precracked samples. How
eve r, if a combination of high cur rent density 
and high acid no rmality is utilized, embrittle
ment does result. In specimens charged at 
1.2 A/in. 2 in a two normal solution of H 2S04 , 
elongation, as measured in a uniaxial tensile 
test, was reduced to as low as 1/10 of its no r
mal value at very slow strain rates on the order 
of 0.002/min. It was found that the degree of 
embrittlement was sensitive to the amount of 
carbon and nitrogen contained by the alloys, as 
indicated in Fig. 1. These data suggests two 
points. First, the strain-induced martensite, 
as untempered martensite, is quite susceptible 
to hydrogen embrittlement if sufficient hydro
gen is present. Secondly, the degree of em
brittlement is highly dependent upon the inter
stitial content of the martensite. 

The first point was ve rified by charging hy
drogen into precracked samples that had al
ready been yielded to provide stain-induced 
martensite at the crack-tip. Further testing 

showed that cracking proceeded along the mar
tensitic regions as indicated in Fig. 2, the 
darkly etched regions being martensite. It is 
because of the very slow diffusivity of hydro
gen in austenite that severe charging is nec
essary to produce embrittlement. Whereas 
in normal high strength steels, which are 
body-centered-cubic, the diffusivity of hydro
gen is about 2 X 10- 7 ?m2/sec, in fcc austen
ite it is about 3 X 10- 1 cm2/sec at room tem
perature. Thus, much longer times under 
more severe charging conditions are neces
sary to diffuse hydrogen into TRIP steel, 
which is initially austenite. Considering the 
second point, it is not presently known whether 
a sufficiently strong TRIP steel can be devel
oped with low enough interstitial content to 
avoid the embrittlement problem. The data in 
Fig. 1 are for varying amounts of Cr, Mo, Ni, 
V, and Mn alloy content, which suggests that 
the critical components controlling embrittle
ment are carbon and nitrogen. If an additional 
strengthening mechanism could be added to 
those already present in a 0.15 carbon TRIP 
steel, the presently observed embrittlement 
might be eliminated while still attaining ex
cellent combinations of strength, toughnes s 
and ductility. 

1. E. J. Dulis and V . K. Chandhok, TRIP 
Steel is Ready for Use, Metal Progr . .22, 101-
104 (1969) . 
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Fig. 2. Crack network occurring in strain
induced martensite at crack tip (A) unetched 
and (B) etched. (XBB 691-1) 

10. OPTIMIZATION OF CORROSION 
RESISTANCE IN METASTABLE 
AUSTENITIC STEEL 

Fred J. Padilla 

A study has been made leading to the optimi
zation of the mechanical properties and corro
sion resistance of metastable austenitic steels. 
A metastable austenitic steel containing 13% 
Cr, and 0.25% C was selected as a base com
position. Systematic composition changes of 
the other alloying elements, nickel, molybde
num, and manganese were then carried out. 

The effect of these composition changes on 
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the mechanical propertie s were measured by 
means of tensile tests. A potentiodynamic 
polarization technique was used to follow the 
change in corrosion resistance in a 10% (2.04 
Normal) sulfuric acid solution at room temper
ature. 

The steels containing molybdenum exhibited 
the best combination of mechanical and corro
sion- resistant properties. In one of these steels 
a yield strength of 187 ksi, a tensile strength of 
231 ksi, and a 38% elongation were obtained. 
The corrosion resistance, as determined by the 
potentiodynamic method, compared favorably 
with type' 304 and type 316 stainless steels. 
When manganese was substituted for nickel, the 
mechanical properties were not affected and the 
corrosion resistance was only slightly decreased . 

11. HIGH STRAIN-RATE STUDIES OF 
Ti-AI BINARY ALLOYS 

Charles J. Bruggemann 

The yield stress of a series of HCP phase 
titanium-aluminum alloys has been determined 
under high velocity plate impact conditions for 
whlch the elastic strain rate is of the order of 
10 sec-i. These measurements were made by 
using the single stage helium gun located at 
S-Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
Livermore. For each experiment a projectile 
having a facing of the alloy to be investigated is 
fired into a target of the same alloy and the pla
nar stress wave produc e d is recorded by an x
cut quartz piezoelectric gauge mounted on the 
back surface of the target. Seven expe riments 
were required to obtain the three results given 
in Table I because either excessivejloise or 
titled impact of greater than 1 X 10- radian 
rendered some records unreliable. 

Figure 1 shows an example of an acceptable 
record. The first signal rise is associated 
with the stress increase in the elastic precursor 
wave and the second signal rise is associated 
with the plastic stress wave which brings mate
rial to the peak stress. The duration of the re
co rd shown is 1 I-lsec. The magnitude of the 
stress at the top of the elastic precursor 
called the Hugoniot Elastic Limit, H. E. L. 

In Table I the H. E. L. calculated was ob
tained by converting conventional quasi- static 
tensile t est data to the quasi-static uniaxial 
strain conditions. The difference between the 
calculated and measured H. E. L. represents the 
effect of a 10 9 inc rease in strain rate between 
the tension tests and the impact tests. 

Present activities include an investigation of 
the compression-tension Bauschinger effect on 
these alloys, by using samples of gauge 



diameter 0.052 in. and gauge length 0.100 
inch. These results are to be used in deter
mining the amount of reverse plastic strain 
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experienced by samples that are to be examined 
by means of light and electron microscopy. 

Table I. 

H.E.L. H.E. L. 
calculated measured 

(kbar) 

Ti 6.1 
Ti - 5 at. %AI 7.9 
Ti-10 at. % Al 12.2 

Fig . 1. Stress-time profile in Ti-10 at. % 
Al sample. (XBB 696-4326 ) 

12. INTERGRANULAR FRACTURE 
OF PRECIPITATION-HARDENING 
ALUMINUM ALLO YS 

David E. Porter 

(kbar) 

12.4 
16.9 
23.3 

The mechanism of intergranular failure in 
AI-Ag and AI- Zn binary alloys have been in
vestigated by using scanning electron fracto
graphy and acoustic emission techniques. It 
was established that the conditions for the 
initial crack propagation were dependent upon 
the grain si ze, d, the precipitate free zone 
width, p" at the grain boundary, and the prop
erties of this grain boundary region. Such a 
region is shown in Fig. 1 for AI-25 % Zn that 
had been solution-treated and aged 30 min at 
room temperature. Using the analysis of 
Stroh,1 the stress to nucleate fracture at a 
g rain boundary is given by 

Impact Peak 
velocity stress 

(km/sec) (kbar) 

0.20 24 
0.26 27 
0.38 48 

cp Ey 1/2 
a

f 
= ( d m) , 

where af is the tensile fracture stress, cp is 
a constant Ym is the work involved in fracture 
per unit fracture area, and E is the tensile 
modulus of elasticity. Descripiton of the ~rk 
involved in crack extension as a strain energy 
density distributed over a plastic strip con
fined to the g rain boundary region results in 

.'. ',' 
where E is the fracture strain in the grain 
boundary region. The stres s intensity for 
crack nucleation is thus found to be 

K I = (2Ey )1/2=(2cp/d)1/2 E / :'p,. 
nuc. m 

Some qualitative conformation fo r the d- 1/ 2 

relationship was obtained by dete rmining the 
stress intensity at th e first sign of crack 
growth from acoustic emission analysis. The 
stress intensity for crack nucleation is shown 
as a function of grain size in Fig. 2 for two 
crosshead testing rates. First, the stress):'f:
tensity appears to have an approximate d- 1 

relationship . Secondly, the difference in 
Knucl.wfor different cross head speeds suggests 
that C' must be different if this analysis is cor
rect. This actually was observed in tensile tests 
where the elongation did increase with increasing 
strain rates, as shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that 
an order of magnitude increase in strain rate 
about doubles the strain, which would, theoret
ically, correspond to doubling Knucl.. In fact, 
Knucl. does about double, on the average, for 
an order of magnitude increase in strain rate, 
Whether this is totally an effect of grain bound
ary shear or whether there is a difference in 
the matrix contribution is yet to be ascertained. 



Fig. 1. T ransmission electron micrograph 
of precipitate plus precipitate-free zone at 
grain boundary in AI-25% z inc. 

(XB B 691 -470b only) 
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13. ON THE DISCONTINUOUS NATURE 
OF S TRE SS -CORROSION CRACKING 
I N TITANIUM ALLOYS 

Yosef Kat z 

The complexity of stress-corrosion crack
ing behavi or arises from the fact that the phe
nomena invol ve mechanical (du e to th e s tre ss 
field) and el e ctrochemical (due to the environ
ment ) driving forces togeth er with their inter
actions . Separation of these two major in
fluences is difficult but critical to the evalu a 
tion of proposed mode ls . The acoustic emis 
sion technique has been utilized in an investiga 
tion of stress -co rrosion cracking o f titanium 
a lloys in 3 . 5% NaCl solutions. This technique 
was utilized to detect any e lastic waves that 
might be assoc i ated with brittle-crack steps oc
curring during slow crack growth. Experiments 
have been performed using precracked notch 



specimens of Ti-8-1- 1, Ti-5-2.5 (a/f3 struc
tures), and Ti-13-11-3 (all f3 structure) alloys 
in the annealed condition. 

Expe rimental results showed that environ
mentally assisted crack growth was accom
panied by stress wave emission. Further
more, the stress wave activity correlated to 
the slow crack growth rate. Figures 1(a) and 
1(b) demonstrate that crack propagation rates 
and SWE/ sec are a function of the applied 
stress intensity factor, Ki' Figure 1(c) shows 
one of the more active portions of the mon
itored stress waves from a single-edge-notch 
specimen. From the size of the stress waves 
observed, estimation of the microcrack exten
sions could be made based upon a semiempir
ical approach described elsewhere. 1 It was 
concluded that at high K i , the amplitude of 
each wave represented the amount of energy 
that could be associated with an extension on 
the order of a grain size in dimension. This 
strongly supports a discontinuous model of a 
triggering event followed by a cleavage jump 
process. It does not, however, invalidate the 
electrochemical interpretation since this still 
ought to be the thermally activated mechanism 
that controls the triggering process. Also, a 
sufficiently large number of stress waves to 
account fo r all of the crack growth we re not 
observed so that electrochemical dissolution 
might even playa significant role with respect 
to crack growth. 

1. W. W. Gerberich and C. W. Hartbower, 
Intern. J. Fracture Mech . .1, No.3, 185 
(1967). 

14. RESEARCH PLANS FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 1970 

Earl R. Parker, Victor F. Zackay, and 
William W. Gerberich 

a. Synthesis of TRIP Steel Characteristics 

Through basic understanding of the vari
ables that affect the strain-induce d phase 
transformation, it is theoretically possible to 
predict such mechanical property character
istics as strength, ductility, work-hardening 
rate, and toughness. An analytical model will 
be developed that will synthesize the individual 
characteristics of the parent phase, the strain
induced phase, and the rate of the transforma
tion to allow interpretation of mechanical be
havior. This will be compared with a large 
amount of existing mechanical property infor
mation, which includes composition and pro
cessing history as material variables and test 
temperature, strain rate, and stress state as 
test variables. 
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Fig. 1. Rate of crack growth and stress wave 
emission as a function of stress intensity dur
ing the stress-corrosion cracking of a titanium 
alloy. (XBB 701-175) 

b. Influence of Second Phase Particles 
on Fracture 

Defining the role of second phase particle s 
in strengthening and fracture mechanisms is a 
necessity before improved materials of this 
class can be designed from first principles. 
Several studies will attempt to provide an ex
perimental basis for analyzing the fracture 
process. Steels with varying carbon contents 
of the 433 X variety will be made with differ
ent dispersions of second phase carbide parti
cles. Characterization of these tempered mar
tensitic steels and analysis of the micromech
anical fracture process will utilize both scan
ning and transmission electron microscopy. 
An analogous study in spheroidize d eutectoid 
steel will provide various dispersions of car
bide particles by thermal-mechanical treat
ment. Strength, fracture toughness and sub
structural characteristics will be established 
for these plain carbon steels having inter
particle spacings on the order of 1 f.L and less. 
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c. Laves Phases 

An exploratory program towards the utiliza
tion of Laves phases as a dispersion strengh
ener will be initiated, having as a goal an im
proved strength-toughness relationship in car
bonless iron alloys. Essentially two approach
es will be required here: first, to determine 
the mechanical properties of the Laves phases 
themselves, and secondly, to incorporate them 
as dispersed second phases in iron and to de
termine the mechanical behavior of the system. 
Studies of Fe2Ti, Fe2Nb, Fe2Zr, Fe2Ta, andFezW 
will establish the mechanical response of the 
Laves phases while such alloys as Fe-7 wt 0/0 
Ti will be utilized to study the properties of 
iron containing the dispersed second phase. 

d. High Carbon Austentic Steels 

High strength austentic alloys, with a hig.hl'y 
dislocated substructure containing fine preClpI
tates of alloy carbides, will be studied. Stain
less steels of the 302 type will be modified with 
carbon contents ranging upwards of 0.60/0. 
Various thermal-mechanical treatments involv
ing as much as 950/0 deformation will be utilized 
in an attempt to refine and disperse the alloy 
carbides throughout the matrix rathe r than hav
ing them precipitate at grain boundaries. Sub
structural characterization by means of trans
mission electron microscopy will be correlated 
to observed mechanical property behavior. 

e. Environmental Effects on TRIP Steels 

Since it was found that hydrogen embrittle
ment may occur in TRIP steels subjected to 
severe hydrogen-charging conditions, a con
tinuing program will be pursued to dilineate 
the activation energy of the embrittlement pro
cess, possible embrittlement mechanisms, and 
the role of other interstitials such as carbon 
and nitrogen in the enhancement of embrittle
ment. Composition modifications for increas
ing the resistance to hydrogen embrittlement 
will be considered. Other environmental stud
ies will include investigation of the role of the 
phase transformation on fatigue-crack propa~a
tion, stress-corrosion cracking, and corrOSIon 
fatigue. 

f. Dislocation-Crack Interactions in Silicon 

Furthe r x- ray topographic studies of dislo
cation configurations about cracks in single 
crystals of silicon will be made. Present stud
ies include the observation of dislocations about 
cracks along the (111) fracture plane produced 
by a crack-opening mode (Mode I stress inten
sity). Other specimen configurations and load
ing conditions (Mode III stress intensity) as 
we ll as other methods of crack arrest will be 
utilized in the next year I s research. 

15. 1969 PUBliCATIONS 

Earl Parker, Victor F. Zackay, and 
As sociates 

Technical journals 

1. W. W. Gerberich and Yosef Katz, On a 
Trigonometric Expression for the Single-Edge
Notch Case, J. Eng. Frac. Mech. 1, 569 
(1969). 
2. M. Suenaga and K. M. Ralls, Some Super
conducting Properties of the Ti-Nb-Ta Alloys, 
J. Appl. Phys. 40, 4457 (1969). 
3. W. W. Gerberich, P. L. Hemmings, and 
V. F. Zackay, Observations of Strain Induced 
Martensite Around a Crack, Trans. AIME 245, 
1124 (1969). 
4. E. W. Page, P. Mangonon, G. Thomas, 
and V. Zackay, Structure and Properties of 
Dynamically Strain Aged Steels, Trans. ASM 
62, 45 (1969). 
r w. W. Gerberich and P. Hemmings, Frac
tographic Observations of Stretched Regions in 
Front of Fatigue Cracks, Trans. ASM 62, 540 
(1969). 
6. P. L. Key and Y. Katz, On the Pop in Mode 
of Fracture, Intern. J. Fracture Mech. 2, No. 1, 
63 (1969). 
7. w. W. Gerberich, Metastable Austenitic 
Steels with Ultra-High Strength and Toughness, 
Society of Automotive Engineers, paper 690262, 
Jan. 1969. 
8. W. W. Gerberich and C. E. Hartbower, 
Monitoring C rack Growth of Hydrogen Embrittle
ment and Stress Corrosion Cracking by Acoustic 
Emission, in Fundamental Aspects of Stress 
Corrosion Cracking (National Association of 
Corrosion Engineers, Houston, 1969), p. 420. 
9. J. A. Hall, V. F. Zackay, and E. R. 
Parker, Structural Observations in a Meta
stable Austenitic Steel, Trans. ASM g, 965 
(1969). 
10. P. L. Key, A Relation Between Crack 
Surface Displacements and the Strain Energy 
Release Rate, Int. J. Fracture Mech. ~ 287 
(1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. Masaki Suenaga, Effects of Fine Precipitates 
on Critical Current Densities of Superconducting 
Niobium 10/0 Zirconium (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-
18536, Jan. 1969. 
2. Chung Dokko, TRIP Phenomena in Impact 
Tests (M. S. thesis), UCRL-19068, Sept. 1969. 
3. Fred J. Padilla, Optimization of Corrosion 
Resistance in Metastable Austenitic Steel (M. S. 
thesis), UCRL-19065, Sept. 1969. 
4 . Yosef Katz, Micro-Mechanical Approach to 
Stress Corrosion Cracking in Titanium Alloys 
(Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19046, Sept. 1969. 



5. Diete r Fahr, Enhancement of Ductility in 
High Strength Steels (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-
19060, Sept. 1969. 
6. John S. Dunning, The Effect of Stacking 
Fault Energy on Strain-Induced Martensite 
Transformation and Tensile Characteristics in 
Iron Based Alloys (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-
19052, Dec. 1969. 
7. Paul L. Key, II, An Investigation of the 
Factors Affecting the Fracture Characteristics 
of Cracked Tungsten Crystals (Ph. D. thesis), 
UCRL-18620, Jan. 1969. 
8. David Eugene Porter, Fracture Toughness 
of Precipitation Hardening Aluminum Alloys 
(Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19004, April 1969. 
9. Mathur R. V. Raghavan, Structure and 
Mechanical Properties of Fe-Cr-Co-C Steels 
(M. S. thesis), UCRL-19132, Dec. 1969. 
10. Peter J. Guest, The Micromechanics of 
Fracture of Pearlitic Structural Steels (D. Eng. 
thesis), UCRL-19106, Dec. 1969. 
11. Victor Zackay, Some Anticipated Develop
ments in Physical Metallurgical Research, 
UCRL-18676, Jan. 1969; presented at the April 
1969 Centenary Celebration of the Iron and 
Steel Institute, London, England. 
12. M. D. Merz, G. R. Chanani, V. F. Zac
kay, and E. R. Parker, Tensile Properties of 
Lower Carbon TRIP Steels, UCRL-18466 Rev., 
Sept. 1969. 
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UCRL-18699, Jan. 1969. 
16. W. W . Gerberich, The Crack-Tip Dis
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18. W. W. Gerberich, Fracture Mechanics of 
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els of Ductile Fracture, UCRL-19086 Rev., 
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F. HIGH FIELD SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

1. SYNTHESIS OF METASTABLE 
MATERIALS BY CO-CONDENSATION OF 
THE ELEMENTS: SEARCH FOR SUPER
CONDUCTING MATERIALS 

Leo Brewer, Earl R. Parker, Victor F. 
Zackay, and Robert H. Hammond 

Expe rimental work was initiated during 
1969 to investigate the feasibility of synthesiz
ing materials in a variety of forms, but with 
the common property that in some sense they 
are metastable. The present primary goal is 
concentrated on attaining superconductors with 
high critical temperatures, Tc' However, the 
techniques are expected to be applicable to 
othe r mate rial and elect ronic applications. 

Most of the effort has been in the develop
ment of the experimental facilities. However, 
a few exploratory and preliminary results have 
been obtained that will be discussed in order 
to indicate the initial direction. These include: 
a feasibility experiment in which multiple 
atomic fluxes of elements are co-condensed on
to a substrate to form the alloys and com
pounds of the elements with certain metastable 
compound structures as the goal; deposition of 
elements on a substrate coole d to liquid he
lium temperature to form a metastable lattice 
disorder; and a metastable solid solution 
formed in the same fashion. 

2. METASTABLE COMPOUNDS 

Robert H. Hammond 

The goal of this study has been first, to, 
explore the feasibility of displaying an isother
mal section of a binary (and later ternary) 
phase diag ram onto an extended substrate by 
co-deposition of the elements, and then, to ex
plore the feasibility of locating new compounds 
that are expected to be metastable in the sense 
that they may not be stable at hi gh e r temper
atures. The pa rticular goals are ce rtain com
pounds that are expected to have high super
conducting critical temperatures, Tc' The 
compounds of the [3- W (also called CqSi or 
Cr30 types) structure (Strukturbericht type 
A-iS) which usually have the A3B stoichiom
etry are well known for having the highest T 
and critical field. Conventional preparation c 
techniques seem to have exhausted possible 
binaries and are now being applied to pseudo
binary or ternary combinations, but with great 
difficulty. In the latte r cas e the method de
scribed here should spe e d up the survey con-

siderably. At present we are concerned with 
the A-iS binaries that are expected to be meta
stable b e caus e of the polymo rphism between 
the bcc structure at high temperature and A-iS 
at lower temperature. Because of sluggish re
action rates at the low temperature the reaction 
may not b e reversible; i. e., upon cooling from 
a high temperature bcc structure the transfor
mation to A-iS may be too slow. 1 There are 
a numb e r of binary systems that should form 
the A-iS structure, based on observations of 
known A-iS structure s. 1,2 In addition some 
of these could have very high T , based on 
available criteria for high Tc afuong the A-iS 
supe rconductors. 

The method being us e d is the co-condensa
tion of elements in vacuum onto a substrate. 
The individual elements are evaporated from 
separate sources, usually of the 180 deg mag
netic d efle cted electron beam typ e w ith water
coole d copp er crucibles. Sinc e the evaporation 
rate of metals from these types of sources char
acteristically show large fluctuations it is im
portant that the rate is monitored and control
led in a feedback network to the electron gun 
source. This is accomplished with a chopped 
ion gauge sensor with lock-in detection supply
ing the phase-sensitive error signal used for 
the feedback signal to the electron beam 
source. The error signal has been applied to 
the gun-filament power in cases of slow rate 
variations « 1 Hz) and to the deflection magnet 
current in cas es where the rate fluctuations are 
faster. The latter type of control results in a 
modulation of the power density of the electron 
beam in that the error signal modulates the am
plitude of an ac beam sweep superimposed on 
the dc deflection field. 

Three substrate configurations have been 
developed in the preliminary stages of this 
wo rk. One was designed for low temperature 
work ('" 1.7°K); however, it should be usable to 
moderate temperatures (500 0 C) and will be de
scribed later. Another substrate covers the 
range from room temperature to about 700 0 C 
by using radiant heating and is '" 11 in. in diam
eter, holding i-in. square plates of ceramic , 
dielectric, or metal as the actual substrates. 
This was designed particularly for displaying 
ternary phases. A third configuration, de
signed for binary worl~, holds six i-in. square 
substrates, and can heat the substrates to more 
than 1000 0 C by using electron beam bombard
ment. All have appropriate shutters, shield
ing, and rate monitor locations. 

The binary system AI-Au was chosen as the 
first feasibility d emonstration because the 
presence of the brightly colored purple phase. 



AuA12 , would give added visual identification. 
The results of this demonstration indicated 
the need for improvements in the power supply 
stability, molten-pool source stability, and 
feedback control loops. These difficulties 
postponed the efforts to search for metastable 
A-15 phases. 

1. Leo Brewer, Chap. 2 in High Strength 
Materials, ed. by V. Zackay (John Wiley, 
New York, 1965). 
2. V. M. Nevitt,"Alloy Chemistry of the Tran
sition Elements," in Electronic Structure and 
Alloy Chemistry of the Transition Elements, 
ed. by Paul A. Beck (Interscience, New York, 
1968), p. 101. 

3 . Ai-Au BINARY BY THE 
CO-CONDENSATION OF THE ELEMENTS 
ONTO AN EXTENDED SUBSTRATE 

Larry D. Hartsough, Milton R. Pickus, 
and Robert H. Hammond 

Isothermal sections of binary and ternary 
phase diagrams can be accurately reproduc ed 
by evaporation onto an extended substrate. 
Direct x- ray and microprobe analysis of the 
samples can be utilized to determine phase 
boundaries and compositions. Superconduc
tivity measurements can also be performed 
directly on the as -p repared samples. How
ever, precise evaporation rate control is a ne
cessity if valid conclusions are to be drawn 
about the variation of properties with composi
tion. 

The rate control system in the electron 
beam evaporator consists of chopped- beam 
ionization-gauge monitors from which the error 
signal is fed into both the filament and focus 
magnet power supplies. Correct balancing of 
these two modes of control is required to main
tain constant evapo ration rate s. 
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As a check on the rate control system, the 
Au-Ai binary was investigated. This binary 
contains a b rightly colo red purple phas e, AuA12 , 
which can be readily identified visually. In ad
dition several portions of the phase diagram are 
in doubt. 1 The work of Francombe et al., 2 
using a technique similar to that outlined here 
(making additional us e of epitaxial growth of the 
phases), has recently determined the crystal 
symmetry and cell dimensions of the phases in 
doubt. Their work illustrates the power of this 
simple approach to obtaining structural details 
of complex phas e diag rams. Utilization of the 
electron beam sources and rate control systems 
discussed in this report will permit the investi
gation of refractory metal phases. 

The phase designated AuAl forms peritect
ically at 625 0 C and consequently is difficult to 
prepare as a single phase when conventional 
techniques are used. Its crystal symmetry is 
monoclinic2 and its exact composition is un
known. The existence of AU3A15 is doubtful but 
has been reported. The composition and homo
geneity range of the phase designated AU5A12 
(71.4 at. % Au) are also disputed; its composi
tion may be neare r to AU8A13 (72.6 at. % ). The 
a to f3 transformation in AU4Al is apparently 
sluggish as the low temperature a forms on 
cooling at 300 to 400 0 C but can be retained up 
to 500 0 C. An intermediate phase between 
AU5A12 and AU4Al has been inferred. 

After a single calibration run, the Au-Ai 
binary was deposited on a substrate consisting 
of nine i-in. square glass slides aligned be
tween the two sources. The substrate was 
heated to about 320 0 C by radiation. Equal Au 
and Ai rates were set with the rate monitors, 
with the Au rate at about 600 PI sec on the slide 
directly above its source. The Au rate varied 
by about ±2-1/2%, as shown by the meter on the 
rate monitor. However, the Ai rate varied by 
nearly ±17%, although rather rapidly. Liquid 
aluminum fo rms an oxide film at low powe r in
puts and oscillates at high power inputs. The 
balance between these two unstable states is 
difficult to achieve. In addition, the power sup
ply has a ±10 % voltage ripple, which contrib
utes to the variation in rates. (The power sup
ply is being redesigned so as to be a truly con
stant voltage supply.) Despite these problems, 
the appearance of the deposit was gratifying. 
The AuAl phase came within 1/4 in. of being 
centered on the substrate. Phase boundaries 
appeared sharp and nearly parallel to one an
other. The "single phase" regions were 1/ 16 
to 1/8 in. wide. Five intermediate phases 
could easily be distinguished and a variation in 
tone in the region between AU2Al and AU5A12 
indicated the possible presence of a sixth phase. 

Analysis of the x- ray diffraction data con
firmed the presence of the five intermediate 
phases shown in the phase diagram, 1 with the 
low temperature modification of AU4Al indi
cated. No extra lines were observed in the re
gion between AU2Al and AU5A12' No phase cor
responding to AU3A15'was observed, and no 
phase was observed between AU5A12 and AU4Al. 

An attempt was made to correlate a linear di
mension along the substrate with composition of 
the film. The compositions of the phases AuA12 , 
AuAl, Au2Al, and AU4Al were assumed to be 
stoichiometric. The linear dimension was cho
sen perpendicular to the phase boundaries. A 
sigmoidal curve, which results from two cosine
law sources, was smoothly drawn through the 
four points determined by composition and posi
tion. The composition of AU5A12 indicated by 



this technique was 73.0-73.5 at. % Au, closer 
to AU8Al3' 

The variation in rates was evidenced in the 
x- ray diffraction data- some overlap of phase 
boundaries was observed. This precluded mi
croprobe measurements of composition and 
homogeneity range for the intermediat e phases. 

The intermediate phases were tested for 
superconductivity by a resistance method. 

---.-,.. 
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All samples exhibited normal resistance down 
to 1. 6 0 K. 

1. F. A. Shunk, Constitution of Alloys, 
IITRI, B-6082-1, May 31, 1968, pp. 93-98. 
2. M. H. Francombe, A. J. Noreika, and 
W. J. Takei, Thin Solid Films 1, No.5, 353 
(1968). -

Fig. 1. One row of substrate holder showing the Al-Au binary, with the deep purple 
AuAl2 compound to the left of center towards the aluminum end. Four (and possibly 
five) other phases show up as changes in reflection and color tone toward the right of 
center. Temperature of substrate during deposition was 320 0 C. 
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Fig. 2. The Al-Au phase diagram from 
Hansen and Anderko, Constitution of 
Binary Alloys, 2nd ed. (McGraw Hill, 
New York, 1958); see also Ref. 1. The 
AuAl2 is th e purple compound. The ten
tative results of the present investigation 
would assign the compounds at composi
tions (at 320 0 C) AuAl2' AuAl, AU2Al, 
AU8Al3. and a-Au4Al. 
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4. LOW TEMPERATURE DEPOSITION: 
ENHANCEMENT OF SUPER
CONDUC TION T 

c 

Ro be rt H. Hammond 

The motivation )0 r this wo rk carne from the 
work of McMillan, and later Garland et a1. 2 -3 

This result is that Tc is sensitive to the lattice 
"softness" through tlie electron-lattice re
spons e. The deformation of the lattice (phonon) 
is enhanced in a number of ways: (a) atoms 
n ear or on a surface4 due to a decrease in the 
lattic e spring constants; and (b) a disordered 
lattice structure resulting in a softer effective 
lattice spring constant. 2 The degree of soft 
lattice is expressed in terms of the average 
phonon frequency (w). An analytic expression 
for Tc based on certain approximations in 
terms of (w) is: 

where 

T = ~ exp [_ 1. 0 4 (1 H.) ] 
c 1.45 A. _ fJ.*(1+0.62A.) , 

N(O) (/) 

M (w2
) 

The actual expression depends on the details of 
the phonon spectra of the material, but the ex
pression does sh9.w the feature that the T can 
be enhanced if (w; is reduced by some m~ans 



from its value normally found for that material. 
This result had already explained a large body 
of older observations that the "soft" supercon
ductors could have an enhanced T <; when pre
pared in a variety of ways but mainly through 
low tempe rature deposition. 5 Furthermore it 
was observed that the degree of enhancement 
seemed to be related to the Debye temperature 
such that metals with already soft lattices 
(lead) did not show enhancement, whe reas stiff 
metals (aluminum) showed appreciable enhance
ment. 

It was then of interest to determine if the so
called hard superconductors, transition metals 
in particular (i.e., Nb, V), and high Tc com
pounds (Nb3Sn, V 3Si, etc.) could also show a 
similar enhancement. Because of our interest 
and experience in the preparation of such mate
rials an effort was initiated during 1969 to ex
plore this problem. It was decided also to in
vestigate the ability to produce additional lat
tice disorders in the low temperature con
densed films by the co- condensation of an inert 
gas, xenon. The hope was that by the incorpo
ration of xenon atoms the lattice would be dis
ordered and soft in the region of the xenon atom 
without, however, the danger of its giving or 
taking up electrons and thus changing the--elec
tronic structure of the host metal or com
pounds. This is of special concern in the tran
sition elements and compounds in which it was 
known for example that gases such as oxygen, 
nitrogen, or hydrogen are electron donors and 
can thus influence T c through means othe r than 
the desired effects of lattice softness. In addi
tion xenon has a large atomic polarizability: it 
is possible that such an atom could couple two 
electrons in the host metal in a ground state in 
a fashion similar to superconductivity resulting 
from the lattice dynamic polarization (phonon) 
as we generally understand it. 

The program was divided into three phases: 
(1) check the apparatus and xenon co-condensa
tion effect on the soft superconductors, (2) apply 
the technique to the transition metal supercon
ductors, and (3) extend this further to the mate
rials of technological interest, the high Tc com
pounds. This report gives our results on the 
first two phases of the program. 

Apparatus 

Figure 1 shows the low temperature sub
strate assembly which fits into the evaporator 
and uses the existing electron gun sources and 
evaporation rate monitors. The energy input 
to the substrate is minimized by a number of 
shutters and masks at room temperature, 77°K, 
and 4° K such that only the area of the substrate 
receiving the evaporant is exposed. Single 
crystal sapphire and quartz are used as the sub
strate, with a gold film evaporated on the side 
next to the liquid-helium- cooled coppe r of the 
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dewar. Pressure is maintained between the 
copper and the substrate via a stiff spring 
(TRIP steel). The masks and shutters provide 
for five samples whose conductivity is mea
sured and displayed continuously. Temper
ature is measured with a Ge the rmomet e r on 
the coppe r block, and the tempe rature con
trolled by helium flow rate, pumping on h elium, 
and heaters on the copper block. The low tem
perature at present is 1. 7° K, and the high tem
perature limit is expected to be 500° C. The 
accuracy of the temperature measurment is 
within 0.05° Kat 4° K, and no hysteresis 
«0.02°K) in measured values of T was found 
upon heating and cooling. A test of the surface 
heating due to radiation from the sources was 
made by expos ing a supe rconducting molybde
num sample (Tc= 7.2°K) to the radiation from 
a 1/2- in. diam ete r tungsten source h eated to 
the point of vaporization (""3500° C). The spec
imen did not go normal, indicating that the rise 
in surface temperature in this case was less 
than 3° K. 

1. W. L. McMillan, Phys. Rev. 167,331 (1968). 
2. J. W. Garland, K. H. Bennemann, and F. M. 
Mueller , Phys. Rev. Letters 21, 1315 (1968). 
3. J. W. Garland and P. B. Allen, in Inter
national Confe rence on the Science of super:
conductivity, Stanford University, 1969 (to be 
published) . 
4. J. M. Dickey and A. Paskin, Phys. Rev. 
Letters 21, 1441 (1968). 
5. Reference to lit e rature given in reference 2. 

Sapph ire 

Liquid He dewar 
and shutter "'--1:=-__....-1'---:, Resistance heater 

Germanium thermometer 

=+----"i~~~~;::.!.rc;;.4-l--+_ Liquid N, 
shield and shutter 

Xenon gas source 

Fig. 1. The low temperature substrate shown 
with an electron beam source below, along with 
a gas source. The gas is supplied through a 
tube from outside the vacuum system. An
othe r source fo r metal evaporation can re
place the gas source for binary-metal studies . 

(XBL- 698- 3448) 



5. ENHANCEMENT OF T OF 
SOFTSUPERCONDUCTOR§ 

James A. Roberts, Michael M. Collver, 
and Robert H. Hammond 

The soft supe rconducto r metals aluminum, 
tin, and lead were chosen to test out the low 
temperature deposition apparatus and to test 
the idea of co- condensation with xenon gas. 
For most of the experiments the evaporation 
rate was 50 J,";sec, and lasted 20 sec. The 
base pressure of the evaporat9r ranged from 
the mid 10- 8 range of low 10- torr. Xenon 
gas was co- condensed from a directed source 
of flux, and the rate measured with a rate 
monitor in the same way as the metal fluxes. 

The results, shown in Fig. 1, show a be
havior similar to the enhancement by other 
means of inducing disorder. The new aspect 
now is that the xenon, which does not enter 
into any chemical bonding involving an ex
change of electrons, can be considered as a 
neutral means of increasing the disorder 
(neglecting here any consideration of polari
zation). It appears that for lead Tc is not 
enhanced by lattice disorder, and that even
tually the diso rder is dis rupti ve and de
creases Tc. Xenon with tin does enhance Tc 
over the case of no xenon, which itself is en
hanced owing to the low temperature quench 
effect giving disorder. After reaching a 
maximum value of 6.22°K, 1.67 times the 
bulk value, the Tc again decreases with in
creasing xenon rate. (As with all the metals, 
the films with high xenon content became 
cracked and peeled upon annealing). Alumi
num is also enhanced without xenon, and the 
addition of xenon further enhances TG..._ With
out xenon it is 3.10 K (bulk T = 1.2° K), and 
the maximum reached was 3.7<:0 K and still had 
not apparently reached a maximum vs xenon . 
Aluminum showed the largest change in T c 
and normal state resistance upon annealing 
of all the metals tested. In fact there were 
slight changes in both for a few minutes im
mediately after deposition while still at 
:::<4°K. 

It appea rs that xenon co- condens ed with 
the metals studied does increase the dis
order. The normal state resistance in
creases with the xenon rate. Upon warming 
up, the xenon apparently diffuses out (or the 
metal atoms diffuse around the xenon atoms). 
We do not know yet how much gas was incor
porated in the lattice or grain boundaries. 
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Fig. 1. Tc of Pb, AI, and Sn films vs the 
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dent on the substrate is only indicti ve of the 
relative true ratios of gas-to-metal concen
trations and could b e off by an order of mag
nitude or more. In addition the sticking 
probability of the xenon is probably not large 
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(XBL 702-426) 



6. SUPERCONDUCTING TRANSITION 
TEMPERATURES OF DISORDERED 
TRANSITION METAL FILMS 

Michael M. Collver, James A. Roberts, 
and Robert H. Hammond 

With the ag reement of the enhanc ement 
found in the soft metals with the ~redictions 
of McMillan 1 and Ga rland et al., it was 
desirable to explore with the same techniques 
the behavior of the transition metals. 
McMillan 1 had predicted a la rge enhance
ment in Nb whereas considerations of Gar
land et al. 2 had indicated that fo r Nb and V, 
T would not be greatly affected in disordered 
fifms. Garland et al. indicated that transi
tion metals such as W (and presumably Mo) 
should show a large enhancement. Still Tore 
recent calculations by Garland and Allen of 
the electron-phonon coupling constant >-. would 
indicate that since >-. in Nb, V, and Ta is large 
the fractional increase of Tc due to disorder 
would be smaller than predicted by McMillan. 

Our results, Figs. 1 thru 5, show that 
there is no enhancement in the critical tem
perature of Nb, Nb- Z r alloy, V (and a prelim
inary result on Ta indicates the same result). 
On the other hand, Mo does show a large en
hancement. These are for the case of no xe
non and the metal condensed onto the 4° K sub
strate. The addition of xenon clearly de
creases the Tc in all cases except Nb, in 
which the increase if any is in doubt because 
of the competing effects of electron donors 
from the background gases. 

There remain many questions as to the ac
tual state of the condensed films. Only an in 
situ x- ray electron diffraction, or LEED mea
surements, would answer completely the ques
tion of degree of disorder obtained. Room 
tempe rature measurements of these films in
dicate grain sizes that vary from well below 
100 A (perhaps amorphous) up through'" 100 A. 
The amount of xenon that remained in the 
films at low temperature is unknown. A pre
liminary result indicates that'" 1 at. % re
mains in the Nb-Zr film after warming to 
room temperature. Electron microscope data 
reveal only that the addition of xenon decreases 
the grain size in a consistent manner. The re
sult of the Nb + Zr deposition seems to indi
cate that the as-deposited film was very dis
ordered, perhaps truly amorphous. The 
value of Tc = 6.5°K for the as-deposited film 
might be a measure of the T c of amo rphous 
transition metals in that reglOn of the periodic 
table. It is in this case clearly not an elec
tron-donor-acceptor-band structure effect, 
since the same sample when annealed converts 
to the bulk value T which is consistent with 
the band structure ~oncept. 
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The explanation of the very high enhance
ment observed in Mo (from 0.9 to 8.3°K) is 
not clear at this time. It seems too high to be 
explained by the smearing out of the band struc
ture. The theories of disorder enhancement 
would predict a large enhancement, so perhaps 
both band structure smea ring and diso rde r en
hancement are responsible. Different crystal 
structures are a possibility, although prelim
inary x- ray measurements indicate only the 
bcc phase. 

In another attempt at causing disorder in 
the Nb films a flux of Ag from another source 
was co-condensed at 4° K. The terminal 
solubility of silver in niobium is nominally 
"vanishing small." Microprobe and prelim
inary electron microscope data indicate that 
the solid solution has been extended out to 10% 
and is at least metastable at room temperature. 
The annealing data was similar to that of plain 
niobium, the Tc dropped from "'8 to 5.5° K 
roughly linearly with Ag content from 0 to'" 10 
at. 0/0. The slope of transition temperature 
versus silver concentration does not seem to 
correspond to a rigid-band theory interpreta
tion. 

1. W. L. McMillan, Phys. Rev. 167, 331 
( 1968) . 
.2. J. W. Garland, K. H. Bennemann, and 
F. M. Mueller, Phys. Rev. Letters~, 1315 
(1968). 
3. J. W. Garland and P. D. Allen, in Inter
national Conference on the Sciences of Super
conductivity, Stanford University, 1969 ( to be 
published) . 
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7. STRUCTURE OF FILMS CONDENSED 
AT LOW TEMPERATURE: ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPE EFFOR TS 

Richard B. Loop 

This wo rk has been done with the help and 
encouragement of Professor G. Thomas and 
Dr. W. Bell. The new 650 kV Hitachi elec
tron microscope has been very useful in this 
work because of its greater penetrating power. 

Research work to date has consisted mainly 
in acquiring data on several of the supercon
ducting thin films (tin, niobium, vanadium, 
molybdenum, and niobium-silver alloy). The 
investigation has been directed toward finding 
a correlation between the grain size, lattice 
parameter, and structure of the various e le
ments as a function of various deposition pa
rameters -i . e., xenon content, deposition 
rate, background pressure, and deposition 
temperature. 

In almost all cases the grain size was 
found to approach an amorphous condition, 
being below approximately 100 A (determined 
by solid diffraction rings that exhibit a struc
ture factor, plus a rough average grain size 
calculated from dark-field images.) In all 
cases except one a sufficient number of good 
quality electron microscope specimens were 
not obtainable in order to enable a good deter
mination of structure effects with xenon con
tent. The one exception to this was the vana
dium sample, in which it was found that the 
grain size decreased with added xenon in a 
consistent manner. The molybdenum, vana
dium, niobium, and niobium- silver solid solu
tion films exhibited normal bcc structures. 
Some of the tin samples were found to consist 
of both alpha and beta phases, possibly an ef
fect of beam-heating. 

The major problem in getting good samples 
has resulted from an inability to remove good 
specimens from the substrate. To overcome 
this problem, recourse has been made to have 
a soluble substrate, which will allow easy re
moval of the film while in no way altering the 
film structure. NaCl, evaporated onto a sap
phire substrate immediately prior to the evap
o ration of a metal, in this case molybdenum, 
has been tried. This afforded easy removal 
of the films, resulting in what appears to be 
good electron microscope samples. 
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8. RESEARCH PLANS FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 1970 

Robert H. Hammond 

We conclude as a result of the phase 1 and 
2 studies discussed in sections 4, 5, and 6 
that fo r transition metals the enhancement by 
means of lattice disorder, although valid per
haps, also disturbs the band structure so that 
thos e transition metals with a high T c and a 
high density of states will show a decrease in 
Tc through lattice disorder. These conclu
sions are probably also valid for the high Tc 
A-15 structures. As mentioned in section 4, 
atoms near the surface will have a reduced 
spring constant and could result in a higher 
Tc for these materials without requiring a dis
ordered lattice. What is desired then is an 
ordered thin film of a transition metal or com
pound. We plan to explore this by growing 
epitaxial thin films and studying their Tc' 

The possibility of completely amorphous 
transition metals is interesting. It is planned 
to study this question further. 

The ability to extend solubilities in the 
metastable condition will be used to study al
loy theory, superconductivity, and perhaps 
magnetism. 

With the planned improvements in the ability 
to control the evaporation rates, we will pro
ceed to the problem of the synthesis of meta
stable compounds (A-15) by the co- condensa
tion of the elements. In particular those sys
tems that are expected to have a high Twill 
be examined. Ternary A-15 phases ar~ also 
a possibility for 1970. 

It is hoped that a second vacuum system 
can be obtained to permit several experiments 
to proceed in parallel. 
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G. THERMODYNAMICS OF METAL SYSTEMS 

1. EVALUATION OF 
THERMODYNAMIC DATA 

Ralph R . Hultgren, Molly Gleiser, Kenneth 
K. Kelley, and Pramod D. Desai 

The project for the evaluation of Thermo
dynamic Data of Metallic Systems, the first 
phase of which was published in book form, 1 
has been continued. Current evaluations as 
they are completed are distributed in loose
leaf form to all those requesting them. Dur
ing 1969 selected values were distributed for 
these systems: 

AI. Bi, Cu, Ag- Cu, Ag- Gd, Ag- Pd, AI- Ti, 
B-Hf, Be-Fe, Bi-Cu, Ca-Cu, Ce-Pb, Co-Mo, 
Cr-Re, Cu-Fe, Cu-Ga, Cu-Pd, Cu-Pt, Cu-Zn, 
Er-Pb , Er-Zn, Fe-Sn, H-Zr, Hf-Ta, Ho-Mg, 
Ir-Nb, Ir-W, Mg-Pr, Nb-Os, Nb-Pd, Nb-Pt, 
Nb-Rh, Nd-Pb, Os-Re, Pb-Pr, Re- W, Ta- W. 

Evaluations we re completed on the following 
systems: 

Pt, AI-Ge, AI-Sb, B-Ti, Bi-U, Ce-Mg, Cr-Cu, 
Cu-Ge, Cu-Pb, Dy-Mg, Er -Mg, Gd-Mg, In-Mg, 
La-Mg, Lu-Mg, Mg-Nd, Mg-Sm, Mg- Tb, 
Mg- Tm, Mg- Y. 

The reference file and association Term
atrex system by which pertinent literature 
searches are carried out is being overhauled 
and modernized, and a microfiche system is 
being installed. 

1. R. Hultgren, R. L. Orr, P. D. Anderson, 
and K. K. Kelley, Selected Values of Thermo
dynamic Properties of Metals and Alloys 
(John Wiley, New York, 1963). 

2. LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT 
CAPACITY OF AuCu 

Donald T. Hawkins and Ralph R. Hultgren 

Wo rk has been completed on the effect of 
ordering on the low temperature heat capacity 
of AuCu and will shortly be issued as a Ph. D. 
thesis, UCRL-19125. 

3. RESEARCH PLANS FOR 
CALENDAR YEAR 1970 

Ralph R. Hultgren 

Low temperature heat capacitu measure
ments are planned for ordered and disordered 
AuCu, and for InPb, Mg 3Sb2 , Mg 2Pb, and 
Pt3 Zr. 

Evaluation of published data will be con
tinued. Evaluations are now in progress for: 

AI-Cu, Be-Cu, Bi-Er, Cd-Ce, Cd-Cu, Ce-Bi, 
Ce-La, Ce- Zn, Co-Cu, Co-Mn, Cr-Mn, Cu-Mg, 
Cu- Mn, Cu- Ni, Cu- Sb, Cu- Si, Cu- Sn, Cu- TI, 
Er-Cd, Fe-Ni, Fe-Si, Ge-Nb, Hf- Zr, Mn-Ni, 
Mo-N, N- Ti, Nb- Ti, Pb-Pt, Pd-Pt, and Zr-N. 

4. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Ralph R. Hultgren and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. J. P. Chan and Ralph Hultg ren, The The r
modynamic Properties of Silver-Palladium 
Alloys, J. Chem. Thermodynamics.1., 45-50 
(1969). 
2. D. T. Hawkins and W. Worrell, Hydrogen 
Reduction of Mo0 3 at Temperatures Between 
300 and 450 0 C, submitted to J. of Mat. Sci. 
and Eng., May 1969. 
3. R . Hultgren and P. Sommelet, The Magni
tude of Some of the Errors in Determining 
Heats of Formation of Liquid Alloys by Drop 
Calo rirnet ry; the Silve r- Lead System, in 
First International Conference on Calorimetry 
Proceedings, Warsaw, Sept. 1969 (to be 
published) . 

UCRL report 

1. Ralph Hultgren, The Role of Calorimetry 
in the Thermodynamics of Metals and Alloys, 
in Proceedings of the 5th Japanese Calorim
etry Conference, Osaka, Nov. 20-21, 1969 
(to be published); UCRL-19115. 

Pape r pre sented 

2. Ralph Hultgren, Thermodynamics of Non
Stoichiomet ric Pha s e s, talk given in Fukuoka 
and Tokyo, Japan; Novosibirsk, USSR; and at 
the Gordon Conference in Tilton, New Hamp
shire; UCRL-19914. 
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A. HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTIONS 

1. MULTIPLICITY OF ELECTRONIC 
GROUND STATES OF HIGH TEMPERATURE 
VAPOR SPECIES 

David J. Meschi, John L. Wang, and 
Alan W. Searcy 

The molecular beam apparatus described 
in a previous report has been used to ascer
tain the presence or absence of a magnetic 
moment in the molecules Se2' Se5' and Se6. 
Our previous studies had shown S2 to be 
paramagnetic and Te2 to be nonparamagnetic , 
as expected from investigations by other 
techniques. Although an earlier study of 
selenium vapor indicated the presence of a 
paramagnetic component, 1 none of the sele
nium vapor species studied showed a measur
able deflection in our apparatus. This result 
indicates that less than 10% of these species 
could have a net magnetic moment of the order 
of one Bohr magnetion. 

For Se2 the sim~lest interpretation of this 
result is that the Og ground state is at least 
1400 cm- 1 below nie 1 state. One conse
quence of the large splitting between states 
would be that Se2 cannot be considered as 
having a triply degenerate ground state, and 
this in turn would have the effect of changing 
the dissociation energy of Se2' as determined 
mass -spectrometrically, from about 75 (± 2) 
kcal/mole, to about 78 (± 2) kcal/mole. 2,3 

Barrow et al. 4 in their work on Se2 con
sidered three possible dissociation limits for 
Se2 and had favored the middle on of 72.94 
kcal/mole, but the mass-spectrometric results 
would now be in good agreement with the high 
value of 78.63 kcal/mole. 

Since we completed this experiment, Barrow 
had informed us that he and his co-worker s 
have observed a transition that would fix the 
spacing between the 0: and 19 state at 367 
cm- 1, a value conside'l"able slhaller than 
ours.5 This discrepancy is as yet unex
plained, but may indicate that the strong 
coupling between the electron spin and the 
molecular axis results in an effective cancel
ing out of the magnetic moment for higher 
rotational states of the molecule. 

We have recently added a. chopper to our 
apparatus in order to make it more sensi
tive , and we have also improved the beam 
geometry. These modifications will make it 
possible to run at lower temperatures and 
intensitie s, and to measure more accurately 

the deflection of the beam by the magnetic 
field. 

One of the species we intend to study with 
this modified equipment is SeS, a molecule 
which has not as yet been studied , but for which 
the O~ and 1~ states should be separated by 
approximatery 400 cm- 1 . We will also have 
the opportunity to study the equilibrium for the 
reaction S2 + Se2 = 2SeS, which will provide 
a check for our predicted dissociation energy 
of 110 (± 12) kcal/ mole for SeS. We hope that 
the investigation of a case intermediate between 
paramagnetic S2 and diamagnetic Se2 will give 
information that will lead to the resolution of 
the discrepancy referred to above, and to 
improved understanding of spectroscopic states 
for heavy molecules. 

1. C. H. Massen, A. G. L. M. Weijts, and 
J. A. Poulis , Trans. Faraday Soc. 60, 317 
(1964). -
2. J. Berkowitz and W. A. Chupka, J. Chern. 
Phys. 45, 4289 (1966). 
3. P. Budininkas, R. K. Edwards , and P. G. 
Wahlbeck, J. Chern. Phys. 48, 2867 (1968). 
4. R. F. Barrow, G. G. Chandler, and 
C. B. Meyer, Phil. Trans Roy. Soc. (London) 
A260 , 395 ( 1966). 
s:--R.. F. Barrow, private communication. 

2. NONEQUILIBRIUM VAPORIZATION RATES 
OF SINGLE CRYSTAL ZINC OXIDE BASAL 
FACES 

Ralph B. Leonard and Alan W. Searcy 

The study of vaporization of basal faces of 
single crystal zinc oxide by the Langmuir 
method shows a dependence of the vaporization 
rate on the atomic asymmetry along a crystal 
axis . Such behavior has not been previously 
reported to our knowledge for a congruently 
vaporizing compound, although an unpublished 
contemporaneous independent study yields 
somewhat different results which are inter
preted similarly . 1 Different vaporization rates 
for the Ga( 111) and As( 111) faces have been 
observed for GaAs; however, this compound 
vaporizes noncongruently and liquid gallium 
remains on the surface. 

The ZnO hexagonal wurtzite structure is 
noncentrosymmetric; pairs of zinc -oxygen 
layers are stacked normal to the c axis. Hence, 
opposite basal faces are not equivalent. Figure 
1 shows the results for 8 crystals used in 
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10 vaporizations (both sides of crystal 1 and 
3 we re vaporized). The steady state vapori 
zation rate from the Zn face is about three 
times higher than from the ° face. The sur
face morphologies of the two faces were 
completely different after the steady state had 
been reached. The ° face exhibited a large 
number of hexagonal pits (300 fJ. in diameter 
and smaller), while the Zn face exhibited a 
surface covered with peaks (approximately 
10 fJ. high) and spikes (approximately 80 fJ. high) 
separated by narrow valleys with no hexagonal 
pits. Examination with a scanning electron 
microscope showed that the sides of hexagonal 
pits on the ° side had steps and l~dges while 
no steps or ledges could be found on the fea
ture s on the Zn face at magnifications up to 
11,000><. 

We have found that vaporization rates and 
surface morphologies are alike for opposite 
prismatic faces that do have atomic symmetry 
and hence are equivalent to each othe r. Ac
cordingly' the difference in rates found for 
the basal faces is clearly associated with the 
atomic asymmetry. Atomic asymmetry might 
influence the observed vaporization behavior 
in an indirect manner, namely, one face may 
be more susceptible to reaction with residual 
gases in the system or one face may more 
strongly adsorb impurities, which in turn 
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could alter the rate of vaporization. Accord
ingly the effect on vaporization rates of several 
gases that are likely to be present in furnaces 
such as that used in this research were studied. 
The vaporization of both the Zn face and of ° 
face were unaffected by 10-5 torr pressure of 
methane or carbon monoxide . Similar negative 
results were found for a background of 8 X 10-4 

torr oxygen. Hence it is concluded that the 
behavior noted for the basal faces is not due 
to preferential attack by background gases. 

Vaporizations 4, 5, 7 and 8 in Fig. 1 were 
made with crystals that were previously heavily 
zinc doped. No effect is noted on their subse
quent vaporization behavior, probably because 
the crystals change their zinc concentration 
quickly because of the rapid diffusion of the 
interstitial zinc. 

Induction periods that were observed for 
crystals upon their revaporization were shown 
to be associated with absorption of water on 
the surface. Storing a crystal at room tem
perature in water-saturated air gave a large 
induction period while the induction period was 
eliminated if the crystal was stored in a dry 
atmosphere. 

3. A MASS SPECTROMETRIC 
INVESTIGATION OF VAPORIZATION IN THE 
RHENIUM-OXYGEN SYSTEM 

Harry B. Skinner and Alan W. Searcy 

D · I . .. 1-6 f espIte severa Investlgatlons 0 vapor-
ization in the rhenium-oxygen system, only 
the stability of one gaseous rhenium oxide, 
ReZ07, has been clearly established. An 
enthalpy of formation of the Re03 molecule 
has been reportedZ but is disputed by work1 

which appeared while our work was in 
progress. 

We initiated a study to explore the possi
bility of the polymeric species similar to those 
found in chromium trioxide vaporization 7 and 
to attempt to obtain data for possible lower 
oxygen content rhenium oxides. 

Major ionic species obtained from a mass 
spectrometric study of the vapor above Rez 07( s) 

+ T 0+ 0+ 0+ were Re~07' Re Z0 6' Re Z '5' Re 3' Re Z, 
and ReO. Measurement of the enthalpy of 
the RezOt ion gave 34.0Z± 0.37 kcal/mole, 
compared with 33.5 kcal/ mole 4 and 31.0 kcal/ 
mole 6 obtained by earlier investigators. 

Normalization of the mass spectrometric 
data to the average pressure of the sickle gage 
measurements and the transpiration studies 
of the other investigators allowed calculation 



of an entropy of sublimation of 56.5 eu. The 
pressure of Re207(g) above Re207(s) is given 
In the. temperature range 328 to 463° K by the 
equatIon 

log P R ° (atm) 
e 2 7 

(7.4369 ± 0.0809) X 10
3 

T 

+ 12.3503 ± 0.2089. 

To prove that other ions found in the vapor 
?-bove Re207 were fragments of Re207, exper
iments were performed on the equilibrium 
between ZnO and Re. Assuming that all 
species observed in this case arose from 
simple ionization, maximum pressures above 
Re207 were calculated. These calculations 
showed Re207 to be the only molecule present 
above Re207( s) in measurable quantities. 

From a knowledge of the fragmentation pat
tern of Re207(g), the proportion of Re03(g) 
due to simple ionization of ReO was deter
mined and used to calculate ent~alpies for the 
following reactions: 

Re( s) + 3 ZnO( s) -+ Re0
3

(g) + 3 Zn(g) , (1) 

. The third law calculation for reaction ( 1) 
Yields an enthalpy of formation at 298°K for 
Re03(g) of -66.63 kcal/mole. The second law 
calculation for reaction (2) yields an enthalpy 
of formation of 298°K of -67.5 ± 6. 

Preliminary experiments indicate that under 
redu-fing cond.itions some Re20t, ReZO +, and 
Re02 may arise from simple ionizatlOr? We 
hope further experiments will result in deter
mination of the heats of formation of these 
species. 

1. J. E. Battles, G. E. Gundersen, and R. 
K. Edwards, J. Phys. Chern. 72, 3963 (1968). 
2. G. A. Semenov, K. V. Ouchinnikov, Zh. 
Obshch. Khim. 35, 1517 (1965). 
3. M . H. StudieT,"" J. Phys. Chern. ~, 189 
( 1962). 
4. W. T. Smith, L. E. Line, Jr . , and W. 
A. Bell, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 74, 4964 (1952). 
5. v. D. Budon and A. L. Tseft, Izv. AN 
KazSSR, ser . metallurgii No.3, 49 (1952). 
6. 0. Glemser, A. Muller, and U. Stockes , 
Z. Anorg. Allgem. Chern. 333, 25 (1964). 
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4. OXIDE FILMS ON THE SURFACE OF 
SINGLE CRYSTAL MAGNESIUM AFTER 
VACUUM SUBLIMATION 

David H. Feather and Alan W. Searcy 

Disks measuring approximately 15 mm in 
diameter and 5 mm thick were prepared by 
spark-cutting a rod of single crystal magne
Sium parallel to the (0001) plane. Sample 
surfaces were then polished with 0, 00, 000, 
and 000 grit SiC paper and a cloth wheel which 
which had been impregnated with 1fJ. diamond 
paste. Keosene was used as a lubricant 
throughout all polishing steps. 

Pairs of polished samples were installed in 
a graphite torsion cell and fitted with 3.2 mm 
collimating orifices. The complete assembly 
was then suspended by a 0.0015 in. tungsten 
wire inside the torsion furnace . This apparatus 
and the method have been previously described 
in detail by Mar. 1 

After evacuating the system to a background 
pressure of 10 - 6 torr, the furnace was set to 
a temperature at which significant cell deflec
tions would result when equilibrium sublimation 
rates were attained. The rise in vapor pres
sure at constant temperature was then monitored 
as a func tion of time. 

Pressures measured in this manner varied 
widely from experiment to experiment, but 
indicated that equilibrium sublimation rates 
could not be achieved. One experiment for 
example, carried out at 788°K, ghowed a final 
steady state pressure of 21 X 10- atm after 
465 min. By comparison, the equilibrium 
pressure at this temperature is given by Stull 
and Sinke 2 as 1.7 X 10-4 atm. In another 
experiment the specimens were taken to 912°K 
and then lowered to 788° K. The steady state 
pressure after this temperature cycle was 
1.9x 10-5 atm. Higher pressures were achieved 
by using this technique , but they were still 
almost a factor of 10 below the reported equi
librium values 

Sublimation rates lower than those predicted 
from equilibrium data usually reflect a slow 
step in the sublimation reaction. 3 For magne
sium' however, it seemed more probable that 
impeded sublimation rates were the result of 
an oxide surface layer . This interpretation is 
in agreement with the conclusions of Greenbank 
and Argent4 who experienced difficulty in 
obtaining e quilibrium data for magnesium and 
magnesium alloys in effusion cells. 
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Fig. 1. Hexagonal thermal pit covered by a continuous film. (XBB70 1-4 10) 

Fig. 2. Another thermal pit covered by a ruptured film. (XBB701-411) 



To verify the effect of oxide in impeding 
sublimation rates , the surface of our speci
mens were examined with the aid of a scanning 
electron microscope. Figure 1 shows a hexa
gonal thermal pit covered by a continuous film. 
Film continuity is indicated by the continuity 
in polishing striations. which appear unbroken 
across the entire pit diameter. The most 
important feature revealed by this photomicro
graph is that the thermal pit has developed 
underneath the continuous film. Figure 2 
shows another thermal pit covered by a rup
tured film. The hexagonal pit located directly 
behind this pit is similar to that shown in Fig. 
1. Subsequent x -ray analyse s of specimen 
surfaces identified the film as MgO. 

It appears that the MgO film forms at room 
temperature from exposure to the atmosphere 
during and after final polishing of the speci
mens. Vaporization and thermal pitting of 
magnesium probably occurs only in areas of 
the surface where flaws in the film allow 
selective escape of metal vapor by effusion 
or diffusion through the oxide film. Thermal 
pit geometries are of a kind expected from the 
minimization of surface energies. This fact 
suggests that magnesium vapor pressures in 
the pits covered by continuous films are close 
to those predicted from equilibrium data. 

1. R. W. Mar, Sublimation Kinetics of Zinc 
Single Crystals, UCRL-18257, May 1968. 
2. Stull and Sinke, Thermodynamic Properties 
of the Elements (American Chemical Society. 
Washington. D. C., 1956). 
3. A. W. Searcy . The Kinetics of Evapora 
tion and Condensation Reactions, UCRL-18631, 
December 1968. 
4. Greenbank and Argent, Vapor Pressure of 
Magnesium. Zinc, and Cadmium, Trans. 
Faraday Soc. 61, 1965. 

5. FREE SURFACE SUBLIMATION OF 
MAGNESIUM OXIDE 

John H. Austin and Alan W. Searcy 

The free surface sublimation of magnesium 
oxide was studied by utilizing an Atlas mas s 
spectrometer. A total of 75 separate mea
surements of the Langmuir flux from (001) 
surfaces of single crystal magnesium oxide 
were compared with equilibrium data by using 
silver vaporization for calibration. The 
evaporation coefficient was found to be less 
than unity but greater than 0.1 in the tempera
ture range 1895 to 2258°K. In all but one run 
the apparent activation enthalpy for sublima
tion was less than the equilibrium enthalpy. 
indicating that de sorption was not rate -limiting 
in those runs. Photomicrographs showed the 
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steady state surfaces to be covered by pits of 
octagonal or square cross sections. 

6. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Alan W. Searcy 

The effect of variation in orifice area to 
sample surface area on apparent pressures of 
magnesium nitride with known high magnesium 
oxide content will be studied. The study is 
designed to yield understanding of anomalies 
in certain effusion measurements. Until these 
anomalies are understood the reliability of 
measurements by effusion methods is in doubt. 

The rates of vaporization from (0001) and 
(0001) planes of cadmium sulfide single crystals 
will be measured as functions of temperature . 
Preliminary measurements indicate that these 
rates differ but have similar temperature 
dependences. 

A mass spectrometer study of gaseous 
species of the Re-Re207 system will be com
pleted. The study to date has yielded thermo
dynamic data for Re207{g) and Re03{g). The 
existence and stability of lower oxides is 
pre sently under study. The compos ition and 
stabilitie s of complex vapor spec ie s in cuprous 
halide systems will also be studied with a mass 
spectrometer. 

The improved inhomgeneous magnetic field 
deflection apparatus will be applied to study of 
SeS. The SeS molecule has apparently not yet 
been experimentally observed, but we expect 
it to have properties that will make it ideal for 
testing the capabilities of the new apparatus 
and for investigq.tion of the effect of mass on 
the coupling of electrons in 3'11" spectroscopic 
states. 

Work will continue on a new "captive atmo
sphere" model for surface diffusion. The 
model appears capable of explaining features 
of surface diffusion, catalysis. and sintering 
that have not been understood. 

The kinetic s of vaporization of stannic oxide 
single crystals will be studied by the torsion
Langmuir method and torsion effusion method. 
Despite the practical importance of oxides as 
refractories. the rates of vaporization of single 
crystals of only a few oxides have previously 
been measured. 



7. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Alan W. Searcy and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. R. B. Leonard and A. W. Searcy, Non
equilibrium Vaporization Rates of Single
Crystal Zinc Oxide Basal Faces, J. Chern. 
Phys. 50, 5419 (1969). 
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2. J. r Dudash and A. W. Searcy , The Melt
ing Point, Vapor Pressure, and Heat of Vapor
ization of Stannous Fluoride; High Temperature 
Science 1, 287 (1969). 
3. D. J-:- Meschi and A. W. Searcy , An Invest
igation of the Magnetic Momens of S2, Se2, 
Te5, Se6, and Se5 By the Stern-Gerlach Mag
netic Deflection Method, J. Chern. Phys. 51, 
5134 (1969). -

UCRL reports 

1. Charles Washburn, A Mass Spectrometric 
Study of the Sublimation of Chromium Trioxide 
(Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-18685, Feb. 1969. 
2. R. Mar and A. W. Searcy . A Comparison 
of the Internal Energy of P4 Molecules Produced 
by Free Surface Sublimation and by Effusion, 
UCRL-18804, April 1969 . 
3. D . J. Meschi and A. W. Searcy, An Invest
igation of the Magnetic Moments of S2, Se2, 
Te2, Se6 and Se5 By the Stern-Gerlach Magnetic 
Deflection Method, UCRL-19032, July 1969 
(submitted to J. Chern. Phys.). 
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B. MICROSTRUCTURE AND BEHAVIOR OF CERAMIC MATERIALS; GL ASS AND CERAM IC-ME TAL SYSTEMS 

Joseph A. Pask 

An objective of this program is to contri
bute to the development of a fundamental 
understanding of the factors involved in obtain
ing ceramic materials with controlled charac
ter' which includes microstructure, and of 
the relationship of character to mechanical 
behavior at room and high temperatures. This 
objective involves studies on the kinetics and 
mechanisms of solid state reactions, which in 
gene ral playa part in the development of mic ro
structure. It also involves studies on the 
mechanisms responsible for the mechanical 
behavior of single crystals, and on the appli
cation of such knowledge to the under standing 
of the behavior of polycrystalline ceramic 
materials. 

A second objective of this program is con
cerned with structural, thermodynamic, and 
electrochemical studies of glass, glass -metal, 
and ceramic -metal systems. It deals with 
studies related to wetting, bonding, and the 
nature of the interfaces between dissimilar 
phases; to the thermodynamics and kinetics of 
chemical reactions at such interface s; and to 
the kinetic s and mechanisms of dissolution and 
diffusion in glas se s. 

1. DIFFUSION OF IRON AND NICKEL IN 
MAGNESIUM OXIDE SINGLE CRYSTALS* 

Stuart L. Blank and Joseph A. Pask 

Diffusion kinetics and mechanisms were 
studied in the FexO-MgO (vacuum), NiO-MgO 
(vacuum and air), and FeZ03 -MgO (air) sys
tems. In the FexO-MgO system, Fe entered 
MgO by a redox reaction; the diffusivity and 
activation energy depended on concentration. 
In the NiO-MgO system in air the diffusivity 
depended on concentratism and the activation 
energy did not; in vacuum both the diffusivity 
and activation energy were c oncentration
independent. In the FeZ03-MgO system in 
the MgO phase the activation energy and dif
fusivity did not depend on concentration. 
Because of impurities the diffusion results 
were for the extrinsic region. Formation of 
trivalent ions and consequent chemically 
created vacancies in the FexO-MgO and 
NiO-MgO (air) systems resulted in the con
centration dependence of diffusivity. Con
centration dependence of activation energy 
in the FexO-MgO system is associated with 
structural changes due to a change w~th con 
centration of the Fe 3 + octahedral/ Fe + tetra
hedral ratio. In the FeZ03 -MgO system 

structural changes do not occur during diffusion 
because this ratio remains constant. 

*Abstracted from UCRL-17411 Rev., April 
1969; also J. Am Ceram. Soc . 5Z (1Z), 669 -
675 (1969). -
tPresent address: Bell Telephone Laborator ies, 
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974. 

Z. SOLUBILITY LIMITS IN THE MgO -Fez03 
SYSTEM AS DETERMINED BY DIFFUSION* 

Stuart L. Blank t and Joseph A. Pask 

Diffusion studies of the MgO-FeZ03 couple 
provided information about the solubility limits 
in air. A diffusion profile for Fe obtained with 
an electron microprobe at 1300 · C in air for 43 
hr is shown in Fig. 1. The profile shows an 
atomic fraction of 0.063 Fe in MgO and 0.Z86 
in magnesioferrite at the MgO - magnesioferrite 
interface (at approximately 400(.1)' and 0.354 Fe 
in magnesioferrite, and 0.400 in FeZ03 at the 
magnesioferrite-FeZ03 interface (at approxi
mately 1500(.1), indicating no detectable solubi
lity of MgO in Fez 0 3. The Matano inte r face in 
the figure represents the original interface 
between MgO and FeZ03' 

* Abstracted from UCRL-18763, Feb. 1969; 
also J. Am . Ceram. Soc. 5Z (8), 460-461 
(1969). -
tPresent address: Bell Telephone Laboratory, 
Murray Hill, New Je r sey 07974. 
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3. LiF REMOVAL FROM HOT-PRESSED 
MgO COMPACTS 

Robert B. Langston and Joseph A. Pask 

The processing of MgO powder into trans
parent polycrystalline MgO involves, first, 
vacuum hot-pressing of the MgO powder with 
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an addition of several percent of LiF, resulting 
in a pore-free compact with a residual LiF 
content of about 10/0; and, secondly, heat
treating the compact, which essentially removes 
the LiF, as previously reported. 1 The mech
anism of the LiF removal process is not well 
understood. Since the quality of such com
pacts is dependent upon the removal of the 
residual LiF by vaporization from the surface 
of the compact, this study was undertaken. 

In the experimental range of 800 to 900°C 
the vapor pressure of LiF is about 10-4 atm. 
Results indicate that when heating is done in 
a closed furnace sufficient LiF vapor pressure 
develops to prevent the development of optically 
clear compacts. Heating in a vacuum of about 
10- 7 atm results in transparency; variations 
in the weight loss rate are due to mechanisms 
by which the LiF is transported to the surface 
of the c ompac t. The change in the rate s with 
decreasing LiF content has been found not to 
be linear. Studies to explain these results are 
in progre s s. 

1. P. E. Hart, R . B. Atkin, and J. A. Pask, 
Densification Mechanisms in Hot-Pressing 
Magnesia with a Fugitive Liquid, UCRL-
18279, July 1968 . 

4. FACTORS CONTROLLING WETTING OF 
MgO AND Mg

2
Si0

4 
BY SILICATES* 

Ilhan A. Aksay and Joseph A. Pask 

In sessile drop experiments contact angles 
of liquids (containing varying amounts of CaO, 
K20, MgO, and Si02) on MgO and Mg2Si04 
(forsterite) were measured. Equilibrium 
contact angles for CaO-containing liquids on 
Mg2Si04 could not be determined since the 
liquids reacted with the forsterite to form 
monticellite -for sterite solid solutions. Simi-
1arly' equilibrium contact angles were not 
obtained when the thermodynamic equilibrium 
of a liquid-MgO system was disturbed with 
additions of A1203' Cr203, Fe203' and Ti02 
to the liquid. Because of the existence of a 
transient nonequilibrium state, a driving force 
existed for reactions at the liquid-substrate 
interface. The ll.G for the reaction then con
tributed to the degree of wetting represented 
by a reduction of the surface energy of the 

substrate by the liquid. Spreading was obtained 
when the magnitude of ll.G for the reaction was 
high enough to result in a wetting driving force 
that exceeded the surface tension of the liquid. 

* Abstracted from UCRL-18766, March 1969, 
and UCRL-198766 Rev., Dec. 1969. 

5. DEVELOPMENT OF MICROSTRUCTURE 
IN THE PRESENCE OF A LIQUID PHASE 

Ilhan A. Aksay and Joseph A. Pask 

The objective of this program is to examine 
the factors that playa role in liquid phase sin
tering. The model systems being used are 
MgO( solid) + CaO· MgO. Si02(liquid) and 
MgO( solid) + MgO· R203( solid) + (CaO. MgO 
. Si02 + R203)(liquid). MgO( solid) + (Na20 
. 2Si02 +MgO)( liquid) is also being investigated 
as another possible model system. Compacts 
pressed into small disks and subjected to var
ious heat treatments are being examined with 
the scanning electron microscope and electron 
beam microprobe. Studies completed thus far 
indicate that the amount of liquid present in a 
compact plays an important role on the degree 
of grain growth when solid grains are not com
pletely enveloped by the liquid phase. Under 
these conditions the grain growth appears to be 
inversely proportional to the amount of liquid 
present. Attempts will be made to develop 
analytical models for various stages of liquid 
phase sintering. 

6. REACTION AND DIFFUSION KINETICS IN 
THE A1

2
0

3 
-Si0

2 
SYSTEM 

Robert F. Davis * and Joseph A. Pask 

Studies have continued on the reaction and 
diffusion kinetics in the A12 0 3 -Si02 system. 
Diffusion couples of A1203 single crystal 
(sapphire) and fused silica were used in the 
temperature range of 1550 to 1800°C. The 
profiles are being analyzed with the electron 
microprobe; thicknesses of thin layers of 
mullite (3A120 3 ' 2Si02 ) occurring at the inter-
face are being determined with the optical 
microscope. Diffusion couples of glass con-
taining 15 % A1203 and 85 % Si02 and sapphire 
are also being used at 1700°C, since the glass 
should be in equilibrium with the sapphire at 
this temperature; there should be no diffusion 
profile and the growth rate of mullite should be 
obtained without the complication of other reactions. 

*Edward Orton, Jr., Ceramic Foundation Fellow. 



7. MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF 
MULTIPHASE SYSTEMS CONTAINING MgO 
AND A GLASS 

William E. Snowden * and Joseph A. Pask 

A review of literature on the effects of the 
presence of a glassy phase on the high tem
perature mechanical behavior of polycrystal
line MgO has been made. The specific sys
terns to be studied will contain 5, 10, and 15 
wt % monticellite (CaMgSi04), or equivalent 
amounts of a low temperature silicate liquid 
saturated with MgO . Monticellite forms a 
viscous glass at temperatures slightly below 
1500' C and was selected primarily on the 
basis of its high temperature equilibrium with 
MgO and its appearance in commercial prod
ucts. The extent of solubility of the MgO in 
sodium disilicate glass in the temperature 
range of 900 to 1200'C is being investigated. 
Specimens of these compositions are being 
developed. 

The mechanical behavior characteristics 
of interest are the stress -strain relationships 
and the creep behavior at elevated tempera
tures. The advantage that could be obtained 
in using a low temperature disilicate for the 
glassy phase is the significant decrease in 
creep temperatures; these compositions could 
thus act as model systems for a study of the 
fundamental factors that control creep behavior 
in such multiphase systems. 

*Foundation in Refractories Education Fellow. 

8. CREEP OF LiF SINGLE CRYSTALS 

Donald R. Cropper and Joseph A. Pask 

Research activities during the past year 
in this project have been concerned with 
gathering creep data for lithium fluoride single 
crystals over the temperature range from 
400 to 750'C (approximately 0.6 - 0.9 Tm)' 
The greate st amount of quantitative data 
obtained thus far is for creep at 700' C (:::: 0.87 
Tm) with the compressive stress applied 
parallel to an <001> direction. 

The accepted relationship between the 
steady-state creep rate E and the applied 
stress a and temperature T is 

where A is a constant and a is stress. Then, 
the values of n , the stress exponent, and Q, 
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the activation energy, obtained from experi
ments can help in determining the nature of the 
rate -controlled mechanism for creep. 

From the experimental results obtained for 
creep at 700'C, the strain rate E is a power law 
function of the applied stress as written above, 
and at a constant temperature the value of the 
stress exponent is approximately 4. Attempts 
to determine the value of Q have met with only 
limited success because of an excessive amount 
of scatter. Values of Q obtained range from 
28 to 46 kcal/mole with no apparent systematic 
variation. 

X-ray diffraction photographs (Laue patterns) 
of deformed crystals have indicated that sub
stantial sub-grain formation has occurred as 
a result of the creep deformation. Microstruc
tural observations show typical sub-grains of 
about 1 mm in diameter in a crystal deformed 
at 700' C and 100 psi. 

The creep studies are continuing with quanti
tative measurements of the stress and tempera
ture dependence of creep at 650 and 750·C. 
Data will also be obtained for crystals oriented 
so that the stress is applied parallel to a <111> 
direction, and for crystals with different 
impurity contents. 

9. CREEP BEHAVIOR OF DOPED * 
POLYCRYSTALLINE ALUMINUM OXIDE 

Tadaaki Sugita t and Joseph A. Pask 

Creep behavior of polycrystalline alumina 
doped with MgO and NiO, both as hot-pressed 
and also additionally annealed, was determined 
for 1300 to 1470'C and for 1000 to 15000 psi. 
The deformed specimens contained inter
granular separations. Creep rates were pro
portional to stress raised to 1.1 and 1.3, and 
independent of grain size changes occurring 
during creep. The suggested rate-controlling 
creep mechanism is localized plastic deforma
tion accommodated by grain boundary separa
tion initiated by limited grain boundary sliding. 

*Abstracted from UCRL-19022, Nov. 1969. 
tPresent address: Department of Chemical 
Engineering, Himeji Institute of Technology, 
Himeji , Hyogo, Japan. 



10. THE MECHANISM OF CREEP IN * 
POLYCRYSTALLINE MAGNESIUM OXIDE 

Terence G. Langdon t and Joseph A. Pask 

Polycrystalline magnesium oxide, nomin~lly 
fully dense (>99.8 % theoretical), was tested m 
compressive creep at a temperature of 1Z00°C 
and under initial applied stresses of 3.4x 108 

to 13. 76 X 10 8 dyne/cm Z. The observed steady
state creep rates were independent of grain 
size in the range"" 1Z to 5Zf1m, and propor
tional to 0 3 . 3 , where 0 is the applied stre s s. 
The activation energy was determined at 
51±5 kcal/mole. 

The re sults show that the creep behavior of 
polyc ry stalline MgO is similar to that 0 bse rved 
in many metals. An analysis of the data in 
terms of various creep theories suggests that 
a dislocation mechanis m is rate -controlling, 
such as the climb of dislocations without 
accompanying glide. 

*Abstracted from UCRL-19054, July 1969. 
tPresent address: Department of Metallurgy, 
University of British Columbia, Vancouver 
8, B. C., Canada. 

11. ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDIES OF THE 
NiO- , CoO-, FeO.950-NaZSiZ05 GLASS 
SYSTEMS* 

Alton M. Lacy t and Joseph A. Pask 

A high temperature galvanic cell of the type 

Ni/NiO II electrolyte II Me/MeO + NSZ(glass) 

(in which the electrolyte was calcia-stabilized 
zirconia and where Me = Fe, Co, or Ni) has 
been developed for the measurement of activ
itie sand othe r thermodynamic propertie s of 
FeO .95 0 , CoO and NiO in sodium disilicate 
glass over the temperature range 700 to 
1100°C. The activities referred to the pure 
solid standard state for each of the oxides at 
several temperatures versus composition 
are shown in Figs. 1, Z, and 3 . The results 
indicate that these three oxides show increas
ing negative deviations from Raoult's law ~n 
the order NiO, CoO , FeO 950. The solubi 
lity limits of each oxide in sodium disilicate 
glass were used to locate the liquidus lines 
on proposed phase diagrams for the binary 
systems FeO.950-, CoO-, NiO-NaZSi Z0 5 . 
Activities of sodium disilicate have been cal
culated as a function of composition and tem 
perature by integration of the Gibbs -Duhem 
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equation; and sodium disilicate liquidus lines 
have been determined by equating the calculated 
activities with the activity of the pure solid 
sodium disilicate relative to the super cooled 
liquid. The calculated freezing point depression 
of sodium disilicate by FeO. 950 was not coin
cident with phase diagram data published in the 
literature, but agreement could be achieved by 
proposing the existence of at least one pre
viously unreported compound in the ternary 
system FeO-NaZO-SiOZ' Partial molar free 
energies, entropies, and enthalpies, as well 
as free energies, entropies, and enthalpies of 
mixing for the metal oxides and sodium disili
cate glass were also determined. 

*Abstracted from UCRL-18765 , Feb. 1969, 
UCRL-19078 (Ph. D. thesis), Sept. 1969 
tNow Postdoctoral Fellow in IMRD . 

1Z. EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE AND GLASS 
COMPOSITION ON REACTIONS AT GLASS
METAL INTERFACES 

* John J. Brennan, Carl E. Hoge, and 
Joseph A. Pask 

Pask and Fulrath have proposed a theory 
for glass -to-metal bonding which requires that 
adherence between the glass and metal occurs 
when the glass and metal are saturated at the 
interface with the oxide of the metal. A con
tinuous electronic structure is then developed 
between the glass and the metal , thus leading 
to bonding and strong adherence. These con 
ditions lead to a lowering of the interfacial 
energy between the glass and the metal and are 
associated with wetting of the substrates by 
the liquid glass. 1 Further experimental studies 
have been undertaken to verify and clarify this 
theory. 

Sessile drop and adherence experiments 
were made for systems of sodium disilicate 
glas se s with varying oxide additions on iro.n, 
cobalt, nickel, and their alloys at 1000° C m 
two vacuum furnaces, one with a graphite heat
ing element. In the furance with carbon pre 
sent. the glasses generally we t the substrate, 
with a contact angle of approximately zero 
degrees , and adhered strongly. A crystalline 
phase of either silica (S iOZ) or an orthosilicate 
usually precipited out of the glass if the exper
iment was run for a sufficiently long time. 
When the substrate metal had a higher oxidation 
potential than the metal of the metal oxide dis
solved in the glass, i. e., CoO glass on Fe, a 
redox reaction took place. This re sulted in the 
reduced metal forming a dendritic structure 
growing into the glas s while the glas s became 
enriched with the base metal oxide. The com
position of the dendrite was determined by 
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Fig. 1. Isothermal dependence of FeO 
activity (referred to the pure solid standard 
state) on amount of FeO added to NaZSiZ0 5 . 

(XBL 699 -1399) 

Fig. Z. Isothermal dependence of CoO 
activity (referred to the pure solid standard 
state) on amount of CoO added to NaZSiZ05' 

(XBL 699-1411) 

Fig. 3 . Is o thermal dependence of NiO 
activity (referred to the pure solid standard 
state) on amount of NiO added to NaZSiZ05' 

(XBL 699-14ZZ) 



the relative activities of the metal oxides in 
the glass adjoining the dendrite. In the furnace 
without carbon present, only the latter reac
tion took place. It was determined that the 
presence of carbon reduced the oxygen pres
sure in the furnace atmosphere, which resulted 
in the substrate metals becoming unsaturated 
with respect to oxygen. A driving force was 
thus established for a redox reaction involving 
the NaZO in the glass and the metal substrate, 
which resulted in the wetting of the metal by 
the glass and the saturation of the glass at the 
interface with the base metal oxide. With such 
reactions , good adherence was obtained. Z 

Studies are continuing on the effect of glass 
structure and atmosphere on the wetting be
havior and degree of bonding achieved in the 
(FexNaZ _Zx)S iZ05 and iron system. High 
purity iron and Armco iron are being used. 
Experiments have indicated that the following 
overall reaction occur s when the glas s is not 
saturated with iron oxide: 

Fe + Na ° (substrate) Z (glass) 

= FeO( 1 ) + ZNa( ) . g ass gas 

Indications are that the attainment of equili
brium sodium pressure above the specimens 
is the prime factor governing the reaction 
instead of the oxygen pressure, which deter
mines the oxygen activity in the iron. In 
furnaces containing inert gas atmospheres, 
glasses unsaturated with FeO tend not to fol
low this reaction appreciably. It is believed 
that equilibrium sodium pressure is attained 
above the specimens. In dynamic vacuum 
furnaces the reaction proceeds until the glass 
becomes saturated with the metal oxide fol
lowed by the appearance of a nonglas sy reac
tion product. It is believed that in the former 
case an equilibrium sodium pressure is 
attained but that in the latter case the sodium 
pressure remains low and the reaction thus 
continue s until prec ipitate s form. 

* Present address: United Aircraft Research 
Laboratories, United Aircrat Corp. East 
Hartford, Connecticut 06108. 
1. Fundamentals of Glass-to-Metal Bonding: 
VIII, Nature of Wetting and Adherence, 
Joseph A. Pask and Richard M. Fulrath , J. 
Am. Ceram. Soc. 45, (1Z) 592-596 (196Z); 
Glass-Metal 'Interfaces' and Bonding, Joseph 
A. Pask in Modern Aspects of the Vitreous 
State, Vol. 3, ed. by J. D. Mackenzie 
(Butterworths Scientific Publications, London, 
1-Z8 (1964) . 
Z. Abstracted from UCRL-19045 (J. J. 
Brennan. Ph. D. thesis), July 1969. 
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13. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Joseph A. Pask 

a. Solid State Reactions 

Diffusion experiments are continuing on 
couples consisting of fused SiOZ -sapphire and 
fused aluminum silicate -sapphire . These 
studies will provide kinetic data as well as 
information on mechanisms of formation of 
mullite. Such data will then be utilized in an 
effort to develop a fully dense polycrystalline 
mullite body. Studie s will also be continued on 
the mechanisms and kinetics of diffusion, using 
single crystals in the diffusion couples. 

b. Development of Microstructures 

Studies of the factors that playa role in the 
development of microstructure, or the distri
bution of phases, in two- and three-phase sys
tems are continuing. The systems being used 
are CaO· MgO . SiOz liquids with AIz03, CrZ03, 
FeZ03' and TiO Z additions, and MgO as well 
as MgO. RZ03 spinels. These data will be 
applied to the study of the kinetics of liquid 
phase sintering and grain growth in similar 
systems. 

c. Mechanical Behavior 

Creep data on LiF single crystals in several 
orientations over a wide temperature range 
will continue to be obtained. The mechanisms 
and kinetics of the deformation process will 
be studied. 

Stress -strain and creep data will be obtained 
on two-phase systems consisting of MgO grains 
and a liquid phase. Mechanisms and kinetics 
will be determined and correlated with the 
microstructure of the specimens. 

d. Glass Studies 

Dissolution studies of oxides in sodium 
disilicate glasses will be continued. Deter
mination of thermodynamic activities in these 
systems will also be made. 

e. Ceramic - Metal Interfaces 

Studie s will be continued on the effect of 
atmosphere, and oxygen activities in the metal 
on electrochemical reactions in the system 
(FexNaZ -Zx)SiZ 05 -iron. These studies will 
also be used to provide further verification 



of the theory that a chemical b o nd occurs at 
a glass-metal interfac e when thermodynamic 
activity of the low-valent metal oxide in the 
glass and metal at the interface is one. 

14. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Joseph A. Pask and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. S. W. Bailey and R. B. Langsto n, Anauxite 
and Kaolinite Structures Identical, Clays and 
Clay Minerals 17 (4), (1969). 
2. Stuart L . Blank and Joseph A. Pask, 
Solubility limits in the MgO-Fe203 system as 
determined by diffusio n , J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 
52 (8), 460-461 (1969) . 
3. Stuart L. Blank and Joseph A . Pask, 
Diffusion of Iron and Nickel in Magne sium 
Oxide Single Crystals , J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 
52 (12), 669-675 (1969). 
r D. R. Cropper and Joseph A. Pask, Effect 
of Plastic Instability on Compressive Defor
mation, Am. Ceram. Soc. Bull. 48 (5), 555-
558 (1969) . -

UCRL reports 

1. Ilhan A. Aksay, Factors Controlling Wet
ting of Magnesium Oxide by Silicate Liquids 
(M. S. thesis), UCRL-18766, March 1969. 
2. Ilhan A. Aksay, Abbaraju R. Raju , and 
Joseph A. Pask, Factors Controlling Wetting 
of MgO and Mg2Si04 by Silicates , UCRL-
18766 Rev, Dec. 1969 . 
3. Marvin Appel and Joseph A. Pask, Inter
diffusion and Moving Boundaries in NiO-CaO 
and NiO-MgO Single Crystal Couples, UCRL-
18258 Rev. Oct. 1969. 
4. Stuart L. Blank and Joseph A. Pask, 
Solubility Limits in the MgO-Fe203 System as 
Determined by Diffusion, UCRL-18763 , Feb. 
1969. 

5 . Stuart L. Blank and Joseph A. Pask, 
Diffusion of Iron and Nickel in Magnesium 
Oxide Single Crystals, UCRL-17411 Rev , 
April 1969. 
6. J. J. Brennan, The Effect of Atmosphere 
and Glass Composition on Reactions at Glass
Metal Interfaces (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-19045, 
July 1969. 
7. Alton M . Lacy, Elec t rochemic al Studies 
of the NiO, CoO- , FeO.950-Na2Si205 Glass 
Systems (Ph. D. thesis) UCRL-19078 , Sept. 
1969. 
8. Alton M. Lacy and Joseph A. Pask, 
Electrochemical Studies in Glass-I: The 
System Na20. 2Si02 · XNiO UCRL-18765 , 
Feb. 1969 . 
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9. Terence G. Langdon and J oseph A. Pask, 
The Mechanism of Creep in Polycrystalline 
Magnesium Oxide, UCRL-19054, July 1969. 
10. Joseph A. Pask, Ceramic Materials, 
UCRL-19143, Dec . 1969. 
11. Tadaaki Sugita and Joseph A. Pask, Creep 
Behavior of Doped Polycrystalline Aluminum 
Oxide, UCRL-19022, Nov. 1969. 
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C. RELATION OF MICROSTRUCTURE TO PROPERTIES IN CERAMICS 

1. RELATION OF MICROSTRUCTURE TO 
PROPERTIES IN CERAMICS 

Richard M . Fulrath 

This research program has as its primary 
objective the establishment of quantitative 
relations between the processing , the micro
structure developed in processing, and the 
properties of processed ceramics. The pro
gram is divided into three principal areas: 
(1) The processing and properties of ferro
electric, piezoelectric, and ferromagnetic 
ceramics, (2) the permeation and diffusion of 
gase s through and the solubility of gase s in 
ceramics , and (3) the mechanical properties 
of brittle matrix composite systems. 

Throughout the program, emphasis is 
placed on the science of processing. New and 
unique processing t echniques are deve l oped 
along with studies of more conventional pro
cessing practices. 

2. SINTERING AND FERROELECTRIC 
PROPER TIES OF LEAD ZIRCONATE 
TITANATE CERAMICS~' 

Robert E. Atkin and Richard M. Fulrath 

Previous work established the effec t of 
certain impurities on the sintering behavior 
of the lead zirconate titanate (PZT) perovskite. 
Niobium and aluminum were found to substitute 
for tetravalent zirconium o r titanium in the 
Pb( Zr, Ti)03 compound. T o maintain electro
neutrality niobium introduces cation vacancies 
while aluminum introduces anion vacancies. 
Both substitutional ions reduced the rate of 
grain growth and enhanced sintering. However, 
their effect on the ferroelectric properties 
are strikingly different. 

The ferroelectric properties of PZT depend 
on the extent and ease with which the e lectric 
dipoles can be aligned. This reorientation 
occurs by the motion of domain boundaries. 
Hence, the interaction of domain boundaries 
with point defects are of theoretical and prac
tical interest. Cation and anion vacancies 
were introduced into the crystal lattice by dop
ing with niobium and aluminum. Ferroelectric 
hystersis loops (Fig. 1) showed that anion 
vacancies impede domain wall motion while 
cation vacancies enhance the extent of dipole 
orientation. Equal amounts of niobium and 
aluminum yie lded intrinsic properties. 

STANDARD 
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Fig. 1. Ferroelectric hystersis loops for 
undoped and doped PZT. Polarization (vertical 
axis) vs. e lectric field (horizontal axis). 

(XBL698 -1161) 

Scanning electron micrographs of the two 
types of doped PZT showed quite different 
domain structures. The curved boundaries 
in Fig. 2 of niobium -doped P Z T separate 
domains with dipoles oriented antiparallel. The 
straight parallel domain boundaries shown in 
Fig. 3 separate domains with 90 deg dipole 
orientation. 

X -ray techniques used to obse rve domain 
motion under electric fields supported the 
above inte rpretation. 

* Abstracted from R. B. Atkin and R. M. 
Fulrath, The Practical Aspects of Sintering, 
UCRL-18795, Feb. 1969, and R. B. Atkin and 
R. M. Fulrath, Solubility of Aluminum in Lead 
Zirconate Titanate, UCRL-19038, June 1969. 
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Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of the ferroelectric domain 

structure in niobium-doped PZT. (XBB 696-3970) 

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrograph of the ferroelectric domain 
structure in aluminum-doped PZT. (XBB 701-530) 



3. HEATS OF TRANSFORMATION OF THE 
CURIE POINT IN LEAD TITANATE-LEAD 
ZIRCONATE SYSTEM* 

John E. Playter t and Richard M. Fulrath 

The phase transformation of the Curie point 
in the portion of the lead-titanate -lead zir
conate system with tetragonal crystal structure 
was studied by two methods. First, the heats 
of transformation was determined by using a 
differential thermal calorimeter. Second, the 
lattice parameters associated with the trans
formation were determined with a hot-stage 
x-ray diffraction unit. The differential 
thermal calorimeter was calibrated by using 
A1203 and quartz powders, and was found to 
give an accuracy in heat content measure
ments of ± 2 %. 

The calorimeter determined total heats of 
transformation for pure PbTi03 of 1125 and 
1050 cal/mole in two runs over a temperature 
range from 350 to 500·C. Heats of transfor 
mation of 350 and 250 cal/mole were measured 
for Pb(Zr. 25Ti. 75)03 over a temperature 
range from 330 to 450·C. There was no mea
surable heat of transformation for 
Pb(Zr. 50Ti. 50)03' 

The heat of transformation that was mea 
sured in heating is a combination of two 
separate changes in the system. The first 
change results from the decrease in the 
spontaneous polarization in the crystal; this 
is an endothermic transformation. The second 
term, which results from elastic strain relief 
caused by the decrease in polarization, is an 
exothermic change. Since the latter effect is 
caused by the former, it reduces the endo
thermic heat of transformation which otherwise 
would be expected. 

The prope rtie s of the lead titanate -lead 
zirconate system vary with the composition. 
An increase in the concentration of lead zir
conate in the tetragonal phase decreases the 
tetragonality of the structure and decreases 
the Curie temperature. The change in the 
lattice parameters that occurs during the 
transformation also decreases with increasing 
lead zirconate concentration. This causes a 
decrease in both the total heat of transforma
tion and the rate of change of the heat of trans
formation with temperature for lead titanate
lead zirconate solid solutions. 

The change in physical properties with 
composition is a result of the zirconium atom 
having a larger atomic radius than the titanium 
atom. This decreases the tetragonality of the 
structure by increasing the lengths of the x 
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and y axes. It also changes the polarization 
of the material. 

*Abstracted from J. E. Playter . Heats of 
Transformation at the Curie Temperature in 
the Lead Titanate-Lead Zirconate System 
(M. S. thesis). UCRL-19057, Aug. 1969. 
tPresent address: Northrop Corporation, 
Palos Verdes Peninsula, California 

4. THE SOLUBILITY OF GASES IN GLASS: 
A MONATOMIC MODEL* 

Perry L. Studt, t James F. Shackelford, and 
Richard M. Fulrath 

A variety of gases are known to dissolve in 
silicate glasses. 1 A statistical mechanical 
model of the solubility of monatomic gase s has 
been developed. For equilibrium. the Gibbs 
free energy of the free gas is equated to that 
of the gas in solution. Expressions for the 
Gibbs energies are obtained from assumptions 
of the atomic motion in the free gas and dis
solved states. The resulting solubility equa
tions express the solubility (in atoms per cm3 

of glass) as a function of gas pressure , tem
perature, fundamental constants, and material 
par amete r s. 

Good correlation is found between the model 
results and published experimental data for 
helium and neon in fused silica. 2 , 3 For these 
cases, the free gas was assumed to be ideal , 
and the dissolved gas atoms were assumed to 
behave as simple harmonic oscillators ran
domly localized at solubility sites in the glass 
network structure . The dissolved state was 
represented by vibrational frequencies of 
6.5 X 1012 sec- 1 and 2.9 X 10 12 sec- 1 for helium 
and neon, respectively, in fused silica. The 
interaction energy between the dissolved gas 
and the fused silica glass was -1.5 kcal / mole 
for helium and -2.9 kcal/ mole for neon. These 
values were in good agreement with values 
found for these gases in crystalline oxides. 

* Abstracted from Perry L. Studt, James F. 
Shackelford, and Richard M. Fulrath, The 
Solubility of Gases in Glass: A Monatomic 
Model , UCRL-19039, Nov. 1969. 
tPresent address: Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory , Livermore, California 
1. H. Scholze , Glass Ind. 47, 546 (1966). 
2. D. E. Swets, R. W. Lee,- and R . C. Frank, 
J. Chem. Phys. 34, 17 (1%1) . 
3. R. C. Frank,S. W. Swets , and R. W. Lee, 
J. Chem. Phys. 34, 1451 (1961). 



5. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES AND 
FRACTURE BEHAVIOR OF CHEMICALLY 
BONDED COMPOSITES* 

Mark A. Stett t and Richard M. Fulrath 

Previous studies in brittle matrix composite 
systems 1, 2 established the effect of volume 
fraction of the dispersed phase, size of the dis
persed phase particles , elastic differences 
between the dispersed phase and the matrix, 
and micromechanical stresses developed on 
loading on the strength of this type system. 
In all the previous studies the effect of the 
interfacial bond between the matrix and the 
dispersion had not been clearly identified. The 
lack of an interfacial bond was successfully 
used to form spherical porosity in a glass. 3 
However, in that investigation there were indi
cations that a bond was formed under certain 
conditions. 

This effort established the effect of inter
facial bonding on the strength of a brittle 
matrix composite. Composites were fabricated 
by using nickel microspheres as the dispersed 
phase and matrix glasses with thermal expan
sion coefficient of nickel. Varying degrees of 
pre oxidation of the nickel microspheres prior 
to composite fabrication were used to develop 
optimum interfacial bonding. 

When no bond was present between the nickel 
microspheres and a glass matrix of low thermal 
expansion, pseudoporosity led to weakening of 
the system. On development of the interfacial 
bond, strengthening was observed4 with an 
optimum degree of pre oxidation depending on 
the composite fabrication parameters. 

However, in systems where the glass matrix 
thermal expansion matched or was greater than 
the thermal expansion of nickel , the interfacial 
bond development still led to strengthening of 
the composite system (Fig. 1) . This strength
ening was surprising because the high-expansion 
glass would be expected to develop a mechanical 
interface by shrinking around the individual 
nickel microspheres on ~ooling from the fabri
cation temperature. This strengthening on 
formation of an interfacial bond was found to 
be caused by the cha nge in micromechanical 
stress concentrations on l oading. Further 
analysis showed that the strength of each sys
terns could be predicted within 10%. 

The analysis was further substantiated by 
scanning electr o n micrographs of fractured 
surfaces. Fracture propagation paths in these 
systems was found t o be dictated by internal 
stresses developed. 

* Abstrated from M. A. Stett, Mechanical 
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Fig . 1. Strength of a glass matrix composite 
containing 35 vol % nickel microspheres as a 
function of the pre oxidation of the nickel prior 
to composite fabrication . Thermal expansion 
coefficient of the glass is greater than that of 
nickel. (XBL695-453) 

Properties and Fracture Behavior of Chemi
cally Bonded Composites (Ph. D. thesis), 
UCRL-18762, April 1969. 
tPresent address: Kaiser Aluminum and 
Chemical Corporation, Center for Technology, 
Pleasanton, California. 
1. D. P. H. Hasselman and R. M. Fulrath, 
Proposed Fracture Theory of a Dispersion
Strengthened Glass, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 49, 
68 (1966) -
2. D . P. H. Hasselman and R. M. Fulrath, 
Micromechanical Stress Concentrations in 
Two-Phase Brittle Matrix Ceramic Composites, 
J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 50, 399 (1967). 
3. R. L. Bertolotti and R. M. Fulrath, Effect 
of Micromechanical Stress Concentrations on 
Strength of Porous Glass, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 
~, 558 (1967). 



4. M. A. Stett and R. M. Fulrath, Strengthen
ing by Chemical Bonding in Brittle Matrix 
Composite , J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 51, 599 
(1968) . -

6 . RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Richard M. Fulrath 

a . Ferromagnetic and Ferroelectric Ceramics 

Processing studies including sintering of 
lithium ferrite, lead titanate, lead zirconate 
titanate, and sodium potassium niobate will 
continue. An extensive program on point 
defects and domain mobility has been initiated 
and will be pursued. The dependence of ferro
electric properties relative to the PbO vapor 
pressure during sintering and the piezoelectric 
properties of lead titanate will be investigated. 
Both magnetic and ferroelectric properties 
depending on the system are to be used to inter
pret the sintering kinetics while at the same 
time the effect of substitutional ions on these 
properties will be evaluated. 

b. Brittle Matrix Composites 

Aluminum oxide microspheres will be made 
with existing dc and rf plasma torche s for the 
dispersed phase in brittle matrix composites. 
Aluminum oxide and glass have been shown to 
form a good interfacial bond under vacuum 
hot-pressing conditions. Well-characterized 
systems will be used to (a) determine if 
vacuum-melted glass can reduce observed 
microporosity and lead to improved strength 
in this type system and (b) investigate the effect 
of internal stress and the strength of these 
systems. 

c. Permeation, Solubility, and Diffusion of 
Gas in Ceramics 

Solubility of gases in glass will be measured 
by using a modified Seiverts I apparatus con
structed during 1969. Both physical and chem
ical solubility will be measured and compared 
with the extension of the statistical thermo
dynamic model proposed in 1969. Permeation 
of gases through fused silica with varying 
density controlled by fictive temperature or 
hydroxyl ion content will be studied. Diffusion 
of monatomic and diatomic gases will be mea
sured by the two independent pieces of equip
ment to assist in correlating the experimental 
results. 
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7. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Richard M . Fulrath and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. R. L. Moon and R. M. Fulrath, Vaporiza
tion and Surface: Phases in Lead Zirconate
Lead Titanate System, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 
52, 565 (1969). 
z:- R. B. Atkin and R. M. Fulrath, The 
Practical Aspects of Sintering, in Interfaces, 
the Proceedings of an International Conference, 
(Butterworth, London 1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. Mark A. Stett and Richard M. Fulrath, 
Mechanical Properties of Brittle Matrix Com
posites in ASME!AIAA 10th Structures, Struc
tural Dynamics and Materials Conference, New 
Orleans, April 1969; UCRL-18723, Feb. 1969. 
2. Y. Nivas and R. M. Fulrath , Limitation 
of Griffith Flaws in Glass Matrix Composites, 
J. Am. Ceram. Soc. (to be published); 
UCRL-18586 Rev, Jan. 1969. 
3. R. B. Atkins and R. M. Fulrath , Practical 
Aspects of Sintering in International Conference 
on Interfaces, Melbourne, Australia, August 
1969; UCRL-18795, March 1969. 
4. R. L. Moon and R. M. Fulrath, High 
Temperature Phase Equilibria in the Lead 
Titanate - Zirconate System, J. Am. Ceram. 
Soc. (to be published); UC RL-175 45 Rev, 
May 1969. 
5. Mark A. Stett, Mechanical Properties and 
Fracture Behavior of Chemically Bonded 
Composites (Ph. D. thesis), UCRL-18762, 
Feb. 1969. 
6. M. Stett and R. Fulrath, Mechanical Prop
erties and Fracture Behavior of Chemically 
Bonded Composites, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 
(to be published); UCRL-18762 Rev, June 1969. 
7. P. S. Nicholson and R . M. Fulrath, Dif
ferential Thermal Calorimetric Determination 
of the Thermodynamic Properties of Kaolinite, 
J. Am. Ceram. Soc. (to be published); UCRL-
17820 Rev, June 1969). 
8. P. S. Nicholson and R. M. Fulrath, Dif
ferential Thermal Calorimetric Estimation of 
the Kaolinite Metakolinite Endothermic Enthalpy, 
J. Am. Ceram. Soc. Note (to be published); 
UCRL-19025, June 1969. 
9 . P. S. Nicholson and R. M. Fulrath, The 
Design of Calibration of a High Temperature 
Differential Thermal Calorimeter , J. Am. 
Ceram. Soc. (to be published); UCRL-16336 
Rev , June 1969. 
10. R. M. Fulrath, Ceramic -Metal Adhesion, 
paper for Polymer Conference Series, Polymer 
Institute and the College of Engineering, 
University of Detroit, Program IV Adhesion, 
June 1969; UCRL-19023. 



11. P. L. Studt, J. F. Shacke !ford, and 
R. M. Fulrath, The Solubility of Gases in 
Glass: A Monatomic Model, J. of Appl. Phys. 
(to be published); UCRL-19039 Rev, Nov. 1969. 
12. R. B. Atkin and R . M. Fulrath, Solubility 
of Aluminum in Lead Zirconate Titanate, 
UCRL-19038, June 1969. 
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A. THEORETICAL SOLID STATE PHYSICS 

1. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF 
SEMICONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS* 

Marvin L. Cohen 

The Empirical Pseudopotential Method 1 

(EPM) has been used to calculate the elec
tronic structure of about 50 semiconductors 
and insulators. The method involves the use 
of experimental information obtained from the 
optical properties of these materials to obtain 
pseudopotential form factors for the energy 
band calculations. The potential is usually 
assumed to be local and only a few form factors 
are necessary to obtain accurate band struc
tures. The resulting energy bands are used 
to calculate the optical spectra, effective 
ma~se.s,electron-Iattice couplings, photo
er:~lls SlOn spectra, supe rconducting propertie s 
(d1scussed later), and various other properties. 

Some new results are: 

(a) Reflectivities for II-VI ITlaterials have 
been calculated over a wide energy range and 
cOITlpared with new experiITlental data. The 
calculated results are in excellent agreeITlent 
with the ITleasureITlents. 

(b) Modulated spectra have been calculated 
in good agreeITlent with therITloreflectance 
ITleasureITlents and with wavelength 
ITlodulation spectra (done by Professor Shen's 
group). 

(c) The teITlperature dependence of the 
energy gaps in GaAs at the edge and above the 
edge are calculated and found to be in excellent 
agreeITlent with the ITleasureITlents of Shen 
and Zucca. 

(d) It was shown that the EPM could give the 
?a~d structure of GaSb, including direct and 
1ndlrect gaps without the use of a nonlocal 
pseudopotential. 

(e) Band structure calculations were done 
for ITlaterials with three atoITls/cell, i. e. , 
SnXZ (X = Sand Se) and MgZX (X = Si, Ge, 
and Sn). The various potentials were scaled 
to be suitable for the crystals under consi
deration. The initial values were obtained 
froITl pseudopotential calculations for other 
crystals. Once again it was deITlonstrated 
that pseudopotentials could be transferred 
~roITl crystal to crystal. For exaITlple, if InSb 
1S analyzed the re sulting potentials for In and 
Sb can be used to obtain the electron band 
structures and FerITli surfaces of both of these 
ITlaterials. In addition, the superconducting 
transition teITlperature of In could be calculated 
by using this potential. 

(f) Nonlocal pseudopotentials were found to 
be necessary for ITlaterials in which d-bands 
are iITlportant in the electronic structure as 
in the case of KCl. In this case a nonlocal 
pseudopotential scheITle was deve loped by Dr. 
C. Y. Fong (IMRD postdoctoral physicist) to 
treat the d-bands. The band structure and 
optical constants of KCI were calculated. 

*Publications 1,6,7,8,9,11, 1Z, 13, 14, 17, 18, 
19, ZO. 
1. M. L. Cohen and T. K. Bergstresser, 
Phys. Rev. Hi, 789 (1966). 

Z. PHYSICS OF IV - VI COMPOUNDS* 

Marvin L. Cohen 

I:' - VI cOITlpounds are unusual and inte re sting 
seITl1conductors. For exaITlple, this group of 
ITlaterials can have ferroelectric and super
condu~ting properties. The optical properties, 
FerITl1 surfaces, and electronic properties of 
these ITlaterials have been the subject of con
siderable current research. Recently it has 
been proposed that the ordering of the energy 
bands near the fundaITlental gap rever ses in 
going froITl PbTe to SnTe. We have applied 
the EPM to GeTe, SnTe, and PbTe, and we 
have obtained band structures for these 
ITlaterials. 

SOITle new results are: 

(a) The calculated band structures are con-
sistent with the band inversion ITlodei. . 

(b) The fundaITlental gap for SnTe was found 
to be close to the L point of the Brillouin zone, 
but. not at the L point as was previously assuITled. 
Th1S results in a ITlodification of the electronic 
properties of SnTe, and in addition the FerITli 
surface becoITles quite cOITlplicated. The 
latter result is consistent with experiITlent. 

(c) The pressure dependence of the funda
ITlental energy gap is calculated for SnTe and 
PbTe and both agree very well with experiITlent. 
. (d) The teITlperature dependence of the gaps 
1n PbTe and SnTe were investigated. The ex
periITlental results for PbTe have been a 
ITlystery for quite SOITle tiITle. The fundaITlental 
gap of ITlost seITliconductors decrease as the 
teITlperature is raised. PbTe gives opposite 
results. We have calculated this effect and 
we obtain the correct sign for PbTe. 



(e) The optical constants of PbTe, SnTe, and 
GeTe were calculated. 

(f) The electron-phonon coupling constant is 
calculated for coupling of electrons to inter
valley phonons. The results are consistent 
with the values obtained from analysis of the 
superconducting data. It now appears possible 
to calculate the superconducting properties by 
using the EPM band structure calculation. 

*Publications 1, 4,9, ,ii, 14. 

3. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, MANY -BODY 
EFFECTS, AND THE ELECTRONIC 
STRUCTURE OF METALS* 

Marvin L. Cohen 

The pseudopotential method can also be 
applied to metals. Here Fermi surface data 
are most often used to obtain the pseudo
potential form factors. We have used band 
structure calculations and pseudopotentials to 
calculate the electron-phonon mas s enhance
ment and superconducting transition tempera~ 
tures of a large number of·metals. 

For some cases, notably Mg and Li, super
conductivity has .not yet been observed. Our 
calculations predict that these materials will 
be superconducting and that the transition 
temperatures are probably in a measurable 
range. 

The temperature dependence of the effective 
mass was also calculated for many metals and 
comparison with experiment was made for the 
case of the Zn (the only available measure
ments); the calculations were found to be in 
good agreement with the measurement of Zn. 

Fermi liquid parameters are also calculated. 

A nonlocal pseudopotential scheme developed 
by Dr. C. Y. Fong (IMRD postdoctoral 
physicist) was applied to Cu, resulting in the 
first pseudopotential cal-culation for a noble 
metal. 

*Publications2, 10, 14, 15, 16,21. 

4. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN DEGENERATE 
SEMICONDUCTORS* 

Marvin L. Cohen 

The theory 1 of superconductivity in degen
erate semiconductors was extended further. 
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In particular the case of a doped semiconduc
tor with Fermi energy less that the charac
teristic phonon frequency was considered. The 
Nambu-Gor'kov Green's function formalism 
was used and integral equations for the gap 
function andrenormalizatiori were obtained. 

The superconducting properties of GeTe and 
SnTe were investigated. The superconducting 
transition temperature was calculated as a 
function of carrier concentration. One param
eter was used in the calculation, the electron
phonon coupling constant for coupling to 
intervalley phonons. The results were in good 
agreement with experiment, and the choice of 
the coupling parameter was consistent. with the 
value calculated by using the EPM. 

*Publications 1,3,4,5. 
1. M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. 134, A311 (1964). 

5. CONSTRUCTION OF A 3He _ 4 He DILUTION 
REFIGERATOR 

Marvin L. Cohen 

A dilution refirgerator was constructed by 
Dr. T. Thorp (IMRD postdoctoral physicist) 
who has been working with our group. The 
refrigerator is capable of operating at 0.0120 K 
continuously and approximately 0.005 0 K in a 
single -stage operation, making it one of the 
best facilities of its kind in the world. We 
hope to search for new superconductors" guided 
by our theoretical predictions. Te sts of 
metals (includingMg and Li) are in progress 
and various semiconductors and semimetals 
are also being examined. 

6. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Marvin L. Cohen 

We plan to continue our EPM work, includ
ing calculations of the' wavevector and fre
quency-dependent dielectric function. 

The nonlocal EPM will be applied to other 
metals and transition metal calculations will 
be attempted. Compounds with d-band metals 
will also be studied. 

The dilution refrigerator will be 'used to 
search for new superconductors and other 
experiments at ultralow temperatures are 
being planned. 



7. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Marvin L. Cohen and Associates 

Technical journals 

*1. M. L. Cohen. Y. Tung, and P. B. Allen, 
Optical Properties, Band Structure, and 
Superconducting Properties of SnTe and GeTe, 
J. Phys. (Paris) 29, 163 (1968). 
2. P. B. Allen, M. L. Cohen, L. M. Falicov, 
and R. V. Kasowski, Superconductivity and 
Band Structure from a Single Pseudopotential: 
Zinc and Cadmium, Phys. Rev. Letters~, 
1794 (1968). 
*3. M. L. Cohen, Superconductivity in Low
Carrier -Density Systems: Degenerate Semi
conductors in Superconductivity, ed. by R. D. 
Parks (Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York, 1969), 
p. 615. 
~~4. P. B. Allen and M. L. Cohen, Carrier
Concentration-Dependent Superconductivity 
in SnTe and GeTe, Phys. Rev. 177, 704 (1969). 
5. C. S. Koonce and M. L. Cohen, Theory 
of Superconducting Semiconductors and Semi
metals, Phys. Rev. 177, 707 (1969). 
6. M. Y. AuYang and M. L. Cohen, Elec
tronic Structure and Optical Properties of 
SnS2 and SnSe2, Phys. Rev. 178, 1279 (1969). 
7. M. Y. Au Yang and M. L. Cohen, Elec
tronic Structure and Optical Properties of 
Mg2Si, Mg2Ge, and Mg2Sn, Phys. Rev. 178, 
1358 (1969). 
8. Y. Petroff, M. Balkanski, J. P. Walter, 
and M. L. Cohen, The Optical Properties and 
Electronic Band Structure of Zinc Selenide, 
Solid State Commun. 7, 459 (1969). 
9. Y. W. Tung and M. L. Cohen, Relativistic 
Band Structure and Electronic Properties of 
SnTe GeTe, and PbTe, Phys. Rev. 180, 
832 (1969). 
*10. P. B. Allen and M. L. Cohen, Theoreti
cal Supe.rconducting Transition Temperatures 
and the Possibility of Superconductivity in 
Mg, Solid State Commun. 7 . .' 677 (1969). 
11. Y. W. Tung and M. L. Cohen, The 
Fundamental Energy Gap in SnTe and PbTe, 
Phys. Letters 29A, 236 (1969). 
12. J. P. Walter and M. L. Cohen, Calcula
tion of the Reflectivity, Modulated Reflectivity, 
and Band Structure of GaAs, GaP, ZnSe, and 
ZnS, Phys. Rev. 183, 763 (1969). 
13. C. Y. Eong andM. L. Cohen, Pseudo
potential Calculation of the Optical Constants 
of NaCI and KCI, Phys. Rev. 185, 1168 (1969). 
*14. M. L. Cohen and V. Heine, The Fitting 
of Pseudopotentials to Experimental Data and 
Their Subsequent Application, in Solid State 
Physics, ed. by F. Seitz, D. Turnbull, and 
H. Enrenreich (Academic Press, New York, 
1969), major chapter in book. 
*15. P. B. Allen and M. L. Cohen, Pseudo
potential Calculation of the Mass Enhancement 
and Superconducting Transition Temperature 
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of Simple Metals, Phys. Rev. 187, 525 (1969). 
*16. P. B. Allen and M. L. Cohen, Calcula
tion of the Temperature Dependence of the 
Electron-Phonon Mass Enhancement, Phys. 
Rev. (in press) Sept. 1969. 
17. R. N. Cahn and M. L. Cohen, A Local 
Pseudopotential Model for GaSb: Electronic 
and Optical Properties, Phys. Rev. (in press) 
Oct. 1969. 
18. J. P. Walter, R. L. Zucca, M. L. Cohen 
and Y. R. Shen, Temperature Dependence of 
the Wavelength Modulation Spectra of GaAs, 
UCRL-19118, Dec. 1969. 
19. R. L. Zucca, J. P. Walter, Y. R. Shen, 
and M. L. Cohen, Wavelength Modulation 
Spectra of GaAs and Silicon, Solid State 
Commun. (to be published); UCRL-19119, 
Nov. 1969. 
20. J. P. Walter, M. L. Cohen, Y. Petroff, 
and M. Balkanski, Calculated and Measured 
Reflectivity of ZnTe and ZnSe, Phys. Rev. 
(in press). 
21. C. Y. Fong and M. L. Cohen, Energy 
Band Structure of Copper by the Empirical 
Pseudopotential Method, Phys. Rev. Letters 
(to be published); UCRL-19136, Dec. 1969. 

*Not supported by IMRD funds. 
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B. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS 

1. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE 
NICKEL-RHODIUM SYSTEM 

E . * nc R. Katz and Alan M. Portis 

Magnetostatic and magnetic resonance 
studies have been performed on a number of 
alloys in the Ni-Rh binary system. These 
alloys exhibit ferromagnetic behavior for 
nickel concentrations exceeding 63 at. %, and 
paramagnetic behavior for the more dilute 
alloys. The earlier work of Crangle and 
Parsons, in which the saturation magnetization 
and Curie temperature as a function of tem
perature in the range 4.Z < T < 3Z0· K, was 
measured in the presence of an externally 
applied field. These results were compared 
with the theory developed by Stoner and 
Wohlfarth, who attempted to explain the be
havior of weakly ferromagnetic systems by 
treating the magnetic electrons as forming 
a band. Our results do not agree with the 
predictions of this overly simplified theory. 
The magnetocrystalline anisotropy was deter
mined from magnetic isotherm measurements 
and the observed composition dependence fol- ' 
lowed the expected form. The spin relaxation 
rate was determined from the magnetic reso
nance data and compared with the composition 
dependence of the magnetocrystalline anisot
ropy, again using the Stoner model. Again 
the observations failed to obey the behavior 
predicted by this model. Another model 
sin;-ilar to the. Anderson model of dilute ::nag
netic alloys, 1S proposed, which explains all 
our data in a qualitative way. 

* NSF Predoctoral Fellow; now at Memorex 
Corporation, Palo Alto, California 

Z. NUCLEAR RELAXATION IN 
FERROMAGNETIC COBALT 

Earl David Shaw * and Alan M. Portis 

Nuclear magnetic spin-spin relaxation 
pro.cesses of 59Co has been studied in mag
netically saturated particles of fcc cobalt. 
The transverse relaxation has been studied 
ex?erimentally by observing the two rf pulse 
~p.lI~ echo en.velope decay. This decay is 
m1t1ally osc1llatory with the oscillations 
damping in a time of order of the transverse 
relaxati~m time, TZ, into exponential decay. 
The osc1llatory behavior is dependent on the 
pulse w.idths while the relaxation time T Z' 
determ1ned from the exponential decay rate, 

varies as the square root of the local field Hl/Z 
Theory is presented which shows that the' oc· 
observed oscillatory behavior can be explained 
qualitatively by assuming that the dominant spin
spin interaction is of the Suhl-Nakamura type. 
Aij {It Ij- - I i ~t}. wit~ t~e re sonant line 
bro~dened by m1croscop1C m~omogeneities. The 
perlOd of the oscillations gives the rms micro
sc?pic inhomogeneous line width, 100 kHz. By 
uS1ng the correlation function technique, the 
relaxation function has been derived for this 
system. This theory is similar to the results 
of Kubo and Tomita for the exchange -narrowing 
problem and agrees well with the observed 
nonoscillatory transverse relaxation. From 
the 'derived relaxation function and observed 
transverse relaxation results, a model of the 
homogeneous line is deduced. The line is 
as sumed lorentzian with a cutoff of order of 
the second moment of the Suhl-Nakamura 
interaction. Using this model and the theory 
of quantum statistics of irreversible processes, 
a theory of spectral diffusion is derived. 
Spectral diffusion was studied experimentally 
by monitoring the decay of the three rf pulse 
simulated echo. The new theory presented here 
agrees well with the new experimental results. 

* Pre sent addre s s: Bell Telephone Laboratorie s, 
Murray Hill, New Jersey. 

3. NUCLEAR RELAXATION IN 
FERROMAGNETIC ALLOYS 

. * Bons Chornik and Alan M. Portis 

Nuclear relaxation of i95 pd in dilute nickel
based palladium alloys has been measured in 
the temperature range between Z.1 and 300· K. 
The relaxation rate is inferred from the 
strength of the nuclear spin echo. This echo 
arises from nuclei in the wings of domain 
walls in zero applied magnetic field and from 
n.uclei dist.ri.buted though the bulk in applied 
helds S.uff1c1ently large to produce magnetic 
saturation. The relaxation, correcting for 
the difference in nuclear moment and spin, is 
observed to be about 1/4 what it is for the 
host 6iNi nuclei. Since the magnetic moment 
per atom for dilute nickel-based palladium 
a~loys is independent of the amount of palla
dlUm added, we may conclude that palladium 
in nickel is isoelectronic with the host nickel. 
Then, the only factor affecting the relaxation 
rate should be the radius of the d orbitals 
The relaxation rate is quite sensitive to this 
parameter, varying as the inverse sixth power. 



The radius of the d orbitals in palladium is 
between 10 and 20% larger than in nickel, 
giving a factor between 2 and 4, in reasonable 
agreement with experiment. More detailed 
measurements are in progress, as well as 
efforts to compare theoretically the relative 
radii of the d orbitals. These results may 
usefully be cgmpared with the earlier work of 
Bancroft on 3Cu in nickel-based copper alloys. 
For this alloy we expect no magnetic moment 
on the copper. The very long relaxation times 
found by Banc roft support this expectation. 

*California-Chile Predoctoral Fellow. 

4. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Alan M. Portis 

It is planned to extend the initial measure
ments on copper and palladium in nickel to a 
wide range of transition metal alloys. It is 
now clear that the observed relaxation time 
is a much better index of the presence of a 
local magnetic moment than is the observed 
hyperfine interaction, which is relatively 
insensitive to whether the moment is localized 
or dispersed. By examining a wide range of 
alloys we hope to establish some of the sys
tematics of local moment formation. 

5. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Alan M. Portis and Associates 

UCRL reports 

1. Eric R. Katz, Magnetic Properties of the 
Nickel-Rhodium System (Ph. D. thesis), 
UCRL-19073, Aug. 1969. 
2. Earl David Shaw, Nuclear Relaxation in 
Ferromagnetic Cobalt (Ph. D. thesis) 
UCRL-19077, Oct. 1969. 
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C. FAR INFRARED PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS 

1. PHONON CONTRIBUTION TO THE FAR 
INFRARED ABSORPTIVITY OF 
SUPERCONDUC TING AND NORMAL LEAD 

Richard R. Joyce and Paul L. Richards 

We have found experimental evidence for 
the existence of a contribution to the absorp
tivity of metals at low temperatures from a 
process that involves the creation of a real 
phonon. Consider the analogy to the phonon 
sidebands commonly observed on electronic 
transitions in insulators. In our case the 
"electronic transition" is the excitation spec
trum of the normal or superconducting metal, 
so an absorption edge is expected to start at 
characteristic phonon frequencies in the nor
mal metal and at the phonon frequencies plus 
the energy gap 21::. in the superconductor. We 
have measured the absorption spectrum of Pb 
in both the superconducting and normal states 
at 1.ioK over the frequency range 15 to 200 
cm -. Our results are shown in Fig. 1, along 
with the theoretical absorption expected with
out phonon effects. The onset of extra absorp
tion is evident, occurring at 35 cm -1 and 
55 cm- 1 in the normal and superconducting 
states, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Absorptivity of superconducting and 
normal Pb at 1.2°K compared with the pre
diction of the anomalous skin effect theory. 
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Fig. 2. Ratio of the measured superconducting 
to normal absorptivities of Pb compared with 
the phenomenological theory B of the phonon 
structure. The bottom curve A is the phonon 
density of states displaced upward in frequency 
by 26.. The structure in the theory B comes 
from this curve. (XBL 6912-6326). 

Various experimental uncertainties in our 
measurements are removed if the ratio of the 
superconducting to the normal absorptivity is 
computed. This curve is shown in Fig. 2 along 
with a curve B obtained from a phenomeno
logical theory based on the measured density 
of phonon states from superconducting tunnel
ing. The agreement is generally satisfactory 
with two exceptions: 

(1) The theory does not include direct effects 
of the energy gap, so it is not expected to fit 
at frequencies below"" 35 cm- 1. 

(2) Momentum conservation is neglected in 
the theory. The inclusion of this additional 
constraint will postpone the onset of absorption 
(move the structure to higher frequencies) 
and thus improve agreement with the data. 



Z. LOW-LYING ENERGY LEVELS OF 
INTERMEDIATE AND HIGH SPIN Fe 3 + 

George C. Brackett and Paul L. Richards 

An investigation of the far infrared spectra 
of a series of unusual Fe(III) complexes has 
been completed. In these organic compounds, 
the bis N, N dialkyl dithiocarbamato Fe(III) 
halides, the paramagnetic ground term of the 
iron is described 2Y the spin Hamiltonian Z 
3C = gf3 H· S + D[Sz - 1/3S (S+1)] + E[S~ - S ] 
with spin S = 3/Z, g == z, IDI < 10 cm- 1 y 
and E «D. Magnetic dipole transitions 
between levels of this Hamiltonian have been 
observed for seven compounds with different 
alkyl and halide ligands (Table I). To compare 
the absorption spectra of the polycrystallirie 
samples with the predictions of the Hamiltonian, 
a computer program to calculate the powder 
average absorption coefficient was completed. 

Table 1. Measured axial crystalline field 
parameter D for various dithiocarbamates. 
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Fig. 1. Computed powder average absorption 
coefficient for [(i - C3H7)Z NCSZ]Z FeCI. 
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The complex lineshape which results (Fig. 1) 
compares well with experiment (Fig. Z). Since 
all the calculation parameters were determined 
by experiment, the agreement firmly establishes 
the form of the Hamiltonian. 

One of the compounds studied, 
[(CZH5)ZNCSZ]Z FeCI, is a novel ferromagnet 
with a low transition temperature Tc = Z.43°K. 
Ferromagnetic resonance was observed for 
temperatures between 1.3 and Z.3°K. The 
slope of the transition spectrum in a magnetic 
field is close to g = 2 and the zero field reso
nance occurs at ZD, in agreement with theory. 

Experiments are in progre s s to extend pre
vious work on the far infrared spectra of low
lying states of Fe(III) in proteins such as 
hemoglobin and myoglobin. 



3. NONLINEAR EFFECTS IN 
SUPERCONDUCTORS CONTAINING 
MAGNETIC IMPURITIES 

w. L. McLean * 
The study of relatively simple solutions of 

magnetic atoms in metals has shown that the 
behavior of such systems is very difficult to 
describe theoretically. 1 A satisfactory theory 
of superconductors containing magnetic 
. .. 2 . 
ImpurItIes eXIsts at present only for systems 
that are not complicated by the Kondo effect 1 -
such as lanthanum and thorium containing 
gadolinium as the impurity.3 Later extensions 
of this theory4 predict some interesting effects 
that should occur in electromagnetic fields
among them, the generation of harmonic s of a 
sinusoidal exciting field. Apparatus is being 
constructed to observe this effect. The super
conductor to be studied is excited in a micro
wave resonant cavity and provision is being 
made for the detection of higher harmonics at 
small power levels. Although there is at 
present no theory that is expected to describe 
accurately the harmonic generation in systems 
exhibiting the Kondo effect, it will be of 
interest to carry out experiments on these 
systems as well as on the simpler ones for 
which the theory should apply. 

* Rutgers University Research Council Faculty 
Fellow, on leave from Rutgers University, 
New Brunswick, New Jersey. 
1. See, for example, M. D. Daybell and E. 
Steyert, Rev. Mod. Phys. 40, 380 (1968). 
2. A. A. Abrikosov and L.P. Gor'kov, 
Soviet Phys. JETP 12, 1243 (1961). 
3. W. R. Becker and D. K. Finnemore 
Phys. Rev. 172, 430 (1968). ' 
4. L. P. Gor'kov and G. M. Eliashberg, 
Soviet Phys. JETP 27, 328 (1968). 

4. TUNABLE FAR INFRARED LASER 
SOURCE 

Dillard W. Faries, Kei-Hsiun Yang, Paul L. 
Richards, and Yuen-Ron Shen 

Far infrared radiation has been generated 
in the frequency range from 20'to 35 cm- 1 
by beating two Q -switched ruby lasers in the 
nonlinear optical material LiNb03. The dif
ference frequency was tuned by cooling one 
of the t~o lasers with one laser operating on 
the R1 lme and the other on the R2 line. The 
expected difference frequencies of far infrared 
radiation were verified by using a Fabry
Perot interferometer (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Fabry -Perot scan of difference fre
quency output using R1 and R2lines. 

(XBL 693 -2226) 

The phase -matching condition for difference
frequency generation was also verified as shown 
in Fig. 2. Difference frequenc; signals as 
large as 2 X 10-2 W in a 3 X 10- sec pulse 
were observed. 

T,he far ,infrared radiation generated by 
beahng a smgle mode -locked Nd laser in 
LiNb0 3 was also observed. Further investi
gations are in progre s s. 
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Fig. 2. Detected power as a function of angle 
about the phase -matched direction in LiNb03 · 
The dashed line is (sinTl/n)2, the theoretical 
curve for no absorption. The solid line in
cludes the effect of an absorption coefficient 
0' = 18 cm- 1 at the difference frequency. 

(XBL 698-1127) 



5. INFRARED DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT 

Paul L. Richards and Yuan Taur 

Semiconductor bolometer detector s for 
infrared radiation have a iheoretical sensi
tivity proportional to T -5 2 under conditions 
appropriate to far infrared spectroscopy. 
Thus an order of magnitude improvement is 
expected on going from a heat sink temperature 
T = 1.2°K to T = 0.35°K. A 3He cryostat 
and gas -handling system have been constructed 
to produce the required low temperatures. 

6. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Paul L. Richards 

Each of the above-mentioned projects will 
be continued. Attempts will be made to con
vert the Nd laser difference frequency mech
anism into a practical spectroscopic source. 
The phonon absorption edge discovered in Pb 
will be sought in other me tals and at attempt 
will be made to observe the phonon contribution 
to Azbel-Kaner cyclotren resonance in Pb. 
Efforts to improve superconducting Josephson 
effect radiation detectors will continue, and 
a project designed to demonstrate Josephson 
effect phenomena in superfluid liquid He will 
be initiated. 

7. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

Paul L. Richards and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. D. W. Faries, K. A. Gehring, P. L. 
Richards, and Y. R. Shen, Tunable Far 
Infrared Radiation Generated From the Dif
ference Frequency Between Two Ruby Lasers, 
Phys. Rev. 180, 363 (1969). 
2. P. L. Richards and R. R. Joyce, Far 
Infrared Spectra of A1203 Doped with Ti, V, 
and Cr, Phys. Rev. 179, 375 (1969). 
3. P. L. Richards and S. A. Sterling, 
Regenerative Jos.ephson Effect Detector for 
Far Infrared Radiation, Appl. Phys. Letters 
..!2., 394 (1969). 

UCRL reports 

1. P.L. Richards, The Josephson-Junction 
as a Detector of Microwave and Far Infrared 
Radiation, UCRL-19035, Nov. 1969. 
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2. S. A. Sterling, The Interaction of High 
Frequency Electromagnetic Radiation with 
Superconducting Point Contact Junctions (Ph. D. 
thesis), UCRL-19096, Dec. 1969. 
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D. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND TUNNELING 
PHENOMENA 

1. INELASTIC TUNNELING IN Cr-Cr
Z

0
3 

METAL JUNCTIONS 

Paul K. Hansma and Gene 1. Rochlin 

A series of experiments has just been com
pleted on extremely high quality C r -C rZ 03 - M 
tunnel junctions in a search for the antiferro
magnetic ene r gy gap in Cr. Although this gap 
was not seen, considerable detail in the 
second derivative (dZI/dYZ) of the junction 
characteristics was observed which appears 
to be related to excitations in CrZ03. The 
junction characteristics were examined as a 
function of: (a) T from 1 to 3Z0oK; (b) the 
applied magnetic field, H, from 0 to 30,000 G 
at 1.zoK and; (c) the reference metal M. 
Results from this work relate to many areas 
and may be summarized as follows. There is 
no structure attributable to the antiferromag
netic energy gap in Cr. The giant resistance 
anomaly (an enormous T-dependent resistance 
peak at zero bias) previously reported for 
Cr-I-M junctions is not an inherent property 
of Cr film tunneling, and is most probably a 
"dirt" effect due to poor sample quality. The 
conductance as a function of temperature and 
voltage does not behave in an "ordinary" 
fashion; careful examination of the tempera
ture and magnetic field dependence shows, 
however, that none of the deviations from 
ordinary behavior are due to "anomalous" 
mechanisms such as oxide impurities or small 
metallic particles. The temperature and 
voltage dependence of the conductance strongly 
resembles that predicted by recent theories 
for incoherent inelastic barrier excitations. 
This is the first time such behavior has been 
observed in metal-oxide-metal tunnel junctions. 

In particular, very interesting dZI/dY Z 

structure has been observed by using our new 
techniques for directly obtaining G = dI/dY 
and dG/dY) which consists of a series of peaks 
at Z8, 44, 6Z, and 8Z mY, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The disappearance of the lower voltage struc
ture as we increase the temperature is in 
excellent agreement with the inelastic barrier 
excitation model. At present we are attempt
ing to correlate the observed structure with 
known excitations in Cr

Z
0 3 (i. e., optical and 

acoustical phonons, antlferromagnons, or 
a hybrid; while the 44 MeY peak is most likely 
an optical phonon, it also may be a magnon 
edge. The neutron work on CrZ03 has been 
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primarily concerned with magnons until 
recently, and an examination of the lower 
energy phonon modes is eagerly awaited. 

Z. GAPLESS SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND 
THE JOSEPHSON EFFECT 

Michael D. Jack and Gene 1. Rochlin 

Gapless superconductivity is distinguished 
from the ordinary type by the response of the 
system to excitations such as photons or in
jected electrons. Ordinary superconductors 
show no response until E "" l:;. the energy gap, 
whereas gapless. systems respond to arbi
trar ily small exc itations. Since most gap Ie s s 
systems are created by adding magnetic 
impurities, they have the additional property 
that the degeneracy of the spin-up and spin
down states is lifted by exchange scattering 
from the local moments. In a sense the 
ground state repre sents a balance between 
Bloch-like nonlocalized states participating 
in the Cooper pairing and spin-compensated 



Kondo-like states. It would appear that the 
lowest lying excited states of this system ar.e 
connected with the localized spin states, wh1ch 
should appreciably modify the excitation spec
trum of the superconductor. Near zero tem
perature the lowest lying states will ~e pri
marily spin-compensation states, wh1le those 
near the Abrikosov-Gorkov (A-G) gap param
eter will be Bloch-like. In this model, since 
the density of impurity compensation states is 
lower than that of the Bloch-like states, there 
should be a rapid rise in the cond~ctance at 
finite bias which represents a "pseudo-gap". 
Examination of previous data on In-Fe, Pb-Gd, 
and La-Ce alloys indeed show a nonzero con
ductance at the origin and a rather rapid rise 
at the A-G gap bias. 

A study is now in the progress of the . 
behavior of La-Ce alloys in order to exam1ne 
these predictions for the finite bias tunneling 
conductance as well as an investigation of the 
Josephson effect in such junctions. A careful 
investigation as a function of impurity type 
and concentration as well as the temperature 
and field dependence will be made. The physi
cal equipment is now set up and operating, 
including the La handling station. S~ver~l. 
La-I-La junctions have been made w1th. lIm1ted 
success, and the effort at the moment 1S con
centrated on the junction preparation 
procedures. 

3. TUNNELING IN NORMAL METAL 
JUNCTIONS 

Duncan E. McBride and Gene 1. Rochlin 

The properties of nonsuperconducting 
metals are being studied by the electron 
tunneling method. AI-AIZ03-Cu junctions 
have been analyzed to 10-4 of the background 
conductance and, in addition to the usual 
oxide impurity modes, effects have been 
observed that are tentatively ascribed to ele
mentary excitations in the Cu. Analysis of 
additional sample s for confirmation of the 
effect is currently in progress. Planned . 
modifications of our digital data accumulation 
techniques should increase our resoluti~n 
and signal/noise ratio an order. of mag~lt~de, 
enabling as to study a wide v~nety of sl.m1lar 
systems. An extension of th1S work to 1nclude 
Kondo alloys based on Cu, Ag, or Au will 
also be made, and an expansion into this area 
will proceed at a rate commensura.bl~ with 
the information obtained from prellm1nary 
data. 
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4. AC JOSEPHSON EFFECT IN THIN FILM 
MICROBRIDGES 

Yeong-du Song and Gene 1. Rochlin 

An apparatus to study the I-V characteristics 
of microbridges and other Josephson devices 
as a function of the microwave geometry has 
been designed and fabricated and is. nearl~ 
completed. The heart of our expenment 1S a 
TEOH mode, v.ery. high Q. ci.rcu.lar. X 4band 
microwave cav1ty 1mmersed 1n llqu1d He. 
The sample holder provide s both translation 
along the cavity axis and rotation in a plane 
perpendicular to this axis. In this manner the 
junction can be made to selectiv~ly intera~t 
with either the E field or the H held, and m 
either case the field can be aligned either 
parallel or perpendicular to th~ pla.ne of th~ 
device. Thus the microwave fIeld 1nteraction 
with the sample can be readily parameterized 
by analyzing the effect of the several geometrie s 
on the I-V characteristics. The cavity has 
also been designed to operate under vacuum 
in the 4He both to prevent thermal oscillations 
in the wave guide and "boiling noise" at the 
sample. A method of constructing the mi~ron
sized thin film constrictions needed for th1S 
study has been devised, and methods .of preI?ar
ing other Josephson devices are read1ly ava1lable 
within the group. 

5. MICROWAVE INTERACTION WITH 
SUPERCONDUCTING TUNNELING JUNCTIONS 

James N. Sweet and Gene 1. Rochlin 

A series of experiments has been performed 
on the interaction of 4 kMHz microwave radi
ation with tunneling currents in Sn-SnxOy-Sn 
thin-film tunnel junctions. The junctions were 
located on the end wall of a re -entrant coaxial 
cavity at a point where the rf electric field was 
perpendicular to the plane of the. junct~on an~ 
the rf magnetic field was zero. JunctlOns w1th 
high normal state resistances showed excellent 
agreement between the experime~tal quasi.- . 
particle tunneling and the theoretIcal pred1c~lOns. 
Figure 1 shows the measured I-V character1s
tics of such a junction at several rf power 
levels. The microwave -induced contributions 
to the tunnel current (.6.1) for this junction were 
shown in Fig. Z. The agreement with th~ 
theoretical model is phenomenal, dependmg 
only on a fit to a single parame.ter, which may 
be determined from anyone p01nt on any of the 
curves. Inexplicably, despite the excellent fit 
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the experimentally determined parameter 
(eV f/1iwrf) remains several orders of magni
tudi larger than the theory predicts. Junctions 
with lower resistances deviate systemically 
from the theory, and this effect is currently 
being analyzed. 
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As the experimentally measured interactions 
between Josephson supercurrents and micro
waves have still not been well described quanti
tatively by existing theory, a new microwave 
setup consisting of a high Q rectangular TE 101 
cavity has been constructed to continue the 
microwave interaction studies. In addition to 
varying the field orientation, the rf field 
strengths may be more accurately determined 
in this geometry as a cross-check on the above
mentioned disc repanc ie s between theoretical 
and experimental values of the rf coupling. 

6. ELECTRON TUNNELING INTO THE 
DILUTE KONDO ALLOYS CuFe AND CuCr 

* Gene 1. Rochlin, Etienne Guyon and 
Louis Dumoulin'~ 

Tunneling experiments done at IMRD on 
dilute CuCr alloys and those done at Orsay 
on the dilute Cu Fe alloys have been combined 
to prove that there is no structure in the tunnel
ing density of states due to the presence of 
homogeneously distributed magnetic impurities 
in Cu. An exhaustive examination of CUX 
behavior as a function of the impurity, X, 
temperature, and magnetic field has thus been 
made, both above and below the Kondo tem
perature, and the lack of any observable effect 
has been verified to 1 part in 104 . Figure 1 
shows a typical example of the CuCr data. The 
small peaks near the origin are remnants of 
the aluminum density of states, as 1000 kG is 
not a large enough field to drive the edges of 
the Ai film completely normal. The lack of 
structure is apparent. Both groups have care
fully verified that their films are proper Kondo 
systems exhibiting well-defined resistance 
minima. 

From the theoretical point of view, there 
are two possible contributions to the tunneling 
conductance in these systems. The first of 
these is the frequency and wave vector depen
dence of the quasiparticle self energy ~ . 
However, if one decomposes this into three 
terms ~ = ~Coulomb + ~phonon + ~Kond?, 
theory predicts that the phonon term contn
butes at most ~ k8D/E F ~ 10-2 to the. con
ductance, while the Kondo term contnbutes 
at most ~ kTK/E F ~ 10~4. .To ~he ex.tent that 
the quasipartIcle approxlmatlOn IS vahd here 
we have verified these limits. The other con
tribution arises from a spatial variation of the 
impurity concentration in the vicinity of the 
barrier. Such a variation is the basis of 
several "zero-bias anomaly" theories, and the 
lack of any such anomaly, together with the 
apparent homogeneity of the films from 
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resistivity measurements, appears to self
consistently verify both the theory and the film 
homogeneity. 

'~Service de Physique des Solides, Faculte 
des Sciences, Universite de Paris, Orsay, 
France. 

7. INSTRUMENTATION 

Gene 1. Rochlin 

Several of the current research projects 
have been based on the development of new 
and/or adequate instrumentation. A new 
cryogenic carbon resistance thermometer 
bridge has been designed and constructed, and 
many of these units are presently in use among 
the IMRD Solid State Physics group on campus. 
A screened and shielded room has also been 
delivered and is currently being installed. 

The all-dc digital derivative technique has 
proved feasible to the extent that our first 
crude approximation using the multichannel 
analyzer with its own slow ADC is currently. 
ope rating very near the state -of -the -art of 
modulation methods as well as performing the 
unique function of generating conductance plots 
directly from dc current sweeps (modulation 
techniques give resistance plots which generally 
must be inverted to extract the physics). 
Immediate improvements via a high-speed ADC 
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and modified switching circuits will increase 
the dG/dV resolution an order of magnitude. 
Ultimately it is planned to extend this method 
to direct data accumulation and processing via 
a small high-speed integrated-circuit labora
tory computer to eliminate the excessive data 
handling time, which constitutes the major 
bottleneck in several experiments. 

S. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

Gene 1. Rochlin 

Tunneling work on the normal-metal and 
Kondo alloy junctions will be extended in direc
tions indicated by the trends in the data as 
being most productive. Increased instrumental 
re solution will make pos sible the inve stigation 
of fine structure on the scale of predicted self
energy variations. Should these be observable, 
the spectrum of ~ (w) vs. w may be obtained 
for such metals as Cu etc. whereas it has pre
viously been observed only for superconducting 
metals. The chromium tunneling work will be 
continued and extended to the study of other 
transition metal-oxide systems. 

Stu die s on mic rowave effects on junctions 
and other devices will be continued to further 
explore the detailed nature of the rf coupling 
to supercurrents and quasiparticle currents. 
In particular, the mic ro bridge expe riments 
will be compared with the junction work to 
examine the relationships between the two sys
tems. The gapless superconductivity work on 
La-Ce and similar alloys will continue as out
lined. The high resolution dG!dV equipment 
will also be used to search for phonon structure 
in weak coupling superconductors. 

Experiments on the effect of an electric field 
on the coexistence curve of a critical point of 
C02 in collaboration with Professor Y. R. Shen 
are continuing and will be extended to a com
parison with SF6' Several tunneling experi
ments are also planned for the dilution refrig
erator in collaboration with Profe s sor J. Clarke 
and Dr. T. Thorpe. Since the refrigerator is 
now operational, these experiments should be 
underway shortly. 

As previously mentioned the development of 
the all-dc derivative machine will continue and, 
if possible, the extension into the area of direct 
on-line data processing by a direct-access 
small computer will be initiated. 



9. 1969 PUBLICATION 

Gene 1. Rochlin and As sociate s 

Technical journal 

1. Gene 1. Rochlin, Improved Design Liquid 
Helium Temperature Regulator Using Opera
tional Amplifier Circuits, Rev. Sci. Instr. 
(to be published); UCRL-19024, June 1969. 

SUPERCONDUCTING JUNCTIONS AND 
DEVICES 

10. A NEW THEORY OF THE CURRENT
'VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC OF WEAK 
LINKS 

John Clarke 

A new theory of the I-V characteristics. of 
superconducting weak links and in particular 
of superconductor-normal metal-supercon
ductor (SNS) junctions has been developed. 
The theory is based on a careful assessment 
of the internal impedances of the high and low 
frequency source s pre sent and explains all the 
important differences between the characteris
tics for SNS junctions and tunnel junctions. 
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For large high current junctions with finite 
voltage across them, vortices each containing 
one quantum of.flux flow across the junction in 
the plane of the barrier. The theory has taken 
into account this vortex motion and shows 
clearly how a finite dc supercurrent flows 
through the junctions at finite voltages. Figure 
1 shows a comparison of the I-V characteristics 
for theory and experiment. The width of the 
junction is Wand the penetration depth x.; the 
ratio W Ix. expresses the extent to which the 
junction screens out magnetic flux. Notice that 
for large values of W Ix. the characteristic is 
asymptotically parallel to the junction resis
tance but displaced from it. This displacement 
corresponds to·the dc supercurrent. 

Calculations have also been performed for 
the case in which microwaves are used to 
induce current steps onto the I-V characteris
tic. Good agreement with experiment has 
been obtained. It has been demonstrated that 
a mechanism of "phase -locking il between 
applied radiation and the ac Josephson super
current is responsible for the very low dif
ferential resistance of the steps « 10- 14 0), 
even in the presence of noise. 

CURRENT 

rnA 

15 

TEMPERATURE 
FALLS 

10 

EXPERIMENT 

THEORY 

20 nV 
VOLTAGE 

Fig. 1. Experimental and theoretical I-V 
characteristics for an SNS sandwich of fixed 
size as the characteristic length X. is varied. 
The experiment refers to a square junction. 
The theory refe rs to a one -dimensional junc
tiori. The current scale has been chosen so 
that the critical current agrees with experi-
ment for small W Ix.. (XBL 702 -276) 



11. ANEW MECHANISM FOR STRUCTURE 
AND ASYMMETRY IN SUPERCONDUCTING 
JUNCTIONS 

John Clarke 

The type of junCtion known as the "Slug" 
consists of a bead of solder frozen onto a 
length of niobium wire. The solder forms a 
weak link with the niobium at a few discreet 
points so that the two superconductor s are 
multiply connected. The junction exhibits 
weak-link or tunneling behavior at low tem
peratures. The critical current of the device 
may be modulated by passing a current through 
the nobium wire. The current generates a 
magnetic field between the various weak links 
and this effect gives rise to the modulation. 

In addition, two other effects have recently 
been observed. First, the critical current 
is found to be asymmetric, that is, different 
for positive and negative going currents. 
Secondly, oscillations are observed on the 
current-voltage characteristic. Both of these 
effects have been explained in terms of a model 
in which the s elf -field of the measuring cur
rent is taken into account. The second effect 
is of particular importance in experiments on 
junctions in which more than one supercon
ducting link may be present, for example in 
point contact junctions. The oscillations may 
obscure oscillations due to other effects or 
cause confusion as to the interpretations of 
certain types of structures. An example of 
the structure is shown in Fig. 1. 
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12. A SUPERCONDUCTING TRANSFORMER 

John Clarke and William E. Tennant 

The development of a low inductance super
conducting galvanometer ( "Slug") has made 
possible voltage measurements of 10- 14 or 
less with time constants on the order of 1 sec. 
The Slug is basically a Josephson effect device 
with a current sensitivity of about 10-6 A and 
an inductance of about 10-8H. 

For some applications it is desirable to 
have greater current sensitivity, even though 
this may mean a net los s in overall voltage 
sensitivity. By efficiently coupling a single
turn superconducting secondary containing a 
Slug galvanometer to a primary of several 
hundred turns, we have been able to detect a 
current change in the primary of less than 
10- 8A, with a corresponding primary induc
tance of 2 X 10- 3 H. The current in the pri
mary induce s an amplified current in the 
secondary that is detected by the galvanometer 
(see Fig. 1). The voltage sensitivity with a 
resistance of 2 X 10- 3 n in the primary circuit 
was 2X10- 11 V with a time constant of 1 sec. 
The decrease in voltage sensitivity results 
from the stray inductance of the Slug in the 
secondary. circuit. 

Because it has an irregular shape, the Slug 
introduces stray inductance into a secondary 
that is otherwise very highly coupled to the 
primary. The result is that the effective pri
mary circuit inductance is ~ :::: A2 L where 
L is the stray inductance introduced by the Slug, 
and A is the current gain of the transformer, 
that is, the ratio of current in the secondary 
to current in the primary. For highly coupled 
transformers with high permeability cores, 
A:::: N, where N is the number of primary turns. 

HIGHLY COUPLED 
TRANSFORMER 

STRAY INDUCTANCE L 

SLUG 

GALVANOMETER 

Fig. 1. Slug galvanometer coupled to N-turn 
transformer. The current i = V /R in the pri
mary induces a much larger current Ai in the 
secondary which is measured by the Slug. 

(XBL 701-77) 



Further improvements in transformer 
design should give rise to an improvement of 
at least one order of magnitude in the current 
sensitivity without increasing the inductance. 
These improvements should permit the device 
to be used as a low temperature amplifier 
with a current gain of about 500. 

13. WEAKLY COUPLED SUPERCONDUCTORS 

John Clarke, James L. Paterson, and Louis 
A. Schwartzkopf 

An evaporator has been completed for the 
fabrication of various types of superconducting 
junction. The evaporator has been used for 
the preparation of thin films at pressure of less 
t~an 10-6 torr and ~eature s a very fast cycling 
tlme: the evaporatIOn can be started within 
a few minutes of closing the system. 

A sputtering system has also been con
structed for the preparation of thin films. 
However, it has been found that the sputtered 
films have a very short mean free path and 
consequently the evaporator will be preferred 
for most applications. 

Types of junction to be studied include those 
with magnetic, semimetallic and semiconduct
ing barriers. 

14. 3 4 
He: He DILUTION REFRIGERATOR 

John Clarke, Marvin L. Cohen, T. L. 
Thorp, and Michael L. Rappaport 

3 TW~ year.s a~o, desi.gn work was started on 
a He: He dilutIOn refrigerator for use in 
stu.dying l.ow temp~rature superconductivity. 
ThiS refrigerator IS now working better than 
anticipated with a lowest temperature obtained 
of 12 mK with four sintered copper heat ex
change.g:s. The circulation rate is about 
2 X 10- moles/sec of 3He . It takes about 7 hr 
to cool from room temperature to 12 mK. 
About every 12 hr liquid helium is transferred 
into the cryostat; between these times it will 
perform unattended. The operating tempera
tur~ ca~ be held indefinitely even when liquid 
hel1um IS transferred into the dewar. 

We have a number of experiments in hand 
which can usefully be done with a lowest tem
perature of 12 mK. But we also have experi
ments in which lower temperatures are essen
tial. We hope to add a single -cycle dilution unit 
to produce low temperatures of order 4 mK' we 
do. not a~ticipate major problems in doing this. 
With a single -cycle unit the lowest temperature 
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obtainable would be the same as that from a certain 
magnesium nitrate (CMN) demagnetization ap
paratus. Lower temperatures (and higher heat 
loads) could be obtained using a Pomeranchuk 
refrigerator cooled by the dilution refrigerator. 

During the last two years, we have worked 
wit~ th~ dilution refrigerator and a CMN demag
netIzatIOn cryostat loaned by Professor D. 
Shirley (LRL Berkeley, Nuclear Chemistry). 
For our type of experiments the advantages of 
a dilution refrigerator have become clearer. 
Its usual advantages of keeping a specimen 
cold indefinitely and of being able to control the 
temperature accurately were not ones that were 
vitally important for us. Our main concern 
was in making thermal contact to the specimen 
and in keeping a low magnetic field on it. We 
have found that the difficulty of doing these 
things with the CMN demagnetization apparatus 
was greater than anticipated. For example, 
after demagnetizing from a field of 47 kOe we 
have been unable to hold the field on the sample 
below 20 mOe. We think that with the dilution 
refrigerator we should be able to hold the field 
well below 1 mOe. Further, the problem of 
thermal contact in the dilution refrigerator is 
less severe. We have also found the cost of 
running the dilution refrigerator, through its 
more meager consumption of liquid helium, 
is about one quarter of that for the demagneti
zation cryostat; a saving of up to $ 7, 000 per 
year is indicated. 

Thus we find that the dilution refrigerator 
has proved easier and cheaper to run and has 
gre~ter development potential than c.omparable 
equipment. 

15. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR 1970 

John Clarke 

Further calculations are being performed on 
the current-voltage characteristics of weak 
links in an effort to obtain a quantitative under
standing of the different types of junction. This 
wo~k sh.ould be useful in selecting the best type 
of JunctIOn for use in any given application, 
for example in far infrared detections. 

The superconducting transformer will be 
fur~her developed and used in various appli
catIOns. One application will be to measure the 
resistance of a superconducting thin film near 
its transition temperature. The resistance of 
the strip is extremely temperature-sensitive 
in this region and the film is therefore poten
tially useful as a low temperature thermometer 
or bolometer. The superconducting transformer 



and galvonometer may also be used as a low 
temperature amplifier and oscillator. 

It is planned to fabricate and study a series 
of Josephson junctions with various types of 
barrier. A large amount of information has 
already been obtained from junctions in which 
the barrier is copper. The effects of intro
ducing magnetic impurities such as Fe, Cr, 
and Mn into the copper will be studied. These 
localized magnetic moments interact with the 
paired electrons injected from the supercon
ductors and it is hoped to obtain information 
on the Kondo effect. Barriers of ferromag
netic materials such as Ni and Cu-Ni alloys 
will be included in this study. Other types of 
barrier will include semimetals such as Bi 
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and semiconductors such as Ge and SnTe. 
Besides the inherent interest in these materials 
it is hoped that the work will produce a type 
of junction that is sufficiently reliable to be 
useful in device applications. 

An interesting new effect has just been dis
covered in measurements of the resistance 
of superconductor-normal metal-supercon
ductor sandwiches in which the normal metal 
is too thick to sustain a supercurrent. It has 
been found that the resistance is a very sensi
tive function of the superconducting transition 
temperature of the normal metal even when 
this temperature is far below the working tem
perature of the experiment. It is planned to 
study the resistance of these sandwiches at 
the very low temperatures now available in the 
dilution refrigerator. These experiments 
should yield estimates of transition tempera
tures in materials where the actual transition 
temperature is too low to be measured directly. 

Other plans for the dilution refrigerator 
include experiments on the transition tempera
tures of various semiconducting alloys and 
studies of Josephson tunneling through very 
thick layers of normal metal. In collaboration 
with Dr. Rochlin we plan second-derivative 
work on tunnel junctions to obtain phonon 
spectra in weak-coupling superconductors. 

16. 1969 PUBLICATIONS 

John Clarke and Associates 

Technical journals 

1. J. Clarke, Supercurrents in Lead-Copper
Lead Sandwiches, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 
A308, 447 (1969). 
z:-J. Clarke, Origin of Asymmetry and Low 
Voltage Structure in the I-V Characteristic 
of Multiply-Connected Superconducting Junc
tions' J. Appl. Phys. 40, 4470 (1969). 

3. J. Clarke, The Use of Superconducting 
Junctions in Magnetometry, invited paper at 
the International Conference on Low Magnetic 
Fields of Interest in Space and Geophysics, 
Paris, May 20-23 1969, to be published in 
conference proceedings. 

UCRL report 

1. J. Clarke, A New Theory of the Current 
Voltage Characteristic of Weak Links, UCRL-
19067, Aug. 1969. 
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E. EXPERIMENTAL SOLID STATE PHYSICS AND QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 

1. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF 
SE MIC ONDUC TORS 

. * Rlcardo R. L. Zucca and Y. Ron Shen 

A high resolution wavelength-modulation 
spectrometer has been set up. The sensi
tivity of the spectrometer is as high as 
AR/R :::: 10-4 . We have used the spectrometer 
to obtain derivative spectra of Si, Ge, GaAs, 
GaSb, lnAs, and InSb from 1. 75 to 6 eV at 
5, 80, and 300"K. The spectra of lnAs are 
shown in Fig. 1 as a typical example. The 
results are compared with electroeflectance 
and thermoeflectance data. New structures 
are found in the spectra of all crystals. With 
the help of existing band structures of these 
crystals, all the reflectivity peaks can be 
consistently assigned to proper critical tran
sitions between the valence and the conduction 
bands. Value s of spin-orbit splittings at 
several symmetry points can be calculated. 
Temperature shifts of the reflectivity peaks 
can be explained through the Debye-Waller 
effect and the thermal lattice expansion (see 
Fig. 2 

*Present address: Department de Fis 
Facultad de Ciencias, Ing. y Arg., Av. 
Pellegrini 250, Rosasio (Sta-Fe), 
Argentina. 
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Fig. 1. Logarithmic derivative of the reflec
tivity spectrum of lnAs at 5, 80, and 300 o K. 
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reflectivity peaks and of the corresponding 
theoretically calculated A(4-5), A(3-5), and 
L(4-5) transitions. (XBL 702-277) 

2. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF METALS 

Ricardo R. L. Zucca, Jeffrey A. Stokes, 
and Y. Ron Shen 

The wavelength-modulation spectrometer 
is used to obtain the derivative spectra of 
copper from 2 to 6 eV at 5, 80, and 300 0 K 
(Fig. 1). At low temperatures, new struc
tures in the copper spectrum are observed. 
Most of the structures can be identified as 

'" W 

due to interband transitions to or from the 
Fermi surface, and due to critical transitions. 
A better assignment will be made through 
pseudopotential calculations. 
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Fig. 1. Logarithmic derivative of the renec
tivity spectrum of Cu at 5, 80, and 300 o K. 
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3. RAMAN SCATTERING FROM LIQUID 
CRYSTALS 

Nabil M.-Amer, Y.Ron Shen, and Hal J. 
Rosen 

Raman spectra of 4,4' azoxyanisole (PAA) 
have been obtained in the temperature range 
113 to 135 ·C. Emphasis is on spectral 
variation in the phase transition regions. The 
intensities of the two groups of Raman lines 
appear to change abruptly at the two -phase 
transitions: 

(a) Three distinct low frequency modes at 
41, 53, and 76 cm- 1 are observed in the solid 
state. Their intensities drop appreciably in 
the nematic state, and vanish completely in 
the liquid state (Fig. 1). 

(b) Four intense overlapping lines around 
1225 to 1295 cm- 1 appear in the solid state. 
The iritensities of three of them decrease 
markedly in passing from solid to nematic 
and to liquid, while all four lines show con
siderable broadening. The results can be 
explained by the model that in the liquid 
crystal state, the molecules are aligned with 
respect to one another, but are free to rotate 
about their own axes. 
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Fig. 1. Variation of integrated intensitie s of 
the three low frequency modes with tempera
ture near the phase transitions. 
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4. RAMAN SCATTERING FROM IODINE IN 
SOLUTIONS 

Hal J. Rosen and Yuen-Ron Shen 

Raman scattering is used to study iodine 
charge transfer complexes in solutions. 
Emphasis is on the mean frequency shift of 
the iodine stretching vibration in solutions. 
The results cannot be explained by the classical 
theory of Benesi and Hildebrand. A statistical 
theory for complexes in solution is worked out. 
It takes into account the statistical distribution 
of all attainable complex configurations and 
the effect of inert solvent molecule s in a solu
tion (see Fig. 1). The results indicate that 
each 12 can interact simultaneously with two 
donors, that no particular complex configura
tion dominates for weak 12 complexes, and 
that the shielding effect of inert solvent mole
cules on complex properties is non-negligible. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the theoretical curves 
from our statistical theory and from the 
Benesi-Hildebrand theory with the experimental 
data. The mean vibrational frequency shifts 
(6.wv ) of 12 in solutions of benzene or methyl
\ated benzene andn-hexaone, with respect to 
the frequency in pure n hexane, are presented. 
Inver se mean frequency shift 1/( 6.Wy) is 
plotted as a function of inverse normalized 
concentration of benzene or methylated benzene 
P Do/P D' where P Do is the density of pure 
benzene or methylated benzene. 

(XBL 697-3278) 

5. SELF-FOCUSING AND SELF-TRAPPING 
OF LIGHT IN LIQUIDS 

Michael M. T. Loy and Y. Ron Shen 

Experiments on self-focusing and self
trapping of laser light in liquids have been 
carried out. Results show that the small
scale filaments in liquid, obtained with a 
single mode laser, are composed of continuous 
time series of focal spots. Calculation shows 
that the focal spot moves according to the 
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Fig. 1. Theoretical curves indicating the 
position of the focal spot inside toluene as a 
function of relative time 6.t for several peak 
power s of a Gaus sian laser pulse with 7.6 nsec 
full width at half -maximum. Here 6.t = 0 
refers to the instant the first focal spot is 
formed. (XBL 701-228) 

curve described in Fig. 1. Many related 
observations are shown to be consistent with 
the picture of moving foci. Convolution tech
nique is used to measure the pulse duration of 
the light emi1:ted from the self-focused spots. 
The results show that in toluene the pulse 
widths vary from 200 to 100 psec or less and 
the peak power is about 30 kW. 

6. HEATING OF INTENSE LIGHT BEAMS 
IN MEDIA 

Dillard W. Faries, James R. Morris, and Y. 
Ron Shen 

A system of two simutaneously Q-switched 
ruby lasers has been set up as shown in Fig. 1. 
Each laser can be operated at either the R1 
or the R2 line. The frequency difference of 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental 
arrangement. Po = rotating prism, Pi' 
P = prisms, R = ruby rod, F = flashlamp, 
ivl= resonant reflector, PQ = set of polarizer 
and quartz plate used to suppre s s Ri lasting 
transitions. (XBL 70i-229) 

the two lasers can be tuned continuously from 
i to 9 cm- i and from 20 to 38 cm- i . The 
system has been used to generate far infrared 
radiation from nonlinear crystals. It will 
also be used to study the optical beating pro
cess in liquids and in solids. Using this sys
tem, generation of spin waves in antiferro
magnets will be attempted. Theoretical 
investigations on the various problems' will 
also be carried out. 
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7. THIRD-HARMONIC GENERATION FROM 
CHOLESTERIC LIQUID CRYSTALS 

Jay Shelton and Yuen-Ron Shen 

The possibility of phase matching for third
harmonic generation in cholesteric liquid 
crystals is investigated. Calculations show 
that in liquid crystals with large rotatory power, 
the phase matching condition can be achieved 
by compensating the color dispersion with cir
cular birefringence. A Nd-glass laser system 
is used to study the problem experimentally. 
Preliminary re sults show that the phase
matching condition can indeed be obtained by 
adjusting the helical pitch of the liquid crystals. 
Better re suIts will be expected if more homo
geneous samples can be prepared. 

8. EXPERIMENTS WITH DYE LASER 

Irwin 1. Ku and Y. Ron Shen 

A dye laser pumped by a Q-switched ruby 
laser has be"en built. Frequency tuning is 
achieved by using a grating as the back reflec
tor. A peak power of 3 MW has been obtained. 
Special effort is now being spent in improving 
the spectral purity of the output. The system 
is going to be used for the investigation of many 
nonlinear optical effects. In particular, sum 
and difference frequency generation near reso
nance and two-photon absorption in solids will 
be studied. 

9. RESEARCH PLANS FOR CALENDAR 
YEAR i970 

Y. Ron Shen 

The wavelength-modulation spectrometer 
will be used to obtain the derivative reflectivity 
spectra of various semiconductors and metals. 
Temperature dependence of the spectra will 
be measured. The results will be compared 
with theoretical calculations by using the 
empirical pseudopotential method. New 
information about the electronic properties of 
the solids can then be obtained. Exciton effects 
in semiconductors will also be investigated. 



Study of phase transitions in liquid crystals 
by using Raman scattering will be continued. 
The Raman spectrometer will also be used to 
study magnetic crystals and biological mole
cules Special interest is in the effect of 
magnetic field on the mag non modes and on 
the magneto-acoustic modes. 

Work on far infrared generation by non
linear optical pieces in a crystal will be con
tinued. The pos sibility of obtaining a practical 
tunable far infrared source by using a mode
locked laser as the pump will be looked into 
more carefully. Other schemes of generating 
tunable farinfrared will be tested. 

More experiments on self -focusing and self
trapping will be performed. It is hopeful that 
we can finally solve the mystery of the two 
effects. We shall then be able to state when 
the low self-focusing and self-trapping can 
occur. The effects of self-focusing and self
trapping on stimulated scattering or vice versa, 
will also be investigated. 

Third-harmonic generation in cholesteric 
liquid crystals will be studied experimentally. 
The purpose is to achieve phase matching 
condition in the liquid crystals over a suffi
ciently lar ge region. The re sult will be 
compared with theoretical predictions. A 
practical third-harmonic generator can prob
ably be constructed as the re sult of this 
inve stigation. 

More work will be done on the dye -laser 
system to improve its operation characteris
tic s. Nonlinear optical experiments will then 
be performed with the dye laser. 
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Erwin Hahn is on Sabbatical Leave in 
England at the time of this compilation. 
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